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DATE CF DOCUvE ►1T /TYPEt !! A4 72
	 / SISLICSP,APHY
TITLE OF COCUHE +1Tr APPLICATIONS TECNHaLGGY SATELLITESt 	 A CONTINUING 8I8LIOGRAP"Y WITH I!1DEXES
AUTHORS GOODAJDD SPACE FLIGHT CErrTER
SPO'l54RIHG GGE •1CYt GOOGAPID SPACE V LIG H T CENTER, GP.EE?MELT. 4D
SATELLITES
	 ATS-1. ATS-3r ATS-5
OAJFCT OF EXPERIHENTt TO HAKE AVAILABLE TO THE PU3LIC ICORPJRATIONS *
 UNIVERSITIES& AND GOIEFUMENT OR.GANI2AT TONS I THE CAPA
°,ILITIES OF NASA • $
 ATS SATELLITES VCR WORTHWHILE EXPERIMEYITATION FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF NASA'S PPI
VARY EXPEPIrE?4*ATI0h.
ABSTa 4CTt L APS;: NURP. ER CP 50CUHENTS NAVE BEEN PREPARED 9Y THE SCIrriTiG Ar17 TECH110LOGICCL CO+SrUUITY ASS
OCIATEC HITN+ THE ATS-1 TH a 3UGY 5 PPOGPAM AND IT HAS LCNG BEEN PECCG:J:XEO THAT A BISLIGSRAPHY CF THO
SE CCCUr :NTS M3ULD 9E NECESSAFY.
	 THIS I3 THE INITIAL RELE4S5 OF TROT 3ISLI05P.APHY.
TH= ^IFLIOGPAPHY is A LfSfIVG OF ATS ORCUHENTATION PUBLISHED SINCE 1:55. THE USEFUL'IESS CF TYI
S 00' LUM" 11T IS RACILY APPANENT AS 4 TOOL FaR THE EN614_ER OR SCIET.TIST NH; 1.13 SEZKINfi INFOP't-T1ON 0
N THE ATS F=CG+AW. IT SHOULD HELP TG SAVS VALUABLE RE'.°_LPCW TIRE ANJ TO ELIMINATE GCSTLY ?EDU42ANT
EFFCSTS.
GL'-ING T14 5 NEXT TWELVE MCtITHS. Ti+E 9IjLIOGPAP4Y WILL 4E !!POSTED TO ITS FINAL FO= M. USER 'S CONK
EARS yrI ;CPREG'. 1 fl !:S AND CHNIS.ICNS APE ks '^VESTED
SURJFCTI AI? TRAr FIC fO%4TP0L	 AIRCRAiT COHRtJs1IGA22O'1S
a POP. DCL _ Tvo r,	 DATA TRANS4I5STW4
u'1CAT1;: 'IaL A ¢PLIC4T [ONS
	 LAW ENFCPCEHENRIC2 1MINlAL JUSTICE APPLICATIONS
MAP I T IL= TP:.FFIC CONTFCL
	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
" tc ^.;^CL I GY	 NAVIGATICU
7CIC°_ C t0'UNICAT:4!15
KFY90pris t a:lL:LSPA9HYI ATS-S; ATS-3: ATS-5




DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES JUN 70	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS L-BAND ATS-5--ORION--S.S. MANHATTAN MARINE NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT/FINAL REPORT
AUTHORS HANAS, D J, ILLIKAINEN, M E; KRATZER. D L; SPAANS, E A
SPOIISORING AGENCYS APPLIED INFORMATION INDUSTRIES, CAHBRIOGE• "ASS
SATELLITES
	
ATS-5 COMMUNICATIONS=	 L-BAND	 EXPERIMENT PERIODI 30 MAR 70 - 30 APR TO
OBJECT OF EXPERIHENTS TO CONDUCT NAVIGATIOR AND COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENTS IN OCEAN CRAFT VIA ATS-5 OVER HIDE VARIATICNS I
N LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, ELEVATION ANGLE, AND HEATHER CONDITIONS
ABSTRACTS A UNTQUE EXPERIMENT IS DESCRIBED IN WHICH L-SANG SIGNALS RELAYED BY SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE SERE SUCC
ESSFULLY USFO FOR NAVIGATION AND DATA COMMUNICATION FOR THE FIRST TIME. PF  SIGNALS CONTAINING RANGI
NG HOGVLIliICN HERE TRANSMITTED FROM NASA'S STADAN STATION AT MOJAVE, CALIFORNIA, RELAYED THROUGH TH
E ATS-5 SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE AND RECEIVED BY TWO STATIONS. ONE HAS STATIONARY, LOCATED AT THE APPL
IED INFORMATICN INDUSTRIES LABORATORY IN MOORESTOWN, NEW JERSEY, AND THE OTHER WAS MARINE MOBILE, I
NSTALLEI ON THE HURDLE OIL AND REFINING COMPANY'S ICEBREAKING TANKER, S.S. MANHATTAN. THIS EXPERIME
NT DEMONSTRLTEO TO A PRECISION NEVER BEFORE ACHIEVED THE FEASIBILITY OF POSITION FIXING BY MAKING R
ANGE MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN A FIXED GROUND STATION, A SATELLITE IN A KNOHh POSITION AND A MOVING PLAT
FOTM CN THE SU?FACE OF THE EARTH. ALSO NOTAILE IN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS THE SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION
A40 RECE P TION OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS ON THE RANGING SIGNAL.
W
CONCLUSIO'S: L-'SAND SIGNAL TRANSMISSICN VIA A SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE CAN PFOOUCE PRECISE AND STABLE RANGE HE
ASUREFEuTS.
THE ATS-5 SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE, ALTHOUGH PRESENTLY IN A SPINNING "DOE, FULFILLS ALL ESSENTIAL
REOUIRZ MENTS FOR FEASIBILITY EXPERIHENTA.ION TO PROVE CONCEPTS INVOLVED IN L-BAND POSITION FIXING
EXPERIMENTS.
THE P FLATIVE SIMPLICITY CF THE EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIMENT LEADS TO THE CONCLUSION T
HAT AN UNCOMPLICATED EQUIPMENT COM PLEMENT INVOLVING SIMPLE PROCEDURES IS POSSIBLE FOR WIDESPREAD HA
RINE USE IN THE FUTURE. THIS PASSIVE NAVIGATION SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE INSTANTANEOUS POSITION FIXING A
CROSS B^OAO AREAS OF THE GLOBE AT RELATIVELY LOW COST FOR EACH USER.
SUBJECTS MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
	 NAVIGATION
KEYNOROSS L-BAND': NAVIGATION, COMMUNICATIONS; ORION; OCEANCRAFT; POSITION FIXING, ATS-5; RANGING; MARINE NAVI
GATION







DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES 03 AUG 72
	 / PROPOSAL
F
TITLE OF OOCOMENTS	 TEST PLA FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK TO SUPPORT LASL •S FALL ROCKET PROGRAM IN THE PACIF
IC AREA (PICAPOSTE)
AUTHOR 	 GARCIA, H H
SPONSORING AGENCYt	 EG AND G. INC.t ALSUQUEROUE * NM
SATELLITES ATS-1	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS 25 S£P 72 - 20 OCT 72
09JECT OF EXPERIMENTS THE OBJECTIVES OF TILE EXPERIMENT INCLUDEI 111 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD LINE TRACING, {21 IONOSPHERIC MODIF
ICATICNI (3) IRON ATOM OXIDATION REACTIONS RESULTING IN INFRARED EMISSION, 141 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
AT ZERO G A140 NEAR ZERO DEGREES TEMPERATURE * AND 151 IONSSPHERIC NOISE.
ABSTRACTS THIS TEST PLAN PROVIDES FOR THE USE OF NASA'S APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ATS-1) TO FULF
ILL THE LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY'S (LASL1 COMMUNICATIONS FEOUIREHENTS DUPING OPERATION PICA
POSTE.
THE ATS- 1 SATELLITE NETWORK IS INTEUDED TO BE THE PRIMARY COMMUNICATIONS LINK FOP. GROUND-TO-GR
OUND ANP PRELAUNCH COOR D INATION AND FOR PASSING VECTOR INFORMATION BETWEEN AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION
STATIONSt GROUND STATIONS * AND LAUNCH SITES.
1
	 SUBJECTS	 DATA TRANSMISSIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWOROSt	 ASS-1. PICAPOSTE. COMMUNICATIONS, IONOSPMEP ,E. INFRARED EHMISSION. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY







t'	 DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES JAN 73	 1 CORRESPONDENCE
REQUEST FOR USE OF ATS SATELLITE
TITLF OF DOCUMENTS	 APPLICATION FOR USE OF ATS-1 FOR COMMUNICATION AMONG SOVIET AND U.S. SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT IN STUDYING
ATMOSPH£RiC, SEA, AND ICE CONDITIONS IN THE BERING SEA AREA
t
N„	 AUTHOP:	 SMITH. w S
SATELLITES ATS-1	 COMHUNIC A TIONSS K TO X BAND 	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS FED 73 - MAR 73
	
- i^	OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS	 TO HAKE MEASUREMENTS FROM US TO USSR AIRCRAFT OF MICROWAVE RADIATION 
E
MITTED IN THE K TO X BAN
0 RANGE 9Y T14E SEA SURFACE AT VARYING TEMPERATURES AND SEA STATE, 3Y THE SEA IC€, AND BY ZONES OF L
IQUIO PRECIPITATION:
TO EXCHANGE AGP.EED-UPON MEASUREMENTS • TO ANALYZE THEM, AND TO JOINTLY COMPARE THE .INTERPRETATi	 {
ON AND FESULTS OF T HESE ANALYSES,
TO ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Ott THE CAPABILITIES OF MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS MCUNTED ABOARD
SATELLITES AND AIRCRAFT FOR OPERATIONAL USE IN METEOROLOGY AND FOR STUDYING THE NATURAL RESOURCES D
F THE EGRTH
_ r
ASSTS? ACTS	 THIS IS A REQUEST FOR ATS-1 COMMUNICATIONS LINK BETWEEN A U.S. COMMUNICATIONS BASE AT ANC"ORAGE, AL
ASKA ANI A SOVIET BASE AT CAPE SCHMIOT.
SUBJECTS	 METEOROLOGY	 OCEANOGRAPHY































APR 72	 / PROPOSAL
ATS-1 COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT
KELLER, C H
AMES RESEARCH r'r.NTER
EXPERIMENT PERIODS JAN 72 - JUN 74
TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF THE APPLICATION OF COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES TO COMPUTER NETWORKING AND OIGI
TAL DATA LINKS
COMPUTING FACILITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII IUHI AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA IUA1 WILL OE CCN
NECTEC TO THE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY IARPAI COMPUTER NET VIA AN ATS-1 VMF LINK TO THE NA
SA-AMES RESEAPCH C4NTER IARC1. THIS EXPERIMENT PROVIDES DETAILED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CHARACT
£PISTICS OF THE SATELLITE LINK AND THE PERFORMANCE OF A UNIQUE CCHHUNICATION SYSTEM UNDER ACTUAL CP
EFATING CONCITIONS. THE EXPERIMENT HAS THE POTENTIAL OF PROVIDING, ON A TE!IPDRARY BASIS. UW AND VA
ACCESS TO THE ILLIAC 4 AND OTHFP. RESOURCES CCNhF_CTED TO THE ARPA COM PUTER 'IETKOpl^, AS HELL AS PROVI
DING A;PA ACCESS TO THE OCC-5CO COMPUTER AT UH.
DATA TRANSMISSION
COMMUNICATIONS; ATS-1; COMPUTERS; DATA TRANSMISSION; COMPUTER NETWORK: COMPUTER COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERt	 5
7
^^ 0





	 PPOPOSAL FOP. STJOYING CARRIER SHIFT TECH ►1IGUES AND ItiCREASING HAxIMUH DATA TRAtiSMISSICti RATE THROUG
H ATS-3 VHF:
 TRANSPONDERS FOR A MOBILE WEATHER MODIFICATION SYSTEM
AUTHOPt	 KLEPPE, J A
S a7NSCRING AGEHCYI	 UNT VEPS'TY OF 4EVADA
SATELLITE+ ATS-3 AND ATS-1
	 CCKPNUPiICATIONSP vHF	 ExPEPIMEHT PERIODS JUL 72 - JUL 73
C4.ECT OF Ex PERIHEUl i	 TO 09SE^VE THE EFFECTS OF CLOUD SEEDING USING REMOTELY CONTROLLED RADAR
S°_STPACTt
	
	 A PPCFO;AL TO OUTLINE AN ExPEPIHENT USING CARRIER SHIFT TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING THE POSSIBILITY OF
It:CPEASING THE MAxIMUM DATA RATE THROUGH VHF TRAtiSPOtiD-cRS.
Sul JVCT t	 DATA TPII NSMISSIDN	 METEOROLOGY
KEYN^905t
	




UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER: 	 b
-]
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE! DEC 71	 / PROPOSAL
TITLE OF DOCUHENTt TRANSMISSIONS OF HURRICANE RADAR DATA VIA ATS-3
AUTHORS KLEPPE, J A
S OON CO?ING AGENCYi UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA RESEARCH CORPOPATION. BOULDER, COLORADO
SATELLITES	 ATS-3 COMHUNICATIONS1	 VMF	 EXPERIMENT PERIOD[ DEC 71 - FED 72
09JECT OF EY oERIMENTt TPANSMISSICNS O> HURRICANE RADAR DATA VIA ATS-3
A4ST A ACTt THIS IS A LETTER FROM R.	 B. MARSTEN CONFIRMING, KLEPPE'S EARLIER REQUEST FOR USE OF ATS-3 TO TRANSMI
T RADAR HURRICANE DATA FROM HURRICANES OFF FLORIDA IN THE ' ATLANTIC TO MIAMI HURRICANE CENTER.
SUIJECTS DATA TPANSMISSION	 METEOROLOGY
C+]
E	 KEYWOROSI RADAR DATA! HUPRICANE;	 VHF; TRANSPONDERS; ATS-3
00








DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE? 25 MAR 14	 / REQUEST FOR USE OF ATS SATELLITE
'	 k TITLE OF DOCUMENT? APPLICATION FOR THE USE OF THE ATS-VHF STATION ON BOARD THE T/V TEXAS CLIPPER
AUTHORI CLAYTON, W H	 Y
SPOKSORING AGF-NCY1 TEXAS A AND M UNTUEPSITY, MOODY COLLEGE OF MARINE SCIENCE AND MARITIME RESOURCES
	 -'
SATELLITEt	 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT P_RIODS OS JUN - 05 AUG 74
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT? TO COLLECT AND 00 RESEARCH IN THE FOLLOWING AREASS 	 III OCEAN CHLOROPHYLL AND TEMPERATURE OETERMINAT
IONS,	 121	 VISUAL AND IR HEATHER SATELLITE, 131 	 ELECTRONIC OATHYTHERMOGRAMS, AND	 141 SALINITY MEASUR
EHENTS
A2STRACTI THIS IS A REQUEST FOR USE OF ATS-3 AS A VHF STATION COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA TRANSMISSION LINK FOR A
CAP.IM AN CRUISE OF THE T/V TEXAS CLIPPER.
SUSJECTt METEOROLOGY	 MARINE SCIENCE
KEYNOPOSI ATS-3', VHF; WEATHER, SHIPS. OCEANOGRAPHY; CHLOROPHYLL: TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, SALINITY; BATHYTHER
ti HOGRAYS












I	 DATE OF OOCUMENT/TY PE1 APR 72
	
I PROGRESS REPORT;i
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS 	 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEMS PROVIDING COMMUNICATION ANO/OR RAOIOOETERKINATION USING SATELL
ITE TECHNIQUES FOR AIRCRAFT ANDIOR SHIPS
AUTHORS	 C.C.I.R. STUDY GROUPS
SPONSORING AGENCY% 	 C.C.I.R. -TUDY GROUPS
SATELLITES ATS: ATS-3	 COHMUNICATIONSS VHF	 EXPERIMENT P=-RIOOt 197L-1973
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS	 TO OBTAIN EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON THE USE OF SATELLITES FOR THE AERONAUTICAL AND MARITIME RADIO SERVIC
E
ABSTRACTS	 SEVERAL SERIES OF TESTS HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC 0
F GER »ANY. THE UNITED KINGDOM, AND THE NETHERLANDS TO OBTAIN EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON TVE USE OF SATELL
ITES FOP THE AEPONAUTICAL AND MARITIME RADIO SERVICE. DATA HAS BEEN COLLECTED THROUGHOUT THE ATLLN
TIC AND PACIFIC REGIONS AND ACROSS THE WESTEP14 HEMISPHERE FROM THE ARCTIC TO THE ANTARCTIC. THE VH
F EXPERIMENT IN THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES ATS-1 AND ATS-3 (PROVIOy D BY THE UNITED STAT
ES OF A'EPICA) HERE USED IN EACH CASE.
!	 CONCLUSIONS	 THE R ESULTS OF TESTS CONDUCTEO ON THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES (ATS) OVER THE LAST FIVE Y
EARS HAVE OEMCMSTPATED THAT A VHF SATELLITE SERVICE WOULD 3E TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE. FURTHER $ IT HAS
O DEMOLSTP&TED THAT SATELLITES EMPLOYING VHF HILL PROVIDE SATISFACTORY CCMMUNICATIONS OVER OCEANIC E
NVIPCt.M - NTS MHERE P A EScNT-DAY COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES ARE LIMITED BY THE CURVATURE OF THE EARTH A
NO/OR VGRYIt:G PROPAGATION CONDITIONS.
SUBJECTS	 AIRCRAFT CnrMONICATIONS	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL 	 NAVIGATION
KEYMORDS1	 ATS-1; ATS-3; COMMUNICATIONS; UNITED KINGDOM', HEST GERMANY; NETHERLANOS; SHIPS, AIRCRAFT, MARITIME
SERVICE







TITLE OF DOCUy_NTt	 THE LISTE D HILL CENiTER • S EXPERIK:NTAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
AUTHORI	 LISTER HILL CENTER FCR BICMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS
SFONSCRTUS AGENCY1 	 NATIOKAL LIBRARY CF MEDICIN =E, LISTER HILL CENTER FOP bICMEDICAL CCMHUHiCATICHS
SATELLITE= ATS-1
O9J=CT OF EMPERIMENT2 TO OETEPHINE THE DEGREE TO wH.'CH SATELLITE COKMUNlICATICNS TECHriOLGGY CAN BE USED FOR 5104EDICAL CCM
H44ICATIONS IN REMOTE AREAS WHERE CO"40N CARRIER TELECO ktWaCATlOus SERVICES 00 NOT EXIST CR ARE SE
VE-^ELY LIMITED•
ASSTPACTt THIS PLANS PPESENTS THE TECHNICAL DETAILS CF AN EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT AIMED AT EXPLOR11.6 THE USE OF S
ATELLITr COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND MODALITIES TO SUPPORT HEALTH CAR= EDUCATION AND THE CELIVERY
CF WEALTH CAPE SERVICES IN SELECTED AREAS OF ALASKA *
 THE PROJECT INVOLVES THE USE CF THE NATIONAL
AEROnA U3TICS AND SPACE ADN!IN;ISTRATICV'S APPLrCATIOlS TEC HNCLCSY SATELLITE tATS1 FACILITIES AND SATEL
LITE CCMMUf,.CATICNS TEPMI?iALS LOZATE3 IN EACH PARTICIPATING C=2SGNIZ.'.TICt4.
SU4J=CTt	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATICNS
f
H-'	 KEYWORDS&	 BID"-_-CICAL; COMMUNICATIONS; vHF; ELECTROCAP.DIOSPAM; FACSIMILE; TELEVISIOri; ATS-1; ALASKA
N-r












DATE OF OCCUMEtPT/TYPEt FES 72
	 1 PROSPESS R£PaPT
TITLE OF DDC'JNE!ITI	 SECOND Z!3TEPI" REPORT TO 11ASA FROM THE UNIVERSITY CF HAWAII
AUTHORS	 BYSTRCH, J w: ROSE. K; COSTA. A
SPONSCRIfIG AG_N:Yi	 THE U11IVC-PSITY OF HAWAII
SAT=_LLITEt ATS •i	 SYPERINEUT PEP100 f FES 71 - JAU 72
03JECT OF E%PERIMEU1Tt	 THE PLPPOSE CF THE PEACESAT PPDJECT IS TO DEMOUSMATE THE 9Eti_FITS OF CURRE! :TLY AVAILABLE TELECGK U
111CATICN TECF?40 LOGY WHEN APPLIED SPEC IFICALLY TO THE 1i--ESS OF SPARS ELY PCOULATED, LE.55 IRIIUSTP.IALIZ
ED ARC OF Ta+E wDP LD. T HE PRCJErT PPOVI 'CES AN I"TEPCC*IT111_ riTAL LA$CP,ATC4Y To GcVELCP IMPFt.^VE! .CCP44
UIiICATI:!t PETHUDS FOR EDUCATICNAL. HULTH AfIG CC" 01UN ITt SERVICES III THE P.wIFIC AND IS A ?ASE FCR L
ONG RAT E PLAT NIKS CF EFFECTIVE_ CCMrU!+IC-TTDri SYSTEHS AND THEIR AFPLICATIO.1.
ABSTPACTt THIS Ft'ERIH REPORT tl) DEFIIIES PU?PCSE AN3 !DvIt1ISTRATICH GF THE PEACESA'. PROJECT, 423 OESCRIBES it
E7WCRK IIVV=LCPM vf;T If;CLUDItZ UNIVERSITY CF AAHAII GRCU!i3 STATIMJS LINKIt.S *ffl A AND HILO CAMPUSES A
t1D WELL 1 •25TCN PILYTECt"iIG IN G IN Z=.LAN 0,* (3) CISCUSSES USEP A PPLICATI;. t1S TO INCLUDE L USER REEDS S
TIUDY, P-STRUCTIONtL CE1 4,Ot1STRATICNS, MEDICAL DIA UCSTIC SERVICES. EPOAOC:.STIf:*„ ANN LIERARY SERVICES
tt) SIVSS A BRIEF TECHNICAL PEPCRT ON TRAUSHITTIt.s PiCEIVIN ^, EQUIPMENT :113 COMMU111CATIONS PR=ECU
RES, A f.3 (51 £ESC R IBES FUTURE t:EEDS.
SUBJECTt	 MEDICAL/HEALTH LPPLICATIChS
KEYw7pDSt	 COM)0U4ICATICIIS. TELECOMMUhICATICU; PACIFIC', PEACESAT) ATS-1t USERS NEEDS: DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES







DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES 1970
	
/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS NASA ATS VHF EXPERIMENT ARINC/AIRLINES SATCOH PROGRAM--REPORT OF VHF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TRIAL
S WITH BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
AUTHORS PETRY, C A
SPONSORING AGENCYS AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC..
	
[ARINC ► . ANNAPOLIS• MARYLAND
SATELLITEI	 ATS-1, ATS-3
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO CONDUCT R SERIES OF AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE VHF COMMUNICATIONS TESTS WITH THE BOEING 747 -SUPER J
ET- AND NASA ATS-1 AND ATS-3 SATELLITES
A2STRACTS THESE EXPERIMENTS PERMITTED A CONTINUATION OF SATELLITE-RELAY COMMUNICATION TRIALS WITH SCHECU
LED FLIGHTS ON OCEANIC ROUTES UNDER THE TYPICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS, USING FOR THE FIRST TIME
AN AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION DESIGNED FOR THE SERVICE. IN THIS RESPECT THE TESTS PROVIDED THE BASIS FO
P AN OPERATIONAL EVALUATION OF THE AIRBORNE SYSTEM, THE COLLECTION OF ADDITIONAL SCIENTIFIC DATA AN
0 A DEMCNSTQATION TO THE AIRCRAFT CREWS AND AIRLINE OFFICIALS OF THE POTENTIAL SERVICE POSSIBILITIE
S OF AN EVENTUAL OPERATIONAL SYSTEM. THESE TEST RESULTS ARE BEING COMPARED WITH THOSE OF EARLIER TE
STS CONDUCTED WITH DEVELOPMENTAL EQUIPMENTS ON THE AIRCRAFT. INITIAL TESTS ON THE 747 INDICATED TKA
T THE ANTENNA PERFORMANCE IS COMMENDABLE ON THE NEW YORK-SAN JUAN ROUTE WHERE ELEVATION ANGLES GREA
LJ TER THAN 45 DEGREES FROM THE AIRCRAFT TO THE SATELLITE ARE ENCOUNT ERED. IT WAS AR =.ANG=_D FOR SEVERAL
ADDITIONAL TESTS TO DE CCNDUCTED WHILE THE AIRCRAFT COULD BE ASSIGI(ED TO THIS ROUTE OVER A PERIOD
OF SEVER AL MONTHS, TO CONFIRM A BASE LINE OF PERFORMANCE HOPEFULLY REPRESENTATIVE TO WHAT MIGHT BE
EXPECTED HITH AN OPEPATION SYSTEM EMPLOYING A CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNA ON THE SATELLITE.
IN SUMMARY, IT IS HOPE, THAT THIS SERIES OF TESTS WILL SERVE TO EVALUATE OVEP.ALL PERFORMANCE.
THE RELIA9ILITY OF SERVIC E AND REPEATABILITY OF RESULTS WHILE EVALUATING THE BOEING 747 SATCOH ANTE
NNA, AND THE AVIONICS INSTALLATION DEVELOPED FOR SATELLITE RELAY COMMUNICATIONS AT VHF,
SUBJECTS VOICE COHHUNICATION
KEYWORDSS VHF; SATCOM: ANTENNA; BOEING 747; ATS-1: ATS-3







DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPf1 OCT 11
	 / PROPOSAL
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 EXPEPIHEUTAL PLAN FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATION UTILITY FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT FRCS
IHILE 417D DATA TRANSMISSION
AUTMOP.1	 REED, N L; OYKOWSKI, R F
SPONSORING AGENCYI	 PPOJECT SEAPCH--CALIFORNIA CRIME TECH!iOLOGICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION
SATELLITEi ATS-3	 EXPERIMENT PERIODI 20 SEP 71 - 29 FES 72
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO DETE OMIN? WHETHER OR NOT THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE THROUGH SATELLITE APPLICL â -, 011S TO CON
TgOLS A'!D SYSTEMS VITERACTION AN1 HIGH SPEED INFOFNATION TRANSFER 15 OF PRACTICAL VALUE IN LAN ENFO
RCENENT.
AESTRACTI THIS SATELLITE EXPERIMEUT IS INTENDED TO 111 EVALUATE THE WORTH OF RECEIVING FINGERPRINT DATA WITHI
N A "AT-E P OF MINUT E-S INSTEAD OF DAYS AS IS THE CURRENT PRACTICE, Q1 DETERMINE THE C"AP„ACTERISTICS
OF THE FACEIMILE ECUIPHENT THAT ARE NECESSARY FOP THE TRANSHISSICN OF ACCEPTABLE FINGERPRINT OATAI
AND 131 DETERMINE MINIMUM CONHUNICATION PARAMETERS NECESS4RY FOR ACCEPTABLE FACSIMIL E FINGERPRINT
SJ	
DATA.
k-' SUBJSCTi	 LAW ENFORCEMENT/CPIHINAL JUSTI.'E APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDSS	 LAW; LAW ENFORCEMENT; FINGERPRINT: FACSIMILE, ATS-3. DATA TRANSMISSION









 OOCUMEHT /TYPEe MAR 74	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE 9F DOCUME4Tt AN EXPERIMENT WITH MARITIME SATELLITE MULTIMOOE COMMUNIGATIOHS AND POSITION FIXING
AUTHDRt LAROSA. R M: ANDERSON, R E: ROFFMAN, H
SP7NSO3ING AGEW :Ye EXYDN C04PORATIOH/NEW YORK, NEW YORK; GENERAL ELECTRIC CORPOP.ATION/SCHE4ECT40Ys NEW YORK r
SATELLITE:	 ATS-1, ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERIODS JUL 73 - FE3 74
09JE.T OF £XPEQIMENTS TO AID IN SHIP OPERATIONS. 	 SPECIFICALLY	 (1)	 TO STUDY •VOICE, TELETYPE, FACSIMILE, AN3 SLOW-SCIN T
?L?VISION CO MMUNICATION BETWEEN LAND –SHIP AND SHIP– LAND, AND 121 TO STUDY POSITION FIXING OF SHIPS
VIA SAT ELLITE.
ABSTRA:Tt THE USE OF GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES TO AID SHIP OPERATIONS WAS TESTED BY THE EXX04 :ORPORATIOV
AN3 GEN E RAL ELECTRIC FROM KID –JULY 1973 THROUGH FEBRUARY 1974. THE NATIONAL AERONAOTICS AND SPACE C
ADMINIST= ATION PROVIDED TPE USE OF THE ATS-3 AND ATS-1 SATELLITES FOR ?NE HOUR EACH WORKING PAY AN3
EVE NING
 HOURS WERE KAOF AVAILA3LE WHEN HEEDED, IN PETU P N FOR THE USE OF THE SATELLITES, TH£ TKD Cl
RPORATIONS Af a EEO TO PU9LiSH THE RESULTS OF THE EXPtRI„EMT.
VOICE, TELETYPE, FACSIMILE AND SLOW – SLAT) TELEVISION COMMUNICATIONS WERE TESTED BETWEEN THE EXX I
ON OFFICES IN NEW YCRK CITY AND THE ESSO BAWkHAS, A 329CLO TUN TANKER IN SERVICE BETWEEN THE EASTER
N UNITED STATES AND VENEZUELA. POSITION FIXING SEPVICES WERE FURNISHED BY THE USE OF GENERAL EL = CT2 h—	 _-
IC"S TONE –CODE KANGING TECHNIOUE.
THE EXPERIMENT INCLUDED WHAT IS RELIEVED TO BE THE FIRST TEST OF A COMPLETE SYSTEM TO LOCATE S
HI PS P V AUTOMATIC RANGING FRO" GEOSTATICNARY SATELLITES. THE COMPLETE SYSTEM I` :CLUDED LOCATINS TWO
S A TELLITES IN REAL TIME BY TRILATEIATION USING A WORLD -WIDE NETWORK OF AUTOMATIC TRANSPONDERS, TWO-
SATELLITE RANGING TC THE AUTOMATIC TRANSPONDER ON THE SHIP, COMPUTATION OF THE FIXES ASHORE, AN] RE
LAY BY TELETYPE OF THE POSITICN FIXES TO THE SHIP.
CON.LUSIONi THE EX P ERIMENT VEFIFIEO THAT IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS PROVIDED BY SATELLITE CAN IMPROVE OPERATING EF I-FICIE ?+Gv AND SHIP MANAGEMENT SIGNIFICANTLY. THERE HERE NO OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES AND AF
TER AN INITIAL CHECKOUT PERIOD THE SHIPBOARD FOUI P :iFNT WAS OPERATED BY THE CREW WITH A MINIMUM OF I
NSTRUCTIOM, AND WITHOUT THE PRESENCZ OF ANYONE A£04 1; 0 EX ;EP– THE NORMAL CREW.
l—^
SURJECTI DATA TRANSMISSION	 NAVIGATION	 VOICE COHMUNICATION
KEYWOR3S7 TELEVISION; FACSIMILE: RANGING: POSITION FIXING; SHIPS: ATS-1E ATS
-3; MARITIME SATELLITE I
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS





DATE CF DOCUMENTITYPES AUS 71
	
1 PROPOSAL
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 DRAFT PPOPOSAL FOR COLLABORATIVE STUDY OF X-RAY IMAGE TRANSMISSION
AUTHOR:	 LESTER, R G ; 0 % FOGHLU04A % F
Ll SPDNSO RING AGENCYt	 DUKE UNIVERSITY3
SATELLITES ATS-1
OOJECT OF EXPERIMENT:	 TO HELP PROVIDE CONTINUOUS RADIOLOGICAL SERVICE IN DISTRICTS WHICH NOW LACK IT
ABSTo ACTt	 A TEAK CONSISTING OF NASA SCIENTISTS AND STAFF MEMBERS FRO!! DUKE DEPARTYENt OF RADIOLOGY HILLS (A$
ARRANGE AN EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION, AT FIRST OVER A CLOSED LOOP (NASA GROUND STATION TO SATELLITE
AND SACK! AND LATEP BETWEEN A FIXED OR MOBILE GROUND STATION AND A DUKE-39 13ED HOSPITAL% lR BETWEEN
TWO DUKE HOSPITALS' 14) EVALULTE THE CLINICAL WORTH OF THE TRANSrI5SI0tis: (C) STUDY FEASIBILITY AN
k	 0 COST OF A REGIONAL OR NATIONAL REMOTE RADIOLOGICAL SERVICE, HAVING PARTICULAR GEGACD TO OPE=ATION
AND HAIHTENANCE IN HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENTS. AND (D) STUDY I MAGE-MANIPULATION TECHNICUES WHICH WOULD
REDUCE TRANSMISSION COST WITHOUT APPFECIABLE LOSS OF DIAGNOSTIC I?+FOR`fATION.
SUBJECT S	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
F'	 KEYWORDS'	 X-RAY' aADICLCGY: REMOTE SENSING; HEALTH: IMAGE TRANSMISSION
C)


















DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPE S APR 1972	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUHENTt HIGH LATITUDE SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS AT L-BAND AND VHF (PRELIMINARY REPORT) t
AUTHORS PONNAPPA, P CC SEP.GHINI,
	 S M
SPONSORING AGENCVt COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE /TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS BRANCH`'""
SATELLITES	 ATS-5 AND LES -6	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS JUL 71 - NOV 71
OBJECT OF EXPERIM_NTt IN THE 14IGH LATITUDE REGION OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE, IONOSPHERIC FADING AFFECTS THE PERFORMANCE OF V
HF AND L
-
BANO S Y STEMS . THE OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT IS TO OBTAIN A LARGE STATISTICAL SAMPLE OF SCIN
TILLATIOn AT L- 9ANO AND VHF. THIS SHOULD PERMIT THE DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM MARGIN REQUIREMENTS AND
,J4
THE FP. , OUEI-CY DEPENDENCE OF THE FADING.
ABSTO ACTt SI"ULTGNEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF THE 1550 HHZ (L
-
BAND) ATS-5 SIGNAL AND 254 MHZ (VHF) LES -6 SIGNAL
ARE 9EING MADE AT CHUPCHILL, HANITOBA 	 ( GEOMETRIC LATITUDE 69 DEGREES). 	 56 45 NORTH LATITUDE AND 9
4 4 EST LONGIT E.,-^
ARCUT	 75Z OF THE DATA CCLLECTEO UP TO THE PRESENT HAS BEEN PROCESSED AND COMPUTER ANALYZED. T
J~ HIS 15 A PRELIMINARY F5POFT ON THE RESULTS OBTAINED.
TH, EXPERIMENTAL EUUIPME14T CONSISTS OF TWO INDEPENDENT RECEIVING SYSTEMS, ONE AT L-SAND AND ONI
I„ J = AT VHK.
STRIP CHART AND MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDINGS WERE MADE OF THE SIGNALS RECEIVED FRO" THE TWO SATELL
ITES.
RECOPOED SIGNALS 41TH SCINTILLATION WERE SELECTED AND GROUPS OF 10 MI*(UTE SAMPLES WERE COMPUTE
R PROCESSED AN9 ANALYZED, FIGURES 3 ( A), 4(Al, 5(A), 6(A), 7(A1, AND B(Al SNOW SIGNAL AMPLITUDE EECO
ROIUGS OF THE ATS -5 IN THE LOWER PORTION OF THE FIGURE  AND THE LES-6 RECO3aINGS IN THE UP PER. PORTIO
H OF TMF FIGURE TAK EN DUkING DAYS 2di, 292 9 2939 2949 296, AND 300, RESPECTIVELY. RESULTS SHOW FACE
S OF UP TO 10 OD IN PEAK-TO-PEAL( AMPLITUDE OCCUR ON THE LES -6 SIGNAL AT 254 MHZ, WHILE ON THE ATS-5 -`---
SIGNAL AT 1550 MHZ, THE PEAK -TO-PEAK FADING IS LIMITED TO ABOUT 1 OB.
THE RECEIVING SYSTEMS WER E CALISP. AT 70 BY INJECTI) ,G INTO THE SWITCH FOLLOWING EACH ANTENNA A CA
LIBRATI''G SIGNAL ATTENUATED TO PROVIDE REFERENCE POWER LEVELS CORRESPONDING TO THE PANGc OF EXPECTE
0 SIGNALS. AT L-RAND
	
( 155C MHZ) THE CALIBRATING SIGNAL IS VARIED FROM - ILO OSM TO -120 OBM IN 1 DB
STEPS, 7 N THE VHF CASE ( 254 HHZI THE CALIBRATING SIGNAL IS VARIED FROM -110 DOM TO -143 DBM, ALSO I
N 1 02 ;TEPS. f
ExPERIrE):TAL RESULTS HAVE DEMONSTRATED THAT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS MARGIN REQUI4EMENT DECREASE
S AS CNr APPRCACHES L-94NO ( 1550 MHZ) RANGE FROM VHF 1254 HHZI RANGE.
SUBJECTS DATA TP CNSKISSION	 METEOROLOGY	 VOICE 0HPLINICATZON
L XEYWOROSt VHF* L-PANG *
 SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS', IONOSPHERE: ATS-5* FREQUENCY








DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPES NOV 71	 / PROGRESS REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS THE NBS FREQUENCY AND TIME SATELLITE EXPERIMENT USING ATS-3
AUTHORS HANSON, D.W.; HAMILTON,
	
H.F.; GATTERER, L.E.
SPONSORING AGENCYS NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
SATELLITES	 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERIOD & AUG 71	 AUG 72
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTf TO PROVIDE TIRE AND FREQUENCY INFORMATION TO A LARGE 14'7MBER OF USERS.
ABSTRACT & THIS PAPER. PRESENTS WORK BEING DONE ON THE NBS TIME AND FREQUENCY DISSEMINATION EXPERIMENT USI t
NG NASA ' S ATS-3 SATELLITE.
9EGINNIfIG ON 1 AUGUST 1971. NSS BEGAN BROADCASTING THE WWV TIME AND FREQUENCY FDF4AT FROM B07L 4s.
DER, COLORACO, TO THE ATS •3 SATELLITE. WHICH THEN TRANSPONOS THE SIGNALS BACK TO THE EARTH.
THE SIGNALS TRANSMITTED FROM 94ULDER ARF FREQUENCY MODULATED AND OCCUPY A 30-KILOHERTZ SANOWID
TH. THE SI4tIALS ARE COMPOSEG OF VOICE ANNOUNCEMENTS OF TIME-OF-DAY, TIC<S EVERY SECOND. TONES* AND
A TIME CODE. THESE SIGNALS ARE REFERENCED TO THE NBS UTC TIME SCALE.
WE THINK OF THE ATS-3 EXPERI MENT AS OFFERING THREE LEVELS OF SERVICE. THE FIRST LEVEL IS 03TAI
NED BY SIMPLY LISTENING TO THE TICKS AND VOICE ANNOUNCEMENTS FRCH THE SATELLITE.
t THE SECOND LEVEL OF SERVICE IS REALIZED WHEN ONE `lEASURES ACCURATELY THE ARRIVAL TIME OF THE T
F-' RANSMITTED "TICKS" PELATIVE TO TICKS OF HIS LOCAL CLOCK.
co THE THIRD LEVEL OF SERVICE SHOULD BE IN EFFECT BY 1 JANUARY 1972. OUR WORK WITH flASA'S ORBITAL
ELEMENTS HAS GENERALLY ALLOWED US TO PREDICT THE DELAYS FROM DOULOER TO ANY POINT IN VIE4 OF THE S
ATELLITE TO WITHiN 10 TO 20 MICROSECONDS. -
SUBJECT
S
DATA TRANSMISSION	 VOICE COMMUNICATION
KEYWORDSS TIME CI °_SEMINATION, FREQUENCY; ATS-3; NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS; STANDARDS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 19
f
r.
s. 3` _=i.^..	 _ mo=w	






DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEt APRIL 71	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUHENTI AIRBORNE SATEILLITE COMMUNICATIONS DURING AURORAL STUDIES
AUTHOPI GAP,CIA, K M
SPONSORING AGENCY1 EGI.G, INC./ALBUOUEROUE. TIER MEXICO
SATELLITE=	 ATS-1 EXPERIMENT PEgIOAt OCT 70 - NOV 70
OUJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO DETEPHINE THE FEASIBILITY OF USING A SATELLITE RADIO LINK IN THE MAINTENANCE OF VOICE COMHUNICAT
IOUS OET WEEN TWO JET AIRCRAFT FLYING AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN OPPOSITE HEMISPHERES
ABSTPACTz AIRCRAFT NO. 60-370 WOULD DEPART FROM ELMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE, ANCHDRAGE. ALASKA. FLY TOITS
INITIAL CONJUGATE POINT, THEN PROCEED NOPTH ALONG A PRESCRIBED CONJUGATE POINT FLIGHT PATH FOR APPR
OXIHATELY THREE HOURS.	 AIRCRAFT NO. 60 -369 WOULD DEPART FRO' 1 CHRISTCHURCH * NEW ZEALAN0 9 APPROXIHAT
ELY ONE-HALF HOUR PPIDZ TO THE NOPTHFRN AIRCPAFT*S TAK?OFF. AND WOULD FLY SOUTH TO REACH ITS COIIJUG
ATE P CI':T FLIGHT PATH COIf:CIDENT WITH THE NORTHERN AIRCRAFT. 	 THE AIRCRAFT WOULD ISAIt^T4211 GEOHAG14ET
IC CCNJUSA,Y ACCORDIf;G TO THE MISSION PPCFILE RY COHHU111CATiNG WITH EACH OTHER VIA SATELLITE, AND V
APYING xI DSPEED WHEN THE NEED HAS I40!aATEO.	 THE IMPORTA14E OF THE SATELLITE COr.HU74ICATIONS SYSTEM
C9 STEMrEr FROM THIS NEED FCR THE MAINTENANCE OF OI-HEMIS PHEAIC SPAT14L AND TEMPORAL CCNJUGAGY. AND F
901' THE !IEEE) FO P LATER COCREL IP-ATION IN ORDER TO COMPARE SYSTEM PAFAHETEPS 111D LIVE AUFORAL DATA
1	 '
C014CLUSIONI FRCH THIS SECOND EXPERIMENTAL USE OF THE ATS-i COHMUNICATICNSLINK, IT CAN BE CONCLUDED THAT Al
P.CFAFT POSITIONAL CONJUGACY CAN BE EFFECTED BY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS MORE ACCURATELY AND EFFICIE
I:TLY THAN 4Y ANY OTHER MEANS PRESENTLY AJAILARLE TO THIS PROGRAM.
IT CAN ALSO 9E CONCLUDED THAT 4HEN SYSTEMS AND PEOPLE ARE OEFLOYEZ TO DISTANT AhC FOREIGN LAND
S i ULTRL-R ELIABLE SYSTEM COMPONENTS APE REOUIREO TO ACHIEVE FULL-TIME C044UNICATIONS, UI4INTERRUPTE0
BY SYSTEM MALFUNCTION.
F0=	ANY FUTURE USE GF I ft ATS CCH4UNICATICNS SATELLITE• IT I.STRONGLY REC04MENCED THAT COMPRRY
ENSIVE :OOPCINATION BETHEEN PERSON4EL WHO IMPLEMENT THE AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS AND THE NASA'S ATS PROJECT
BE UNCEr TAKEN 7AQ I Pt ADVA!ICE CF THE INT MED TIME OF SYSTEM USAGE. 	 IMPLEMENTATION INC CH=CK-GUT OF
THE AIRCRAFT SOHPONEI;TS COULC THEN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH A COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF THE TOTAL SY_T
EM• S CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS.
SUBJSCTI VOICE COMMUNICATION
KEYWOROSI COMMUNICATIONS;	 AIRCRAFT: SATELLITE COMMUNICATION, AURORAL; VOICE COMMUNICATION; ATS-1





DATE OF DOCUMENT/TY PES ,IAN 72	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 AIR90RN_ SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS DURING AURORAL STUDIES
AUTHOPS	 GARCIA, M M
SPONSORING AGENCY?	 EG&G, INC..* ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
SATELLITES ATS-1
	
EXPERIMENT PERIODS SEP 71
OPJECT OF EXPERIMENTS	 TO PROVIDE SYSTEMS FOR USE IN A SATELLITE RADIO LINK TG MAINTAIN VOICE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TWO JE










TH5 SEPTEMBER 1971 CONJUGATE AURORAL MEASUREMENTS STUDIES (AND THOSE OF 1956 AND 19701 HERE CO
NOUCTED BY THE LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES fLASL), WITH SUPPORT FRO4 EGLG. THE PROGRAM USED
AIR FC°CE SYSTEMS COMMAND NC-135 AIRCRAFT THAT WERE BASED AT KIRTLAND AF3 9 NEW MEXICO. THESE AIsiC
PAFT AP= SCIENTIFICALLY INSTRUMENTED "FLYING LABORATORIES. —
IN AODITIO!i TO THE AIRSOPPIE SYSTEMS, A GROUND STATION WAS ESTABLISHED AT KIRTLAND AFB, NEW HEX
ICO. THE INTENT OF THIS GROUND STATION WAS TO ASSIST IN RELAYING POSITIONAL INFORMATION SHOULD AIR
CRAFT -TO—AIPCPAFT COPHUNICATIUNS NOT BE ACHIEVED. THE GROUND a'TATICk WOULD ALSO ACT AS A "HOME BAS
E" CONTACT FCP THE TRANSFER OF INFORMATION, MESSAGES, AND OTHER PERTINENT DATA.
THE UNIVERSITY Cf ALASKA GAVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL PERMISSION TO USE ITS GROU%O STATION AT COLLEG
E. ALASKA, TO SUPPLEMENT THE KIRTLAND-3ASEO STATION.
TH=E ATS CONTROL'S GROUND STATION, AT ROSMAN, WAS ALSO REQUESTED TO MONITCR ALL C0MMUNICATIONS
DURING THE SCHEDULED OPERATIONS OF THE AURORAL MIS'—:ON.
FRCM THE EXPERIMENTAL USE OF ATS-1 D"'ZING THE SEPTEMBER 1971 CONJUGATE AURORAL FLIGHTS. IT CAN
BE CCNC LUO_°O THAT AIRCRAFT — TO— AIRCRAFT 81 —HEMISPHERICAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS CAN BE ACHI EVEO. CAR
EFUL SELECTION OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS, AND CONSIDERED PLACEMENT OF THE ANTENNAE WILL FRCVIDE ADEQUATE
SYSTEM °EOFOPMANCE AND PELIAoILITY.
THE USE CF Ati INTEPHY DIATE GROUND STATION TO SERV E_ AS A RELAY POINT ENSURES CONTACT WITH ALL E
LEHENTS OF THE TEST AT THOSE TIMES WHEN ATMOSPHERIC NOISE CONOITICNS PROHI3IT CLEAR AIRCRAFT-TO—AIR
CRAFT COMMUNICATIONS. THE GPO'JND STATION, BY USING A HIGH GAIN ANTENNA, CAN OVERCOME ATMOSPHERIC N
OISE.
VOICE COMMUNICATION
ATS-1, VOICE COMMUNICATION; COMMUNICATIONS. AIRCRAFT. AURORAL, SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 21
DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPE! JUN 72
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT F'
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS MARITIME SATELLITE NAVIGATION /COMMUNICATION PROGRAM! PHASE 2 - EXPERIMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND OP
EPATIONS MARITIME SHIPPING USER PLAN
AUTHORS P.EBMAN, J A
I
?^	 —.-
SPONSO4ING AGENCY! APPLIED INFORMATION INDUSTRIESIMORRISTOWN. N. J.
SATELLITES	 ATS-5, ATS-3 COMMUNICATIONS!	 C— BAND	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS 1971 — 1973
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO DETER MINE WHETHER PRESENT SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQU ES COULD BE TRANSLATED INTO AN OPERATIONA
c
L SYSTEM WHICH WOULD PPOVIOE SIGNIFICANT ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO THE UNITED STATES MARITIME TRANSPORTA
TION INDUSTRY BY THE LATE 1970'S
ABSTR ACTS THE UNITED STATES MAPITIME ADMINISTRATION LMARADI IS ENGAGED IN A CONCERTED EFFORT TO IMPROVE
THE COMPETITIVE POSITION OF THE UNITED STATES MARITIME INDUSTRY DY THE DEVELOPMENT AND INTRODUCTION
OF NEW SYSTE MS, TECHNIQUES AND FACILITIES WHICH WILL RESULT IN HIGHLY EFFICIENT SHIP AND FLEET OPE
RATIONS.
	
DECENT ADVANCES IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY HAVE INDICATED THAT SATELLITE SYSTEMS CAN PLAY A MAJO
R ROLE IN IMPPOVING MARITIME OPERATIONS IN THE AREA OF RELIABLE SHIP—TO—SHORE COMMUNICATIONS AND kA
VIGATION.
1 IN ORDER TO EXPLOIT THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY, THE MARAO INITIATED A MARITIME SATELLITE lAVIGATION/C
[V OMMUNICATION PP.OGPAM IN 1970 TO DETERMINE WHETHER PRESENT SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES COULD BE
TRAtISLATFi] INTO AN OPERATIONAL SYSTEM WHICH WOULD PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO THE UNIT
ED STATES MZRItIME TRANSPCRTATILN INDUSTRY RY THE LATE 1979 ' 5.A MULTIPHSSE DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM
TO BE CCNOUCTED OVER FIVE `.'SAPS WAS ORGANIZED IN THE FOLLOWING STEPS.
THE FIPST PHASE, COMPLET
E
D IN JUtIE 1911, DEFINED A SYSTEM CONCEPT EMPLOYING SYNCHRONOUS SATELL
ITES AS RELAY STATIONS LINKING SHIPS TO A SHORE —BASED MARITIME CCCRDINATION CENTER, AND DEMONSTRATE
0 THE F r ASI?ILITY OF TWO — WAY L-9AN9 COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SHIP AND SHORE VIA THE NASA ATS-5 SATELL
ITE USING RELATIVELY SIMPLE EXPERIMENTAL TERMINALS.
THE	 S`_CCNO PHASc, CUFRENTLY UNDEPWAY, INVOLVES THE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF AN EXPERIMENTA
L MARITI M E NAVIGATION/GOMMUNICATIG N S SYSTEM TO OBTAIN DATA AND INFORMATION ON OPEPATICIIAL AND TECHN
ICAL RE"UIP =MENTS FOk THE DESIGN OF AN EFFECTIVE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM. 	 IN ORDER TO LIMIT THE CCSTS 0
F THESE DEVELOPMENTS AND TO ACVANCE THE SCHEDULE, EXISTING NASA SATELLITES WITH C —BAND TRANSPGNCEFS
AQE BEING USED FOR THE S PACE FELAY PLATFORMS.	 AN ESSENTIAL FEATURE OF THIS PHASE IS TOE IDENTIFIC,
ATION A!10 OEVELOPHENT OF INTERFAC
-S BEETNEEN THE VARIOUS COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGE
NCIES 141 1 ICH AFE IMPORTANT TO THE SUCCESS OF THE OVERALL SYSTEM.
PHASE 3 IS THE EXTENSIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL NAVIGATION /COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM INTO A PROTOTYPE
SYSTEM P POVIDING OCEANIC COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION CAPABILITI E S AT THE L— BAND RADIO FREQUENCY B
AND ALLCCATFO BY TH E
 1971 GENEVA WORLD ADMINISTRATION RADIO CONFERENCE FOR SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, IN
TERRATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION, FOR MARITIME APPLICATIONS.
SUBJECTS MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
	
NAVIGATION






DATE OF DOCUHS"TITYPEt MAY Ti
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS VHF RANGING AND POSITION FIXING EXPERIMENT USING ATS SATELLITESS FINAL REPORT ON PHASES l AND 2
AUTHOR ANDERSON, R E
SPONSORING AGENCYS GENEPAL ELtCTRIC CO . /CORPORATE R&D. SCttENECTAOY, N.Y.
SATELLITES	 ATS-I t ATS-3	 EXPEPIMENT PERIOOt NOV 68 - HAY 71
06JECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO SHOW THAT GEOSTATIONAPY SATELLITES CAN PROVIDE SUPERIOR COMMUNICATIONS AND POSITION SURVEILLANCE
FOR MOBILE CRAFT
A9STRACTS A TWO AND ONE-HALF YEAR TESTING PROGRAM WITH T14E NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
I S ATS-1 AND ATS-3 SPACECP.AFT HAS SHOWN THAT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES CAN PROVIDE SU PERIOR COMMUNIC
ATIO14S triA POSITION SURVEILLANCE FOR MOBILE CRAFT.	 THE TESTS PROVED THAT 11EXPENSIVE 4ODI91CATIONS
TO CONVENTIONAL MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT ABOARD THE CRAFT CAN PROVIDE RELIABLE, HIGH OUALIT
Y VOICE A140 DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH DISTANT GROUND STATIONS AND OTHER VEHICLES, AtiD AUTOMATIC S
URVEILLAUCE OF THE POSITICNS 017 ALL THE CRAFT BY A GROUND FACILITY. THE TESTS ALSO DEMONSTRATED THE
LOCATI t3N AND AUTOMATIC P.EADOUT OF PEMOTE O&TA COLLECTION PLATFCRF'S.
FR£gUEt .CV MCOULATIOti SIGt:ALS WITH THE NARROW AUDIO AND FREQUE ttCY BANDWIDTHS OF TERRESTRIAL 1108
ILO O ADIO CCMHUtiICATIUt.S WErE R=LfYEO THROUGH THE VHF TRANSPO47ERS OF THE GEOSTATICUARY SATELLITES.
THE VCIC: AND DIGITAL COMkUt.jCATIONS WERE FAR SUPERIOG IN R=LIABILITY L;D DUALITY TO LONG-OI-StARC
F HOPILf COMMUNICATIONS BY OTHER H.ANS SUCH AS MEDIUM OR HIGH FREGUENCY RADIO. 	 IT WAS SHO;+n TH4T 0
NE SATELLITE CAN PROVIDE NEARLY UNIFORM HIGH QUALITY PERFORMANCE OVER APPROXIMATELY CNE-THIRD OF TH
E EARTH I S SURFACE.
P0cTTICN FIXES BY RAt:GE MEASUREPENT FROM THE TWO SATELLITES WERE oCCURATE TC APPFOXINATELY CNE
NAUTICIL MILES
	
CN_ SIGMA EXCEPT NEAR THE EQUATCR AND THE POLES.	 THE RANGING SIGNALS HERE MARROW 0
ANOWIDT14 FM LIKE THE VOICE AND DIGITAL SIGNALS AND WERE HIGHLY COHPATIVLE WITH TH-- COh9JNICATInuSl.
A SIt4LE INTERPOGATIOri YIELDEC R ;NGE MEASUREMENTS FROM TWO SATELLITES SO THAT A PCSITI—i FIX COULD
DE CETE I MI%cO IN ABOUT ONE SECOV0 OF TIM £. 	THE TECHNIQUE CAN 3E t:ODIFIEO TO LO r47L SEVERAL CRAFT W
ITHIN A SECCNC.
SAT ELLITE COMMUNICATIONS WITH VG nILE CRAFT AND DATA COLLECTIO4 PLATFORMS AND TNDIPENDENT SURVE
ILLANCE OF THEIP POSITIONS IS PRACTICAL AT VHF t118-17 4MHIt.	 THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT A USEFUL SY
STEM CC''JLD PE IMPLEMEt.TED WITit TECit40t.DGV THAT IS IHMEUTA7ELY AVAILABLE A0 THAT US =_P SAUIPMFNT WOU
LO BE INEXPENSIVE • 	RELIABLE Ar.D C004VENIEN7.
TH= USE CF VHF }OR SATELLITE A P PLICATIONS IS RESTRICTED BECAUSE THERE IS NOT AN ADEOUATE NUHBE
R OF FA I^IO FREQUENCY CHAN't,ELS TO FULFI..L THE ANTICIPATED P._OUIREHENTS. 	 OATA COLL ECTED DURING THE E
XPERI MFI.1	 CATS BE USED TO ESTIMATE THE PERFORMANCE THAT WOULD 0= ACHIEVED WITH OTHERS ,YSTEN PAFAMETE
RS ANC c AtaGING AT HIGHEd FRECUENCIES, SUCH AS L-BAND * WHERE CHANNELS CAN 3E ASSIGNED 14ORE EASILY AN D
0 WHERE IONCSP4fPIC PROPAGATION OISTUR!1AI N;ES ARE LESS THAU AT UHF.
THE PEFFOR-ANCE OF VHF SATELLITE TP.ANSMISSIOrt LINKS IS DEGPACED DUE TO IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
EFFECTS AT SCy: TIMES AND PLACES. °-SPKCIALLY IN TROPICAL AtiO HIGH LATITUDE REGIONS.	 THE SYSTEM CA yj
N BE CESIGNFO TO MINIMIZE THE PROPAGATIO N EFFECTS AND PROVIDE OPERATIONALLY ACCEPTASLE PERFORMANCE
UNDER AL `tGST ALL CONDITIONS.]
SUBJECTS DATA 7RAN54ISSION	 VOICE COMMUNICATION
vd
Ca SSq.
KEYWORDS, 4T5-1: ATS-3; COMHUNICAtI0N5: POSITED!+ FlxIriG: SURVEILLAttC_. VOICE GOMHUNICATION; DATA TRANSRISSION
VHF; L-g AND: IONOSPHERE; SHIPS: AIRCRA FT: POSITION FIXING












DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE I JAN 74	 / PROPOSAL
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 PPOPOSAL FOR COOPERATIVE ARRA14GEMSNT BETWEEN KASHIMA RADIO RESEARCH LASS (JAPAN) AND GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER ( NASA) FOR ATS-1 OPPERATIONS
ACTHORI BARNES• J H
SPONSORING AGENCYI KASHIMA BRANCH, RADIO RESEARCH LASS, TOKYO, JAPAN
-	 SATELLITES	 ATS-1 EXPERIMENT PERIOD% APR 74 - JUNE 75
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT1 (11 TO HAVE KASHIHA BRANCH OF RRL PLAN AND EXECUTE ATS-1 STATION KEEPING MANEUVERS INDEPENDENT OF N
ASA




ABSTPACTS WITH REFERENCE TO RECENT DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN PERSONNEL OF THEKASHIMA BRANCH OF THE RADIO RESEA !
RCH LABORATORIES
	
(RRLI AND THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ATSI 	 PROJECT OFFICE OF GODDARD SP
ACE FLIGHT CENTER (GSFC). WE ARE PLEASED TO PROPOSE A COOPERATIVE ARRANGE`IENT WITH RFL UNDER WHICH
THE KASHIHA GROUND STATION WOULD PERFORM * IN COOPERATION WITH GSFC, A PRE-OPERATIONAL EXPERIMENT FO j
L=1 R ORR IT OETERPINATION, PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF STATION KEEPING -MANEUVERS. ANO SATELLITE CONTROL A { -^^
! NO MCNI`O n ING FU14CTIOKS USING NASA'S APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
- 1	 (ATS-i).	 THE DURATION OF
N THIS PROPOSED APRANGEMENT WOULD BE FR0 4
 APPROXIMATELY APRIL. 1974 tAFTER LAUNCH OF ATS-F1 UNTIL THE ^
t"t END OF JUNE, 1975 9 IND COULD t3E EXTENDED BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT.
T	
— -
- UNCEP GSFC ' S OPERATIONAL CIRECTION, KASHIMA COULD PLAN ANO EXECUTE ATS-i STATION KEEPING MANEU
VERS WHICH COULD BE PERFCFMEO, AFTER AN APPROPRIATE PERIOD OF TRANSITION, INDEPENDENTLY OF THi NASA
FOSHAN ANC] MOJAVE ATS STATIONS.
	 FURTHER, ATS-i ORBIT AND MANEUVER PLANS COULD BE GENERATED BY RnL i
COMPUTERS AT KASHIMA USING NASA PROGRAMS WITHOUT NEED OF INTERCONNECTION WITH GSFC ' Z COMPUTER SYST liEM. F.
DATA FRO" THE ATS OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER IATSOCCI AT GSFC WOULD B E
 FORWARDED TO KASHIMA AS i
KASHIHA DATA IS P RESENTLY FOR14AROED TO ATSOCC.	 IN ADGITIONo THE EXPERIHENT COULD INCLUDE A PERIOD
DURING WHICH KASHIHA HOULD C0RY OUT NECESSARY S TEPS TO PLACE THE ATS-i SPACECRAFT IN THE PROPER MO
DE FOP OPERATIONS.
SUBJ5CT1 DATA TRANSMISSION ^- --
KEYWORDSK ATS-1i KASHIMA l--ter











TDATE OF DOCUHENTITYPEt DEC 69	 / PROPOSAL
TITLE OF DOCUMENT% A JOINT PROPOSAL FOR AN ATS SATELLITE CIRCUIT BETWEEN STANFORD UNIVERSITY AND COMISSAO NAC20NAL OE
ATIVIDADES ESPACI AS	 (CNAF1
AUTHORt LUSIGNA!1,	 B B
F,
SPONSORING AGENCY % STANFORD UNIVERSITY, COMISSAO 14ACIONAL DE ATIVIDADES ESPACIAIS $ BRAZIL
i
SATELLITE % 	ATS-30TS- 1. EXPERIMENT PERIODt JAN TC - JUN TO -
09JECT OF EXPERIHENTt TO ESTA ALISH A TWO-WAY LOW BAND WIDTH LINK BETWEEN THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY
i
AND COMISSAO 14ACIONAL BE ATIVIDADES ESPACIAIS IN SAO JOSE 005 CAMPOS, SAO PAULO, EPAZIL
ABSTRACT% HANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF INSTITUTIONS HILL HAVE USES FOR THE SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLI
TE SERVICES, BUT THE HOST VARIED USES MAY BE FOUND AMONG E000ATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. FOR THESE INSTIT
UTIONS SUCH LINKS COULD BE USED TO SHARE FORMAL LECTU RES, SEHINA3S9 OR COLL00UTA, TO COORDINATE RES !
EARLH OR
 JOINT STUDY PROJECTS, OR TO SHARE COMPUTATION FACILITIES. FOR UNITED STATES UNIVERSITIES S
UCH USES COULD ENPIGH PKOGPAMS CAPRI£O OUT It? COOPERATION KITH fOFEIGN UNIVERSITIES. THE FOREIGN UN !
IVEPSIT'v,	 IN ADDITION, WOULD BE ABLE TO HAVE THEIR STUDENTS ACQUIRE MANY OF THE BENEFITS OF EDUCATI
ON AT THE UNITED STATES UNIVERSITIES WITHOUT THE EXPENSE OF SENDING THEM TO THE UNITEC STATES AND T
i HE DANGER CF EXPOSING THEM TO THE '-3RAIN GRAIN.- -^
Cv WHILE THESE KINDS OF 9ENEFITS WILL MAKE DIRECT SMALL-TEFMINAL SATELLITE LINKS ATTRACTIVE TO PA
P NY INSTITUTIONS, THEFE STILL APE A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS THAT HOST EE ANSWERED BEFORE SUCH USE CAN BE ^...,_
SERICU^LY PROPOSED FOR CPEFATiONAL USE. THERE ARE TECHNICAL QUESTIONS ON THE COST rho EASE OF OPER
ATION OF THE GROUND TERMINALS, ON THE RELATIVE COST OF MORE SATELLITE POWER VS. MORE PECEIVER SENSI
TIVITY, AND ON THE INTERFERENCE THAT SUCH GROUND STATIONS WILL £XPEPIENCC 9ETMEEN TWO SATELLITES CL
-	 -
OSELY SPAC =-C IN SYNCHRONOUS OF qIT. THERE ARE ALSO QUESTIONS ON THE REOUIR^D SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
FOR ANY OF THE CONTFMPLATfED USES AND THE EFFECT OF TIME DELAY ON THESE USES. AND FOR EDUCATIONAL iN
STITUTIC F15 9
 MORE STUDY IS NEECED TO DEFINE THE REAL USEFULNESS OF THE PROGRAMS THAT CCJLO BE CARRIE ^'-
^_ 0 OVER FUCH LINKS.
IT IS TO ANSWER SOME OF THESE QUESTIONS THATHE r,R0 pOSE TO ESTABLISH A TWO-MAY LOW BANDWIDTH L k
INK BETWEEN THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AT STANFORD UNIVEPSITY AND THE COMISSAO NACIGNAL DE ATIVIDADE
S ESPACTAIS CCNAEI IN SAO JOSE DOS CAMPOS, SAO PAULO, ORAZIL.
SUBJECTS EDUCATI- lltL APPLICATIONS
KEYWOROSI COMMUNICATIONS, BRAZIL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY; ATS-1; ATS-3; EDUCATION
I
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DATE OF OOCU4ENT/1YPE1 SEP 74
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOC'IM£NTt ATS-1 REPORT - SHCHITKA ISLAND, ALASKA
AUTHORt KAISER, R L
S POt350RING AGENCY1 U.S. AT^HIC ENERGY CCKHIS5ION
SLTELLITEt	 ATS-1 EXPERIMENT PERIODI MAY 74- SEP 74
OBJECT OF EXPERI"ENTt TO ESTA-LISH AN ATS GROUND STATION Ott AMCHITKA ISLAND, ALASKA
ABST94CTt OUTING THE LATTER PAFT OF 1973, A REUUE ST WAS SL"3MITTED THROUGH AEC HEADQUARTERS III BASHINSTOH
, D.C.. TO NASA FOR PER nSSICI. TOESTABLISM All ATS-1 SATELLITE GROLNO STATION Oil AMCHITKA ISLAND, AL
ASKA, AT THS TIME THE RzQUEST WAS SUBMITTED, PSRSCIit+SL ON THE ISLAND WERE INVOLVED IN A ROLL UP OF
ALL FLCIL*TIES F CLLOMINS THE CANNIKIN EVENT. THE PLAN WAS To REIURIJ THE ISLAtJO TO AS CLOSE ITS 1IATU
PAL STATE AS POSSI91.E.
IT WAS KNOWN TRtT, ALTHCL'GH THE ISLAND WOULD BE (UNOCCUPIED  AFTER THE ROLL UP WAS CCMPLETED, A
LONG TF:4 E='FELTS MOr+ITlRIF.S FRCG DAM WOULD PERUIRF. PERIODIC REVISITS BY SMALL PARTIES OF SCIENTIFIC
L-12 SUPPORT PEPSL}t t:EL WHO WOULD NEED SOME TYPE OF COMMUNICATIONS TO MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH THE AEC/
tiV, SIN'c' L"CHITK» IS LOCATED HELP THE EUD OF THE ALEUTIAN CHAIN A240 COHMONICATIONS FACILITIES FCR
CCNTLCT MITH THE LIIAE P 46 AR E LLKOST t+O'+EXIST'ctiT.
IT WLS PFOPC5=0. C'+ AN EXPERI"ENTAL SASIS, TO ESTABLISH A'I ATS-1 G&OU'+D STATICU THAT WOULD AFF
Ln C-D A v- ANS OF DAILY CINTACT HITH T HE LCHEP, 49 FOR THE TP,ARSt`ISSICN OF DATA AND CTHZP RELEVANT INFO
R rATTSN O'1 R I `+G THE ROLL UP OF THE ISLL'70. THE STATION WOULD ALSO PROVIDE A FACILITY THAT COLLD BE U
SF7 3Y 'HE LCIc' 1+TI F IC REJISIT PARTIES.
PE-MISSICN WA S FECIEVED FROM NASA AND A GROUND STATION WAS OESIUNED WITH THE NEEDS OF THE SCIE
NTI G IC	 PLPTIES It+ HINL: I.E., TO BE READILY USEABLE OVER A LONG PERIOD OF 7I11E i+ITH A MINIM
VH AKC'J•.T SF WD=K R._r,JIPEC FCG SETUP.
SC:EN T I F IC 4N3 SU PPCRT PARTIES USED THIS EQUIPMENT VER`I SATISFACTORILY IN CY-1974. ATS-1 SUPPO
PT WAS FE7U=ST_^ PION LASA CUFINGTH? PERIODS OF HAY - JUNE AND AUGUST - SEPTEMBER. IT IS ANIICIPATE
O THESE PA PTIES WILL ?EVISIT THE ISLL!,u AGAIN It+ THE FALL OF 1975 A%0 THE FALL OF 1976.
CCNCLUSIONt ITS
	 THE USE OF THE ATS-1 3Y LEC 1%D ITS AFFILIATED AGENCIES/CONTRACTORS HAS ENHANCED THE CP
EFATIC%-L "EPpyTS OF THE P,ST-AMCHITKA PPOGgA4 BY PRDVIOI% 54 CATA AI10 SCIENTIFIC CBSEF: VATIONS AS THE
Y CEVEL !' P . rENERALLY, ALL TRANSMISSIC •+S MERE RECEIVED AT BOTH LOCATIONS IN A SATISFACTORY MODE * SCM
E LOCAL INTFGFFPEti^,E AT THE LAS V-
- ,AS STATION ON CERTAIN SCHEDULES DEGRADED THE OUSLITY OF TRANSMIS
SION TO A N tLFtGE Lu`9LE
 LEVEL. THIS WAS CORRECTED BY A SLIGHT REAFRANG E HENT OF SCNEOUL-4 TIMES THROUG
H THE C:MPS=ATION 0% ATS CCt.TFOL AT GODOARD.
SU9JFCTt DATA TPL4SMISSION	 VOICE COMMUNICATION
KEYWCROSt ATS-1: .MCHITKA
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS I+UMBERS 	 26
DATE OF DOCUHENTITYPEI AUG 72
	
/ PROPOSAL
TITLE OF OOCUHENTt	 OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION IN SPACE FLIGHT INVESTIGATIONS
AUTHORI	 HATTHENS9 C X
SPONSORING AGENCYS 	 OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRSs NASA/ WASHINGTON
SATELLITES ATS-1, ATS-3, ATS-5,	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS PROPOSED CY-1975
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT $ 	TO PIONEER THE USE OF THE NEWLY ALLOCATED 11.7 TO 12.2 GHZ FREQUENCY BAND FOR SATELLITE BROADCASTIN
G FFON SPACE TO EARTH
ABSTRACTS THIS IS AN INVITATION TO PROPOSE INVESTIGATIONS USING THE PLANNED CAS —C SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED IN
1975 JOINTLY BY NASA AND THE CANAOIAN DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS. THE JOCUM£NT IS VALUABLE IN TH
AT IT CONTAINS A HEALTH OF ATS-i t 31 AND 5 USER EXPERIMENT SUMMARIES.
SUBJECTI	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWaPOSI	 ATS-1, ATS -3, ATS-5 1  BROADCASTING, USER EXPERIMENTS
I






TITLE OF OOCUM£NTS SCO149 -is A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION OCEANOGRAPHIC AND METEOROLOGY BUOY
AUTHORS HAGEN, 9: JAHR, D. STROMME, J; SVERKHOLT, K
SPONSORING AGENCY$ ROYAL NORWEGIAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, OSLO, NORWAY
SATELLITE=	 ATS-3 COMHUNICATIONS2	 VHF	 EXPERIMENT PERIOD$ 01 DEG 70 - 31 JAN 73
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO EVALUATE THE POSSIBILITIES OF SATELLITE RELAYED DATA TRANSMISSIONS FROM OCEAN PLATFORMS OPERATIN
G AT HIGH LATITUDE
ABST4ACT3 FOE. SOME YEARS NOW BUOYS, AS A MEANS FOR MEASURING PHYSICAL PARAMETERS IN THE OCEAN ENVIRONMEN
T, HAVE ATTAIhEO HIDE INTEREST IN NORWAY. WHEN THE P05SI9I'aTY OF DATA TPANSMISSION.VIA A SATELLITE
AROSE. IT WAS DECIDED TO BUILD A NORWEGIAN EXPERIMENTAL B'JOY TO EVALUATE SUCH A SYSTEM. THE BUOY W
AS NAMED SCOMB-1, THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATION OCEANOGRA PHIC AND METEOROLOGICAL BUOY.
THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF TH E SCON9-1 SYSTEM WERE SPONSGR_D BY THE ROYAL NOFWEGIAN COUNCI
L FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INTNFI AND ITS SPACE ACTIVITY DIVISION. THE WORK HAS 'SEEN
DONE IN COOPERATION BETWEEN SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS. THE SIMRAD COMPANY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RADIO
COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT, THE CHRISTIAN MICHELSON I ►ISTITUT£	 ICMII HAS SUPPLIED THE SENSO
RS AND THE BUOY STRUCTURE, ANC THE ELECTRONICS LABORATORY OF THE TROMSO SATELLITE TELEMETRY STATION
HAS DEVELOPED THE BUOY PCM ENCODER. THE TESTING AND EVALUATION OF THE SC040-1 HAS SEEN DONE BY CHI
AND NTflF'S SPACE ACTIVITY DIVISION.
SC 3?MO-1 1,AS DEVELOPED TO EVALUATE THE POSSIBILITIES OF SATELLITE RELAYED DATA TRANSMISSIONS FR
OM OCEAN PLATFORMS OPERATING AT AIGH LATITUDES. THE DATA TRANSMISSION IS INITIATED BY A COMMAND SIG
NAL FPCM A GROUND STATION.
THr nATA TRANSMITTED ARE ENCLOSED IN A PCN FORMAT AND COMPRISES A SELECTION OF METEOROLOGICAL$
BUOY ATTITUDE, HOUSEKEEPING, AND POSITION INFORMATION. THE SYSTEM ALLOWS EXPANSION OF THE NUMBER 0
F SENSOF INPUTS.
THT SCOMB-1 HAS BEEN TESTED IN THE WATERS SOUTH OF TROMSO USING A SATELLITE TRANSPONDER SIHULA
TOR AY.D THE TROMSO SATELLITE TELEMETRY STATION. THE SCOMB-1 HAS ALSO BEEN TESTED TOGSTHER WITH THE
ATS-3 IN ITS 47-DEGPEE-H POSITION. DURING THE LAST TEST THE BUOY WAS LOCATED OUTSIDE BERGEN, AND TH
E GROUND STATION IN OSLO.
SUBJECTt MARITIME '.	 FFIC CONTROL	 METEOROLOGY	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWORDS$ NORWAY, ATS-3, BUOYS, OCEANDGRAPMYS METEOROLOGY














DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEt 22 FEB 74
	
/ REQUEST FOR USE OF ATS SATELLITE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 APPLICATION FOR USE OF ATS-1 SATELLITE TO SUPPORT PROJECT COTINGA




EXPERIMENT PERIODt FEB 74 — MAR 74
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT1 	 TO LAUNCH TWO OR THREE EXPLOSIVE SHAPED CHARGE BARIUM VAPOR JET PAYLOADS USING ATS-1 IN SUPPORT
ARSTPACTt HE REQUEST COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT FROM THE ATS-1 SATELLITE FOR PROJECT COTINGA WHICH IS SCHEQU
LED FCR MARCH 1974. PROJECT COTINGA IS A FOLLOW ON EXPERIMENT TO PROJECT PICAPOSTE WHICH WAS COPPLE
TEO IN THE FALL OF 1972. THREE SEPARATE BARIUM ROCKET LAUNCHES WILL ORIGINATE FRO; THE VICINITY OF
COLLEGE, ALASKA, WITHIN THE SCHEDULED TIME FRAMES. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERIMENTS INCLUDE (11 GE
OMAGNETIC FIELD LINE TRACING, (2) IONOSPHERIC 40DIFICATION9 (31 IRON ATCH OXIDATION FEACTIONS RESUL
TING IN INFFAPEO EMISSIONS (41 THE g4AL CONDUCTIVITY AT ZERO GRAVITY, AND (5) IONOSPHERIC NOISE MEAS
UREMENTS.
THE MISSION IS SCHEDULED TO OEGIN IN MARCH 1974. HOWEVER, WE WOULD APPRECIATZ INFORMAL PERMISS
ION TO USE ATS-1 FOR SHORT PERIODS BETWEEN FEBRUARY 15 AND MARCH Ss 1974, FOR CHECKOUT OF GROUND AN
1	 0 AIPCP4FT STATIONS.
N
co	 SUBJECTI	 METEOROLOGY
KEYWORDSt	 ATS-1; COTINGA; BARIUM VAPOR; MAGNETIC FIELD; ALASKA, HAGNETOSPNERE! PICAPOSTE







DATE OF ODCUMENT/TYPES OCT 72	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS ATS-1 TEST PROGRAM WITH TELSAT CANADA
AUTHORS KINIKs i
SPONSORING AGENCY: TELSAT CANAVA t OTTOHA * ONTARIO
SATELLITE S 	ATS-1 EXPERIMENT PERIODS 25 SEP 72 — 29 SEP 72
OSJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO PRCVIOE INFORHATION ABOUT CERTAIN RF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEAVY ROUTE ANTENNAS AT
ALLEN PARK AND LAKE COHICHAN
ABSTPACTS THE FOLLOWING IS BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE TESTS THAT HERE CONDUCTED DURING THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2
5 TO 29. 1972 UTILIZING THE NASA ATS—i SATELLITE.
SEPTEMBER 25:	 EIRP COMPARISON TEST BETWEEN TWO CO-LOCATED EARTH STATIONS AT ALIEN PARK-	 THE
98 FOOT HEAVY ROUTE ANTENNA TRANSMIT EIRP AT 6305 HHZ HAS ESTA 91LISHED USING THE 36 FOOT ANTENNA ASS
OCIATED WITH THE TRACKING TELEMETRY AND COMMAND STATION AS A REFERENCE. 	 THE TTtC STATION HAS USED
AS A "STANCARO ' GAIN ANTENNA- IN THIS TEST.
SEPTEMBER 2b:	 SAME TEST REPEATED AS OCHE ON SEPTEMBER 25- 	 ALSO A HEAVY ROUTE A P(TENNA TRANSH
_ IT PATTERN TEST ( MAIN LOBE REGION TO FIRST SIOELOSES ONLY) DONE USING THE TTSC STATION AS A RECEIVE
R.
P3 SEPTEMBER 271	 THREE -HAY EIRP COMPARISON TEST BETWEEN THE HEAVY ROUTE STATIONS AT BOTH ALLAN
'^	 lC PARK AN^ LAKE COWICHAN AND THE TTSC STATION AT ALLAN PARK EXACTLY AS PERFORMED ON SEPTEMBER 25.
SEPTEMBER 241	 REPEAT OF TESTS DONE ON SEPTEMBER 27 AND ALSO A TRANSMIT PATTERN TEST ON THE. L
AKE CCWICHAN HEAVY —ROUTE ANTENNA USING THE ALLAN PARK HEAVY ROUTE STATION AS A STANDARD RECEIVER.
1
I'
CAT£ OF DOCUMENT/TYPES DEC 71
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 VLSI CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION TESTS PERFORMED VIA THE ATS-L AND ATS-3 SATELLITES
AUTHORS	 RAMASASTRY, JT ROSENBAUH ♦ B; MICHELINI, R DT KUEGLERv G
t	 SPONSORING AGENCY$	 GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENDELT, HO
SATELLITER ATS-19 ATS-3
	 COHMUNICATIONSS C-BAND	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS 10 MAY 71 - 10 JUN 71
1i 	 OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS 	 TO DETE?MINE THE CLOCK -OFFSET BETWEEN NASA TRACKING STATIONS AT ROSHAN ANO MOJAVE
ABSTPACT $ AS DART OF A VLBI EXPERIMENT PERFORMED JOINTLY BY NASA/GOODARU SPACE FLIGHT CENTER AND SHITHSO
NIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY DURING MAY 10 - JUNE 10 ♦ 19719 THE TWO CLOCKS AT THE ENDS OF THE BAS
ELINE HERE CCHPAREO DURING EACH DATA RUN. THEREFORE * EACH DAY WHEN DATA HAS TAKEN, THE .LOCKS HERE
COMPARED TO DETERMINE THEIR RELATIVE OFFSET. THE GROUND STATIONS HERE THE ATS GROUND STATIONS AT 340
JAVE, CALIFORNIA, AND ROSMAN #
 NORTH CAROLINA. MICROWAVE TRANSMISSIONS AT C-BAND THROUGH DUAL TRANSP
ONOERS OF THE GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES ATS-1 AND ATS-3 HERE USED TO MAKE THE COMPARISO!7. THE CLCCKS g__
WERE Dr IVEN 2Y PUDIDIUH FREQUENCY STANDARDS THAT WERE TRANSPORTED TO THE TNO GROUNC STATIONS TO OB
THIN LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCIES FOR THE S4F TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS.
A MEASURE OF THE TINE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO CLOCKS HAS OBTAINED FROM RECOP OINGS MADE OF T
I IHE-IN-T °_ RVAL UNIT [TIU)
	
MEASUREMENTS •
 THE MEASUREMENTS BYE THE TIUS HERE MADE EVERY SECOND FOR :IE




KEYHORDSS ATS-1; APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE: CLOCK; CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION; INTERFEROMETRY LL
# TECHNICAL REPORT NUMBERS	 X-553-71-514	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER:	 32
S
.^ co r ..
'	 ^ ii
AUTHORt MARCONI COMPANY, POST OFFICE TELECOMMUNICATIONS] UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SWANSEA
SPONS02ING AGENCY = THE AD-HOC UNITED KINGDOM MARITIME SATELLITE TESTS COMMITTEE
SATELLITES	 ATS-3 COMMUNICATIONSt	 VHF-FP	 EXPERIMENT PERIOO1 AUG 70 - DEC 70
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS tt1 TO GAIN FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE IN THE OPERATION OF A MARITIME MOBIL 'S SATELLITE CIRCUIT:	 (2)	 TO A
CCESS THE EFFECTS OF S PEECH PROCESSING AND NARROW BAND MODULATION TECH41QUES
ABSTRAZTs THIS RE PORT SUHMARISES THE =ESJLTS OF TESTS OF SPEECH, TELFPRIN TE?, Fi^,SIMILE AND SELECTIV —c CA
LLING TRANSMISSIONS THAT WERE CARRI Z O OUT VIA THE ATS-3 SATELLITE BETWEEN THE CONTAINER VESSEL •ATL
ANTIC C :USEWAY' AND THE POST OFFICE COAST RADIO STATION AT BURNMAH-ON -SEA L ENGLAND.
STATISTI.'. AL ;ESULTS OF THE SISNAL -TO-NOISE RATIOS AND SPEECH QUALITY ACHI T_4E0 WITH FM ARE SIV=
N FOP DIFFERENT CONCITIONS OF MODULATION AND SPEECH PROCESSING. THE RESULTS OF A LIMITED SERIES OF
TESTS USING DOUBLE SIOEBAND SUPPRESSED CARRIE.P tDSBSCI• SYSTEM ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
THE RESULTS ARE IN BROAD ACCORD WITH THEORETICAL CONSIOERATIONS, BUT PCACTI 'sAL PROBLEMS OF EQJ
F IvMENT C04PATIBILITY AND INSTALLATION RESTRICTED THE AMOUNT OF DATA THAT COULD BE COLLECTED.
W
hJ	SUBJECTS DATA TRANSMISSION	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYW3P3SS MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS ATS-3; VHF; UNITED KINGDOM
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 33
LJ
0-'T--- Cr DC, IJ4--_ P4T /TYPE t I '.JAY 74	 PROGRESS PEPOIT
TITLF IF DOCUmENT3	 PEPOPT ON ALASKA USE OF ATS-1 SATELLITE
SUCK, C L! NORTHRIPv C M





S ITS-?	 EXPERIMENT Pvtraot OCT 72	 JUN.- 73,
.
O= JECT 3F EV OEPIMFNTS	 THt GOALS Atli) OIJECT IVES FOR THE 1?72-70 ALASKA ATS-U PROJECT HERES III TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN TME
list ')F ' I -_DIC4L. EDUCATION: L At.0 I!l c GR. IiAT!ONAL INTERCHANeAS
 aETWEEt. REt(OTE 4,140 URBAn Lcc4rrm. 421
TO I S OLAT E THS ADVANT9GLS OF SATELLITE YELECO114UNICATtbNS. (3) 70-- E P	 -HC Sn v Lo IN	 U E 1IN ALASKA}SA
TLLL'-f;E Cn '!Mlj tilt AT IONS COPETEUCE
ADS-.f CT S PUnLIC RADIO - KUACIf1"PK INTERCONNECT. DURING :
 THE PERIOD CC70 13ER TO ClECE"BER 19119 NPP CONTIN
UEZ) T r A'!S 14TTTT4G ITS PZ!GGPA", -ALL THINGS CONSIDERED-. .DURING THIS TINE IT WAS OETEfr MINEO THAT TH
E %'_ ,!Y I UNIT WAS OPTIMIZED, AND TRAASM.'SS101 WAS Ck ZRIED OUT AT FJLL POWER: THE 3 ;.' 15HZ CEVIATICH
PRQVID70 THE A-11LITY TO TPAhSFIT WIVE SAND 6 KHZ AU0106
14. JA14UARY CF 1973. NASA APPEAJED CONCERNED A30UT . 00W THE KkIAC ACTIVITY SEEM_O MORE OPERAtIO11A
L THA I., E XP E' I'I'ENTAL IN NATURE• A REOUZST WAS PIADE FOR FURTHER DETAILS FOR CONT11,13,4TION1 OF THIS EXP
-FIMSNT.
NP R 4.'Z EXPEPIEUCING9 [;UdJNG THIS 714E9 A GREATER NUM3ER OF TECHNICAL Pp'BLEMS
WIDE ri;tl'l VIA THa 111H FACILITIES. THE r-ECHNICAL QUALITY.: F -_-CEIVE0 V4 ALASKA WAS SO 2•!,F^INAL An-U7 5
C", OF T-a= TIME, THAT THE t.'Pr- F;kO(; c .v, CJU1.0 NOT i1E AIRES. - MUCH Of TH E
 P;.011. 2 tq WAS ATV.13UTABLE TO it
EC-_'PTjCj: r-!FFJOtjLTIPS CAUS7U ;Y Ttf; SIGNAL STREt.GTH It! ALASKA FALLING SZLCA F10 THF.ES WGLJ. SEVERE TR
At!Sf,t ITT.P z %IA =!TLrTY PRGFLS10 S AT 14TH WERE ALSO CAUSI%T; : :THE LOSS (; F S EPVIC =. NEITHER NOR OR i:k 14.za
-'TH twE - ESSIPY 1AH-10WER TO tEDICATzr A 4A-4, 
ON 
A DAILY 34515, TO SE OR HARD DURING THE 3ROADCAST 'TO
115,1URE $;'O P:P. OPEFATICN.
IT W.AS JOINTLY Arw r zr, uY NPF AND THI ALASKA EXPEEIZME FATEA TO TEF14INATE TRAus"Iss.m., OF -aLL tot
ING' ';CNS T U'- RED- ON MAY 25, 1973.
!1(14;0:C.'L	 THE 0?GttlIZATICN CF'THE " i DICAL Pr OGRA4 DURING TWL L37-2- TO 1973 PERIO
9 PEM41' =D 9LSS--NTIALLY THE S&NE AS CURING THE FIRST Y-E-40 WITH THE Uf4l'J E RZITY OF ALASKA CDORACTU" LL
Y O'BLIGL i-E C TO THE LISTER HILL NATIOHAL CENTER
.
 FOP 31CIZOICAL CGMf,.UN1CiTID.11S TO PERFOP4 "IEDICAL . EXP
ERIOFNTS USING ATS-1.
TH7 MAIN EMPHASIS OF THIS PROJ ECT WAS THE EXCHANGE OF 4VICAL If1FOPMZTtOK 3ETWEE1. RE140T.E. ki) !k4L
ZN L-) UP-.A!l ZPEAS. AODITJOrAL DATA WAS 0 :1TATH E7 IN Ul4r- EIRS TARO ING. THE EFFECT OF GOOC C04NUINATION 0
N T14S CLO F DF PATIENT 1!Y THE PHYSI , JAN-"t 	 AIDE SYRr".
04 ALAI:H SYSTE49 AS OUTLINED IN THE 1972 TO :L973 PrA;OPQSAL9 TC ALERT USERS TO VIEP . ICAL EMERGENCI
ES WAS TNSTALI.EB AND TESTED. IT P.10VED ONLY PARTIALLY SUITAULS DUE TO THE PECULIARITIES OF THE.:.Airs
-1 SATELLITE TP4hSP0f4C_R ANA THE 0 33 - R!TrONAL PPOCEOURE OF THE SATELLITE. THE ALfRM SYSTEM COULe :OhL
Y OPtFA"r -_ WHEN *HT SATELLITE ,iAS -TuFNE-0 ON.- AN t-NprTldNAL Pn:)LZM CE4TE= E_D A-FCUUO Thz 14-RD LT%tlTl
t-5 C.4^P.:C' 7 1STICS r1 F THE ATS-1 TR.A 445 PONCtR. A. STATION WITH A 1'.-) WATT TRA*4SMITTE? CCULD ALT:V'T c T
; LL I SY:T =_4S -%T TF- z TANA14 HOEP--T. 1- Atli) TH = ALASKA OPERATIOkS C = uTE-% -I T COLLEGE 01;LY 4,tEH
TIUG 1N'C'!-AL;1KA TRANSCITTERS WERE T r^A'.JS IIITTINIG 16C WATTS OR LESS. HOWEVER , THE AL4r.* SYSTifp, W.13 USE
0 StlC(. ZFSc ULLY 11%, THAT PHYSZC:AtjSbf .-7.RE AT THE RADIO IN APPROXI II ATELY EIGHT MINUTES FROk 4CTIWATION 0
THE
CUING JULvt AUGUST, AND SEPT E4^!ER THERE WERE 15 EMEFGENCIESe IN MOST CF THESE !USTAACES THE A
LAR•l SY r TE'i WAS USED TO ALERT THE OOCTOR AT TANANA or THE LAZED FOR HIS ATTENTION. CF THE 15 CALLSqp
DURING ALASKA COUCATT014AL TIME A42 7 HAPPEIED OU 4tl -G NO. II ALA:KA USE TI411.0Tonx	 h	 N
SITULTIONS RANGED F a QP A 32-YEAR-CLD MmN IN ALLAKAKET SUFFz-R T.NG A SEIZURE FRam ALacm
OL Aliwin'I W-L TO A 7 r'N-Y5! :; -0LD DGY IN ARGTIO VILLAGE HURT IN A SUN ACCIDENT.
SC•-E OF THS '_rHEPG;NCY CC?'FERENCES	 NOT flECZSSAgILY "MECICAL'' IN NA7URE# SEVERAL TIMES ALA	 4.SKA STkT r
 TPOOPERS WEL.E NOTIFIED OF GU14SHOT WOUNDS OR FATALITIES.
Oil i z_PTEM3EF 26, i-AFFIC PETWvcN TAmkFjA AND VENME.A50UT A PATIENT WITH A BROKEN B04E WAS
41"ATES RFCkUSE OF A CONFLICT WITH ATS-1 SKYLAR USE4
E"f RG :_: tjCY CONFE'RkN;ES USUALLY r ESULT IN EVACUATION OF PATIENTS TO THE HOSPITAL AT TAKILKA4
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i
FEPH A AS THE MOST O3A4ATIC EXAMPLE OF THIS TOOK PLACE ON MAY 3,.1973 WHEN 'A STOVE IN A C48I10 IN ^	 y
THE RE'OT$ VILLAGE OF ANAKTUVIK PASS EXPLODED AND STARTER A FIRE,	 FIVE PERSONS WERE IMJUltED IN TH
c MIS NL^.	 EMERGENCY COUNSELIKG TOOK 63 KINUTSS OF ATS-1 TIN_ SCHEDULED fOR SOME OTHER USE.	 EVACUA
TMI W. ': A O F • ANGS0 At{D HOPE !NPORTAgTLY THE FIVE VICTIMS OF THE EKFLOSION AND SURSEOUENT FIRE RECEIV
Eh FIST AID TREATMENT FOP THI2D-OEGPE r 2MIS AUD RROXEN 94NSS.
TH: FIVE PEOPL E_ WERE EVACUATE) TO TSNSNA AND SOON TRANSFERRED TO BASSETT ARMY HOSPITAL IN FAIR. r,
fIdNKS.
	
ONE. A S-YE.`.R-DLO BOY, WAS THEN "ANT TO THE APMY OURN'CENTER IN SA4 ANTONIO. TEXAS, BUT DIE
0 FROM :FF=CTS OF MASSIVE THIFO-D:GPEE 3UiNS SEVERAL WEEKS LATEP. ;
GC: TO—	 SA'D THAT THEY BELIEVEG OTHERS OF THE FOUR WHO SURVIVED TIGHT HAVE DIED HAO CCRRECT IN
1TIAL Tr--.T"Et.T Not OCCJFf EC. ' •a
_OVEATIO:: - XP E ^I NII_uT.	 OU=..ISIr. THE 1972 TO 1373 PiP10 OF OPERATION THE ECUCaTIDNAL P?OJ IRMO
;CT CCN r U^TED G KID; RAUGE. OF TWO-WAY !?: . 710 EXPERIMENTS AIMED AT CLASSROOM AMC COMMUNITY AUDIENC =_S
IN = c'NOTE ALASKAN LOCATIONS.
	
FESPONSFBILITY FC1R PROG :iA4$ DEALING WITH HEALTH, FUR EXAMPLE* WERE LA +
RGSLY S+rI FTID TO THE MEDICAL EXPERIMENTERS RATHER THAN .ZEMAINING .UNOF? THE JURISDICTICN OF THE EOUC
ATIGN_'L CrYMPOP:ENT.
THz CLLSSACOM . Ufd TS WERE THE 4AJOR PROGPdMFING EFFORT OF THE SATELLITE PROJECT STAFF. 	 THESE fI
NITS W?FE R_SIGlJEOAS INSTRUCTIONAL VEHICLES AIMED AT STUDENTS IH THE CLASSROOM. 	 Z PARTICULAV UNIT
DEALING WITH SOME SU3Jc:.T SUCH AS THc ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES CONVeNTION9 HEARING PROBLEMS ON
CAPIBDlr HUr :TIYG WOULD 3: 3AOADCAST DAILY THROUGHOUT d GIVEN W?fK UNTIL TH E UNIT Hw. 6EEN COMPLETED
p
MOCIT T ?ACH=PS FELT THAT THE CLASSROOM UNITS WERE THE POST VALUABLE OF THE FORHAL INSTRUCTIONAL M
ARLG;a l 'S CFFE¢= C 9Y TM_ P- CJECT.
=V-'N THOUGH. SD°E TAPED AND/O P
 PRINTED MATERIAL AND SO.4ETI`IE5 PHOTOGRAPHS WERE SENT TO THE RENO
1 T= Sr.HOQLS P 4 TO P TO THE d z0ZCE4ST Ic THE PP, OGRAtt, THERE W "'S CONCENSUS AMONG THE TZAC HEIS INVOLVED.T
w HAT MCP'	 SOPHISTICATED AOVAPJC:.O PREPARATION MATERIALS WER E NEEDED.
W ON-	 E?iEA Q POINT*_NG ASPECT OF THIS SE3IES WAS THE AP 3AAENT LACKOF r%TEREST BY NATIVE C41LCAEN IN
CIFFrRiNT CLASKAN VATIVE CULTUFcES.
	
GENERALLY ♦ LISTENERS ONLY FCEEPOKOEO WELL TO PROGRAMS DEALING M
ITH THETA OwN CULTURE.
FSY. r sHEP GF=A QF CLASSROOM PROGRAMMING WAS THE EXCHANGE. W ERIYENT. THERE WAS SOV-E RELUCTANCE 0 -
N THE P;- DT OF iLXSKw SCHOOLS-TO PA=TICIPATE IN THIS SEF_IES OF ExCHAf4GE5 BUT THF?E Qr FOUR CIO GET 3 ^^r
UVOLVEC k'IG SEVE =AL OTHERS LISTENEI 04+	 WERE REPORTED BY THE TFACHEPS AS ENJOYING THE SESSIONS.
	 OP
EFATION_L DIFFICULT T_ES PLAGUED THIS EERIE5.
LATC', AS ALASKA 3ECAME INVCLVEC IN THE PEACESAT P !i0GRAH, CLASSROON EXCHANGES WITH LUNALILD EL
EMENTARY SCHOOL IN HONOLULU NLRE ARRANGED BUT THE END OF TH5 SCHOOL YEAR PUT A'STOP TO ANY FURTHER
FxCNAr:GAS.
SU9Jr CTi PFOAPCA5TING	 EDUCATIONAL A DPLICATIO!!W	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
VOICE CC44Ul1ICATIONS
KEYWORDSI ALASKA) ATS-1S EDUCATION; BROADCASTING: BIOMEDICAL
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OCCU"EMTtTYPE O JUL 74
	 1 PROGRESS DEPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT o PROGRESS REPORTT PRECISE TIME DISSEMINATION EXPERI"ENT
AUTMORI CHI, A F
SPONSORING AGENCY2 NETWOFi( ENGINEERING DIVISION, NASA RESEARCH AND APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSIf
Y
sArELLITE N 	 ATS-1 AND ATS-3	 COMMUNICATIONS 2 	C-BAND	 EXPEPI"ENT PERIOD9 APR 74	 DEC 74
OBJECT OF ExoE4r4EMTf TO DETERMINE THE ACCURACY WITH WHICH TIME CAN BE TRANSFERED BETWEEN TWO EARTHBOUND STATIONS VIA SYN
CHRONOUS SATELLITE
AOSTPACT I ONE STATION TEST RESULTS
ORFLIMINARY RESULTS OF THE ONE STATION TEST OF PRECISE TIME TRLKSPER EXPERIMENT USING THE ATS-
I A110 A 
MORE 
DETAILED ANALYSIS TOGETHER WITH SOME RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TWO STATION TEST ARE GIVE
N IN THIS REPORT.
SLAVE STATION RF TEPMIUAL
TWE C- RAND TERMINAL FCR THE SLAVE STATION HAS BEEN DEStGNEO* EVERY EFFORT 15 13EING RACE TO PUS
H THE DELIVERY DATE TO LATE OCTOBER OR EARLY NOVEMBER TO MEET THE SCHEDULED CAS TEST DATE IN KAFEC*
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSY.
TWO STATION TEST PLAN
TWC STATION TEST PLAN IS BEING PREPARED AS THE EQUIPMENT IS BEING INTEGRATED.
FREQUENCY CLEARANCE FOR TRANSMISSION OF C-BAND SIGNALS AT THE SLAVE STATION
k. vr?JCENT LUCIANI IF NAFEC # FAA• WAS REQUESTED VERBALLY IN FE3RUARV 19748 TO L004C AFTER THE P
R013LEMS OF FRErJUENCY CLEARANCE FOP CONDUCTING THE TWO STATION TEST AT 14AF-zc OR ITS ALTERNATE LOCATI
ON.
SUBJECT$ A IR TRAFFIC CONTROL	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
NAVIGATION
UNrVERS ZTY Of DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$	 3S
ZIA.
..f
^^ t	 1`^iM3 ,^^ 	 3^^	 .^ 	 _+^:^^^^^ 3 	^p ^Y. ^	 s^	 4	 r 1	 ....{4FP_1	 .'.




DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE $ AUG 73
	
/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT$ SATELLITE COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENTS VIA ATS-1
_	 AUTHOR $ KASHIMA EARTH STATION
SOONSORING AGENCY! RADIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES, MINISTRY OF POSTS ANDrYELECOMMUNICATIONS, JAPAN
SATELLITES	 ATS-1 COMMUNICATIONS3	 SHF	 EXPERIMENT PERIOD$ APR 70 - AUG 73
A9STOACT! EXPERIMENTS MADE AT KASHIMA STATION ARE LISTED AND SUMRARIZEDBRIEFtY IN THIS REPORT.
ALL TOE EXPERIMENTS WERE CARRIED OUT BY USING THE 26 METER PERABOLOIDAL ANTENNA FACILITIES AND
THE SHF TRtNSPONDER NUMBER i OF ATS-1 TILL FEBRUARY 1972. AND THEN THE TRANSPOND
E
R NUMBER 2 AFTER
MARCH 1972. TITLES OF EXPERIMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWSS T1f 047A PROCESSING OF SSCC PICTURE: I21 TRANSRIS
SION TEST VIA ATS -1, OF THE SEQUENTIAL TIME -DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM OF =ISICN AND SOUND SIGNAL
,. S. 131 TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT VIA ATS -1 OF A COLOR. TV SIGNAL MULTIPLEXED WITH PCM SOUND SIGNALS: 1
41SS PA Cn yr,UNICATION EXPERIMENT VIA ATS- 11	 151 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SATELLITE REPEATER FCR MUL
TI TLE I a1°UT SIGNALS= 161 TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENTS VIA ATS-1 OF THENAPROW !LAND DIGITAL TONE RANGING
AP40 OAT$ TRNASNISSICt. SYSTEM FOR NAVIGATION SATELLITE,
	
X71 SSRR EXPERIMENT VIA ATS-1.
SUBJECTS RPOAOCAFTING	 DATA TRANSMISSION 	 METEOROLOGY
W	 KEVUOPOSt JAPAN, ITS —I. DATA PROCESSING: TELEVISION * COLOR TELEVISION: MULTIPLEXING, NAVIGATION
[JP
UP41VERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUKSEP,$	 36
w... ^.
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES DEC 72
	 I TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:	 FINAL REPORT ON PHASE 3 ATS RANGI4G AND POSITION FIXING EXPERIMENT
AUTHORS	 ANDERSON, R E
SPO4SORING AGENCY: 	 CORPORATE RESEARCH AN0 DEVELOPMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY* SCHENECTADY, MEN YORK
SATELLITE: ATS-5	 COMMUNICATIONS: VHF. L-BAND 	 EXPERIMENT PERIOD: 19 MAR 71 - 01 DEC 72
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT: 	 TO BUILD AN AUTOMATIC TONE-CODE RANGING TRANSPONDER THAT RECEIVES A TONE-CODE INTERROGATION AT
VHF All[ PE`'PON3S COHERENTLY AT VHF AND L-BAND
MEtSU DE PROPAGATION EFFECTS AT VFF AND L-SAND FOR A DIRECT COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS ON RANGIN
G PPECISION AND ACCUPACY
DETEPMI r'E °ELATIVE RELIABILITY OF THE COMMUNICATION LINKS
9UILO ANDTEST AN L-BAND SOLID-STATE POKER AMPLIFIER





PHLSE 3 EXT ENDED THE WORK TO L-SAND 'USING THE ATS -5 SATELLITE, AN AUTOMATIC TONS -CODE RANGING
TRANSPONDER WAS DESIGNED, CONSTRUCTED, AND USED TO COMPARE RANGING MEASUREMENTS ANC CC411UNICATIONS
M	 PELIAP.ILITY AT VHF AND L-BAND, AND TO MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TONE -
CODE TECHNIOUE AT L-BANG,
f	 A CONT r TBUTION TO PFACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF L-OAND WAS MADE BY THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLID-ST'-E




HF SATELLITE. VOICE TRANSMISSIONS. LIKE THE TONE -CODE SIGNALS, EMPLOY NARR9W BAND FPEOUEfjCY MCDULAT
ION.
THE L -SAND/VHF AUTOMATIC TRANSPONDER WAS USED IN EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ATS-5 AND ATS-3 SATELLIT
ES IN JANUAFY AND EAPLY FEDRUARY AND FROM ,TUNE THROUGH NOVEMBER OF 1972. THE L+BAND PECEIVER CF THE
ATS-5 SATELLITE DID f:OT FUNCTION BETWEEN FEBRUARY AND JUNE 1972.
CONCLUSIONS P.ErULTS OF THE RANGING EXPERI4 ;^JTS CO'IFIRnED THAT RANGING RESOLUTION MEASURED IN TENS OF HUNDR
EOS OF FE=T MAY 45 ACHIEVED AT VHF AND L-BA'10 WITHIN THE PADID FREQUENCY 9ANOWIDTHS U5 90 FOR COM4UN
IC4TICN' KITH SIMPLE. INEXPENSIVE • AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT. THE RANGING SIGNALS CAN Bc CCHPATrBLE METH
COMMUNICATIONS ANI THE RAT.:E MEASUREMENTS CAN wE ACCONPLISHED IN A TIRE THAT IS NEGLIGIDLY SHCRT CO
MPARED TO THE SIGNAL DURATIONS USED FOR COM%1UNTCATIONS.
THE COTPARISON OF VHF AND L-94NO RANGING WAS IM PAIRED BY THE NECESSITY FOR RANGING THROUGH TWO
SEPARATE SATELLITE'S WHOSE POSITIONS COULD NOT BE KNOWN EXACTLY. UNCERTAINTY IN THE SATELLITE POSIT
IONS WAE LA 9 GFR THAII THE PIFFE D TIAL DELAYS DUE TO PROPAGATION EFFECTS IN THE IONOSPHEP_, :140 TM..EREF
DPP PAr;r,- EKRrPS DUE TO PPOPAGFTIC TJ CELAY IN THE IONOSPHERE COULD NOT BE COMPLETELY SEPARATED FPOn
APPARENT r » gGE Ef DORS DUE TO SATELLITE POSITION PFEDICTION UNCEFTAINTY. A f•DMPARISaN OF THE DIURNLL
CHANGES IN PROPAGATION DELAY THPOUGH THE IONOSPHERE HAS 03TAI'JED BY RANGING CONTITJUCUSLY AT BOTH F
PEQUENC - HS THROUGHOUT A TWENTY -FOU-1 HOUR PERIOD.
PHL3^ 3 OF THE RANGING AND POSITiOfl FIXING E rt'ERIMEKTS HAS RESULTED IN THE DEV^LG^nENT OF A UN
IDUE In_° TaUHENT FOR IONOSPHEPE PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS AND FOR THE COMPARI30N OS RANGING AND POSIT
ION FIXING EXP E RIMENTS AT VHF AND L-VANO AS WELL AS FOR THE DEVELOPM -c NT OF TECHNIQUES FOR THE APPLI
CATIGNS OF SATELLITES TO COMMUNICATIONS, POSITIGN SURVEILLANCE AND NAIPIGATION.
SU9JSCT:	 OtVIGATIDt+
L - SAND: TONE-COtE
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER:	 37
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KEYWORDS:	 ATS-5: =ANGING: POSITION FIXING:








DATE OF OOCUMENT/TYPE I ROY 70	 1 TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT{ TRANSCONTINENTAL INTERCONNECTION EXPERIMENT (FINAL REPORT)
AUTHORS ROTH* E J
SPONSORING AGENCYI CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BP.OADCASTINGs WASHINGTON * D.C.
SATELLITES	 ATS-1: ATS-3 COMMUVICATIONSI	 TV-VIDEO AND COLOR	 EXPERIMENT PER1001 i JAN 77 - 26 MAR 79
OBJECT OF EXP£RIMENT t A PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE OF THE TRANSCONTINENTAL INTERCONNECTION EXPERIMENT {TIES WAS TO EVALUATE
AND OPTIMIZE THE PEPFORMANCE OF A TRANSCONTINENTAL SATELLITE LINK FOEVIO30 INTERCONNECTION - OCT"
AS AN INDEPENDENT OPERATION AND AS PART OF A COMPOSITE SERVICE INCLUDING RADIO BELLY AND LOCAL DIS
TPIRUTICN LINKS. A SECONDARY OBJECTIVE WAS TO EVALUATE THE FEASIBILITY OF INTERFERENCE-FREE TELEVIS
ION PEC=PTTON FROM SATELLITES DY MEOIUH — SIZ E_ RECEIVING STATIONS IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMINT CONTAINING
PAOIO P.ILAY FACILITIES USING THE SAME FREQUENCY BANDS.
ABSTRACTI TO ACHIEVE THE FIRST OBJECTIVE, A SERIES CF TESTS WERE SCHEDULED USING THE NASA EARTH STATIONS
AT PCE"At1, ttCRTH CA.AOLINA AND MOJAVE, CALIFORNIA PLUS THE ATS-3 EX OERIME4TAL SATELLITE. THE TWO EA
RTH STATIOtZ WERE CONRECTED WITH THE PUBLIC TELEVISION N:TWORK FKCVIOEO BY AT&T VIA FADIO RELAY LIE(
KS AND CTHEF. TERRESTRIAL FACILITIES. TO ACH IEVE THE SECOND OBJECTIVE. A BRIEF PERIOD OF TESTING WAS
Ly SCHECULcD USING THE HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY ROOFTOP TERMINAL IN EL SEGUNOB. CALIFCPUTA (ADJACENT T
-3 0 THE LCS	 ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT).
IN ALL OF THES V' TESTS. IT WAS ANTICIPATED THAT VARIOUS OPERATING PARAMETERS (E.C. KODULATICH I
UDEX, FIE.-,F CHAP.ACTEFISTICS, VIDEO WAVEFORM CHARACTERISTECS)
	
MOULD.BE ALTERED TO P'-UVIDE THE BEST
PEP,FC r MA'JCE POSSIBLE WITHIN THE BASIC Ll"ITATIONS OF AVAILA7LE HAP34AREs SATELLITE POWERS ETC.
CONCLUSIONI OEFOITE THE MANY EXTRANEOUS DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE TIE PROJECT, A NIUKBER OF IMPOR
TANT EtXINEERING OBJECTIVES Wr`.RE ACHIEVED. FIRST, IT HAS CLEARLY LEMONST FCATEO TO THE SATISFACTION 0
F BOTH VIDEO EpGIttE=RS AND VIEWERS THAT HIGH —QUALITY, RELIABLE TELEVISION TP.ANSMISSIOto VIA SATELLIT
E COULD BE PROVIDED ON A ROUTINE BASIS. AT THE SAME TI`!=s IT WAS CEMONSTP,ATEO THAT THE MAINTENANCE
OF HIGH— QUALITY VIDEO SERVICE VIA nADIO RELAY LINKS IS A OEMA40 ING ASSIGNMENT REQUIRING FULL—TIME A
TTENTIOti.
At:^THEF SIGUIFICANT FINDING WAS THAT EVEN A RELATIVELY LEN —POWERED SATELLITE SUCH AS ATS-3 CCU
LO PPCotjlCE *CCEEPTA3LE t]UALITY VIDEO 1NTC MODEST EARTH STATIONS HAVING 35 TO LO FCOT LNTE84AS.
F111ALL1, TOE DF.HONSTRATICN OF YNTERFER=_NCE-FREE RECEPTION AT THE HUGHES ROOFTOP TERMINAL IN TH
E LOS AhGELSS °.=SIN OFFERS CONSIDERABLE ENCOURAGEMENT WITH RESPECT TO THE FEASIBILITY OF SITING FUT
UPE RECFIVE—ONLY EARTH STATIONS IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF THE BROADCAST STATION, EVEN IN A CONGE
STEO UP!.AN rACID RELAY ENVIPOPENT•
SUBJECTt RRO,!DCAF T ?'SIG
KEYWORDS1 VIDEO LINKT TELEVISION, ANTENNA; BROADCASTING: SATELLITE LINK: TELEVISION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NiUMBERI 	 38
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DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPE $ FEB 71
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT $ SYSTEM 5219/ATS-5 SIGNAL DEMONSTRATION TEST IFINAL TECHNICAL REPORT$
AUTHOP f BARULA ► J 0. HANASp O J. WESTWOOD. 0 H
SPONSORING AGENCY$ SAMSO/SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
SATELLITE $ 	ASS-5 COMMUNICATIONSt	 C-BAND, L-BAND	 EXPERIMENT PERIOD$ OCT 70 - JAN 71
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE THE ABILITY OF A RECEIVER EQUIPMENT TO PRODUCE ACCUURATE AND PRECISE RANGING DATA US
ING THE NASA ATS-5 AND PROVIDE DATA FOR IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION DELAY EVALUATION AT L-9ANO,
ABSTRACT: A TEST EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLI5HE0 IN WHICH L- AND C-BAND RANGE MEASUREMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE BE
TWEEN A F IXED GROUND STATION AT MOJAVE, CALIFORNIA9 AND THE ATS-5 SATELLITE ON-ORBIT. THESE TESTS C
OVERED G THEE- MONTH PERIOD FROM OCTOBER 1970 TO JANUARY 1971 ANN PRODUCED COMPARATIVE DATA FOR USE
IN EV ±.LUATING THE IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION EFFECTS AT L-BAND FREQUENCIES. THE ATS
-5 SATELLITE IS SP
INNING AND HAS A S?ECEPTION 11I14DOW OF APPROXIMATELY 50 MILLISECONDS WITH EACH ROTATION. THE TEST IUS
TFUMENTATIOti PEACOUIFED THE SATELLITE SIGNAL WITH IN A FEN MILLISECONDS AT THE 3EGINNING OF EACK r4
CEPTICV AND PERFORMED BOTH AN L -BANO AND A C-HAND MEASUREMENT DURING THE DURST.





KEYWOROSI ATS-57 C- RAND; L-BAND; RANGXhG: IONOSPHERE * 	IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
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AUTMOPI SUCK• C L= NORTH O IP, C M
SATELLITEI	 ATS-1 COMMUMICATIONSI	 VHF	 EXPERIMENT PERIODI OCT 72 - SE• YS
ORJ_.T OF EXPERIMENT2 THE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE ALASKA ATS-1 P40JECT REMAIN THE SANE AS THOSE LISTED IN THE 4EP32T
Or ATS-1 ACTTVITIES IM 1971-1972)
A.	 TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN THE USE OF A MEDICAL • EDUCATIONAL* ,^40 INFORMATIONAL INTERCHANGE lift
KEEN K EMOTE A%O UP31N LOCATIONS*
P.	 To ISOLATE THE A MANTAGES 3F SATELLITE T£ LECOMM.UNICATIfHS
C.
	
1 0 DEVELOP IN-HOUSE [IN ALASKAI SATELLIT, COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCE.
ABSTRA3Ts THE CHRONIC HEED FDA I 61M VED COMMUNICATION CAPABILITY IN ALASKA HAS OFEN COCUMENTEO IN TN_ •Z
EPORT ON ALASKA USE Of TOE ATS-1 S41ELLITE, THROUGH SEPTE48ER Sr, 1972* • SU3MITTEO TO NASA 91 TqE ;
OVEINOR • S OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS. THAT RE PORT POINTFO OUT CERTAIN OEFICIEN:TES IM ALASKA N S US
E OF THE STS-1 SATELLITE IN TOE PERIOO 1971-1972. THIS DOCUMENT PROPOSES TO MAKE THE NECESSARY CNAV
CES M44DATED 9Y THE APOVE REPORT.
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ONTINUIMC EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS. PROPAGATION STUDIES, LECTURES TO STUDENTS, COMMUNITY MEALTM EDU:
ATION * TELEMFTRY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA, AND PHYSICIAN-TO-PHTSICIAN CONSULTATION.
SUBJECTS S?OAOCASTIMG	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
M_DICALIMEALTH APPLICATIONS
KETW^RDSA ALASKAS ATS-i
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*VIL AV-»T'rt. IS F =f'IS:STIfiG USE OF LTS-i FOa AA%Gj%G inD PCSITIC`: FIXI%G ZIPERIFiNTS. T04 C RE IS ATt
I ►.Tz46ST I+: 0 °_VsLRPI f• :. WELLITS NLYIGATIOK AND AI+TCR:FT SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM FCR Au- suLLIA	 ". GP
's7•'75tr er^ L+-C=4=i-7.:S.0 SYSTE45 ror TO ?E TPUD A89 COMPMUSOLS OF kESULTS KtaE.
Su9 ►EiTt	 AI'a 7^T- r1^ tCt1T4Cl	 tI+VIG:. TIOt^
rrTyt^r^gt	 STS-Ii 54"LLITit R lJST= $LIAi FAYGI9Gt F'C.ITIQN FIXING
C+3







CATE OF C0CU"_TNT/Tv0E, ^CT :ST.	 / PROPOSAL
*ITV Or olOCt VITf	 IM-t: C wATErNATS SATELLITE CCM)MICATION EXPERIMENT TEST PLAN
SUTirFf	 GfFDCzSt^'. R.F.
SP"t:^Ls^':: sfS NI.r f 	 'ISOT CF CC !" TPCi, nARITI"E A0KNIBTPATION. MASHINGT^'Fs 9.C ►
StTf^LtIT4f STS-3




IH: 4 RE P^5rC cxP.PirErfT USES 4TS-3 TO PROVIDE COYM IJKCATIONS 01TWE£N AN VALAUD MZTERMAV TOWSCA
T A!:r TH? ;FF.C= CF THE CPZFAT3R. T HE T?ST PLAN wAS PROPOSES IV GENCRAt. cLEc'.RrC CO. A ND WILL Of P
rcFO0 4^+. ov ,F PERSIN :3L. A GFIEF MSCRI PTION OF THE T_ST IS SIVEN ALONG a:TN F PRO POSED TIRE SCHE
CULE. TH? TFST PLdr: C:LLS FC: EVALUtTICx OF TECHNICAL PPMEt !S ► FRCS :KLE TRANSMIS° ICY. Ake Q3t1GIN
r.^
SUIJFCTf	 `:LyIr-TECH
►=3	 rE"nol-if	 AT!-3 1 `. 'SLLIT^i zt0lG! lJG.- IRLPfiG WATzRWAM. KAPI.O: S14IPP1 4G'. FACSIKILf = CO"MUMICATICf.;
1
U%IVELSITT OF DAYTON ASCESS t+UMSEPS 193
tT
CITE CR CTC9VE%T4fTv*Et SEP ISn	 / PPDPOSAL
t.TLe OF Ve-U IOS P IT t	 PROPOSAL COP USE OF T4S ATS-3 YAAF TRANSPONDER
ccO.;^r.e^ •,G ! E*ACVI	 !+FOT CF CCHrEPCE• IATIONAL EUREAU OF STAHDARDS9 AAASHIAtGTOH ♦ D•C•
Sl^ctt.Tes 6t5—?
OaiErT pc cwacglYEFf " t	 10 USE 'N_° VHF To .:riSC0lipEP ON ATS-3 TO SYNCHRONIZE CLCCRS 7!i THE GRQUND*
t ti CT^SCTt	 'H_5 0CCU4E •:T IS A ACOPpSAL OY THE NATICNAL [sURAAU OF STANDARDS TO EXPLCRE CNETM.:•T TRASKISSIO
ms FO? TTSS ='4'.NATiN, TIME VIA SATELLITE1 . THIS VE_THCO HAS IDVSIATASES,OVER T, 140-11Ar TPtA.S 'sIS5ICh5. NA
rGLY, %"" c+ @)US U_ERS CA-4 g. SsFVED SIMUL;►H3CUSLY A140 THE EOUIPh-NT IS MUCH LESS EXPErt ; IYE: T11AN TA44
T USEL' Fn? Tk0- 10 1f TRAUSHISSICN • 4 SRIv O[SCRIPTION Or THE Ex"MINENT IS SIVEH. . AL:3 IS A :i IST D
c S► T_L :T' INFO G MAT IGN k_OO.PEO FO? %OMPLEMOis OF THE -EXPERIMENT.
SU4J=tT l	 DATI TF-#'!-A,SSI')1
KF^yrR?St	 ATS-37 °Lt ELLTTF * TIrE' DISSEY3NATION .S NATIONAL SUREAV OF STANCitF?Si YHF
(a UNVJ RSITY OF DAYTON r'CCESS : NUMS.c Ft
V
CASE Cr OICUM=NT/TYPEt JUN L972	 1 PROFCSAL
TITL r nr	 o1:OPC=AL T C EXTENC 'NE N2S TINS AND FREQUENC Y EXPERIKENT USING THE ATS-1 VHF TRANSPONCER
CUT"nF. t	 HAt4seN, C.N.
SFCt.!C@7t1G P.FNCYs	 DEPT ^F COVOERCE, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS * WASHINGTON i O.C.
StTELLITEt ATS-3	 fXPEFIMENT PERIOD: AUG 19?z - AUG 19?3
goJ?rT Or FNar7!FE 't
	 TC CC?*PL= T E THE EVALUATIOA CF SPECIAL TECHNIaUE5 FOR EFFICIENT CISSEHINITION CF TIME LNO FR80UENCY
I fi^Cc"A+IQti•
APSTC ACTt TH'S FFCPOSAL IS FOR AN EXTENSI0 11 :F CrE YEAR CF THE ON -G UNG NSS EXPSRIMENT a IN ASCITICN TO
T%E cr'!UFST FOP EXTSNTICW TH = PROPOSAL CONTAINS AN Nn TIME ANC FREOUEN0Y BULLETIN SHOWING TIH£ OE
LAY CCN'OIRS AND A 7kOCMU1: ? Cry THE NOS SATELLITE EXPE PIM_NT. THE LATTER GIVES A GRIEF O£SCRIPTIGN
CF T w E `'ST'_LLITE E% P?RI4Et1T. RECEIVING SOU.PRENT AND ACCURACY :RE ALSO DISCUSSED.
SURJ C CT t	 CAT % TA;.W;r!1SSIW:
KEYI- f-3: OSt	 ATS-3: W T_LLIT = 7 T"- ME OISSE"It:ATION: r0EQUENCY1' %ATICt:.L 3UREAU CF STLh=RDS3 TINE PPOPAGOTICN Del
F^ AY
to
co	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS HUMBEFt	 2C.d
2 V E CF Cnttsr74r/-v e Et AUG iq7,	 .PROPOSAL
•-L£ C^ wA►'1^^fi-s or;grrc.;^` ^ L-34N7 EXPERI4ENTAL PROGRA"! .USITIG ATS-5
A_'Tu^Ft LUIS?4U2:'T. G.E.
! F9':-C°INS E._N^Ys PERT CF •oA4SF0 Z'TATIO1.9 FEOEROL WATION .AMMISTRATION, YASHINGUN 9 Dote
!tT-LLITEt	 -T5-5 EXP=PI"ENT.PERIODs 4972 - F3	 1	 °'
cvTE.T o	 FYbroIY_yr t *C G?'tw:9 4:LTI ZAT4 PROPAGATION DATA At I.-BAND AND TO MEASURE THE EFFECTS OF PIULT.IPATH ON .OATA'TRAM
AFIr=A;rs CE'C-L,^EC 9' THIS OCCUn _NT IS A PROPOSER TEST PLAN FOR CBTAT ING 1 C04PREHENSIVE SET OF OVER-0
CcAt:	 POU I .TTPA'TH DATA VCR S ftCOTH ANO r.C^_?ATELY FCUGH SURFACE CONC-111ONS. 	 ALSO DEUR IE3 IS ,A TEST T
C O? T I-I" PFFLEC T F fl SIG`sAL DST., VP'll GYG4LAND 4ULTIPATM TRANSHISSIC45.	 A%OTHECP -EAPEjtIMENT TO OE
PERFCF N = q IF CCICFz.KED WITH THE 0lI = -NAY T:AUSFER OF GIGITAL INFOIFATICN FROM A GriOtM! 3TATIDN TO AN
Al=^ r-A rr VIA -TS -5 us.mr, L-9+lID FR_OUENCIES.	 A RROGRA4 TIME SC HEDULE IS ALSO INGME-<l•
SUPIeCTs 01-T4 TF:'IS":SCiON
KtY M^ %DSs tTS-5:	 3T cLLITr! yULTIPwTH TFLNSHISSION., OCEANOGRAPHY: L-300: 01TA TRANSFER-
E
UNIVERSITY Of DAYTON ACCESS .NUM5Efi	 241Un
Va
DATE CF DACU`!S"T/TTag t JUL ,s72	 / CORRESPChCENCE
TI-LS Cr DGCUMEITt	 COZKCS'CUPENCE CCHCERNING JCINT 'JS/USSR AERI'G SEA EXPERIMENT
AUTN^=t	 fiCRDR§PC.. W.	 _.




ExPERIhEMT' PeR'ZCOA' FE! 	 $SYS..
C^Jf^T CP Er?FR;rENTt TO MAKE MEASUREMENTS FROM US AND USSR AIRCRAFT CF MI RONAVE RADIATION Z11TTED $Y T11E.157sA AND 5.0.IC
f.
Aos" :'t	 •r+_ C ^.r 4°_S PCHDERCE CONCE OUS TaL HAY ATS- 1 btOULD SE USfQ "FOOL C04MUti..CAIJON RURftSES IN TNE' SEM
Vr c, r : Yo=Flrc.^-. CNE LETT_i. ALSJ CO.7TAINS A LI5T OF THE OBJ=-OMES OF *N= E7[PERIkiRT. ALSO I ►4SI
CATED I'. T H-r CO In ES POUDE NCE IS APPROVAL TO USE ATS-1 OR THE PRCPCS:D EXP RIViNT.
Su3J? CT t	 A:PC"IFT C;MPIWFWATiCAS	 M3TECROLOGV	 YOIce C04AUNICATtOtt_
	
^iI	 K=ryrGfJ$t
	 ATS-1: SA'?LLITF: GCr yUg IC-TIONSi TIERING SEA» MICROMA.V_S; RUSSIR
	
f '	 UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NU yefRl 202
O
CATS Cc D0l_ vj'4EkT/TY 0E. 3C OCT 72	 / PROPOSAL
COF,PESPONDENCS
r-





SA'ELLITEI	 STS-2. ATS-3	 Wl.-Al3HICAT IONS I 	 HF, Vt.F	 C'PFFIMEN7 PE'U008 CC-T.72  - OEC 7211 
_
i C?W'T nF cXecR_MEk
- t TO RFCE- 4 CH THE At:T&rCT'.0 PENINSULA
=?ST-A;T t JSiAH?: C llf]4T T.0 HAS 04 GANIZED AND EXECUT ED AN OCPJ:N RESCURCE RESEARCM VOYAGE TO THE 14TARCTTC
FF•I.r l`r'JLS VIA THE	 °S?A,+'C y SHIP CALYPSO.	 He IS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC CSSERVATIChS CF 3C£AN SttRFsC
F r,HLC2 r a l♦ YLR, OIL °IL'!5. TEYPERATURE. TUR32CITY. SUNLIGHT. ETC. 	 ME PRO POSES TO MAX= L FILM PP.OVIO
!NG THE G K z-c% PUILIC WITH A VIEW IF THFSE REMOTE AREAS AND OF THE SCI NTI CIC AND ENGINEERING ADVA
NCSS UTiLI7=_0 It. CCFAN RES-Ttrcvtl "ON!TfiRING.	 CAPTAIN COUSTEAU REQUESTS APP.2OVAL FOR USE OF ATS-3 FO
r O T^t •.^	 ..!Cr.. 	 CF 7 1=ERiEL ANZ MEISURZD 2ATA.
SUIlrr r t , ATS Tt"lS4ISSION	 OCEF40SPAP94Y
Kevanc75t STS-12 :.T;-?. ^D'JST c CU: CALYPSO. AfITLrCTIC. CALCROPHYLL. TOR 1311ITYS OCEANOGRAPHY




 CIC'UMEW /Tr oEs K jilt 7r	 / PPOPCSAL
TTTLr OF "W"IKE'4111	 PPOPf. Ss3 SHIP /SHCP_ TESTS USING ATS-3
AVvW!Z s	 Q!TH'PS. ?.J.
cPg tTC?:rlC 3SC 11C'r 4	 TFLE.CM^U411CATICNS LEVrLGpyENT OEPARTMCNT. POST OFFICE (UNITEO KI&ISOOK1
S9TFLL:"°_T =TS + ?	 rCmv1jr1I.CdTIOKS1 VNF, FM, AMP SSS 	 E)(PERIMENT PER1001 2? JUL N
C°J?PT	 TO MIXt CU3LITAHVC ASS"5SncNTS OF TELE DROMV CCMNUNICATIORS BETWEEN UK SNIVS A140 SHO%t STATIONS.
A95T = ICTe	 T- TELECQM"0'1'CATICi.S 11 _.R4t1Ar TERS OF THE TELECC44UNMATICUS C.£VELOP4Ef4t LEFT. CF 144E POST CF
e lcr tUK2 e« o flg CES d TNL?6 PH.:S_ SERIES OF TESTS ON P.ADIO-T_LEPHCVE COMMW IZCATIORS $_74-cfN 51lIPS LT
°_SL W, tL1. 1S- 3«C'J STA`ICKS VIA ATS - 3. Tk_ SS ATLANTIC CAUSEW.T Iq TH? SHIP UEEO. TESTS XNCLUDE
TEL a PFC'!Y, F ACSIMIL=, A PID Db :;. TRik ASKISSION ALOUG WITH OETE ;t"1?iLT10H OF ATS-3 VHF TF.tiSPONG=R OvNA"
TC C^+CP^rrr:jS'IFS.
!'!TA TPZ":L 'S_"TVIN	 nA1:IXI11r To,grFIC CONTROL	 :1iVLGLfIOi:
[rj	 YOIC' r^""J:?"i.TICh5
f	 _
I-+	 ,KpyyrP{^cs	 ITS-3= 'PITT .M K:NGDCM; SHIP TG SWV a ; TELECOMNUNICATICN: FACSIMILE; OAT: TRr:MSNISSICN
Ol




nts- rr ^AP. • rr •l'r'r[ J^'i 7-'	 / P^aFCS.L	 -.
.• L'	 r 'c:s^_ •^r[ • vzMt':.L Ir Ca . ►: S' wr_4IrE ►:T !u ECUCATIQ%LL COMNICATICNS
=s ?G?_+:Lk:K• L.F.
ec , ,^rq •. _	 . '7..^r[ F^F.! [F=aS`.*• Cc	 SLW FM o_-C:FIC. L+UC:.A 3AT. SUVA.
rr....!^.,- + TiG1iS[	 !nF	 $KFckI-EKT P:.?I001 Xvr. 73 - C`£Z na
ra h _ • .z qy^- •r^ *[ -	 •^f,^_ S PZ L!"	 ;t:Tt	 :rr	 T:Y N_S	 AC3	 T "E P^	 "	 $	 Y3	 I	 -RJI6E £KT5 f0	 T C-t[AT 5192Cc A7.D DATA COt!1ltKf
C:,T_	 _ :t L :T = LgaK
	 ISL.?-DS SE G VE3 IT THE ullit-IE?SITY 7F TKG SOU'Li PACIFIC.	 -
z^;*-crt^ -h= F: • Ivi= g .Tv r= Two jGU7 w PI:IrIC OPOPCSLS TO S3	 iv A %-_Tw lC7K CF GIOUND STLTUMS CAP/ELE 01
TYG-^S s r;^^	 .-L-T : CF	 a;+ r 	S;_MI NIF:. TUT9Ri.+LS. iI?iw"t y TFANSFEF.S • AND FR0ro►3M E
Hr Ir Y+"_ - T jry
_ 	 °^;i'1: :N.	 Iu:Cr.3EC UltZ OF THIS SAIELLITE LINK.	 -
+3	 . • I IPP	 F
r=v..--	 :[ p':rty...	 9iId: =c'Tn	 'F T H E SCL'TM	 GTS•II =OlXZTe,jE:+i; C0R'g UftTCATIG ►tSi FIJI ISLMOSw CCCK ISL









LAT=_ CF ^n: 114SN IP /Tr pTt 1971	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLF nr ^C 'UMEY+ t	 PFICE CA .`- A P*PORT CN THE PQOGRESS Of AN EX PERIVENT tN INTERNATIONAL ECUCATIONAL CCvPUNICATIa&S
AL' Ty^it	 CU'T!kG.b•K.2 9^FtcQuj7LO.S.
SP7pCf_a±r,^ :;E;3;r t	 lfl!IVEPS"Y OF SOUT 44 PACIFIC. SUVA. FIJI
SA'ELII'Et A*5	 E1(P0IMENT PER1008 Fz'J 72 - 3EP 72
CPJ' " T +:F E* ;:O. ' T 0t E%T I 	 TO Pr CYI r' E *IG44 CUALIT V C :M`IU!.iCATI01i IIETWEEN SUVA CAMPUS - THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC AN
RECIi` r:=L C=.NTER!: T"rCU ,;HQUT TM£ PACIFIC.
A Dc;Td L;Tt
	
	 1p S IS A PPM E C! REPORT GIVI'Jb T?:rANICAL • £PQRATIOf:AL. AND PSXCHCLOGICAL EVALUATIONS 'OF THE
aEFCESA - NcTNC g K LINI(I4G l.-r1: 7_AL»'+3r FIJI ISLANDS• HAWAII AND CTHEQ SOUTH PACIFIC _LAUDS.
tulj-cT t	 SSUf»TICNAL APPLICATIONS
KFrw^r;fir	 FIJI	 flFW Z °_ »LANDS Pt' }G,.»*+ AT^-11 EDUCATION; C044UNICAT ;ONSI UNIVERSITY OF T+1'c SOUTH PACI
FIC
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUM M 208
i
'*vr C
r 'S-," r *4T/'r0 = ! JUL 52	 / PROPOSAi.
.'L" -V Lr-.-ga -=.?}L'_STI`i5 :TS T:F'_ iGk MAFITIRE EXPERIMENT
►.&VS.,	 ^ YSTEM. Il:C.. NFWPCRT SEAC4 % CALIFORNIA
I•
wx
S='II_:L7,-S TIO NSI	 IIHF	 EXPERIMENT PBRIOOt AUG 69 • SEP 69
_r^-c. . =•:-! *I EV-L-laT_ TWO -WLY OATS TRANSPISSION FOI SHIP TO SHORE MARITIME INFORMATION HANDLING SYSTEM
".:v	 I_ OEVE.70 1 t 'G A M4°ITIME INFOR144TION ►!ANGLING SYSTEM SIMILAR TO 	 SPACECR .
5" -%"F r
 r SYST,r.	 SHIa-eCLRC SFNSOFS P?CCiSS AND DISPLAY CERTAIN Ir :F04"ATI01: TC e?itIOGE PEraSONH.:
EL +RC :17ii.'C'ItLLY SEN1S IT ASHO?E FOR FURTHER EVALUATION.	 THIS IS A PROPOSAL TO LAK SNIP AND SM
o Yee V:: rte <ST ?LLTT_.
tTS-1 1 - W ; P TC ; HER:: reVLAT SYSTEMS, INC.: MaFITIME INFORMATION








t	 ^	 r r	
'^ ^-ss'..rr....
	 , 'Ik
n.wc Cc 'Cr.,'rp01T l'v0E t "AT IS6r	 / PROFCS-L
T.'L° ^. c DC:^.••?'a'e	 AtiSTc1L'a`: PECU_ST FCR INFCPM.:TION COYCSiNIFIG JAPANESE PULSE CODE MCOULRTION TESTS VIA ATS
sJ'ra' . T	 µ0+4=WCC'.K. I.
Sc:'.'C^It:G S4-siCTt	 1:.P==T'!_f:T CF SUP PLY, POSTMASTER GENERLLs CAWRERRAw AUSTRALIA
'^' =.i • *Ft 	 EXP =_FIxENT PERIODS MAY 60 - OCT 60




A ;fl u?ST 3V AUST RALIA TO PAF.TICIPATE I14 THE JAPANESE TIME-3I4I5204 MULTIPLEXPULSE COO
c !!r,- i; L T: C• STO -P.;MI ;xa,Flr.SriTS.
S';flJ':^t	 iw ^ TG; .^w:CGTPI:
K° • +'=^St	 'Iu= :',!' = ZCY. `tUITI?l°X: PUL;= COC? 11.00uL•TICN: JAPAN T, sUSTRALIT.. ATS •1: STS-3








DATE C* n^IC's ? YT/TtOC, JM 117:	 I PROPCSAL
':%F CG
 LL"1"_ •JTt	 PS7UES' CC? ATS• 1 TIME FOR CONJUGATE AURCRAL. STUDIES 	 x
5^^..°CP :•:^ +r= p::Yt	 LCS ZLZA " 75 'CIS%TIFTC LAGOPATOP.VIUNIVERSITY CF C1LIFDRNIA9 LAS ALAMOS * CALIFORNIA
SL•S_L'TSt IT•
 - :	 SCM►!UTIICAT IONS I VHF	 FXPEFIMENT P_RI99t CCT 70 NOV TO
C'J ="T ^* excr- !WEER	 TO CC1P':CT A SSklFS OF CONJUGATE AMORAL STUDIES
:1ST-ICTt TWFTr L_STT r9S AFE AN ExCi4G1I5E of CORRESFONCENCE 9ETNF.Etl Re No, PETERSON * LOS.ALimost AND 34 SURii
E * i165A. . % PEGAFO TC A S -PliS OF Ai ►•C?AFT MISSIONS TO EVALUATE T HE CAPABILITY OF RTS-1 TO FURNISH
VWF CC ►!"UN T{J T I "y ,] ?TuEct: AIc c?AFT In OP PCSITE HEMISPHERES.
CG"^J^C't	 GI°C^-F^ CC•":U,l.C:T!CnS
'(E + 4S^^^t	 GiS-17 Flc»cCFTZ; AUFCFAL





PDtv? Cc tDCV4 wHTlTVPEt OC IF :4T2	 I CORRESPCNOENCE
T "Lc OF	 WELLIfG'r0N FCLY TECHNIC SATELLITE COMMUMICATION PROJECT INTERIM REPORT
^^^rwSc^	 HL•:LfYs A.
eegye 0o! • ! 5 S;=M!11t	 WELt!t-GTV- FCLVTECHN !C. WELLINGTON. NE]$ IEALANC
SSTFLLI TEt ITS-1	 CC "vU%!CATIOfJSt VHF
0?J_- IF =r 7=RI •=-NTt TO IMYi TIGLTt THE USEFUL t-ESS OF CH=AP SSLF-CPERATED TEPMINALS ESTASLISMEO AT EDUCATICUL INSTI101
CnS THE^UG64OUT 'ME ar.CI F'IC FE,ION
VaITCLCTt
	
TH: ^: !,	 ,C"4UP.lCLT:CN FFOM TH C AM E" IAASSTr MELLl9GTCN. NEW P TERSUMe LCS ALRtltS ♦ Alin J. StfPA
*r: c ?G.RC '0 A 5_?I<< 'SFx=ZLA ,:e TO THE STATE 010ARTNENT PROVIC:NG A FeVIiM OF f:E3t ZEALAND
P.rTICl C ST:ON I !t TH- lfq:YE':.lv OF 494AII P= d C -c SAT	 COMME
°U't l=C't	 a FOz --A' - 7r!:C	 ^tTA T:AtISMISSION	 ElUCATICUL APPLICATIONS
K cTrP S+l:t	 PEACSSA`t ATS-1: U4IVEFSITI LF HAWAII'. WELLINGTC11 PDL M-CHMIC INSTITUTE; NEW ZEALAND
l^
t	 WIVERSITY CF D ^YTON ACCESS Nu"il?t 210.
G1
OG
qtr_ re	 197f, - 73 	 /COs RESPCI:DSNCE
•• r^- rr __	 _ '!
	
['C=PEaFr•:nSP.CE • IETkrEK r3YSTP0r AND KARSTEN




THre FCLCro COffTtItNS COMkESPOIDEUCE SETWEEN SYSTWOM OF PEAC E-SAT AND KARSTEN Or:itim CONCERNI1eG
«a^:'Z`•:«L USAPT OF ATS-.1. MOST OP T"E COR3ESPONDEHCE OCCURS :;UFI f:G 1 g72. IHCLUCE^ IS i LIST OF
'HE 'I;- USEST IF THE aEACEEkT NEYNCRK °CR THE SUMNwR OF 1972•
St i -CT=	 SrUCA ► :rNaL AcPLICnTICTIS
or E v4leVi.51	 tre•1: =A7 cLLIT_t PrACESdT: CGHMUf1ICATIONS




 =c CQ[I}wSNT i"V OSS APR - JJL 1973	 / NEASPAPER ARTICLE
YITLF OF n l^ UMEUT9 PELCESA* STIFF TULLSTIN
AL'TM^ ^ t UkK"lOkk
SFre:' 0R'?4G AG.11CY1 y t•JCA IMPUS, UNIVE?SITY CF H6MAI2• 'ISLAM£ OF CAHU
A°ST= :CTt TS'IrS N4. IS-I$ OF THE FFAC_SAT STAFF aULLETIN COVER THE PERIOD APR - JUL 197"J. :THESE BULLET
PIS £ES-aTIE TO'S EV?RVDAY EVEUTS THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO PEACESAT. 	 SUCH ITEMS AS YISITCRS• PRCGRAM T
Ir C'L L':. E^!:TENT O _V:LUATI£!:S. EMOFIAL3. ETC.. ARE GIVEN ON A CAY-TO -LAY BASIS. THESE BULLETINS Cr
5 IVE SC"	 T^7_k OF TN = TYPE OF ORCGR+Y s►EikG CCNCUCTEO eY PEA+ESAT.
j S11a i=CTs 'tUCST: f.t:LL AF-LICAT*ON:
Kfr MR"Cpi X574-1; - AT;!.LlTE T D S-CESAT: COMMUNTCATIONS2 IlCkNISIA




Ct Ir T Cr to cu"'F%v ityest 1 _rz	 f SP =_ECM
T: TL' Cc ^"E pc:C'SAT OR')JTCTt TELECOMMU"IC4TI04S AND INTiONATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: IN HEALTH AND EDUCATION
4', s
A TN" e t ar$TVr,M. J M
epw.;-C?IkG A'Ilt,'
-
y 1 9E&CESA7• U ►!ZTERSITY CF NAMAII. HONOLULU. - HAWAII
S- T ELL.T St	 STS.,
C°ST=tCTS TH'S 0AP70 GWES A GENtRAL BACKGROUND OF P=ACESAT. 	 WHILE THERE ARE FEW FACTS GIVEN THE *APElt
NAS SCM 7 USVUL HISTORICAL INF'ORNATICti RZGAR!!YNG PEACSSAT.
SVlJ =CT S FPUC-TI".'.•L AFOLICST_ONS -.
K^vkrF7 >t ATS-31 ' s TELL:T;: DF.AGe:nT! :W!ML'NICl.TIQY.S: EDUCATION
IJNIVERStTY OF OATTON ACCESS NUN9ETit 	 214
v ,y
h+
DATE Ow lCrOvENT/TY PED 03CT Z M7	 / CORRESPCAOEUCE
TI^Le we "rtU.MS*!T1	 PESPC%S5 TO NASA CRITICISM OF PEACESAT CCIMINED PRO POSAL AND REPORT
AtOTwr o !	 iYSTFCk. J 0
"I"S ^R IG 3t=uCy l	 PEgCSrATv UNIVERSITY OF kAMAi gis H04OLULUP HArAII
SAT=
_LL-_T_1 .TS-1
AGST'.CTI	 'y'_S LFTT=_c IS A RES PONSE BY pEACESAT TC QUESTIONS RAISED BY NASA CONCERNING A PROPOSAL ?O..CON
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DATE OF ODDUMENT/TYPES DECE"BER 1972 	 1 CORRESPONDENCE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS 	 CORRESPONDENCE
AUTNORS	 STAMLEY9 G.
SPONSORING AGENCY$	 GEOPHYSICAL IkSTITUTE• UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
SATELLITES ATS-1	 EXP-cPISSENT PERIODS OEC 1972
ASSTsACTS	 CORRESPONDENCE TO NASA DESCRIBING SEVERAL EMERGENCIES IN NNICN ATS-1 WAS USED TO OSTAIN MEDICAL ACV
ICE FHOP DOCTORS AT TANANA.
SU11JECTS	 NEDICAL/MEALTM APPLICATIONS
SSEYMOROSS	 ATS-11 SATELLITE; COMMUNICATIONSI RIONEDICAL











DATE OF ^OCUH.NT/TVPtf A DM-JUN 1972	 / PROGRESS PEPORT
TITL E_ OF DOCUMENT1	 MONTHLY MOOGRESS REPORTS FOR ALASKA SATELLITE COMIMUNICATION3 PROJECT•
A +J-w^rf	 OA kosA. C.V.
S PONSC orNG AG?}1:Vf	 STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFO409 CALIFORNIA
SATELLITE$ AT:-1
AISTPACT= PPOfP-=Sf bFPOATS FRO" A PkIL. MAY AND JUNE  1972 OESCRIOING STANFORO'S PARTICIPATYOR IN THE A;ASKA Ea
PERIMEN*. PF.000ESS IS iEPM TEO ON USE OF THE NEOLINE COMPUTER. DEVELOPMENT OF TELETVP; TLtMIKAL 90
fIIPMFN' AK!) COVSTFUCTION tF L CATALOG OF NEOICAL EXPEFIMENTS.
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TITLP OF COCURENTS	 SATELLITE Ti.ANSMISSION OF LGw-COST ECO SIGNALS
AUTHCRI	 ANDEPSOLs Co
SPONSORING nG£NCYt	 UNIYEPSIT• OF WASHII:GTON
SATELLI-EI ATS-1	 EXPEFINENT PE3IOD1 JUN WZ
OBJECT OF E=PERI11 _NT 1 	 TO DETE= y INE Ir IT IS P OSSIBLE TO tRANSHIT A TIRE WITHOUT EXCESSIVE SIDS.=L NOISE.
TO :ETE—MINL IF AC.E VTA>LE Tq;.NSMISSIO r+ CAN 9E ACCOMPLISMED WITM SATELLITE if HALF POWER.
AGSTRACT1	 R AC CJErT I_ L'ESC9.4ED IN wrIC M PAC_KjtKER PATIENTS WERE GIVEN ECG TESTS. THE SIGMAL WAS AMPLIF.EC
ANO Srm f
 9r SATELLITE TO S_LTTL =. %;.SH'.wGTON. EQuIPRENT AND PRCCEDUPE !RE OESCRI$ac. A :ISCUSSIOM
OF T  ACC2PTSNCE OF TML _N P EZIHENT aY HEALTH AIDES AND PATIENTS IS ALSO INCLUDEG. SAKPLES OF TRA
NSNITT_0 ECG P_COFDINGS API E GIYEk.
CONCLUSIO N 1	 -*:Lr CF TPE ECG'S THAT WERE TRAHSKITLED WERE JUDGED TO BE ACCEPTABLE FOR EVALUATION OF PACENAK" CP
E4ATI Or..
Su9JECTf	 MEDICAL/lmEALTM APPLICATICkS
NETWOPOSI	 ATS-J.' BATELLITEI ALASKA: PACEMAKER
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS t,S 101118 Ul
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GATE OF CDC U 'gLrNT/ TYPE I APR•JUPI 14TZ	 / PROGRESS REPORT
TITLE Ot 98CUMENTt	 REPORT ON ALASKA BIOMEDICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
AUTHOR*	 BEATTIE. R.A.
SPONSORING ABEN.'rt	 LISTER MILL NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATION • MTHESDA• MARYLAND
SATELLITE =
 ATS-1	 EXPERIMENT PERI001 APR•JW 101E
09JECT O= EXP=_RI WENTt EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN ALASKA 'f BAItN ,Q"
Try
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; AGENCYt UNI MIT Y GF WASHINGTON, OEPARTMENT Of ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
SATELLITEI	 ATS-1 EXPERIMENT PERIODS 1472-71
OBJECT OF EXPERt MENT I EVALUATION Or DIRECT CARRIER SHIFT TECHNIQUES FOR DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION AND DESIGN, CONSTRUCTIO
N Ae.O INSTALLM ON OF A SATELLITE CHANNEL COMPATIBLE ECG SCREENER SYSTEM*
ASSTPACTI THIS REPORT DESCRISES THE EVALUATION OF CIRECT CAPRIER SHIFT TSCNNIOUES FOR TRANSMITTING DIGITAL DA
Tr..
	 SYSTEl PE+tFODHANCE IS OESCRIB _O•	 R CONCLUSION SUMIARIZES THE TEST RESULTS. 	 EXAMPLES OF TRANS
MI TTEC tATA A %E GIVEN• 	ALSO, DISCUSSED IS THE DESIGN. CONSTRVCTICN AND INSTALLATICN OF A SATELLITE
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	 I
TITLE Of DOr.UNENTI	 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS ON SATELLITE PROJECT
AUTHORS
	 RETHOLDS• D.K.t TARNELL• S.R.
SPONSORING AGSN'aT1	 UNIVEPS'TT Of WASHINGTON. DEPT. OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING• SEATTLE• WASHINGTON
SATELLITII ATS-1
	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS FEMAB. tort
OBJECT OF EXPERTHENT1 EVALUATION OF DIRECT CARRIER SHIFT TECHNIQUES FOR DIGITAL TAAIISNISSION OF DATA AND DESZGM# COMiTALlit` ..
TION AMP INSTALLATION OF AN ECC SCPEENER SYSTEM.
ABSTRACTI	 PPOGRESS ON THE TELETYPE TESTS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECG SCREENER IS REPORTED FOR A R NONTN PE Y'kY'_
RIDO. CONTENTS ARE MADE ASOUT MEDLINE AID ACTONASE PROGRAMS. A REPORT ON SONS ALASKAN PACEMAKER
PATIFMTS IS IKCLUOED IN THE APRIL REPORT.
SUBJECTS	 DATA TR:NS4I55I0H	 M:OICAL/NEALTI APPLICATIONS
ItETM@P9S•	 ATS-11 _ATELLITEt PACEMAKERS ALASKAt IEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS
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	 ! PROGRESS REPORT
TITU OF 00CUME0Tt 	 WMTNLY PROGRESS WORTS ON CONTRACT NIM 72-;71z
AUTMOAe	 STOOP, P.T.
Sr0+1SORiNG AGENCY#	 CEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE• UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA * COLLEGE* ALASKA
SATELLITES ATS-1
	 EXPEKIMENT PERIODS JAN-JUL 1972
ASSTOACTI	 REPORTS INDICATE PROGRESS IN COMMUNICATICNS SETWEEN VILLAGE HEALTH FIDES AMO PARTICIPATING HOSPITAL
S. SCHE OF THE EOUIPMENT PROULEMS ARE OISCUSSEM SEVERAL EMERGENCY CALLS ARE DESCRIB=O• AN ATTER
PT RV TiNANA PERSONNEL TO USE MEOLINE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON WAS MAHGINAtLV SUCCISSFUL. T
"ESE REFOP.TS GIVE A 6000 PICTURE OF THE EFFORT DURING T"E FIRST HALF OF 1971.
SUSJSCTS	 DATA TP:NSMISSION	 "_OICAvHEALT" APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDS$	 ATS•1$ EATELLIIE= ALASKA$ MEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS$ SIONEOICAR
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMEERS 276
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DATE Of DOCUMENT/TYPES MAR 1971
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	 EXPERIMENT PERI001 MAR 2,971
AGSTRACTe THIS REPORT GIVES A NUMiEP. OF FACTS ON THE SUCCESS OF THE EXPERIMENT. SUoJECTIVE E9ALUATIOM OF w
ICE QUALITY ARE GIV£N ALONG WITH STATISTICS ON THE FREQUENCY OF SUCCESSFUL CONTACT. ALSO,'MLUOEO
I5 SOS INSIGHT INTO THE PROBLEMS OF THE VILLAGE WEALTH AIDES.
CONCLUSION@	 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION CAN GREATLY INPPOVE THE PRESENT QUALITY OF VILLAGE HEALTH CARE.
SUBJECT@	 WEDIC&L/MEALTN APPLICATIONS
REYMOROS@	 ATS-f$ SATELLITE; ALASKA$ VILLAGE NEALTM CARE$ HEALTH$ DOCTOR CALL








OATS C; RICUKENT/TTPET MAR 1972
	
/ TECHNICAL PEPORT
TITLF Of OV0PI-= NT:	 SATELLI '= TELE..OMMUNICATIONS ExPEP "eFItTS
'	 AVTwnrT	 STANLEV9 U.M.
SVON!O&tN 4.  A,rNCre	 SEOPwrS*_CAL IASTITU'E, UNIVERCITV O F ALASKA ► COLLFEGEs ALASKA
SATELLITET ATS-1	 EUPEF14ENT PCRIODI L9T.-13?2
OgJ_[T Jr EYPFRI"c"Ti	 fFT:RKI"E IF SATELLITES CAN @- USEa IN CONJUNCTION WITH LOW COST TERMINALS TO IMPROVE 4 2-ALT" CARS A
NO E!IUC- TICT. IN AURAL AREAS OF ALASKA.
AASTV ACTT	 TPI. WA - G PPESEuTATION TO TH: ST.:T? OF ALASKA HOUSE CF RtiPflESEt.TLTIV"c5, HEALTH * .IELF.4_ AND E:UCAT
ICN	 I:+.LUC°_D IS F. GEH= ;^tL 9ISCU35I0 ►: Of THE gACCGPCU-lC• PUFPOSE AND FUTC-E NEEDS, SPED
•	 IFIC INFD- `/ TIDN ON SITZS AI+G EOUIP HE11T IS GIVEN.
SU81FCTs	 7tT.i TF , IISY;SSIOH	 DUCATIGNAL APPLICATIONS	 MzDTC..L/HEALTH APPLIC.TIOuS
VOICE C'MYiR1ICATI5Na
KfYbOP43e	 AT^,-12 ' ATELLITE: ALASKA; HEAD M. ?DUGATION' COMMUNICATIONS






DATE OF OOCUMEMTITYPES IM	 I PROCEEDINGS
TITLE OF ICCUMENTr PROJECT SEARCH SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT
AUTM'Rf wYKCN=Klq R F
SPONTMNq AGENCY$ CALIFORNIA COUNCIL ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SATELLITES	 ATS- t EXPIRI"tuT PERIODS i DEC 71 - it mw TI
ONJECT Or EXPERIME y: r TO DET£ = MINE THE TECHNICAL PAPAMETERS REQUIRED FOR OPMTIONAL UTILITY OF A SATELLITE TRANSMss lowe
LINK FW^ RAPID FINGERPRINT CARO TRANSMISSION AND TO PROVIDE A BACKGROUND FOR A MORE DETAILED ANACTS
IS ANC C EVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS.
A%ST-lACT$ THIS REPORT DISCUSSES THE USE OF THE ATS-2 SATELLITE FOR TRANSMISSION OF FINGERPRZNTS• • OISc"SEo *t*
E THE E03UIPS•ENT * EXPEP,IMENTAL CONFIGURATION• ALTERNATIVE' SYST94S 9 AND THE EVALUATION OF ALTERNATTIVE
S.
CONCLUSION $ A NATIONAL SATELLITE-BASCO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR THE HIGH -SPEED TRANSHISSICN ,OF FINGF.RPRIll
T IMAGES AND VARIOUS OTHER DOCUMENTS IS TEC."!CALLY FEASIBLE ANC BEST SATIS FIES THE REWIRERENTS OF
LAN EnrOOCEMENT AGENCIES.
THE LEVEL OF GPAY SCALE HIS LITTLE OR NO EFFECT ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF FINGERPRIM?Er
TH= 14IhlMOP4
 ACCEPTABLE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO HAS FOUND TO BE Ja 08 FOR DIGITAL FACSIMILE AND 1
9 ON FC► AttLLCG IMAGES.
SUBJECT, DATA TRsNSM.5SI0N	 LAN ENFORCEMENTICRIMINAL JUSTIJz APPLICATIONS
KEYFACROSO ATS-11 SATELLITE TRANSNISSIONS FINGERPRINTS SEARCHt FACSIMILES CALIFORNIA CRIME TECHNOLOGICAL RESEA
PCM fCUrDATID %t PHOTOGRAPHY
S






- HATE Of DOCUMENT/TY"Et DEC 71
	
1 PAPEP
TITLE OF ODCUMENTt SPEECH-COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION 8Y SATELLITE
^ AUTHOPI KUNINCTO. ELIZABETH N
^r•. SPONSORING XGENCYt UNIVEkSITY CF HAMAIIt HONOLULU. HAWAII
SATELLI.-t	 ATS-1 EXP?RIMENT PERI001 JUN 71 - AUG 71 AND JUN
OPJcCT OF EVPER*MENTt TO GUILE INTEPPEPSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 9Y MEANS OF VOICE COMMUNICATION AMONG STUDENTS SEPARATED SEOGR
APHICALLY
:' AA57=ACTt THE EXP=RIMENT ON INTEPPEkSONAL RELATIONSHIP 9UILOING IS DESCaI9_D. THE METHODOLOGY I5 DISCUSSED.
CO%CLUSIOht L.
	 STUDENTS MHO CO"MUNICATED BY VOICE ALONE BY MEANS Of SATELLITE LEA4NE0 AS !OUCH CRCH ONE ANOTHER
_
;yt AND LLIO I1IfLUE19CEO ONE ANOTHER AS }SUCH AS THOSE WHO COMMUNIC.%7EC FACE-TO-FACE.
t 2.	 THE R=PLICATION. WHICH TCOK PLACE 4ETWEEN STUDENTS OF HAMSII AND N r W ZEALAND. REVEALED THAT INT







:EYMOFOSt ATS-1i INTEFCOLTURAL EXCHANGE; INTERP =R50NAL RELATIONSHIPS + COtl"UkITY CLASSROOMi PEACESAT






RDAY_ CF OOCUNEYTITYPEI SPRING 74
	 1 JOURNAL ARTICLE,
AUTHOPI	 AU9U!!Ns F M
SPONSOR ING
 AGSNCY1	 UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAkOT AUCKLAMDv NEW ZEALAND
SATELt	 ATS-1 	 EXPERIKENT PERIOOI APR 73 - JU1 73
.F; 08JEt7 0 17 <xoERIMcNTI TO £%AHTMc THE POSSIBILITIES OF T:kCMjkG LAW• WITH PARTICULAR REGARD TO QEVELDFIN6 STATES AND TERRI
TORIES IN THE PACIFIC• BY SATELLITE.
ABSTRACTI	 THIS DOCUMENT DISCUSSES THE OUTCONE OF SEW AL LAM LECTURES VIA ATS-1. THE EOUIPNENT IS QESCRISCO i
PI£FLY. THE ENPERIMENT CONSISTS OF SIX ONE -HOUR LECTURES ON TOPICS OF INTERNATIONAL IRTEREST. THESE
TOPICS APE MENTIONSO AUD REFEFENCiO. EXPERIMENT ENCOUNTERS FEW TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES•
CONCLUSICNI	 THE EXP=RIMENT OEMONSTRATtO TkE FEASIBILITY OF INTERNATIONAL LAM LECTUREIOISCUSSION I!T SATELLITE IN
VOLVING A 4UM9$R OF STATIONS,
SURD=CT1	 EDUCATIONAL A PPLICATIONS	 W3ICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWCFRSe	 ATS-i: PEACESAT: LAN; UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND$ LAW LECTURES$ INT£RkATIOHAL LAW
J0*03 L TITLES	 J11RIMET=ICS JOURNAL: VOLU"E 14, ISSUE Is PAGES i7Z - 175










DATE OF 000UMENTITYPE1 OCT 69	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF 9OCuwEnTe THE ROLE_ OF
 ORGANIZED UNSATURATED CONVECTIVE OOWNTRAFTS IN THE STRUCTURE AND RAPID DECAY OF AN EQUI
TORIAL f!ISTUR8ANCE
AUTHOF& 7I95EG9 E J
S PONSORING AGENCrf NATIONAL CEUTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC FESEEARCH: BOULOER, COLORADO
SATELLITE + 	ATS-U; ATS-3
	 F XPEFIMENT PERI00• FEE 67 - APR 67
OBJECT OF EXPEPIrEN- I TO COLL°CT EXTENSIVE METEOROLOGICAL DATA ON DISTURBANCES OF THE EOUITD ?IAL TROUGH ZONE.
A8ST E LCT 2 THE LINE
 ISLANDS EXPEFINENT. CONDUCTED ON AND NEAR PALMYRA, FANNING A40 CRRISTNAS ISLANDS CURING FE
1F-UAP.Y-;*RIL 1967, POODUCED EXTENSIVE DATA ON OISTURSA4CES OF THE EQUA TGRIAL TROUGH 70JE. ONE QISTU
P.9ANCE WHICH PASSED THROUGH THE H_.Z; OF THE DATA HETMOiK IS ANALYZED IN DETAIL, THIS DISTURBANCE I
NTEdSIFIED PAPIDLV JUSI E:.ST GF FANNING ISLAND CURING THE NIGHT OF 31 MARCH-t A PRIL, OUT SATELLITE
9UT S AT : LLITE OTSE-1VATIONS CHOW THST IT DISSIPATED RAPIDLY DUR:NG THE UYLIGHT HOURS CF L APRIL. TM
E CDNvE-"GErJCE-DIVERGEed_ FATTLRrrS ASSOCI7TE7 WITH THE GROWTH AND DECAY OF THE OISTUF-I.W.;E ARE MOST
If.TENtE :ri THE LOW-- ST SAu M. CATA F'^04 $?DIAL RAWINSOPQ E FELEAS^S OY THE ISLANDS, COMGINEB WITH PES
EARCH A74CPLFT DATA, Art_ FRESiNTEO WHICH OE`rOUSTRATE THAT HIGHLY UN54TURATS0 DOWNC EAFTS ARE P=COVCE
0. FI F E' ON T 14 E COYY _CT1Vc SC:LE A^jC THE r.ES7SCALE 9
 ANN FINALLY 4EC04ING ORGANIZED CVE4 THE ENTIRE
4.'C-KM :XYVNT D E THE SY;Tcm. CUMULUS 7cV ;LOPM-NT I5 EFFECTIVELY SUP PL,'S__D IN THE OOwt.3R4FT AN. ON
LY 9^;^ f PF ;TOREC AFT44 6 - 12 HCUFS -IT 'I N-: G.EATLY EHHLNCED ENERGY FLUX fRO4 SEA TO ATM3S PHERE. ANC
THROUGH THE SOUHDA RY LATE'•. Iii ORDi? TJ PFOOUCE THE 01SERVED SOWICRAFTS, .T IS SHlirti TK.T THE THREE
-CIMENSIONAL CI ° CULATIO'J PATTERNS ANZ TH_P.MODYNAMIC PROCESSES WITHIN REGIONS OF ItJTEN!E CONVECTION
ARE CL07ELY ANALOGOUS TO THOSE IN TYFICAL MID-LATITUDE 
.` OUALL LINES.
k17




KEYW43%Pa51 ATS-1; LINE ISLARD EXPERIME%TT METEOROLOGY: CLOUDS: 90UNDART LAYEF WINDS: EOUITORIAL ZONE: MINDS
JOURNAL TI T LE & JOURNAL OF APPLIED METEOROLOG V 1 VOLUME 69 ISSUE S, PAGES 799-8L4
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMEE&C	 263
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:'r	 ^i . rr5r .s,:x^c.r.^_.i4 :►3t ^fi...;r^ 
C`s
t OATS OF OOCUMENTiTYPFS DEC 73	 I JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT• THE LINE ISLAND EXPERIMENT
Wc AUTMORS ZIPSER. E J
E
r
SF	 4SaPING AGENCYI NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPREP.Ir RESEARCH; BOULOER. COLORADO
SATELLITES	 ATS-1
.
EXPERIMENT PERIODS FED 67 	 APR 67
OIJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO COLLLCT EXTENSIVE METEOROLOGICAL DATA ON DISTURBANCES OF THE EOUATORIAL TROUGH ZONE
ABSTPACTS THE LINE ISLANDS EXPFRIMENT "S RESULTED IN UNIQUE AND COMPREHENSIVE DATA FOR STUDIES OF TH$ 10ETECR
OLOGY OF THE EQUATORIAL PCCIFIC. IT IS ONE OF SEVERAL RECENT FIELD PROGRAMS IN TROPICAL METEOROLOGY
DESIGH=D TO ATTACK THE CENTRi&L PQ03LEN OF SCALE INTERACTIONS• ESPECIALLY THE ROLE OF CONVECTIVE AN
E 0 MESOSCALE SYSTEMS. SOME OF THE RECENT EVIDENCE IS REVIEWED THAT INDICATES THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE;
INTERACTIONS IN UNDERSTANDING THE NON-STEADY STATE ASPECTS OF TROPICAL OISTURBANCES. A VARIETY OF
L RESULTS FROM THE LINE ISLANDS EXPERIMENT ARE SUMMARIZED * WITH EMPHASIS ON THEIR RELEVANCE TO THE PLARMING CF GARP TROPICAL EXPERIMENTS.
t4
1	 I CONCLUSIONS THE ISOLATION OF THE OQWNORAFT-SQUALL MECHANISM AND ITS RAPID FEEDBACK TO THE SYNOPTIC SCALE ILLUST
N PATES TµE NEED TO CONSIDER THE NON-STEADY STATE ASPECTS OF MANY TROPICAL DISTURBANCES. THE LINE ISL
F N ANDS EXPE R IMENT IS CONTRIBUTING CONSIDERABLY TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF TROPICAL NETEOROLOGY.
' SURJECT9 METEOROLOGY
KEYMOPDSS AU-1: LINE ISLAND EXPERIMENTS TROPICAL nETEOROLOGYt HINDS1 CLOUOSt BOUNDARY LAYER NINOSt ERUITORIA
L ZONE
JOURNAL TITLES BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY; VOLUME Si• ISSUE 129 PAGES 1I36 - 1146
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 t"
iDATE OF DOCU4ENT/TTPEt SSP 74 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OCCUK EFITI	 SATELLITE WOADCASTING OF %MY SIGNALS
AUT40Ft	 HANSO?4vC ► M.:HAMILTON,M,F.
SPINSCRINS AGENCT$	 NATIONAL 9UFEAU CF STAMOARO_, BOULOeR ► COLORADO
SiTELLIT_t ITS-1, ATS-3
	
EXPERIMENT PERIODI AUG 71-4UG 75
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT$ TO DISC'RN THE ADVANTAGES AND SPECIAL PR09LEMS ASSOCIATED MIT" THE BROADCASTING OF TIME AND FREQUEN
CY INFO R MATION FPO" GEOSTATIOkARY SAIELLIIES-
A9STPACTt AN EXPE'INEsIT CONCERNING THE BROADCASTING O F TIME AND FREQU:NCY INFORMATION FRO4 GSOSTATIO14ARY SATE
LLITES IS DISCUSSED. INZLUDEO ARE DISCUSSIONS ON SATELLITE MOTION. TIME DELAY. DCPPLIP SHIFT. AND D
ELAY CAL° I ILLTIONS. GROUND STATIOt. klOUlR-z "SNTS ► TIME RECOVERY TECHNIQUES. AMC TIMING RESOLUTION AN
9 kCCUPiCV ARE .--LSO lNCLUOEL. DELAY CCM P UTATION AIDS FOR THE USER WERE G=SIGHED TO P C OVIDE FREE SPA
CE DELAYS -1--TWEt! THE HASTE L CLOCK AND THE USER. MEASU?EM=NTS MADE IN tlQg TM AND SOUTH AMERICA DEMON
STOAT--D A TIMING RESOLUTION OF ABOUT tG MICRO SECCNOS AHD AN ACCUPACY OF 25 MICPO SECONOS.
COWCLUSICN$ THE LEV V L OF OP_FATION OJTAINtr M:S NOT SATISFACTORY FOR NATIONAL SEPVICE ► BUT SATELLITES OFFER THE





ATS-3: TIME OI$SEMINGTION: FREOUCNCY: SATELLITE 3P.OAOCASTINGt DOPPLER SHIFT-, NATIONAL 	 OF STA
L=!	 NDAFDS
L
W	 JOURNAL TITLEt	 IEEE TPANSACTIOVS ► VOL. ACS-Su, ISSUE 5. PAGES 562-573






DATE OF DOCU4.NT/TYPES AUG 1975	 1 TECHNICAL REPORT




NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS WASMINGTON,DC
SATELLITES ATS-1	 EXPERIMENT PERIODS SEP 73-JUM 74 AND UP 74
09JECT OF EX PERIMENT$	 TO IMFROVE PROFESSIONAL COMIlUI4ICATIONS AMONG TEACHERS
ABSTOACT& THIS RE^POPT DESCRIIES THE SAYLLLITv— DEMONSTRATIONS/EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED BY THE NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION DURING THE SCHOOL YEARS 1973-1974 AND 1974-1975, IN CGNJUNCTION WITH THE NATIONAL AERCH
AUTICS ..ND SPACE AOHINISTF,ATION, TH: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF M ICINES THE ALASKA BROADCASTING CO."HISSI
ON, AtiD THE PACIFIC PEACESAT NETWORK.
TH? SrFGKT IS IN THREE PARTS & PART ON_. A GENERAL DESCRIPTICN OF EACH OF THE DEMONSTRATIONST
PART TWn, AN EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE DEMONSTf_ATION, AND PART THRES 9 AN EXHISIT OF PRESS FE
LEASES, +-I'ICLES AND OTHER MATERIALS PEPTAINING TO THE DEMONSTRATIONS.
CONCLUSION & 	SOME ?PC:.ZCASTS WE11T WELL. CLE EYp=RI4E,4r (SATELLITE SEMINAR $ WAS CONSIDERED MARGINAL. THE LARGE$
T PRO X
-
H SEEMED IO 9= LACK OF EXPEFT=NCS. NOTABLE IMPROVEMENT OCCURRED IN THE EKPEEkl 4ENTS RUN CUR
ING TPE SECOND YEAR.
SU9JECT S	 EOUCATIf:TIAL APPLICATIONS
KEY WOFOSt	 ATS—i: NA T IONAL EDUCI.71% ASSOCIATIONS ALASK41 HAWAII; SATELLITE SEMINARS PEACESATT COMMUNICATIONS$
TEACH=_f EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF OAVTON ACCESS NUMBErLS	 204
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ES ANh ALASKA. ELEVATION ANGLES TO THE SATELLITE RANGE ►404 Is DEGREES TO LS DEGREES. THE SECOND TE
ST SSRITS OF $IX FLIGHTS TOOK PLACE IN FEBRUARY L%F7 OVER RELATIVELT SHOOT". SHOM-COVEA£O TERRAIN I
N TMF fIC*THMSST TERp iYOifIES AM) MOUNTAINOUS REGIONS IN NORTHERN QUE9EC ANQ LASRACM
TH-.- P ACIFIC h?r.ICN 64ULTIPATH TESTS olERE II °-SIGNED TO OBTAIN OVEROCEAN !IULTIPAT" SCATTER DATA TO
AT COOL' CC IPLEMENT LN7 P C-RHAFS EXTEND TOE: -VERY ROUGH' CATEGORY NORTH ATLANTIC DATA OBTAINED PR£YI
OUSLY. ' =ST LC. &7ZONS NElo CHOSEN TO ENHAHCZ THC CNANC_S CF ENCCUNrEF.ING OCEAN SUVACE COMaITICH S T
MAT w .4' M7REPSTELY SM)!'JTH OF SMOOTH IN TERMS CF ELE'CTROMAGN E
_
TIC SCSTTEVING AT L-BAfi r. THREE GATA A
C4U;EIT:0R F LIyHTS W-RE MA')E IN THE VICZWTlf OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLAAOS OU ZMAG AUGUST 1672. THREE ADGI
TIO;3L r LIGHT_ WECE rAOr REAR PAGO PAGO CURING MAPCH 1377. DATA WERE ACOUIRE09 PROCIMED, AND ANALT
?ED US! , G PFOCZOUp'c5 DESC^Ij 'u IN THE PHASE V *.PORT.
"f-LrS:S n r THE DATA YI-LCEG RESULTS SI MILAR TC THOSE OF THE NORTH ATLA 'ITIC TEST SERISSI I.E..
fl) Tr- -?c-SCATT_^EC SIGNAL WAS PL E-COMINAUTLY DIFFUSE, I21 THE MEAN NorMALItEC S WTExED ENEFGT Y
ASs•r-P— 
- KI " ;TELr c1 1i.L TO T f E : RD'UCT OF F.ESNEL FEFLEE:TIGii CO=FFICI,-4T A43 S "OOTM-EiRTH 31YEPGENC£
FA':TO w j 41) CI?CULVb °ALL = IZ.TI OG SrJJS 4- FEVEFSA! OCCUR-.EC UPON PCFLSr.TI0N9 141 THE SCATTERED SIGMA
L P.C = ;!L ^ = P C`CT^A N? = E JF G»UFSIA'i OIST=IaUTION* AND (5) DOPPLER EANCWIDTHS WERE GENFRALLY SHALLiR
THA'. T ER - 7 • GF THE 'AD I 'TH 47tif:TIC tFSTC SUE TI THE S'feLLGP RHS StA SLCFES•
CL' ,U'; =NT WITH T ►f_ G:.CIFIC i = GlT fi 'ILLTI 0 4TH TESTS, A SERIES Or L-8AY0 LINE-OF-SIGHT SCINTILLA
TIT IN K =--'U 3 FMIZ O)TE a-S M434F E:CTwEfN THE STS-5 SATELLITE ,:ND THE riEGEIYING TERMINAL ONEC-iRO THE KC- 17
5 A:^ L '! FL'R 70-S-; TESTS THE AIK c LANE WAS PAFKED AT T" ;-' AIRPORT At Pi-GO PATOs WHICH CORRESPGNOS
TO L G, ' 44Gt _ TI: L4 7 17U)e CF 0 Lf'i ,^:cS .5•
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DATE CF DOCUMENTiTYPEt JUNE 7C	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE DF AOCUMENTt ATS-1 V"F COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTATION
AUTH4Pt JEFFERSON. F N
SPONSOPInG AGENCYt NATIONAL AVIATiDN FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTERS ATLANTIC CITY. NEW JERSEY 	 661645
SATELLITEt	 ATS-i EXPEFIMENT PEUDDt MAT 1961 - DEC 1969
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTt TO INVE!TIGATE AND OBTAIN CHARACTCkISTIC 04TA OF VERY NIGH FREOUENCY IVMFI VOIC€ AND CIGITAL COMMUN
ICATICNS LINKS VIA CATELLITE RELAY TO PROVIDE INPUTS FOR DETERMINING SUBSYS TMI FEASIBILITY FOR OVER
OCEAN A:P TRAFFIC AND POINT-70-POINT INFORMATION TRANSFER.
AOSTVACTt FIGHT FLIGHT TESTS WERE CONDUCTED UTILIZING THi APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-1 CATS-if TO 09TA
Ito CHARcCTE 9 1STIC OAT& OF VHF COMnUNICATIONS LIUKS VIA SATELLI TE FELAY FOR USE IN OVEROCEAN AIR TRA
FF IC CC'.TP-.L SU9S VSTEN DESIGN STUDIES. 'F E_ASURERENTS OF SIGNAL LEVEL. SIGNAL PLUS NOISE-TO-NOISE RAT
IO. MULTIPATH PROPAGATION, VOICE I ifTELLIGIBILITY9 ADJACENT CHAw°:EL INTERF --REMCE9 AND 759 62809 AND
2400 HITS- PER-SECOND DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE WERE OBTAINED. RESULTS OF THE TESTS ARE DIS
CUSSES IN THE REPORT AND PEVIE4 =_0 IN THE "SUMMARY OF RESULTS- SECTION. IN GENERAL. OVERALL COMMUNIC
ATIONS FEL_ABILITV USING THE ATS -1 LINK WAS CONSIDERED MARGINAL.
CONCLUSIONt OVERALL COnNUKICATIONS RELIABILITY USING THE ATS -1 LINK WAS CONSIDERED MARGINAL.
Su9JrCYt AIP TRAFFIC CONTROL
	 AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS 	 DATA TRANSMISSION
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWORM ATS-18 COMMUNICATIONS $ VOICE COMMUNICATIONS DATA TRANSMISSIONS MULTIPATH TRANSNISSIONS SATELLITE




DATE OF DCCU`IENT /TYPES APR 197i	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TZTLF	 DOCUMEUTS	 COMMUNIr TONS SATELLITE FOR ALASKA AND THE MOUNTAIN STATES
AUTW	 FAGEP,. J A* KINCAOE. C M
SPONSORING . %GENCYS	 CONVAIR/GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPS SAN DIEGO• CALIFORNIA
SATELLITES ATS—i
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO DETEP"INE THE FEASIBILITY OF USING SATELLITES FOR COMMUMICATION S IN ALASKA AND THE MOUNTAIN STA
TES.
ABSTRACTS A SYNTHESIS OPTIMIZATION STUDY WAS CONDUCTED TO DEFINE A COMMUNICA TIONS SATELLITE FOR THE STATES 0
F ALASKI. ARIZOYA. COLORADO * IDAH Be "OHTANA. NEVADA. NEW MEXICO. AND WYO'riNG. THE SYSTEM CESCRISEO
WILL PROVIDE THREE CHANNELS CF CO PMACIAL TELEVISION AND EIGHT CMA NNELS OF EDUCATIOP31.1INSTRUCTION
AL TELEVISION TO BOTH ALASX& AND THE MOUNTAIN STATES AND 1240 DUPLEX TELEPHONE CHANNELS TO ALASK40
IT IS AFS 1 11kD THAT A COMMUNITY REC EIVVIG SYSTE'f WILL BE USED FOR V EFT SMALL VILLAGES AND A REOISTR
IBUTICH SYSTEM. EITHER CATV 0i RE 7ROADCAST. WILL BE US_D FOR THE LARGER COMMUNITIES. USING THE CCY
PUTERI7_'.1 SYNTHESIS PROG R AM. SYSTEM SENSITIVITIES AsCUT THE SEL£C TED DESIGN ARE DEVELOPED TO ILLU
STO ATS TM; IrPACT OF F=oTUPOATION S OF THE O =_SIGN REQUIREMENTS.
CCNCLOSIONS AN LL3!:{AlNCUNTAIN STATES SYSTEM IS TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE. LARGEE SA TELLITES ARE CONSICERA3LY LESS E
XPEf+S*_V- E0g THIS Str VI:.E. TML TO TAL SYSTEMS COST IS IYSENSITIVE TO CDNNLINK FR£OUENCY. LOWER SIGN
AL 9l;LLITY WILL REDUCE RECIEVER CO5T.
RROA 1!CASTI1lG
	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
ALA!Ki.: SATELLITE: COMMUNICATIONS1 TELECCMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
AIAA pA-=k








 DOCUMENT/TYPE& 4UG 1ST4	 / CONFERENCE PAPER
TITLE OF OOCUMr-"T&	 EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS IN THE PACIFIC HEMISPHERE
AUTHORS	 MANLEY, ANTHONY
SPONSCIING AGENCY&	 P=_ACESAT. WELLINGTON POLYTECHNIC. WELLINGTON. NEW ZEALAND
SATELLITE& ATS-1
ABSTRAZT& SINCE 1972 A SERIES OF EXPERIPENTS IN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR SOCIAL SEMEF,
T HAS BEEN T4K[MG PLACE IN THE PACIFIC HEMISPHERE. EYPEtTIIENTAL NETWORKS LIMrEO BT ATS• 1 SATELLIT:
RELAY HAVE BEER ESTABLISHED IN ALASKA AND THE PACIFIC FOR 50 14ETIME. ADDITIONAL NETWORKS At! TO 3
E:OME OPERATIDMAL DURING 1974. WELLINGTON POLYTECHNIC HAS BEEN ONE OF TkE CHIEF E YPErtIMENTEIS IK T
HE INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC NETWORK ITHE PEACESAT PROJECT), AHD CONSIDERABLE EXPEtIEWCF OF THE P;OB.EM
S AND POTENTIAL USES OF SUCH NETNO2KS HAS BEEN ACCUMULATED. THIS EXPE41ENC_ WILL BE REPORTED, •ND
CURQENT ACTIVITY AND FUTURE PLANS FOR SATELLITE LINKED NETWORKS O^VIENEO. THE SPECIAL NAMES OF
SUCH •BI LATERAL StOADCASTING' NETWORKS WILL BE DISCUSSED, YNE PROSLEMS OF PROVIDING FOR THESE NET
WORKS ON AN OPERATIONAL AASIS WILL BE CONStOERED.
SUBJECTS	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEDICALIMEALTW APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDS$	 ALASKAL PEACESATT TELECOMMUNICATIONS; ATS-14 SATELLI M ALOMAI COM ►UTEt







DATE" 0- t,,000wE_NT/TYPE1 JUN 19716	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TIT LE OF C00WENT1 EXPE$;M:r4T4L EVALUA TION OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS AND POSITION FIXING FOR MARITIME USERS
AUTAOFI ANDEPSO`:• R E: LAROSA. R M
SPO,ISCR:NG ASEN:YI FXXON/GiNFRAL ELECTRIC
SA*E'LLITE I 	ATS -11 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERIOOI JUL 1911-FIS 1974
OGJE - T OF EKOER. 0E +1T1 GENET-AL ELECTRIC'S UPJECTIVE MRS TO EVALUATE THE VARIOUS CONST 4tAINTS ON SHIP-ScakCE 13ULPHERT T
4AT WOU0 AFFECT TH; DESIGN OF AN OPERATIONAL SHIP SATELLITE TERNINAL. TO DETERMINE THE ACCURACY AN
0 -ELIA ! ILITY 0° PA+IGIUG 4110 POSITION FIXING FHOH GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES USING THE TONE-CODE TECH
NI4U_ wzS TESTSO • AND TO OESEFVE DATA ON THE FACTORS AFCECTING It! ACCURACY WERE OBTAINED.
=X YOri fs P= IM- COJECTIVE HAS TJ EVALUATE TH E TYPES OF C084UNICATIOtAS SERVICE THAT COULD OE MOST
REMS F I-IlL TO FLEET OPELi► TIONS, TOGETHER WITH AN EVALUATION O F THE SP_CIFIC TECHNICAL PARAMETEPS 0
F THIS I.EW COr44UNICATI-314S SEF VICE THAT WJULO 9E MOST AP OROPPIATELV SPECIFIED OR REQUESTED 9T THE EN
0 US =F.
APST ° ACTI TN- E vO ERIMENT CESCRI9ED IN THIS REPORT WAS A JDI`IT EFFORT OFEXXON COR PORAT=ON AND THE GENSR&L
ELECTR IC Cr yPA PIY TC MLKE A COMP=EHENSIV= EVALUATION CF T14= MARITIME USES O F SATELLITE C04MUNICATIO
NS 1r.R cCSTTION-FIXING. t4ASA PkOFi0EO TH: USE OF TWO AP PLIi.ATi0h5 TrCHtrCLOGV SATELLITES. ATS-i 4^4
ATS - t , EO T cri_ HCU? +. DAY OF VMF TQLNS43SSION TIME. THE EX PERIMENT WAS CON9UCTED FROG JULY 1973 THR
^trGH FET ?UAFY L471. OURI N G WHICH CC9HUNICATI04S MESSAGES AN] RA!IGIP.G SIGNALS aEFE EIIGHA!IGE] SETWE_k
THE S++_^ _°!C 3AHLYAS. CAFRYIT ,G CI. FROM VENEZUELA TO THE U S EAST COAST. AND THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
ST TIC 	 14 SCH=rY F CTA,^ Y. NEW YCF.K.	 THE ,ROU40 STATION R=LAYEO THSSS Mt3SAG.S TO 1.110 FP9M THc ?XXGN
r:-:l Yr;;<	 CITY OFFICE CVEA TELE PHON E- LA PIO LIAES.
'C­;T' r91 l LE 7r:Tt i?F.E ONTAIvEO TO EN-9LE ?0TH EXXON COF.PORATION 1YTr THE GEN E RAL ELECTAZIC-CCt*P
ANY 'r '_J-LCP AN': _ FE;IFV t CtTELLIT-7 :0^­U`JICATIO%S AND POSITIJk FI 1Ii.'IG SYSTEK TO 9EN_FIT tF°_ MAR
:TIHE I'.P_ PJ5. 1I Y ?Y IMF^OVING TAF COST TFFELTIVZWESS OF ITS OPE?ATICNS. OPERATICNAL CIFFICU.TIES WE=.E
ISE •tT I F 'c^ It_ Q s'C_P. TO ELIMINLTE TH EM AS V I ARLE OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS ARE 7ESIGNEC AVV 3ECOME _'VAILA
;t L:. 9 15 " 9 C?`nUIRFH?4175 CAt: 140% 3E 40<< CLEARLY STATED IN ORDER TO ITIFLUEVC _ FUTURE O PERATICNAL SYST
E-IS, 110K I'I T" E IF P?ELIMIN ARN STAG SS Or IMPLE4 t-NTATION.
TH., EYP E T I 4EuT ALSO P:I..CVIDED THE OPPORTJJNITV TO TEST A COPPLETE SHI P POSITION KA41GATION-SURV
E,'LLANC`	"!:TFM. IT IS ,ELIEV:.0 THAT THIS WAS THE FIRST TINE THAT A COMPLETE EXPERIMt6TAL SYSTEM IN
0 1 191% • =-L-TI` F T23CiCT:IG OF 	 'H; 6E3STATIOUt r Y SATELLIT E S HAS Or _ti I'!PLEY.tCTE9 e3Y AkYOtic.
'.!	 '!&VIUATIO •I T_C,4NI9Uc WA_	 3'JCCE55FULLY 0IEMJrISTR6Te0 AND PCSITIOv FIXES i1EJ;E AUT3MATICLLLY 0
nT;IN 7-0 7Y - At.G11Z FF CM Two ;,::OSTSTIDtJA ; Y SAT-ELLITES OP_AATING AT VHF F A5fJJENCIES. THE CALCULATED P
r , V-S W_ F E P_LfVED 10 THE SkiC 'If T,:LFTYPF FOR COMPARTSC-A WITH THE SHIP POSITIONS, O_10MINE
G OY CC'V =P;IIC`JSL N rAKS.	 01 AVEFAG, ACGU4ACV OF 1.3 NMI. WAS ACHIEV ED WHEY ACCUr :ATE CALI3RATICN OF
?'7UI 1:M E' T T;! t F DELAY CIRCUITRY WAS AV;IL;lL=. CAUSES r1F SYSTEM ERFVS WIRE I9ENTIFIE0 WHICH CAN 8L
CC J- _-T r.	 TtP P_PY:T GF_`wTE=	 ACCUkA. ;IES IN OPERATIONAL SVST:KS.
CCNS LUS/CHI T"I°	 sx^ = F l"_L* COiICLU ]^_: E THhT SATELLITE CO +MUNICATION, OFFERS 9ETTEP. COMMUNICATIONS CAPAIILITV THA
N 1 .1YjHT PIG ;'eES5kTLY AVAILS '-L- TO TH % •Ia ; ;ITIM- 	 INOUST zY.	 IT IS	 L VAST I4PROVe' '1EN:T OVEP THE EXISTING
64C !7t-lk
 C rllMUNlC.T*0N3 WIT4 PEGAtD TO 1VAILA9LE NODES. SIGNAL FRCPAGATION, 	 CIeSUIT AWAILA3ILITY. S
IGN'L 0 1iAa :"Y eNC T^t •ISMZ_SICN SP°_?:. Ur. Lc'S; SI F^ r;IFIGtuT IKPROVE yEhiS J:RE h:DE IN THE rKIiTIkG MART
TIME	 CC- 1U!. iCATICI,S SYSTEM. ELTELLITE CO1MU%TCATIOr4S, WHEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED WITH MOFLOWIOE CCVr'^AG
=, ^Ot;Lr	 z EPLAC = TH? LONG P:I.GE HF SHIP COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEH ASSUMING ECOYOMICS ARE FAVORABLE. ALL
COMOUN.CAT10.1; PP E^-FLATLY SEuT RY THG PP£SEr1T SHIP .iACIO SYSTEM Ahq !19_L CAN ?E HOFSf FAPICLY CN TJ FE
LIA .±LT 'aZ';l MITTEC. AND HITH EQUAL JR PETTEP QUALITY THRJUGM USE OF SATELLITE C04PUNICrTIONS.
SURJffCT 1 M:'ITIH' T?rFFIC CONTROL	 NAVIGATION	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYw 1: FCOS1 kTS-_ _'TS-3; 4AF.ITI`F'	 POSITION FIXI NG: SATELLITE CONNUNICAT20N, PANGINGI FACSIMILE: L-BAND




DATE Of DOCUKT.NTITVPER 1974	 / CONFERENCE PAPER
TITLE OF OOCtMENT•	 TPE SENEFITS AND APPLICATIONS OF RARITIME SATELLITES
AUTHORS	 LAROSA• R M
SPONSORING AGENCYI	 EXXON CCRPT NEW •ORK. N7
SATELLITES ATS-1t ATS-3
ABSTV tCTI IN 1975, THE FIRST OPERATIONAL MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM TMARISATI WILL BE AVAILABLE
TO ALL VESSELS. THIS PAPER SUMMARIZES ITS BACKGROUND. APPLICATION AND BENEFITS. THE RESULTS AND CO
NCLUSICHS OF THE EXXON/GENERAL ELECTRIC SATELLITE EXPERIMENT ARE PRESENTED AND HOW THEY RELATE TO T
HE N=N SYSTEM. A COMPARISON I5 MADE 9=TWEEN THE EXISTING NFIMF LOW iANGE TERRESTRIAL RADIO SYSTEM
AND THE M.?ISAT SERVICE WITH RESPECT TO COST. AVAILABLE MODES• RADIO COVERAGE. MESSAGE DELAY AND Tit
ANSMISS:ON SPEED. THE ORM S+_ACKS OF 30TH SYSTEMS ARE ALSO HIGHLIGHTED WIT" POSSIOLL SOLUTIONS TO ALL
IEVIATE THEA. EXXON OS TEST AND EVALOATICK PLANS FOR MARISAT AREINICATiO IV AOCiTiOR TJ T=LETYPE. V
DICE Arsr USEP POPULATION ESTIMATES. FUTURE CC%CEPTS AND USES OF MARITIME SATELLITES 6F? CISCUSSEO A
NS HOW IT CAN IMPAC T SNIPPING FUNCTIONS. IT IS COIiCLUD?0 MERE THAT THE NEW CAPABILITY HAS THE POTEN
TIAL TO 410 OVICE °_UISTANTIAL ECONO41C AND SAFETY BENEFITS AS WELL AS ENHANCING EFFECTIVZ SHIP PANAGE
KENT.
NS. OP?'ATIGNAL D.FF:L.ULT:__ 61ERE 1101TI FIE9 IN OPO:R TO ELIMINATE
SUBJECTS	 MARITIME TP.FFIC CONTROL 	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWOROSS	 ATS-1; .TS-J: MAY.ITI PE1 MARITIME SATELLITE; SATELLITE COMMU4ICATI011; NAVIGATION; SATELLITE EENEFITS
"APITIM_ SATELLT4;
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TITLE SF DOCUMENTS	 CHRONOLOGICAL HISTOFY OF AIRLINE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TESTING WITH THE NASA APPLICATIOKS TESHNB
L7GY SATELLITES, ATS-t AND ATS-3
	
^^sw
SAfELLITEI ATS-14 ATS-3	 EXPERIMENT PERIOD1 FEi LIST-JUL Loss
!rww.
ABSTRA311	 Tj1I5 LISTS IM CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER f4E AIRLINE TWO-NAT VHF COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS USING ITS-L AN
D ATS-3. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EACH EXPERIMENT IS GIVEN.
SUBJECTS	 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 	 AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS	 HISTORICAL INFORMATION
KETK3P3S%	 ATS-12 AfS-31 AIRCRAFTS COMIWMICATIONSI RAMGINGI APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
	 ^r^
UMIYERSITV OF DAYTON AoCESS NUMBERS LIi
M
tNW
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES MAR ME
	
I TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 ARINCIAIRLINES SATCOM PROGRAM
SPONSORING AGENCY$	 AERONAUTICAL PADIO INC: ANNAPOLIS * MARYLAND
SATELLITES ATS-3: ATS-3
OBJECT OF EIPERIVENTS 111 DET-RMINE THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS CF AN OPERATIONAL SATELLI' L VHF AIR/GROUND/AIR COMMUNIC
ATIONS SYST:M DESIGNED FOR VOICE ANO DATA AND TO 121 VERIFY THAT THE APPLICATION OF SATELLITES TO T
4E VHF :E g OStAUTICAL MOBILE ENVIRON'IENT IS PRACTICABLE WITHIN THE STATE OF THE ART ExISTING IN SPACE
CRAFT AND AVICNIC EQUIPMENT. =SPECIALLY AIRCRAFT SATCOM ANTENNAS,
ASSTFACTS THIS 7^-PCRT IS AN INTERIM SUH4AkY OF T ►I E FIRST YEAR OF THE ARINC/AIRLINE PROGRAM OF EVALUATION
OF A CC4HUNICATION CH-N NEL UTILIZING SATELLIT E_ RELAY. THE RESULTS PRESENTED WERE DEPIIED FROM TEST
S USING A POLICATION5 TECHI.OLOGV SATELLITE FLIGHT NO. 1 CATS-11, 01N_ O F TWJ SATELLITES EOUIPPEO WITH
A VHF G RErUENCY TRANSLATING REPEATEFIN THE ATS P F OGRS4 OF TN_ NATIONAL a?ZONAUTIi.S Lt:7 SPACE AD^IN
4$. ISTRATIrN. ARINC, AS TMi APPPCVED NASA EXPERIMENTER IN THIS PROGRA4 * ACTS AS TM? CCOODINGTING AGEhC
Y FOF T"F AIRLINE INC .uSTF. Y AND THE SUPPORTING OPGANIZATIONS' TEST ACTIVITI _S ANO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
PkOVIOTNU ?xPERI'"c ►.TAL DATA TO NASA.
'H: P .SULTS PRESENTEC HEjX IN ARE NOT COMPLETE. HOWEVER, THE SIGNAL 3EHAVIOQ ;.ND MULTIPATM FADI
NG AT ELFVATICN ANGLES ABOVE 30 0_,REES ARE SUFFICIENTLY DEFIN;D TO 8E CONCLUSIVE,
F
THcRE HAS A SIGNIFICANT DIFFE?EN„= OETWEEN ThE RESULTS OUSERVED AT APINS-ANN:PCLIS AND THOSE A
T BDElhr. THIS IS ATTFICUTED TO ff4ltALIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE LCWER LLEVA'I04 ANGLE AT ARINC.
Tr' SHIRT TERM FADING THET W4; 0 . 6E RViO IS S1'NCHPONI2ED WITH THE SLTELLITE ROTATIOH AND IS OBV
IGU5LY SAT=ELITE INDUCED .
TH: VL4 1ATION OF THE T EST SEGMENTS IN THE SG-TV DcriREE RANGE INDICAi£S A NONUNIFORM ANTENNA P;
TTERN A! HIGH ANGLE FOR THE TiST ANTENNAS.
AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
ATS-i: :TS-3: AIRCRAFT: COMMUNICATIONS. VHF; MULTIPATH TRANSKISSICH








DATE OF OOCU4SNT/TYPEt DEC 1967	 i
TITL .r flOCUMENTt	 ATS VHF	 RFORMANCE
r`
	
SPON _. 	AGENCY!	 HUGHES AI 7CRAFT COt SPACE SYSTEM DIV
SATELLITE! ATS
— St ATS-3
08JEST OF EX PERIMENT1	 TO EVALUATE SIGNAL STRENGTH OF THE VHF REPEATER ON 80ARD THE ATS-1 AND -3
ABSTAACTt THIS RE QO?T GIVES A SUMMARY OF ATS VHF PERFORMANCE AS A DPLIED TO ATS-1 AND ATS-3. A BRIEF OESCRIPTI
ON OF E-CH SATELLITE • INCLUDING POSITION. LAUNCH DATA * AND REPEATER CHARACTERISTICS IS GIVEN• PERFO
FMANCE CsjrVES O-rRIVED FP.ON CEk7AIN MODULATION AND RECEIJE CHARACTERISTICS ARE SHOWN. THE PRIMARY EM
PHAIIS Cr THE DEPORT IS FLACED ON THE SIGNAL STRENGTH VARIATIONS AS MEASURED BY HUGHES IN RECENT FL
IG14T TE E TS. THE DATA OPTAINEG HAS J r—EN REDUCED AND PRE$ENTEO IN STATISTICAL FORM,
CONCLUSION$	 WHEN U °LI`tK E°P IS HOT LAFGE ENOUGH TO SATURATE THE REPEATER, INPUT ANOMALIES MILL AFFECT THE RECEI
VED S15':IL STRENGTH.
Su91rcrt	 SATELLIT? PEFFOR14ANCE
KEYWC P DSt	 ATS-1: -'TS-3t VHF; APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE, CO!IMUNICATIOi:S
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DATE OF DOCUMENT /TVPE I DEC 1973	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE




AUTHORI LESTER. R G; ET AL
SPONSORING AGENCYI DUKE UNIVERSITY M EDICAL CENTER $ OURHAHo NORTH CAROLINA
SATELL MI	 ATS-1 EXPEFIMENT PERIODS NOV 15• LIVI
0 1 JECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO EVALUATE RADIOGRAPHS THAT WERE TRANSMITTED BY SATELLITE Fort DIAGNOSTIC QUALITY.
ABSTRACTS FLUOROSCOPIC PESULTS FROM THE FIRST TRANSMISSION OF RADIOLOGIC INFORMATION 4Y EARTH-SATELLITE LINK
WERE OF OIAC.NCSTIC QUALITY. BUT BECAUSE OF INADEQUACIES IN THE ESNSOO. THE QUALITY CF TRANSMITTED R
ADIOGRAPHS WAS POORER. EXPERI"ENTS SHOW THAT THE ENTIRE GAMUT OF RA OIOLOGIC INFORMATION COULD SE TR
ANSMITT-D ICI REAL TIME FPOM REMOTE TO CENTRAL LOCATIONS WITH NO DISTANCE LIMITATION AND AT REASONAB
LE COST IF A SATISF,CTORY SENSOR OF RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGES WERE CONSTRUCTED TO COMPLEMENT EXISTING FLU
OROSCOPIC CAPA9ILITIES.
CONCLUSIOkI IT WAS OEHONSTRATED CONCLUSIVELY THAT THE INFORMATION CAPACITY OF THE SATELLITE LZNK IS MCRE T
MAN AOVJUAT4 FOR FLUOROSCOPIC TRANSMISSIONS AT NORMAL FRAME RATES.
STATIC IMAGES OBTAINED BY VIEWING BACK-LIGHTED STANDARD RADIOGRAPHS WITH A CoMMER,;I:- VIDICON r
CAMERA WERE ALSO TRANSMITTED. THE IMAGES IN THIS CASE WERE UNSATISFACTORY FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES.
THIS 61A_ DUE TO THE POOR DUALITY OF THE VIDICOM IMAGES FED TO THE TRANSMITTER RATHER THAN TO IMAM
UACIES IN THE TRANSMISSION LINK•
N	 SUiJF,CTS DATA TRANSMISSION
iV
I(EYWORDSI ATS-it SATELLITE; FLUOROSCOPY; RADIOLOGY; RADIOLOGISTSI FACSIMILE
JOURNAL TITLES RAOIOLOGY1 109. 3. 731-732
U!;IYERSITV OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 298
w,^'^x^^.F^: ...::, c ^f	 +
DATE OF DOCU4ENTITYPE$ OCT 1974	 1 NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT$ LONG DISTANCE LIFE SAVER
C AUT14OR4 ELLIOTT9 J
SPONSORING AGENCY$ GENERAL ELECTRIC COI RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTEU SCHENECTADY. NEu TORIL
SATELLITE$	 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERIOD$ OCT SIM
r OBJEr,T OF EXPERIMENTS DEKONSTFATE FEASTPILITY OF HANOMELO ANTENNA AND NALKIE-TALKIE TO CONTACV SATELLITE.	 r'"'r
_.
ABSTPACT$ THIS IS A NEWS RELEASE EXPLAINING *NE USE OF A NANDHELD ANTENNA AND A SHORTWAVE RADIO TO ACTIVE THE
ATS-3 SATELLITE. A PICTUPE IS INCLUDED•
~	 [zl CONCLUSIONS MESSAGE WAS SUCCESSFULLY SENT AND RECEIVED.
I SUBJECTS VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
W KEYWORDS$ ATS-3




CATE OF DOCUMENT/TY P EI NOV i9?1
	
/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF COCU ►IENTI UTILILA'10N OF SIMPLE OMIJIDIRECTIONAL VMF-ANTENNAE ON BOARD SHIPS FOR SATELLITE RECEPTION S ELIHINAT
I}.G Trc' MULTI-PGTM EFFECTS THROUGH A DIVERSITY SYSTEM
AUTHCRt GOEEEL W
SPONFORING AGENCVI CEUTSCH_ LUFT-UND RGUMF414PT,
	
GERMANY
SAT=LL ME-9	 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERI001 OCT 1963
OR_J=CT OF EX PERIMENT$ ELIwl%rTION OF MULTI-PATH EFFECTS IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS THROUGHT A DIVERSITY SYSTEM
40ST c tCTt THIS .-PDRT IS A FURTHER DEVZLOPMENT OF THE EXPE4I`I IM IN IS66, C:.RRIEO OUT ON HOARD THE RESE
ARCH SH:? y7TE4R•
TM: r I = ST PAPT D=MDNSTi:ATES THE MATHCMATICCL INTERRELATICUSMI p. MULTI-PATH EFFECTS.	 THIS KNOKL
EDGE _LLOWS A VERY SIMPLE CONFIGU FATION 7F 0 1INIDIRECTIO 14AL ANT=N`JL£ FOR '-DING AVOIDAf.C,E 9Y AwrENKA
PIVEFS:TY. 9Y INCLUSION CF THE RZFLECT_L' 9_A`I, OAE CAY REDUCE THE LIMIT OF USA3Lf ELEVATION ANGLES
FOR SATELLITE D EC= DTION, NCR"ALLY	 lEG-ROEO TO ?E 14 D=GRZSS, OC 4N TO THE I PEWSTER I.NGLE IVHFI 3 C$
GF__SI,
	
F U P.TH =RmCt °_, MARGINS AGAINST MULTI-PATH FADING `SAY BE OMITTED. HOWEVFR t A SATELLITE M;TH A
CIRCUI_A f LY O CLARISI n ANTENNA	 MUST	 7_	 }`Q1Jn=D.
TH -.	 a =CCNO
 P A-!"r CESC = I A LS IM 2;IV _: 0	 ]ISTANCE P!EASU4E1 4 tiNTS	 %CCCROIf•.G TO TCNE-RANGII . A Z7HODS. AN
rCIU Z .'Y 	 C c	 FOSITIOrt F IN^;t+G	 It	 SIGMA O=VI:.TIOtv1	 OF	 1-2 NAUTICAL MILES S?='!S	 TO 3? ;TTAI4ABLE9	 EVE
t1 TNOUG^	 IO •:O!PH c PIr, CI57:nCL E2K02S EXIST.
**t:	 THIRC P:PT IS 5 CONTPI?UTION TC THE OUESTION, UNDER WHAT COIJOITIO .7S SATELLITE AND TFNRESTR
I-L CCt^un T_CsT:Or: 144V SXIST	 WITHIN THE SANE FPEOUkNCY a=H7 WITNCUT MUTUAL IHTERFEiENCE? THE RESULTS
AR_	 FP' t,SIf.G.
ul
I	 CONCLUSIO ►:e nULTIPATH EFFECTS AR: NOT ELI4 1t: 1 TEO 8Y DIFECTIONAL ANTENNAE WHEN LOW ELEVATION ANGLES ARE ENO
OUNT ER F- 1 .
IT IS 97 FAS_9L3 TO OP_PAU TE'tiEET4I AL -= ACID AND SATELLITE RADIO I II THE SAME FRL0U0_NCY f.AND.
p TH-_ -aTEr:: A-DIVERSITY vE1HOO O F ?ECEPTICN :LLOWS THE RANGE OF PERMISSM E ANGLES OF EL.VATIOIJ
TO 9 r. EYTF 'rf_O SCWr1wAF0 %. S FA}	 AS THE	 3R-WSTER ANGLE..
SU9JFCTI 4A?ITIH- TRaFFIC CONTROL
	
NAVIGATIPA
KEYWOG^st 4TS-3i -NTSNhA: SATELLITES METEOR: 	 VHF; COMMUNICATIONS. NAVIGATION










DATE	 iQiUMFEmT /TYPE & A PR 69	 / TECHNICAL REPDIT
TITLE OF DOCUM;NTS DETERMINATION OF MASS OUTFLOW FUTON A THUNDERSTORM COMPLEX USING ATS-3 PICTURES
AUTHORS FUJITA. T T: SRAOPURY. 0 L
SPONSOU NG AGENCY $ DEPT. OF GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES$ UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGOT CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
SAT?LLIT = A	 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERIOD: APR 19. 1968
OBJECT *F EXPERIMENT & TO STUDY THE FA:;TOIS PRESENT I9 THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEVERE THUNDERSTORM'S AND TOINAOOS IN THE MIOWE'ST
AEST2A : Ti PZESENT _ D IN THIS PAPER A QE 30 4 E PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF T HE TORNADO MATCH EXPERIMENTS 1958. TWO EX.'
FLLENT :iSSS OF TOR14A70 OUTnPEAKS DJEP. THE MTONEST WERE PHOTOGRAPHED AT 14- "IN INTERVALS BY ATS III
. ONE OF THE CASES Cr.CURRFO ON APRIL 19 AND WAS STUDIED TOGETHER WITH AEKOLOGICAL AND SURFACE DATA,
SA.3lz PICTUPES, AND CLOUD DIS PLACE MENT COMPUTATION F?OM ATS PICTURES. IT WAS P OUMD THAT IMEQE WAS
FOUND THAT TMF4E WAS LITTLE EVIDENCc OF MFSOSCALE DIVERGENCE OF HIGH-CLOUD VELOCITIES PRIO2 TC THE
STORM FORMATION. AS THE STORM GREW RAPIDLY, A SIGNIFICANT DIVERGENCE A 	 THE ANJIL LEVEL MODIFIE3 Ty
E FIELD O F JETSTREAM-CLCUO VELOCITIES. THIS PRELIMINARY STUDY RESULTED IN A NU`$AER OF NEW QUESTIONS
TO BE ANSWERED IN THE FUTURE RATHEi THAN SOLVING P A EVIDUSLY UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. IT IS Ex P=CTED T
HAT THE 1959 EXPERIMENT TO RE SONOU3TEO AGAIN BY NASA AND ESSA WILL INCLUDE ACIUISITION OF VAJAR Ay
O SYNOPTIC DATA SO THAT OU: EFFORT CAN BE EXPANDED TOWARD THE SOLUTION OF COMPLIZATEO PHENOMENA OF
S°VERF-STORM FORMATION OVER THE MIDWEST.
CT]
i CON'.LUSIONS eY USING FOUR DICTURES TAKEN AT 14-MIN INTERVALS HIGH CLOUD YELOCIES CAN BE COMPUTED WITH AN AC'^URA
N Cr SETTER THAN 10 PERCENT EPRO,R.
.P
Ln SUSJECTI METEOROLOGY
XEYNO93SI ATS-31 SATELLIIEi THUNDERSTORMS T02NAOOS CLOUD NOTION: STORM
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DATE Or DOCUMENT M PER AUG 1972	 1 TECHNICAL REPORT
TITL	 DOCUMENTS USE OF .	 PICTURES IN HURRICANE MODIFICATION
AUTHC & • FUJITAs T T
SPOV5ORI4G AGENCVt UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO; DEPT 0; GEO PHYSICAL SCIENCES. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
SAT=LLITES	 ATS-3
09JECT OF EX PERIK;NTS EVALUATE EFFECTS OF SEEDING HORRICAiNZS
AOST C ACT1 ATS PICTU G EC TAKEN AT FREOUENT INT_PVALS DURING A 0-DAY PERIOD. SEPTEMSER t5-28. WERE ANALYZED IN A
N ATTEM'T TO DETE RMINE POSSIBLE CHANGES OF HURRICANE GINGER SEEDED ON SEPTEMBER 26 Ann 28. BOTH NES
S N°_G:.T_V cT S AND NASA •S 4X ENLAFGEMErNTS FP.OM DIGITAL TAPES WERE INVANGED DRA 14ATICALLY ; ►ITO OUTFLOW A
S THE ST9FHS CEVELOPED. WHEN THE 3STIGAT 90. ALL PICTURES TAKEN ON EAC H DAY WERE TM - INTEGRATED TO
7ETE P MI'= THE DAY -TO-DA Y VAPIi.TIONS. ONE-DAY SEQUENCE OF ATS PICTURES WERE ALSO DIVIDED INTO THREE
PERI4CS T9 PROO.JCE 3 TI4t-INTEGRATE3 IMAGES EACH CAY. S=RIES OF 5-PICTURE TIME ihTEGnAT/0AS WERE AL
SG MA+?, FPCM NHICH A TIME-INTEGRATED MOVIE OF GINGER WAS PRODUCES. H=ANWHILE, THE CHARACTEF,ISTICS
OF THE EYE WE nr- D _ T-:frINEF1 f- ASED O 'N :TS D ICTUP ES TO DEFINt A NUM9ER CF EYE PAFAMETEkS WHICH AFE EYE
TY PE, WALL-CLOUD 1 IG F'ETER, EQUIV.: L FNT EYE DIAMETER,	 EYE INDEX • At:D ESTIM A T_O CENTRAL PRESSURE. DES f
R ITE TH_SE :FFO TS CCNCLUSIVZ EVI r'ErtL'S OF MOOIFICATIOw EFFECTS HAS NOT 9E`cN FOUNC IN STS PICTURES R ^.w^•
_DUCFD IN V:RIOUS P OEMS.	 IT IS, THUS,	 ASSUMED THAT GINGER OF 1971 WAS TCD WEAK AND TOO LOW IN CONVE
C7I9-7
 CLOUD-TOP HEIGHTS TO FkSPONS SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE SEEDING EXPERIMENT.




V ATS-3; F-UP21CAVE; SATELLITE; STORMFURY EXPERIMENT; CLOUDS: CLOUD EEEOING
TEC'1":IC-L >rEPORT	 NUMRE °. S 1:6	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS HUM9EFS	 304
i
„+yam	 r^ 
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DATE Or DOCUMEMT/TAPES JJL 74	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT$	 AMALVSIS C r ANVIL GROWTH FROM ATS PICTUPES
AUTKDR=	 YUN—MEI CHAHG
SPONSO2IHy AGENCY$	 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO% DEPT OF GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES% CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
SAIELLITES ATS-3
	
EYDERIMENT KUDOS  JUL 26 * 1969
A@ST4A7.Ti THE GROWTH OF TWO FAST —S PREADING ANVIL CLOUDS IS STUDIED FROM A SEQUENCE OF ATS —III PI:TU ,2ES ON JUL
Y 269 1969. THE ANVIL BOUNDARIES hkE DROWN A T DNE—HOUR INTERVALS AND THE CLOUD MUTICY FIELDS nQE T
HJS CALnULATED. THE RESULTS APE RELLTEO TO A MOVING TPO DICAL DEPRESSION WITH A WARM CORE ANTICY'.LOV
E ALOFT. IT IS SUGSESTFD THAT THE TdACKINS OF ANVIL BOUNDARIES FROM SATELLITE PT:TU rES IS USEFUL I*i
13TA : NI4S A = E6IA9LE AND ACCU 4ATE UPPER—DIVERGENCE FIELD OVER DISTURBANCES IN THE TROPICS. AN3 9 Tri
US, MAKES IT PDSSI9LE TO O9TAIN A SETTER COK PPEHENSIOH OF THE MECHANISM IN TRO PICAL CIRGULATIO%s.
E FIELD OF JETSTRFAM—CLOUD VELOCITIES. THIS PRELIMINARY STUDY RESU
COKLUSION $ 	BY TRACKING THE ANVIL BOUNDARIES FROM A SEQUENCE OF ATS PICTURE ENLARGEMENTS, RELIABLE MEAN DIY'cRGE
NCE AN3 OUTFLOW FIELDS OF UPPER LEVEL CAN BE OBTAINED.
SUBJECTS	 METEOROLOGY
K"YaORISS	 ATS-31 SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS: CLOUOSS ANVIL BOUNDARIES $ WEATHER
N	
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DATE OF OCCU4ENT/TY PEI AUG 1968	 / PROGRESS REPORT
_ TITLr	 'F DOCUMENT VHF TRA	 IONOS PHERIC PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS
AUTH+; HIRST$ 0
SP13NSORING AGENCTI HINSTP.Y OF TECRNOLOGY; RADIO DEPT: POVAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHNEMT; FARNSCROUGM9 HANTS; ENGLAND
a
SATeLLITEI	 ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PERIOGA JUL 89 lOs 129 199 1966
OAJECT OF EXPERI MENTS TO MEASURE THE STRENGTH OF THE TRAHSPONU __°O SIGNAL IN ENGLAND*^y.
ABSTOACTs THIS R EPORT CONTAINS THE RESULTS OF A SIGNAL STRENGTh TEST FPOM THE USA AT 149.22 MM2 AND TRANSPONO
ED TO E' IGLAND FROM ATS-3 AT 135.63 MHZ. n TOTAL OF FOUR VHF TRANSMISSIONS FROM ATS 3 HAS SEEN "OMIT
OF ED RT TWO SEPA¢AT_D SITES. THE T :ANE41SSION TIMES WEkE SUCH THAT SUNSET WOULD BE AFFECTING THE 10
-, HOSPH_RE. ITS HEIGHT AND ACTIVITY WOULD BE CHANGING DURING THE TIME OF THE TRANSMISSIONS. METEOROLO
GICAL A':D 10NOSPHTRIC CONDITIONS A2_ UESCRI1ED AND A COMPARISON OFTNE TRA4SMI5SIChS.
CONCLUSIONI ON Ou- OCCAT10r; VIOLENT VARIATIONS OF SIGNAL STRENGTH WERE RECOROE0 9 VARIATIONS FAR IA EXCESSf
OF WORT '4 IGHT HAVE REEN AtiTIC IPATED ON THE ,lASIS OF Pk?VIOUS EXPERIENCE.
'S CN TH? g r4AIrilnG THFEE O`CASIDNS ONLY HI?JOP VARIATIONS IA3CUT 3 091 	 WERE RECORDED. THE CHARACT
ER OF THESE VARIATIONS WAS NOT SIMILAR TO SCINTILLATION EFFECTS RECORDED IN EARiLIEF EXPERIMENTS.
SU9J-'.CT3 DATA TRLNSMISSION
i
KEYkCFOS3 ATS-3; SATELLITE. WAVE TkANSMISSION: VHF
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DATE OF OOCU4E?4T1TYPEv KAR 1969	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF 0OCUMENT1 TESTS OF CHIRP MODULATED DATA TRANSMISSIONS FROM GROUND (MOBILE) TO AN AIRCRAFT VIA SATELLITE ATS-3
nUTHOP.I BARNES. G W% ,JAMES. 0 J
SPONSORING A;._NCY1 MINISTRY OF TECHNOLOGY; ROYAL AIRCRAFT EXTA9LISMMENT1 FARN90ROUGH HANTS. ENGLAND
SATELLI TE11
	
ATS-3 EXPERIMENT PcRI00 = 26 MOV-12 DEC 1968
OBJECT Ox fxPEZIPEN71 TO DETEA MINL THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CHIR P MODULATION TO COMBAT MULTIPATH AND DOPPLER SHIFTS ON RADIO
LINKS D^TG nETWEEN AIRCRAFT AND SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES.
ASSTD ACtl THIS RE PORT COVERS A SERIES OF TESTS Oil VHF, USING THE CHIRP SVSTEM9 FRCM MOBILE EOUIPMcNT AT COVE
e RADIO S 'tllCN TO A COMET AI t- CPRFT VIA THE GED-STATIONARY SATELLITE ATS-3. TEST PPOCECU-^ES9 CCLLECTE
0 O:,TA LND CONCLUSIONS ARE IKLUDED.
CONCLUSIONI FOR ?OR 7 THAN HALF THE TIME THE ER.:Zo c ;taTES WZAE LOW 1UT AT OTHCR TIMES THE RESULTS WERE AFFECTED 3
` Y FL P FOAY ROTATION LNO BETTER RELI:.BILITY WOULD BE ORTAINEO WITH A C-1 0CULARLY POLAR17EB AZTiCRFFT AE
E ` PIAL. C(;MPA = : 5D F+5 JT TM CW SHOf.ED F?GUCEJ SIGNAL LEVEL VARIATIONS WITO CHIRP INDICATING PROTECTION A
GAITIST 'IULTIPLTH RECEPTION.
SU9J=CT1 DATA TRLNSMISSION
KEYMOFDSl AT$-3* SATELLITE * CHIRP MODULATION: DATA TRANS41SSION: MULTIP4TH TRANSMISSION: VHF
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DATE OF OOCUMENT/TYP E & 1969	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUKENTI	 THE EFFECTS OF SCINTILLATION CF SATELLITE TO AI :CRAFT COMMUNICATION LINKS
SP014SCRING AGENCYS 	 SPEHBLV LIMITED: ANDOVER, HANTS: ENGLAND
SATELLITrS ATS-3	 EXPERIMENT PERIODI 1969
OEJECT OF EXPERIMENT S TO OETESMINE EFFECTS OF SCINTILLATION ON SATELLITE TO AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION LINKS
A9STPACTS THE PESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF THE EFFECTS OF SCINTILLATION ON SATELLITE TO AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION
LINKS FCR VHF AND VHF BANOS ARE PRESENTED. HETHODS OF ANALYSING RESULTS AND A DISCUSSION OF THE ACC
UFACY OF THE DATA ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
CONCLUSIONS	 THt VARIATIONS IN THE MEAN SIGNAL IS PROBABLY DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPATH PROPAGATION.
TH; AMPLITUDE OF SCINTILLATION IN THE VHF BAND IS APPROXIMATELY TWICE THAT FOUND IN THE VHF $A
!T3	 ND.
l
SV	 SUSJfCTS	 AIRCPAFT MIMUNICATICAS
F1	
KEVW 'RDSS	 ATS-3: :ATELLITE, C OMMUNICATIONS: SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS: AIRCRAFT
TECHN ICAL REPORT NUMBER & 3/643/TRI4	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER& 338
3	
'ice
"^ ?' , ter i.: ^^-Fe.. a -e . i "'Y,	 r ^.:r"s."'a^,'^^ ^' }{^'	 yy	^ )
	 a -	 ^	 ^ -
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DATE OF OCCUMESTITY 11ES NOV 1973	 I TECHNICAL MEMORAUDUM
TITLE OF DOCUMENT: L-IJANO POwE4 SPECTRUM OF IONOSPHERIC FADING SIGNALS
AU*HAR1 PCNNAPP7,
	 S
SPONSORING ASENCYS CCHMUNICATIQHS RESEAPCH CENTRE: OTTAW;., CANADA
SATELLITES	 ATS-5 EXPSFIMENT PEP,I001 JUL 1971-NOV 1972
OBJECT OF EXPERTMENT1 TO INVESTIGATE THE POWER S PECTRUM OF THE FADING CHARACTERISTIC OF 1550 MHZ SIGNALS RECEIVED AT CHUR
r CHILL, MANITOBA AND OTTAWA, ONTARIO•
ABST°RCTs THE OAT; USED IN THIS ^EPORT WAS 4iG0?OE0 DURING THE PERIOD 3ETWEkN JULY 1971 AND NCVEM3ER 1972. SA
tSPLES OF SIGNALS WITH VARIOUS TYP_S CF FACING CHAPACT$RYSTICS WERE SELECTZD FOR THE PC4ER SPECTRUM
ANALVSIE, AND INCLUDED HIGH-FREQUENGY, HIGH-AMPLITUDE FADING WITH AMPLITUDES AS GREAT AS 5 08 PEAK-
"' TO-PEAK. LOW-FR EQU ENCY HIGH-APPLIIUOE FACING WITH AMPLI TUDES AS GREAT LS 4 OB PEAK-TO -PEAR tWHICH 9
EFE QEC q?r<< AT CHUPGHILL, 10ANITD3A, WHERE MAXIMUM AURORAL ACTIVITY IS KNO4N TO CCCU r- . S	 AND SOME IN
Fw=nULTJT OCCUOP =LACES CF LOW-Ft-.EQUFRCV FADING WITH AMPLITUDES AS GREAT AS 1.2 OB WHIC H WERE RECORDED
AT OTTSWL. ONTARIO.
CONCLUSION: NO L aarECIAeLE PCwER IS PRESENT IN FREQUENCY COMPONENTS A90VE 7 . 1 H7 AND 0. 3 HZ DURING QUIET I
ONDSPHE 7 1C CONDITIONS AND DURING P_FIUJS OF rODERATZ FADING, RESPECTIVELY.
WH_N GrpLiTUDE FADI NG IS HIGH, HOST OF THE POWER IS CONFINED TO FR rOUENCY COMPONENTS FROM OC T
0 0.4 HZ.i
SU3J`LT: VOICE CC44UJ:ICATIONS
1 KEYWORDSI ATS-5i SATELLIT-7 1 L-9AND1 IONOSPHERIC FADING
Ln UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER:	 3C9
N
s^
[ :},^f w'^. a :fb^ 1 11.^f _ i^^..	 3!dJQ.	 A %dl. 
DATE OF OOCU4ENT /TYPES i575	 I JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITL	 OOCtJMENTt	 TEACHIN,	 SATELLITES PACIFIC ISLANDS JOIN IN EXPERINSWAL PROJECT
AUTHLK	 MC MECMLN, P.




	 THIS ART ICLE OESCRI9£S IN GENERAL TERMS THE UNIVERSITY Of THE SOUTH PACIFIC •S PARTICIPATION Ik THE
PEACESAT PROJECT. AN EXPERIMENTAL LEARNING PACKAGE IS OUTLINED. A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF SISTER PROS
L£MS IS INCLUDED.
CC'+CLUSIONS	 LOCAL G=OU O DISCUSSION, FOLLOWE0 9V INTER-GF.OUP SATELLITE DISCUSSION. BRINGS WRITTEN MATERIALS AND
A_SIGNW7 4TS INTO SHLFPER FOCUS AND P POVIOES STIMULATION PREVIOUSLY LACKING.
SU9J^-CTS	 EOUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS









DATE OF 37CU4ENT/TYPEt APP. 1975
	 / TEZNNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT1	 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION PPOJECTI EXPERIMENTAL YEAR ONE
AUTHrRI
	 2ENSTEA7. G., NORTMCOTT, 0., NC M_CHAk. P.
SPONSCRING AGENCY!	 UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC. LAUCALA BAY. SUVA9 FIJI
SA*ELLI°.Et ATS-1
	 EXPERIMENT PERIGOO 197E-1974
OBJ Z-CT OF EXOERIPENTe	 RELIA9L 7
- COMMUNICATIONS FOR EGUCATIJr; AND HEALTH APPLICATIONS IN Te SOUTH PACIFIC
A9ST?ACT1	 THIS PEPOPT COVERS THE EXPERIENCE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC WITHIN ITS OWN EXPERIMENTA
L PR0tP4 %t, DUPING THE FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION. THE AOHINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK AND FINANCIAL CONSTRAI
HTS - q E DISCUSS:n. A CONSILERA 9LE P(jrTIOt) OF THE REPORT IS DEVOTED TO DESCRIBING THE TER4rNALS USE
D IN TH E E XPE R IMENT. ALSO INCLUOEJ I3 A OISCUS!rCN OF TIME USED, PEOPLE INVOLVED AND PROGRAMS TRIE
0. c^OML ATTEMPT IS rAO_ TO EVALUATE EACH OF THE VARIOUS EXPEwTVZLTS.
SU9JECTe	 EDUCATICNAL APPLICATIoms
KEYWIP DSI
	 ATS-1: SATELLITE; PEACESAT; COMMUNICATIONS, SOUTH PACIFIC
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DATE ^^- DOLUMCNT /TYP:t A P? 197y 	/ BOOK
TI'LF OF 70CUlfEgTt	 AN EDUCATOR 'S GUILE TO COHHUNICATION SAT,LLITE TECHNOLOGY
AUTag Ft	 POLCYN, K.A.
SFOl'C = I"G A55yCYt	 INr0t!1A- ION SCIENCES COMPANY, PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION, MCLEAN, VIRGINIA
SLT x-LLITEt ATS-S: ATS-3
ADST'ASTt THI S 930K CONTAINS INFORMATION ON THE 9ASIC CONCEPTS OF SATELLITE TECHNCLOGY INCLUOXMG ORSIT, LIFET
IHE, voSTr, FUNCTION:, ETC, PRESE NT C04N IJNICATICN SATELLITE EDUCATIONAL EX PERIMENTATICH IS DISCUSSE
G. QRI - F S1)11!SA-IES OF THE ALASKA EXPEPI yENT, THE 'aMAII E%PERI I!EhT• ANC THE STANFCFD/3RAZIL EXPERI
RENT :._ GIVEN.
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iDATE OF OOCUMENT/TYPEI JUN 1975	/ PAPER
TITLE OF DOCU14ENTI	 SOME POTENTIAL LEARNING COMMUNITY COMPETITORS FOR THE USE OF THE ALLOCATED BROADCAST SATELLITE FREQ
UENCY 5pECTrUM
AUTHORS	 POLCYN, K, A.
SPONSORING AGENCY$	 INFOP.MATION SCIENCES COMPANY. PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION• "CLEAN, VIRGINIA
ASST°ACT$ FREOUENCIES HAVE SEEN ALLOCATcO FOR BROADCAST SATELLITE SERVICES. AND THERE HAS BEEN CONSIOERA 93LE S
TFESS 01. USE OF THE FREQUENCIES BY THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY. HOWEVER, WoETITION MAT ARISE FOR U
SE OF THE ALLOCATED SPECTFUK FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE LEARNING NEEDS. SOME COMPETITORS MA
Y 9E THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS. CORK ECTIOVAL INSTITUTIONS, THE LEGAL P gOF_SSION, INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS
IN GENFPAL, AND THE MILITARY ESTAILISHr.ENT. TO AVOID PROBLEMS OF COM PETITION, A REP6ESENTATIVE WD
RKING G = OUP OF POTENTIAL USERS SHOULO WE ESTABLISHED; A MORE PRACTICAL USE OF THE ALLOCATED FREQUEN
CY SPECTRUM SHOULD 8E PEkMITTEO BY SEEKING U P-LINK ALLOCATION TC COKPLEMENT CURRENT DOWN-LINKS: ORB
ITAL SLCTS SHOULD BE RESERVED FOR SOCIAL SERVICE SATELLITES; MOR T BROADCAST SPECTRUM BANDS SHOULD B
E ALLOCATED IF THE CURRENT ALLOCATIONS ARE INSUFFICIENT TO PP.OVIOE FOR ALL USERS: ANC RESEARCH SHOO
LO 3E CCNTINUED IN THE HIGHER FREAUENCY RANGES TO DETERMINE THE PRACTICALITY OF SUPPORTING BROAOCAS
T AND OTHER COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES BY USE OF THESE FREQUENCIES.
[i]	 SU13JTCTI	 9POADCASTING
1
N	 KEYNORDSI	 ATS-1: SATELLITE: BROADCASTING: FREOUENCYS PEACESAT
Ln
m	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$ 313
w
DPW
a.	 -r..:	 -'lam	 s -.y^^i'Y^$'-^'ta	 ^i ;J	 rsrJ `-rs	 °	 - y
.^`-"^^^tii^^tst^.ti'-
	 e.
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ATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE= AUG 196T	 / PROPOSAL
ITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 AUSTRALIAN 
POST OFFICE PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS FOR ATS PIOGRAM
JTHGR$	 HOME"OOD, M.I.
PONSORING AGENCY$	 DEPT OF SUPPLY, MELFIOURNE, AUSTRALIA
ATELLITE t ATS-1
T EL LCTt	








J9dECT $ 	DATA TftLN5MI55ION
	
TIME AND FREOUENCY MEASUREMENT
YMORDS$	
ATS-1; SATELLITES AUSTRALIAS FREQU_NCYt COMPUTER COMMUNICATION




























DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES JAN 69
	
/ TEXT OF ADDRESS
TITL°_ OF DOCUME ►ITS	 THE NEXT FRCHTIERS POTENTIALS AND PROBLEMS OF INTERNATIONAL —INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION VIA SATELLITES
AUTHORS	 WEDEMEYFR,C. A.
SPOaiSCo : Nf, 4yENCYi	 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON• WISCONSIN
SATELLITES ATS-1
OBJECT OF EYPERIMENTS	 TO PLAN FOR EDUCATIONAL DIFFUSION AND THE SOCIAL APPLICATION OF SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ABSTPACTS THIS PAPER IS ADAPTED FROM AN ADDRESS GIVEN JAN 9 1 1969. IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SPACE
SCIENCE COLLOOUIM BY Co A. WEDEMEVER, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION. THE PAPER IS WIDE RANGING BUT DEALS
PPIMA r ILY WITH THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE ASSISTED COMMUNICATICHS
ACROSS NATIONAL AND CULTURAL LINES,
SURJECTe	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
KEYWOROSS	 EDUCATION










EDSAT! A PLAN FOR EDUCATIONAL DIFFUSION AND THE SOCIAL APPLICATION OF SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
WEDEMEYER.C. A.--^
UNIVEPSTTY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN
SATELLITEt ATS-1
	 --^
OBJECT OF Ex OERIMEKTI	 TO PLAN FOR EDUCATIONAL DIFFUSION AND THE SOCIAL APPLICATION DF SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
APSTPACTz	 THIS PLPE4 IS ESSENTIALLY A PROPOSAL P IN AN INDIRECT WAY * FOR THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE UNIVERSIT	 ^--
Y OF WI`CGNEIK IN AN EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT. THE PAPER CITES THE UNIVERSITY




SU9J l7CTt	 cDUCATIrNAL AFPLIc.TIONS
KEYWOPDS3	 ATS-1: uNiVERSITY OF WISCONSIti; EDUCATION) COMMUNICATIONS















DATE 7F r1QCU4FNT/TYPE) OCTOBEP 1975 	 / PAPER




OPJcCt	 ETP,rPtK NTS	 TO TEST PEALTH AND EOUCATION APPLICATIONS TO REMOTE REGIONS USING LOW-COST RECEIVERS
AASTFCrTS THE HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECOMsWJNICATIONS EXPEPIHrNT IHETT WAS CONDUCTEO JOINTLY ?Y NASA ANO HE14
!)N NASA*! ATS-6 C'JfsHUNICATIOAS SATELLITE. THIS EXPERIMENT ACTUALLY CONSISTED OF S T X EXPERIMENTS T
S5TING HEALTH AND EDUCATION APPLICATIONS OF A CCrHUNICATION SPACECRAFT FROGUCING A BFOADCAST OF COL
Or TEELEV1°_ION DIRECTL Y F90M SFACE TO OVER 120 LCW-COST RECEIVERS LOCATED IN REMDTS RURAL AREAS TMRO
UGHCUT THE U.S. [INCLUDING ALASKAT. THE EXPERIMENTS WERE CONDUCTED OVER THE PERI00 FROM 2 JULY 197
4 TC 20 MAY 1975 AND OPERATED ON AN ALMOST DAILY OASIS. THE OVERALL TELECOHMUHICATIONS SYSTEM TO S
UPPOPT TO-ESE EMPERIP01 TS CCNSISTED OF MANY ELEMENTS THE ATS-6 SPACECRAFT: FIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
Crl	 EARTH S T ATIONS COHSISTIKG CF 12 1  VIGEO RECEIVE TERMINALS• 51 7ELEF14OWT TRANCEIVERS AND EIGHT VIDEON	 4PIGINATINC TERMINALS OF TPREE DIfFERENT TYPES. ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT AS MEASURED IN
a%	 THE FIELD WAS SHCWN T O SOUAL OR EXCEED PREDICTED VALUES.
SUOJEC T S 	9POAOCASTINC	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
VOICE CCtf•UNICATIONS	 VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
KLYwOF'T;s	 A15-6: HET EXPERIMENTS PUPAL APEAS: TELECOMMUNICATIONSS COLOR TELEVISION: VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
4	 JOUPNAL TI T LE1	 FLECTFONICS AND AEROSPACE SYSTEMS CONVENTION
i
0
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCE$4 HUMBERT	 508
not
T;*a
04TE OF DOCUMENT: TYPE! N(-V 75
	
/ JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OOCUMENT1	 TECHNICAL ASPEC T S OF THE HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT.
AUTHOR 	 BOOR, jOHN L.i PRAUNSTEIN, JEAN; JANKY, JAMES Mel OGDEN, DAIL: FOTT ER, JAMES G.; HARPERP E. LEE% VO
LKHER, cLDCH; WHALEN, ALBERTA; HEHDERSON, EAR0 NUPE ♦ HOWARD H.
S rr )RING AGFNCYI	 DFQAPTHLNT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
SATELLIT °_ t	 ATS-11 ATS-3;	 ATS-6	 COM hUNICATIONSt	 VHF	 EXPEF.IMENT PERIOD = FES 73 - MAY 75
09JECT	 OF EXPERIMENT '! TH£Pr WERE SIX SEPARATE EXPERIMENTS,	 THE OBJECTIVE OF ALL EXPERIMENTS WERE TO IMPROVE HEALTH AND 0
R EDUCA TION THROUGH SATELLITES.
ARST L ACTt THE HEALTH/EOUCI.TION TELLCOHHUNICATiONS 	 EHETI	 EXPERIMENT	 INVOLVED SIX QIFFER6 NT EXPERIMENTS TO
TEST VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL AND HEALTH APPLICATIONS OF COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES. 	 THE NET EXPERIMENT
ON ATS-6 WAS O PEPATED AND CONTROLLED FROM A NETWORK COORDINATION CENTER IN DENVER, COLO., WHICH IN
CLUO20 A 4- AND 6-GHZ EARTH STATION.	 THE HEY EXPERIMENT USED REMOTE EARTH TERMINALS WITH 3-M-DIANE
TER DISHES HAVING A 35 OB GAIN AT 2.5 GHZ.
	
IN ADDITION, COMPREHENSIVE TERMINALS OPEPATING AT BOTH
C-9AND ANC 5-04ND WERE USED FOR COMMUNICATIONS WITH ALASKA. 	 THE TOTAL NETWORK INVOLVFn A COMFLEX 0
F SATELLITE AND LAND LINKS AT C-BAND, S-SAND, AND VERY HIGH FREOUEN;, Y, USING THE ATS-t, ATS-3, AND
ATS-6 SATELLITES.	 THE NETWORK PEPFOFMANGE EXCEEDED EXPECTATIONS WITH REMOTETERMINAL OPERATIONS Ex
HI9ITI3IG A PEAK -TO-PEAK SIGNAL TO NSIGHtEb RNS NOISZ RATIO OF 49 LB AT LEAST 99 PERCENT OF THE TIME
S119JFCTt EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KFYNn r DSt A1S-1 = TITS-6; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; SATELLITE RELAY, COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITET ALASKA9 HET Ex
pLRIM'NT
j0URNAL TITLEt IEEE TPANSACTIONS, VOL.
	 AES- 11 9	ISSUE 6, PAGES 1015-1032
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DATL OF DOCUMENT /TYPEI APR 76	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT,	 TECHNICAL EVALUATION CF THE HEALTH /EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT.
AUTNORI	 9RAUNSTcIN, JEAN
SPONSOklNG AGFNi. Ye	 OFFICE OF TFLECOMMUNICATIGN:, DEPT. OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, WASHINGTON, D. Co
SATELLITER ATS-6
	
EXFZRiHEHT PERI001 JUL 74 - MAY 75
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTI 	 TO LVALUAIE THE PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HET GROUND NETWORK AND TO PROVIDE GUICELINES.
ABSTPACTI
	
	 THIS ExPER€HEAT ACTUALLY CONSISTED OF SIX EXPERIMENTS TESTING HEALTH AND EDUCATION APPLICATION
S OF A COKKUNICATION SPACECkAFT PRODUCING A BROADCAST OF COLOR 16LEVISIC11 DIRECTLY FRGM SPATE TO OV
1	 ER 120 LOW-COST RECcIVERS LOCATED TN REMOTE RURAL AREAS THROUGHOUT THE U.S. (INCLUDING ALASKA). FI
N VE DIFFERENT TYPES OF EARIN STATIONS CONSISTING OF 120 VICEO RECEIVE TERMINAL59 51 TELEPHONY TRANCE
IVERS AND EIGHT VIDEO ORIGINATING TERMINALS OF THREE DIFFERENT TYPES. ACTUAL PERFORM&IJCE OF THE EO
UIPMENT AS MEASURCO IN THE FIELD WAS SHOWN TO EQUAL OR EXCEED PRECICTSD VALUES,
5USJECTI	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/11EALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYt1OEOS1
	
	 ATS-6; HET EXPERIMENT; RURAL AREAii SATELLITE TELEVISION; TELECOMMUNICATION; COLOR TELEVISION; DOME
STIC SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; REMOTE REGIONS; SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION( VIDEO COMMUNICATIO
N
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e. DATE OF OOCUMENT/TYPE, DEC 74	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
e,
TITLE OF DO,UMENTi	 ATS—E HEALTH EXPERIMENT,
AUTHOR 	 WASHINGTON, "NIV.
SPONSORING	 LISTER 4ILL -ATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS, BETHESDA, MO.
li k 	'
SATELLITES ATS-6
OEJEFT OF E1PERIMLNTI	 TO IMPLEMENT SATELLITE-RELATER COHNUNICATIOHS IN HEALTH CARE AHC MEDICAL EDUCATION WITHIN THIS VAST
NORTHWESTERN RF_GION.
ABST°ACTI THE REPORT DESCRIBES THE WORK. PERFORMED BY THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE IN ALAS ,CA AND THE kA 111 1
WASHINGTON-ALASKA-HONTAIIA-IDAHOI EXPERIMENT IN REGIONALIZED MEDICAL EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGION, TO DEVELOP THE PRUGFAMS, SYSTEMS *
 AND INSTRUMENTATION REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT SATELLITE-R
ELATED COMMUNICATIONS IN HEALTH CARE AND MEDICAL EDUCATION WITHIN THIS VAST NORTHWESTERN REGION.
a'UJJtCT,	 HEOIC4L/HEALTH AFPLICATONS
KEYWOROSI	 ATS-6; TELEHEDICINE; MEDICAL EDUCATIONT TELECOIIHUNICATIOHS1 ALASKA; WAHII HEALTH CARE SdRVICES




w	 DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI OCT L975	 I PEfLREKE BOOK
TITLE OF DGCUMENTI	 CTS REFEREN4E BOOK
AUTHOR$	 KENNARD* J. G,; NIC_, A• No
SPONSORING AGENCY$	 LEWIS RESEARCH CFNT;R, CLEVELAND, OHIO
SAfE I - LITEt :TS
1- y
ABSTRACTI THE OBoECTIVE OF THE CTS (COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE) PROGRAM IS TO ADVANCE THE TECHN
OLOGY OF @OTH SPACECCAFT-MOUNTED AND kELATED GROUND-BASED COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS APPLICABLE TO HIGH
-FAGIATcO-RF-POWER SATELLITES. IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THIS OBJECTIVL, THE SPACECRAFT WILL DEMONSTRATE
NEW TECHNOLOGY APPLICATiOMS AND CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS ON COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS THAT WILL BE APPLICA
BLE 10 FUTUPE COM3ERCIAL COHHUNIC4TIO14S SATELLITES. THE PROGRAM MILL ALSO INCLUDE COMMUNICATIONS E
XPEFIHENTS kITH USER AGENCIES, UNIVERSITIES, AND INDUSTRIAL GROUPS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA*
SU3JECT ,	CTS REFERENCE BOOK
KEYWDP.DSI	 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE; CTS PROGRAM RESEARCH PROJECTS; RADIO RELAY SYSTEMSt TERMINAL
FACILITIES; SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
TECHNICAL REPORT NUHBEP$ NASA-TM-X-71624	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER4	 5L2
C.t,:uu' sssa R'a:^: ,2-r't-^xx..t:.;i« ([..d•
	
-	 'w
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TY PE} AUG 75	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMEMTf TWENTY AND THIRTY GHZ MILLIMETER HAVE EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ATS -6 SATELLITE.
AUTIfORf IPP_	 ,TO,	 L.	 J.
SPONSORING AG5NCY1 N	 OODARO SPACE. FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, M09
SATELLITEf	 ATS-E EXPERIMENT PERIOOt JUN 74 - JUN 75
0@1ECT OF EXPERIPENTf TO MEASURE AND EVALUATE THE PEOPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE-TO-EARTH LINKS CENTERE '0 AT 20 GHZ
AND 30 GHZ.
AOSTRA ,Tf THL ATS-6 MILLIMETER WAVE EXPERIMENT, PROVIDED THE FIRST DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF 20 ANG 30 GHZ
EARTH-SPACE LINKS FROM ANORBITING SATELLITE. 	 STUDIES AT ELEVEN LOCATIONS IN THE CONTINENTAL UNITE
0 STATES WERZ DIRECTED AT AN EVALUATION OF RAIN ATTENUATION EFFECTS, SCINTILLATIONS, DEPOLARIZATION
, SITE DIVERSITY. COHERENCE BANCWIDTH, AND ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES. 	 METHODS 0
F ATTENUATION PREDICTION WITH RADARS, RAIN GAGES, AND RADIOMETERS WERE DEVELOPED AND COMPARED WITH
THE DIRECTLY MEASURZO ATTENUATION.	 INITIAL DATA RESULTS OF THE A7S-6 MILLIMETER HAVE EXPERIMENT FR
ON THE MAJOR PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS ARE PRESENTED.
SUOJECTf MILLIMETER HAVE
KEYWOR05f ATS-6; ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION; MILLIMETER WAVES; PULSE COMMUNICATIONS; RADIO ATTENUATIONI RADIO CO
HHUNICATIONS; R AIH GAGES.




DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE f OCT	 75	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOr, UMcNTt PEELTSE TIME GISSEMINATION EXPERIMENT USING THE AIS-1 SATELLITE. b
AUTHORS CHI,	 A * R.
SPONSORING AGENCYt OtPARTHLNT OF TRANSPORTATION. FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, 900 INOEFENDENCE AVE., SW, WASY..NGT
it,	 Ci,	 C.,	 25591
SAT=LLI1 J_ 1 	 ATS-1
Ot3JLCT OF EXPER114ENTS 	 A PFECISE TIME IRANSFER EXPERIMENT USING ATS-1 AS A LINK BETWEEN A KASTER AND A SLAVE STATION TO AC
HIEVE AN ACCURACY OF 50 NANOSECONDS ONE SIGMA.
AUStRACTf	 A PRECISE TIME TRANSFER EXPERIMENT USING THE APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ATS) AS A LINK
BETWEEN A MASTERAND SLAVE STATION ACHIEVED AN ACCURACY OF 50 NANOSECONDS ONE SIGr	 THE TECHNIQUE
IS IuHEP _NTLY CAPA °LE OF TRANSFERRING PRECISE TIME ON A RC 	 TIME BASIS FROM A MA	 TIME STATION
TO A NUMBER OF SLAVE STATIONS.
5U3JEF':	 DATA TRANSMISSION
KEYWORDSt	 PRECISE TIME TRANSFER; ATS-1; PORTABLE CLOCK.
TECHNICAL REPORT HUMBER= FAA-RD-76-L3S








DATE OF OOCUMENT / TYPE) AUG 15	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLL	 OF Ui	 I ENTI ATS-6 SATEI	 ' E	 EVALUATION~.
AUTHORt DOHIAER, C.	 W,; CULL N, T.	 J.;	 ZIHS:R,	 Es	 At {
SPONSORING AGENCV8 LISTER: HILL NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNIGATIONs NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE, BETHESDA, NN
AFYLAt:Dv	 20014
SATELLITEs	 ATS-6
08ntCT OF EXPERIMENT[ TO PROVICE EVALUATiON INFORMATION ON IHE USE OF ATS-6 IN FULL DUPLEX VIDEO AND AUDIO COMMUNICRTION
E
FOR HiOICAL EDUCATION AT SITES REMOTE FROM. AN  ESTABLISHED MEDICAL SCHOOL•
E ABSTRAGTI OFiHE	 (OFFICE OF RESEARI;" IN MEDICAL EDUCATION) EVALUATED INFORMATION ON THE USE OF THE ATS-6 I
H FULL DUPLEX VIDEO AND AUDIO COMMUNICATION FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION AT SITES REMOTE FROM AN ESTABLISH
ED MGOILAL SCHOOL.	 THIS REPORT DESGkiaES ORHE s S EFFORTS TO DEVELOP A DESIGN THAT WOULD INCORPORATE
APFROPLIATE EVALUATION MLIHOCS AND MECHANISMS TO GATHER FERTINEMT INFORMATION TO ASSESS THE EFFELT
IVENESS OF THIS SYSf £M IN MEDICAL ZOUCATIONs 	 THE EMPHASIS IS PLALEO ON USER ACCEPTAHCEs TECHNICAL 4
r FEASIBILITY, AND INTERACTICN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMHUNICATICH SYSTEM. 	 USER ACCEPTANCE, WAS OLT
r EFHINED TO BE HIGH.	 STUDENTS MASTERiO COGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE AT LEAST AS WELL USIN6 . THIS MEDIA AS IN
REGULAR INSTRUCTION.	 THE TNFLRENCE ORME DRAMS FROM THIS STUDY IS THAT THE DESIRABILITY TO UTILIZE
THIS MEDIA MAKES IT APPROPRAITE TO CONTINUE DEVLLOPHENT OF THE TECHNOLOGY FOR A REGIONALIZED MEDICA
L EDULAIION PROGRAM SUCH AS WAHL*
t7l
€	 1 SU9J{CTt EOUI;ATIOHAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
i	 [V
Ln KEYNOF.OSt SCIENTIFIC SATELLIT ES; SATELLITES GOMMUNICATIOM; EDUCATIOHT McDICINci EYALUATIOM:
t
TECHNICAL REPORT NUMBERI NLM-LHC-75-02	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS MUMBERt 	 515
LAT= OF DOCUMENT / TYPEI 04CLMPER	 1976	 / PROPOSAL




ASSTP.AL'Ts THIS MTR CONTAIIIS OESCKIFTIONS OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVI4E /EOHMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLIT
E	 )PHS/CTS OR CTSI	 ExPERIMENTS.
	
(HE CTS IS A JOINT CANADIAN -U.S. PFOJECT, AND THE PHS-CTS SET OF E 1J
XPERIMENTS IS ONE OF SEVERAL U . S. EXPERIMENTS FOR THE SATELLITE.
	 THE PURPOSE OF THIS Ot	 UMENT IS T
0 PKESENT A SUMMARY THAI	 WILL INFORM BOTH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND MLLFARE A ••14CLES AND
INDiVIDUAL EXPERIMENT TAMS OF THE SULJEGT MATTER, OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL DESIGN OF THE '.ARIOUS P145
/CiS ExPERIMENTS.
	 SUMMARY INFORMATION INCLUDES IDENTIFICATION OF PARTICIPATING GRGANIZAYIONS, THL i0 MODES OF COMMUNiGRTIONS TU 9L USED, ANO THE GENERAL SCHEDULE FOR EACH EXPERIMENT,
	 APPENDIX A CONTA
INS A SYSTEM DESCRIPTION CF CTS.
	 APFENDIX B GIVES OLTAILS ON TH£ FORMAT USED IN THE SUMMARIES.
SU1I^ECTt EDUCATIOtIAL APPLICATIGNS
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LATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPES 2-4 JUN 76
	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT $
	INFORMING THE PUBLIC OF STS- SPACELAB BENEFITS- A CASE HISTORY.
AUTSIORS	 CARNAHAN, Co E.
SAT=LLITEI ATS-6
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTt	 TO IIIFORM PUBLIC ABOUT SATELLITE COMMUNI CATIONS TECHNOLOGY.
ABSTRACTS
	
	 THE HEALTH / EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS CARRIED OUT BY ATS-6 PROVIDE A VARIETY OF
TELEVISION PROGRAMS F.ANGING FROM EDUCATIONAL COURSES TO MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS TD SMALL, LOW-COST ANT=
HNA/RECEIVERS IN REMOTE CFA SPARSELY POPULATED AREAS. TO INFORM THE PUBLIC OF THE SUCCESS OF THE AT
S-6 TELEVISION TRANSMISSION, A MOBILE RECEIVING UNIT WAS BUILT. THE UNIT TOURED THE UNITED STATE'
OLMONSTRATING SATELLITE COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY.
SUBJECTS
	 BFOADCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDS1	 ATS-6; COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE; HET EXPERIMENT; REMOTE REGIONS $
 SATELLITE TELEVISION$ S
PACELA6; DOMESTIC SATELLITE UGHMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS$ EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
JOURNAL TITLEt	 AIAA
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS
	 517
I^l
DAft OF DOCUMENT/T S Pc$ 36 SEP TO 5 OCT 74 / JOURNAL ,.RTIGLt
to
TITLE OF DOCUMENT $ 	ATS-6 $UPGRAGING THE LIFE STYLE OF MILLIONS OF PEOPLES	 C,^
AUTHORS	 THOLE, JOHN M.$ DORNBRAND, HARRY	 M
SATELLITES ATS-b	 re
OSJ^-'GT OF EXPERIMENT t	TO O£MONSTP.ATE THE FEASIBILITY OF RELAYING HIGH-QUALITY SIGNALS FFOM A SATELLITE TO SIMPLE, INE%PEN
SIVE GROUND RECEIVERS.
ABSTRACTS	 THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE ATS-6 IS TO DEMONSTRATE T14E FEASIBILITY OF OPERATING A HIGH-POWER
EC GEOSYNCHAONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLIIE CAPABLE OF RELAYING COLOR TV AND OTHER HIGH-QUALITY SIGH
ALS ON MULTIPLE FREQUENCIES TC RELkTIVELY SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE GROUND RECEIVERS. SUCCESS IS PRED
ICTED FOh HCST OF THE EXPERIMENTS CARRIED.
SU3JECTI	 BROADCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 VOIC 'L COMM	
TIONS
KEYWOROSS	 ATS-6; COMMUNICATION SATELLITES; SATELLITE NETWORKS,' 5, ELITE TELEVISION; TEGI. 
-
LOGY UTILIZATION;
COLOR TELEVISION$ DATA LINKS; EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION; METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES; SATELLITE DESIGN
JOURNAL TITLES	 AIAA
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ^CCESS NUMBER$ 	 SIB
it i
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OATc OF DOCUMENT/TYPEt MAR 75
	 / 7ECHKICAL REPORT
S TITLE OF ODCUY.ENTI 7ELZC0t$MUNICHTI0NS TECHNOLOGY AND RURAL ZDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
' AUTHOR, PLRRINE, r.
E ►TELLIVEe	 ATS-6
e OpJECT OF EXPERIMENTt TU EXAMINE FRCM THE POINT OF MIEN OF WHETHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS TLGHNOLCGY CAN AUGMENT THE DEVELOP"
ENT OF RURAL EDUCATION*
ADSEkAGTe T ;i!: RURAL SECTOR OF THE US IS EXAMINED FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF WHETHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS TE
CHNOLOGY CAN AUGMENT THE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL EDUCATION.
	 MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS AND {."ER .ICAN INDIA
a NS WERL THE TARGET GF.OUPS WHICH WERE EXAMINED AS EXAMPLES OF GROUFS WITH SPECIAL HEEDS IN RURAL ARE
G AS.	 THt GENERAL RURAL POPULATICN AND THE TARGET GROUPS WERE EXAMINED TO IDENTIFY PR06L =MS AND TO A
SLERTAIN SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL NEEOS.
	 EDUCATIONAL PROjECIS UTILIZING TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
µ IN TARGET GROUP SETTINGS WERE DISCUSSED.
	 LARGE SCALE REGIONAL ATS-6 SATELLITE —BASED EXPERIMENTAL E
DUCAT1011AL TELECOMMUNICATIONS FROdECTS WERE OE'SCRIBED.
	 COSTS AND ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS WERE ALSO
EXAMINE!
 FOR LARGE SCALE RURAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECTS.
SUBJECT$ EDUCATIONAL APPLIC.	 ;CNS
KE" WORDS $ EGUCATION; RURAL AREAS; TELECOMMUNICATION; ABORIGINES; ATS-6; MIGRATION; HINORITItS





DATA= OF OOCUMENT/TYPCI KtR 77	 / HEWS:APLR ARTICLE
R TITLE OF DOCUMENT $ NASA ACiIVIIIES
AUTHORt UNKNOWN
SPONSORING AGENGYI NASA —AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
" SATELLITES	 ATS-6






THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE COOPERATION BETWEEN NASA AND THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPHE
NTIAIGI. ATS -6 WAS USED TO 6ROADCAS7 COLOR TV TO DEVELOPING NATIONS. FILMS AND LIVE COVERAGE WERE
TELECAST TO 27 NATIONS,
BROADCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
ATS-61 AiOSATt SATELLITEI DEVELOPING NATIONS; TWO —NAY BROADCASTS
VOL. d.ISSUE 3 * PAGkS 2
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THIS ARTICLE IS A HIStokr OF HON AND WHY NASA GOT OUT OF THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE BUSINESS
BASED ON INTERVIEWS WI1H NASA PEWSOYNEL.
SUBJE i:T s	 BF.OADCAS T ING	 HISTORY
KEYWORDS$	 ATS-6; SAT_LLITE; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; NASA; R£SEAF.CHI BUDGET
JOURNAL TITLES	 IEEE SPECTRUM






DATE OF QOCUMENi /TYPES DLC 76	 / JOURNAL kRfICLt	 W
TITLE OF DOCUHENTO	 COMING1 THE ERA OF TELEMEDICIAE
AUTHOP. t	 ALL4N, F..
SATELLITE$ ATS-19 ATS-3; ATS-6
A83TRACTO THIS ARTICLE CONTAINS A GRIEF HISTORY OF THE USE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS. TELEMEisCAL SYSTEMS A
RE DESLRIBEO. INCLUDING MICROWAVE ANG TELEPHONE TRANSMISSION. EVALUATION OF STATE OF TECHNC jGY AN
0 COST EFFECTIVENESS OF TELEMEDICAL SYSTEM;-a.
EU9JFCTe	 MEDICAL IHEALTH APPLICATIONS	 HISTORY
FCEYWORDS1	 ATS; TELEME6ICINE; TELECOMMUNICATIONS $ HEALTH CAREI STARPAHC; INDIAN; WAMI; ALASKA
JOURNAL TITLE $ 	IEEE SPECTRUM
UNIVEPSITV OF DAYTON ACCESS	 'ERs	 522
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.r . ^	 +.^.C_ ,.'Xe^s_^Sir.^•
DATE OF + IHEIIT /IYPE.I GEC 74	 / JOURNAL AkTICLE




OBJECT OF E MPERIV!^NTS	 TO DELIVER AUDIO AND VIDEO SATELLITE COMMUNICATION FOR HEALTH CARE ANO EDUCATION IN ALASKA.
A pSTRACTS THIS ARTICLF OUTLINES VARIOUS STAGES OF THE ALASKA HEALTH CAFE AND EDUCATION EXPERIMENT. THE
ATS-1 H-
-DIGAL NETWORK IS DISGUSSED. AS IS THE ATS-6 EXPERIMENT. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ATS
—6 AR -
 GIVil4. ALSO INCLUDED IS A DISCUSSION OF SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS.
SUBJECTS	 EOUGAIIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYNOROSO	 AlS-1; ATS-6; HEALTH CARE; EDUCATIONS; TELEHEOICINE; TELECOHMUNICATION; ALASKA; INDIAN HEALTH SERVI
CL
JOURNAL TITLES	 SCItNCE,VOL. 196.PAGES 1179
UNIVERSITY Of DAYTON ACCESS NUHSERI
	 523
DATE OF UOCUHcfIT/iYPE e MAY 15	 / JOUT<NAL kRTIGLE
TITLE OF OOCUHENTS	 STLPPI1:. UP TO A PUBLIC SERVILE SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
AUTHOF. 1	 HUPE r H. H.
A9STP.ACTI	 DISCUSSION OF A PUBLIC SZR VICE SATELLITE CONSORTIUM. WHAT TYPE OF SATELLITE 
WOULD BEST 4UIT T
HE NEEDS OF USERS IS DISCUSSED AS IS POTENTIAL FUNOING.
:UJJECTI	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
	
VOICE COMHUHIGATIONS
KEYHORDS1	 TELLCOHPIUHICATION; SATELLITE; PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE CONSORT7:1M; USEk ORGANIZATION; FINANCE
J(-Ui,NAL TITLEI	 ASTRONAUTICS E AERONAUTICS,FAGES 59-61
UNIVERSITY GF DAYTON ACCESS HUMOER9	 524
.	 ^t	 ^^^^w.^ r,•-• 
lS ^^s _mil_ R ^r `ai(
' - ^	 _	 .,ice ^ ^	 ^	 ^	
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE: JAN 75 	 / JOUKIJAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF UOCUHLOT:	 COST-EFFEGTiVENESS OF AIH INTERACTIVE BRJAUCAST SATELLITE
AUTHOR,	 HUPL, H. H.
AE-=TRACTS THIS ARTICLE DISCUSSES THE COST-EFF=CTIVENESS OF AN INTERACTIVE BRG '4ST SATELLITE 3ASED ON K
NOWN CUSTS CF RELEVANT ATZ HEALTH AND EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMcnT. IN ADDITION, THE OIF
FI;ULIY OF MANAGING A TWO-NAY INTERAC€IVE SYSTEM IS DISCUSSED. THE AUTHOR CONCLUDES THAT INTERACTI
VE °ROADCAST SATELLITES ARE RELATIVELY EXPENSIVE, ESPECIALLY WHEN VIDEO IS INVOLVEG.
SU9JEUTI	 VOICF COMMUNICATIONS	 BACKGROUND
KEYWOROSI	 ATS; SATELLITE: CUSl-fFFF_CTLVcNESS; FtEOP_ACK: VIDEO FEE08ACK; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; INTERACTIVE; COST
S: AUDIO FEL08ACK; {;ONFERENCING
JOUeNAL TITLE!	 ASTF,OtIAUTICS R AERONAUTICS PAGES 63-67
UNIVERSITY OF OAYTUN ACCESS NUMBEFI 	 525
MI
NJQ
DATE OF OOCUMENT /TYPEI MAP. 77	 / COF.kESFOND-ENCE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
	 PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
AUTHOR'
	 UNKNOWN
ABSTPACT:	 CORRESFONOENCE CONCERNING INFORMATIQN ON THE PUBLIC SERVICE: SATELLITE CONSORTIUM. INCLUDED 1S
A LIST OF ITEMBER ORGAN12ATICNE AND TWO COPIES OF THE CONSORTIUM NEWSLETTER.
SU9JECTI	 BI.CKGFOUND
KEYWOROSI	 ATS; SATELLITE; FOBLIC SERVICL; CONSORTIUM; PSSC; USERS
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DAT; OF DOCUMENT/TYPFI 21 JUL 75	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF f '+IHENTI	 EVALUATIG	 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION FOR TEACHING BASIC SCIENCE RHO CLINICAL MEDICINE.
AUTHORS
	 GOHNEF. L• W.; ZINSLR9 E.; GULL£Ns T.
SATELLITE: AtS-6	 i
APSTFACTI THE =VALUATION PLAN AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS ARE REPDRTEO FOR THE ATS-6 SATELLITE INTERACTIVE T
ELECO `fMUNICATION PROGkAM FOR TEACHING AT SITES REMOTE FROM AN ESTABLISHED MEDICAL SCHOOL. THE TECH
NIC;.L ASP=CTS OF THE SYSICM NLRE SEEN AS QUITE ADEQUATE, IN THE FAIRBANKS BROADCASTS ANALYZED *
 THE
AV-F.AGe NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS RANGED FROM 1.49 TO 2.00 PER MINUTE, NINETY PERCENT OF THE INTERAC
TION FLOWED ACROSS THE SATELLITE DURING OMAK TRANSMISSIONS. OMAK PARTICIPANTS DIRECTED A HIGHER PE
F(.EIATRGc OF THE COMMUNICATION lb SIUDENT /RESIDENT PROGRAPS 1 70%) THAN IN FACULTY CONTINUING EDUCATI
ON PROGKAHS (59%). USER ACCEPTANCE OF THE SYSTEM WAS DETERMINED TO BE VERY HIGH. PARTICIPA NTS NIT





KEYWOROSS	 ATS-6; - ELELOHMUNICATIONS; SATELLITE; WANIT TELEMEOICINE; EDUCATION! OMAK; ALASKA; WASHINGTON
#OUk#IAL TITLES	 AHEV*
 INST. OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS PAPER .PAGES 15
M	





CATE OF 0OCUHENT / TYPES jUN 74	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE






OPJECI OF EXPERIH _NTS	 INSERVIGE TRAINING OF TEACHIRS IN APPALACHIA
AeS;kAGI:	 TEACHER. TRAINING VIA SATELLITi WAS PRODUCED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUC AY• AREA IN WHICH TER
HINALS HERE LOCATED IS GIVEN. IhCLUOING A HAP OF APPALACHIA. COST OF THE PROJECT IS OUTLINED AND
SOME CF THE BEN =FITS OF THE PROJECT ARE GIVEfI.
SUB.iECTI	 EDUCATIUNAL APPLICATIONS
KEYWORD SI	 ATS •6; SATELLIFE; APPALACHIA; EDUCATION; TEACHERST ARC; TELECOMMUNICATION
JOURNAL TITLE $
	APPALACHIAPYGLUHE 79ISSUE 69PAGES 1-10
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE I AUG 74	 / TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TITLE OF DO^;UMENTI	 PEMOTELY CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM.
AUTHOR!	 ANDERSON, R. E.




THIS P6PER DESCP,IBES IN GENERAL TERMS A REMOTELY CONTROLLED lUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM.
THE SYSTEM COLLECTS, STGP.ES ANC PREPROCESSES DATA AT REMOTE SITE. AND SENDS IT BACK TO A CENTRAL 0
ATA COLLECTION FACILITY. SYSTEM HARDWARE SPECIFICATIOAS ARE GIVEN AND SOFTWARE FUNCTION OUTLINED.
SU[TJF_CT1	 OATH TRANSMISSION
KEYWORDS = 	ATS-G; ATS-61 L-BAUD; DATA COLLECTION; REMOTE PLATFORM,' INTERROGATION





DATE OF OOCUMENT/TYPEI 77 / REQUEST FOR US: OF ATS SATELLITE
TITLF OF OOCUP!E14T I ATS USER FROM 1966-77






	 ATS-6 ixFZFIMENT PERIODI 1966-77
ABSTFACTI THIS	 IS A LOG OF THE ExPcRIM_NTS PERFORMED ON THL ATS SATELLITES FROM 1966 TO 1977. ORGANIZAT
ION,	 INVESTIGATOF, MAILING ADDRESS ANC A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ExPLRIMENT ARE GIVEN.
SUBJECTI HISTORICAL
KEYNOROSI ATS;	 SATELLITE; TELECOMMUNICATION; EDUCATION; MEDICINE, TfLEMEDICINE; MARAO: MARITIME,' BIOMEDICAL;
OCEANOGRAPHY; L-SAND; TIkE DISSEMINATION; BROADCASTING; PEACESAT; ALASKA
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TO TEST AND ASSESS UEE OF VIDEO AND NARROWeAND COMMUNICATIONS IN ASSISTING PHYSICANS. i0 F-VALUATE
THE U'-- OF INTEPAGTIVE VIDEO FOR LONSUMER EDUCATION,
TH- INOIAH HEALTH ScRVILr- OF ALASKA HAS DEVELOPED HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS INVOLVING PARAMEDILA
L OUTFEACH PEPSONNEL ICOHHUNITY HEALTH AILES, PHYSICIAN O S ASSISTANTS, AND NURSES!. AN EXPF_RIMENT M	 t^
AS CONDUCTED IN IHILH VIDEO TRANSMISSION VIA ATS-b ENABLED PHYSICIANS, INCLUDING SPECIALISTS- TO PR
OVIOE SUPERVISICN GUIDANCE, ;.HE CONSULTATIVE AND DIAGNOSTIC SUPPGRT TO PARAMEDICAL PERSONNEL IN RE	 "'=
MOTE VILLAGES. TH, VIOLO SYSTEn WAS SUPPORTED BY BIOMEDICAL TELEMETRY ANU A COMPkEHENSItE PATIENT
DATA `_YSTEM, T IIE ANALYSIS LF THE RESULTS THUS FAR INDICATES THAT BP.OADOANO COMMUNICATIONS HAVE THE	 .,
POT=IITIAL TO BE VERY BENZ ILIAL TO HEALTH CARE DELIVERY IN TRULY ISOLATED REGION59
MLOICAI/HEAI Y H APPLICATIUtiS
ATS-b: tATELLITET ALASKA; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; HEALTH; TELEMEDIC'INE 	 g
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AEkONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS CONFERENCE ON COMMUNIC.ITIOHS SATELLITES	 3
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/ hiwM;PAPkk AfiTICLi
T:TSE QF fiUCtimiliTI	 AT;-f. rGHIN6 HOME
Au  i p .21 	 Up.{k11114
j pj r15GPIN; AG,W; II	 NASA MctGQuARTER. , +f9!:HJkrTUf., G.L.
SAT^.L.ITEI	 Al; K
L 6• ;T r-31 	THIS ARTICLE GIVES IIJFfR MATI011 UN THE RETURN TO Tr+E U.S. OF LTS-6.	 ALSO, I 14CLUCEO IS A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF THE INDIAN EYP:-'U HZHT ISITEI. AN ESTIMATE 5 MILLION PEOPLE VIEWEC THESE PkOGRAMS.
SuSJFCT I 	SROIUC A: TING
KIY-iQkr, 31 	 ATS-6; T ELELGMMUNTGATIGNS: CUMMVNICATIONSi INDIA; SITU SATELLITE
i ,J'1;11LL TITL^l	 NASA ACTIVITIES. VOL. T, ISSUE Z• PAGES %	 d40
UNIVE-SI:Y GF DAYTOlf ACCESS NUMBEPS
	
532	 ^ ^t: 
Dip.1972	 / JUUkIlAL AF. TI:;LC	 0
THE t-fGE'05EU PkAZILIAfi r-LUI;LTIOhAL SAT_LLITE EXPERIMENT
PLL+:YN, K. L.
THIS ARTICLE GIVES A FAIKLY OLTAILLD DESCRIPTION OF TH E BRAZILIAN :000ATIOMAL SATELLITE EXPERT
MLNT 15 L CII TO BEGIN IN THE SUMMER OF 1712. AN OUTLIN: OF THE :ACI EXPERIMENT IS INCLUDE O. TYPE H
APOMAFf I: T,ESCR J 5iO AkU SOFTWARL AND PROGRAMMING GUST, AFiE ESTIMI-TCfi.
D3 OARCA^TTNG	 EWCAHGNA; APPLICATIONS
APS—Is SATELLITE: BROAOCASTIHG:	 SACI: TELECOMM1INILATION: TEACHER TRAINING
LOULATIGNAL TECI:NOLOGY
u:Tc OF !, G(IJMifJF/TYPEI






W0,11 -1 	 TITLE
Ur4IVERSITY GF OAYTSJN ACCE-z " ' 1UM8EFI
..o7tiY.-..i^ •	 .8n^	 .k.
TO nEIIONSTRATE MEDICAL AND HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS; LIBRARY CONFERENCES; AND i-ACS1MILE CAPABILITIEES V
[A OF SATELLITE
FEP0975 COVER PILOT OEMONSTRATIONS IN MEDICAL ANO HEALTH GCMMUNICATIO11S VIA SATELLITE. MEDICA
L USER JEHONSTRATIONS IN THE TRUST tLkRIT rjRY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANLS AND AMERICAN SAMOA INCLUDE USE
OF THL PEAGLSAT DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM AND Tlit NASA ATS--1 SATELLITE FOR DIAGNOSTIC L ONSULTING. MEDICA
L RESEAFCH ANG 14UhSIHG EDUCATICH.
A RE POET OF A SERIES OF PACIFIC wTHRARY CONFERENCES INVOLVING LIBRARY PERSONNEL FROM FIVE NATI
ONS, VIA SATELLITE, INCLUDES A TRtNSGRIPF WHICH DETAILS UESIRED AREAS OF INTERLIFkARY COM4UNICATION
TH 11A14AII, TRUST TERRITORY, FIJI, NEW ZEALAND AND PAPUA NEW GUINEA.
TESTING OF TRcANEMISSIO S OF ELECTROCARUICGRAY.S AND X-RAYS VIL SATELLITE FACSIMILE GAPA6ILITIES
i.+R-
 LtSCRItEC. THE :aT tIOY WAS PRCPAREU TO ASSIST IN PLANNING F04 LONG DISTANCE HEALTH COMMUNICATIO
NS IN THL P I.GIFTC BASIN.
EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS













PATE OF DOCUMENT/IYPEI JULY 1973
	 / 7ECHNILAL REPORT
"TTLF OF 30CUYEN71	 10 FIRST YEAR MEDICAL USER OLMONSTRATIONS— 2. PACIFIC LIBRARY CONFERENCES— 3. BIOMEDICAL
SION TESTS
AUTHOFt	 HLMAHON, .1.1 HISK09 Co: OKA, E. J.
EPOt1SO,t! 11G AGZN-LY1	 LISTER PILL NATIONAL CENTER BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS, NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE. NATIONAL INSTI
IU7L OF HEALTH, U.S. OEFA6:111E4T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
l's
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DATE OF DOCUMENY/TYPEI 74	 / REPORT
TITL= OF DOCUYENTI	 THE Cf.Si AGAINST SATEi^LIILS 	 -
AUTHORS	 UtlKNOWN
SFONFORLIIG AGENCY$	 THE N_TWOPK PkOJECT, LGI EAFL HALL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW fORK, NY
ARSTRICTI THE FEPOkT ARGUES AGAINST CORPORATE CONTROL OF SATELLITE (.I.MMUNI CAI IONS SYSTEM * THE POSITION
SEEMS TO BE THAI THi PUBLIC SHOUTED CONTRCL ANY MEDIA AS INFLUENTIAL AS SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
. A PAt+EL UISCUSSION ON SATELLITE. COMMUNICATIONS IS TRANSCRIBED, P0.71CIPANTS AkE FFOM GOVERNMENT
9uSIN;.SS ANC THE PUBLIC SECTOR.
SUE JECTI	 P& OAOLA ; TING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	
VOICE COMMUNICATIGNS
KEYMOP.OSI	 ATS% SATEtLITEI BR0.IUCASTING; PRGPAGANOA; TEL£COMMUNICATION1 MILITARY; PUBLIC; MATRIX; DOMESTIC; LO
RFOLATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF OkYTON ACCESS NUMBER$	 575
^	 J
r
[ 11TE	 OF	 (a bf.11MENTJTYPEI SEP 75	 / PAPER
T;TLE-F DOCUMEHTI SEARCH AND AESGUE TECHNOLOGY cxFERIEMENIS KITH A GEOSTA71ONARI SATELLITE
t AUTHOR; ANDERSON,
	 P.	 E.T	 BRISKEN, A.	 F. _.
4




► APSTkkCTI 7I4I5	 PAPER WAS PRESENTED AT	 THE	 1976 MEETING OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SEARCH AND RESCUE
INASAk).
	 THE PAPER DESCAISES EXPERIMENTS USING SATELLITES FOR SEAPCH AND RESCUE THAT HAVE BEEN PER
FORMED BY GSNERAL ELECTRIC.
	 EXFERIMENTS SHOW THAT S44ALL HAND-CARRIED EQUIPMENT CAN, BE USED FOR THI
S PURPGSE.
	 A PICTU;E OF SUCH A SYSTEM IS .-NCLUGED.







UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON 4;f;ESS NUMBERI	 576
U % 	OF OOCUMENI / TYPES OCT 74	 / JOURNAL AFTIGLE
TITLE nF DOCUMENTS	 USERS STAPTING TO HOP ABOARU U.S. COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
AU THO P, S	 SCkUP3KTv S. E.
SATELLITES ATS-F; CTS
THir ARTICLE GIVES AN OVeRVILN OF SOME CF T14E PROBLEMS THAT WILL AFISE AS MCRE AND MORE PEOPLE
USL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS, THE PROBLEMS OF MOMOPOLY 9 FREQUENCY ATTENUATION, FREQUENCY CROWDING





MARITIME TEAFFIC CONTFOL	 NAVIGATION
	
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
SAYLLIITF; GEOS r XTIOh1ARY; ATS-6; CTS; BROADCASTING; WESTAR; COMMUN16ATIONS I ATTENUATION; ANTENNA; P
Fl y ; HUSIAK; MARAD; TELEGGMMUNICATIGNS
EL Et:T1.0NICS
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DATE Of DOCUMENT/TYPE $ 75	 / REPOFT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 LEARNING THF+OUG11 SATELLITE BkOADCASTING
AUTH;RI	 KFISHNAHOORTHY* P. V.
SAT=LLITEI ATS-6
02JECT OF E M PEKIMENT I	TO dRING EDUCATION TO BACKWOODS INDIA IN TILE FGRM OF T=LEVISICN "ROGkAMMING*
ABSTRACTS THIS PAPER CEALS WITH SATELLITE INSTUCTIONAL TELEVISION EXPERIMENT T -SITED CONDUCTED aY INDIA U
TILIZIfIG ATE-b. A RELATIVE DETAILED OUTLINE OF THE PLANNED EXPERIMENT IS GIVEN * INCLUDING VILLAGES
, =OUIFHENTs PRETESTIkG, OBrECTIVES, AND EVALUATION.
SUBJECTI EROAGCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEW-WORDS$ ATS-6; SATELLI T E; INDIA;	 TELEVISION! LOMMUNTCATION:	 SITE; EDUCATION; AGRICULTURE; HEALTH; FAMILY PL
Af1NI NG




DATE OF OOCUHEN;/TYPEe OFCFH?E a 1976	 / TECHNICAL REPORT A
TITLE
	
OF UOCUHENTt ATS -E AND STATE TELECOMMUMILATIONS POLICY FOR RURAL ALASKA
AUT11ORi PITTfsAN,	 T.S.!	 OPVIK,	 J,	 H. r.
rASATkLLTTES	 ATS-6
ABSTRACT$ THIS PAPER PROPOSES THIRTEEN KECOM1 41;140ATIONS ABOUT TELEVISION IN RURAL ALASAA'S EDUCATIONAL TV
1^AkT OF THE ATS-E SATELLITE PRCJcCT IN 1974-t5. THE STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS WERE BASED ON INFORMATI
ON FF7VIDED BY VILLAGE ItESICENTS, UTILIZATION AIDeS, CONSUMER COMF:ITTEE HENBERS, TEACHERS, PROGRAM
OLSICUEF,S, FROGRAM PRODUCERS, AND MANAGERS OF THE PROJECT.
I^
SUBJECT1	 FDUCATIONAL AP P LICATIONS
	
MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDSI	 &TS-e! SATELL.ItE; ALASKA! HEALTH; EDUCATION; BIOMEOICALI TELEVISION* WAPl







GATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI OCT 74	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TI T	OF DOCUMa_NII	 THE INTtRNATIONAL AGE IN SPACE*
AUTHORS	 FFUTKINr A. W.
SATELLITES ATS-6
o p J--['T OF EXPERIH-NTS	 INTLF,HATIONAL COOPERATION IN SPACE PROGRAMS.
Ali S S RACTI INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN SPACE PROGRAMS 15 OISCUSSED. EARLY INTERHATXONAL EFFORT5 S 5UGH A
S THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TRACKING STATION NETWORKS AN^ UTILIZATION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND WEATHER SATS-
LLITES, ARE OUTLIVED, AND THE RFOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT AND IRE SPACELAS-SHUTTLE PRO,SECT ARE CITED
AS MAJOP COOPERATIVE VENIVR;-S, THE ATS-5 9 HELOIS, AND ERTS PROJECTS — WHICH DEMONSTRATE THE IMPORT
ANC OF INTERNATIONAL TIES TO THE SPACE PROGRAM - ARE OETA[LEO.
EUROPEAN S PACE PROGRAMS; INTEkNATIONAL COOPERATION; NASA PROGRAMS; SPACE EXPLORATIONS U.S.S.R. SPAC
E PROGRAM; APOLLO SOYUZ TtST ERCJECT; ATS 6; HELIOS SATELLITES; LRNOSAT SATELLITEST SATELLITE TELEV
I!ION
AIAA STUVENT JOURNAL, VOLo 12. PAGES 30 - 33
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DATE OF OOCU"EHT/ TYPE; / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLF	 OF DOCU14ENTS APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE ADVaNGE0 MISSION STUDY.
AUTdORl ROBINSON.	 0. L.
SPONSORING AGENCY$ NASA.	 WMSHINGTOIa,	 D.C..	 20546
OBJECT OF EXPEERIMENTS TO STUDY FOUR OIFFERENT SFACEL7AFT CGf4FIG'JRATIONS,
A9STF4CTI FOUP DIFFERENT SFACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS WERE DEVELOPED FOP GEOSTATIONARY SERVICE AS A HIGH PO
WER COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE.	 THE FIRST CONFIGURATION IS A THUF-DELTA LAUNCH INTO A LOW ORBIT WITH
A SPIRAL ASCENT TO SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE BY ION ENGINE PROPULSION. 	 THE SPACECRAFT IS EARTH ORIENTE
0 WITH -tOTATIAG SOLAk AkkAYS.
	
CONFIGURATION A2 IS A GIftECT INJECTION ATLAS/CENTAUR/BURNER 11 VEHIG
Czj LE WHICH WHLM IN ORBIT 15 SUN-ORIENTED WITH A ROTATING TRANSPONDER TOU R. 	 CONFIGURATIONS 63 AIID 14
ARE TITAN IIIC LAUNCMES. AuC ARE THEREFORE LARGER AND HEAVIER IHtH CONFIGURATION 02. 	 THEY ARE BOT
N H SUN-O c IENTED 9	WITH ROTATING TFANSPOkDER TOWERS AND ARE DIRECTLY INJECTEO INTO ORLI1. 	 TECHNOLOGY
coQ OISiUSS.^O IN THIS REPORT	 INCLUDES HIGH POWER IUP TO 2 KWI TRANSMITTERS WITH COLLEC70RS RADIATING HE
AT OIPECTLY INTO SPACE, AND CONTOURED ANTENNA PATTERNS DESIGNED TO ILLUMINATE PARTICULAR EARTH REGI
OHS.	 THSR IS ALSO A REVIEW OF POTENTIAL USERS OF THE SERVICES WHICH CAN BE PERFORMED BY THIS TYPE
SATELLITE IN SUCH AREAS AS INFORMATION NETWORKING. PUaLIG BRAOOCASTING AND EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION.
Stl2JECTI BROAUCASIING	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
KEYWOPOSt COMMUNICAIICN SATELLITE; CONTOURED ANTENNA PATTERNS; HIGH POWER. TRANSMITTERS
	Li	









DATE OF OOCUH?NTJTYPF $ APR 75	 f TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
T1 1	t	 Of DOCUMENT) FTLA11TIi.	 TROPICAL CYCLONE CLA=SIFICATIONS FOR 1974
AUTROFI GABY, D.	 G.: COCHRAN. D,	 R,!
	
LUSHINE,	 J. 86!	 PEARCE•
	
S.	 Go;	 PIKE• As	 C.T POTEA19 K• O.
SFOHSORI NG AGENCYt HATIONAL ENVIR011ME16TAL SATELLITE SERVICE. MOAA,	 WASHINGTON. O.C.
SAT ,_LLITES	 ATS-3 EXPEFIMENT PER1001 1974
OE1tCT	 OF	 EXPEKIMEHTI ESTIM-T	 S OF THE LOCATIONS AND PAXIMUM SUSTAINED WINOS 	 )CLASSIFICATIONS) OF ALL NAMED TROPICAL CYCL
0 ►IEv.
AFiTaACTI ESFI14AIES CF THE LOCATIONS AND MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WINDS {CLASSIFICATIONS) 	 OF ALL Na"EO TROPICAL
` 
I
LYLLOULS IN THE 11ORTH ATLANTIS Oi.EAN.	 THE CARIBBEAN SEA, 	 A 140 THE GULF OF MEXICO OIING 1374 WERE M
[v ADE USING THE TECH111OUE CEVELUPEO 3Y OV02AK. 	 THIS TEUHNIOUE MRS APPLIED TO PICTURES FROM THE SHS-1
ca ISTATICNARY METEOROLCGICAL SATELLITEI	 AND ATS-3	 IAOVANCED 'it4HN0LUSY SATELLITE) GEOSTATIONARY SATE
LLITES.	 THcSE ESTIMATES HERE CDMFAREL WITH OTHER DATA TO `STABLISH TMc MEASURE_ SF ACCURACY ACHIEVE
D.	 THE RESULTS AkE PRESENTED TOGETHER WITH COMMENTS ON EXPECTED FUTURc Pt2FORMANCEe
511+I.,ECT ^ METLCFOLOf.Y
KEYUORD51 MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WINOS! CENIHAL PkESSUkESi CYCLONE LOCATIONS! HURRICANE SEASON $ SATELLITE METEOROL
OGISTS! UORI N ATLANTIC OLEAN *. CARIBBEAN SEAT GULF OF MC% ICO






















C:.TF OF dOCUHENT/TYPEt Z1-23 JUL 7°_
KEYSiOt?'J';t
TITLE of QDi,UMEtII
09Jc(: T OF f. XPkKIHENTt






A SATELLITE FOR HUNAN NEEDS.
WHALF^ . A. A.1 JOHNSTON. W. A.,
"Ask G^+G04RL SPACE (LIGHT CEf+TEIt. GREENBELT.
TD []EMONSTRI.TE DIRECT BkOA0CA51 OF GOLOti TELEYISiGN TO LOW COST iERMINGLS INR£nOTE fEGIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES.
THE Fi5-6 SATELLITE DEPLOYED A 9.1 METER 130 F0071 PARABOLIC RcFL=CiOR ANTENNA WITH A TtlAilSPON
CER THAT COVEREQ A Feti.E+IUENCY fikNG= FROM VHF THROUGH C-BAND. THE HIGH RF GAINS DBTAINEO WITH THE AN
T.f+NA M =^L TO B =_ USED FOR MANY DRAtSAIIC GOMNUNICATIOHS EI+PERIMENTS. bHE OF WHICH WAS THE HEALTH1EgU
CATION TEL ECOHHUNICATIDN ExFE(alMEfiT IHET1, A 0. "STkATIflN OF pIReLT BROADCAST OF COLOR TE.LEVISIO
H TO LOW CO5T TEFHIHALS IN FEHOTt REGIONS Of THE uNIT _D STATES. MORE THAN 120 TERf1INAL5 WITH l-MET
ER ANTENNAS HERE DEPLOYED IN ALASKA, t+ASHINGTOH . THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, AND APPALACHIA TO PRDVIOE EUUG
AT1OHJ.L A110 HEALTH SERVICES TO SEt=CTcD GOHHUHITY CENTERS. AFTER 11 MONTHS OF NEARLY CCHTINUDUS SE
kYLi.E, THE PERFOR MANCE OF BOTH THE SAiEt.LITE AND THE EXPERIMENT HOVE EXCEEDED  ALL EXPEi,TAfI0H5.
eOUCAiIONAI APPLICATIONS 	 VIDEO COMHUMICATIONS
[OHN+INItiATIONS SATELLITE; EOUG4TIOHAL TELEVISION; PUBLIC HEALTH; GATA TRANSHISSiOH; VIDEO f:OMHUHICA
T 1014






DATE OF DOCUMENT/TY FE1 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OOCUME"T1 THE OEVcLU	 .ENT OF THE PUbLiG SATELLITE CONSORVIUHR 	 A HISTORY AND ANALYSIS Of TECHNICAL ALTERNATIV
-----w.
ES
AUTHORR LUSIGNAN,	 9.	 Be'*	POTTER.	 J.	 G.;	 JANKVs	 J.	 H.
ABSTPACTI THIS PAPEF PRLSENTS SOME OF THE MAJOR STEPS IN THE OEVELCPHENT OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE
CONSORTIUM [PSSCE. A ICON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION WHOSC PURPOSE IS TO FOSTER THE SHARED US6 OF SATELLIT
ES AS R O*STRIBUTION MECHANISM FOR SOCIAL SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF HEALTH AND EDUCATION@ FOR BOTH P
UELIC ANC PkIVATE NON-PROFIT USERS.
	
THE UTILITY OF A CONSORTIUM LIES IN ITS ABILITY TO AGGREGATE A
LAkGE KUMBEP OF SMALL,
	 4IVERSE US_RS INTO A MARKET GROUP WHICH CAN THEN SHARE THE: COSTS FOR THE SP
ACE SEGH:NT AND 'AKE ADVAHTAGL OF THE ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN PROCUfEMENT OF GROUND EOUIPNENT.
	
A SUM-
MARY OF THE INI T IAL TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ALTERNATIVES FOR BOTH THE SPACE SEGMENT AND THE GROUN
D SCGNEIIT ECIIIPMENTS FOR SEVEN CLASSES OF SERVICE IS PRESENTEC. ALONG WITH THOROUGH WiT ESTIMATEf1
N THE k-c COMMENDEO CONFIGUFATION IN SPACE CONSISTS OF 24-M TRANSPONDERS AMD 2144 TO 4.57 METER OIAHE
00 TER ARTEUNAL, USING TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS.	 THE BASELINE GROUND STATION CAPITAL COST FOR ELECTRONIC
w S ALONE IS UNDER $9,500 FOR THE COHMUNITY ANTENNA AND REDISTRIBUTION RECEIVER SYSTEMS9 FOR EXAMPLE. -----
A BRIEF COMFARISON OF THE COST FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL VIDEO SEMINARS FOR THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATI
Op
 IS PRESENTED, AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE TYPE OF COSTS EXPECTED IN CONSORTIUM OPERATION.
SUIJECT, HISTORY
KEYWOP.DS1 FUJLIC SERVICE SATELLITt LONSORTIUM







DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI PLC 7°	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF 'DOCUMENT & SATELLITE SUPPORT TO THE HIPkLX ACTIVITIES FOR 191.5
AUTHOF, REYNOLDS ► D.	 H.T	 VOSIDER HAAR, T. M.





DEJECT OF EXPERIMENT & TO DETERMINE NOW INFORMATION FROM METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES CAN AIO IM THE OPERATION AND POST EXPE
k1MLNTAL ANALYSIS OF THE HIPLLK.
APSTF' ACT= FINAL RESULTS OF A CLOUD CLiNATOLOGV DEVELOPED USING ATS-3 SATELLITE IMAGERY FOR THE THREE HIP
LEX S11 7-S !MILES CITY, COLEY-GOODLANO, BIG SPRINGI ARE PRESENTED.	 CASE STUDY RESULTS DEMONSTRATE T
HE USEFULNESS OF SATELLITE DAIA IN DETERMINING CLOUD HEIGHTS, ORGANIZATION, LIFE TIME COMPARED TO R
ADAF., SIZE COMPARE 70 ECHO SIZE, AND $HON HON SATELLITE SOUHOEk DKTA CAN EXTEND CONVENTIONAL kAOI%--
SONDE DATA IN BOTH SPICE AND TIME.	 THREE YEARS OF ATS-3 SAT F kLI TE DATA WERE ALSO EXAMINED AND A SO
BJECTIVE CLASSIFICATION OF MESOSCALk AND SYNOPTIC WEATHER FEATUkES HERE COMPILED FOk THE THREE HIPL
EX SITES ANG THE NORTHERN, CENTRAL AMD SOUTHERN HIGH PLAINS,	 ALSC, FIVE YEARS OF MOAN-10 HOUFLY OB
SERVATION MERE ALANYZEO AND A CLIMATOLOGY OF CONVECTIVE CLOUD AND PRECIPITATION OCCURRENCES WERE CO
MPILEO,	 WE VIEW THESE RESULTS AS ONLY A PRELIMINARY LOOK INTO NOM SATELLITES CAN SUPPORT THE HIPLE
X EXPERIMENT.	 THE DIGITAL AND IMAGERY DATA GATHERED DURING THIS PAST SUMMER FROM THE SMS-2 SATELLI
TL SHOULD INCREASE OUR KNOWLEDGE OF HOW SATELLITES CAN SUPPORT THE HIPLEX.
SUBJECT& METEOROLOGY
KEYWORDS& CLOUCST METEOROLOGY? CLIMATOLOGYT ATS-39 HIPLEX OPERATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 	 $45
AA
CAT_ OF OOC IJ4ENT/TYPE! JUN 75	 / PROGRESS REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT, AT5-6 HIILIHETER NAYt LENGTH PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT.
f
AUT+IOR, HOOGE * 09	 Sol	 rHEO8OLC 9 D * M*
SFONSCRING AGENCY, NASA * GSFC * GREENBELT *	MARYLAND * 20771
SATELLITEI	 ATS-6
AISTRACTS AN EMPIRICAL RELATION FOR PATH DIVERSITY GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF TEAPINAL SEPARATION DISTANCE AN
! D SINGLE SITE FACE DEPTH I5 PRESENTED *	THIS RELATION IS BASED ON EXISTING 15.3 GHZ ATS-5 ATZENUATI
ON DATA AND 16 * 0 GHZ RAOIONETRIC TEMPERATURE DATA FOR EARTHSPACk PROPAGATION PATHS.	 PRUIHINARV 31
GHZ ATS-6 DIVERSITY DATA ARE PRESENTED AND ARE FOUND TO AGREE NELL WITH THIS EMPIRICAL RELATION*
i THE CURRENT STATUS AND SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS ARE ALSO REVIEWED*
SUBJECTS NILLIHETER HAVE
XEYWOROS, ATS -6: MILLIME"ER WAVE; PROPAGATION; DIVERSITY










DATL of DortjmFNTlTYPE1 OCT TA 	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF Df1CUMF PfT1	 MFTE0FOLt6[CAL SATELLITE COVEFAGE OF FLORIDA EVERGLADES FIRES
AUTHDSI	 SITYCER, J.F.I ASHI-AN, J. F.1 BRANDLI, H. W-
SATELLIT_t ATS-3
OPJEC T OF EYPSRIMFNTI	 AID IN FCASCASTItIG OF R_DU.F4' VISIBILITIES DUE TO SMOKE AND PROVICE DATA FCIZ FIRE FIGHTING.
ABSTRACTS SEVFFAL BOy FIFES IN IFE FLORIDA EVEPGLAOES I1 4 THE SPRING OF 19T4 CREATED A GREAT DEAL OF ACPI
C SMOKE WHICH WAS AOVECTED NOFYHWABD AND DEDUCED VISIBILITIES AT MANY LOCATIONS. INCLUDING PARTICK
AFB. A SUBSIOENC? INVERSICH AND LOW—LEVEL SOUTHWESTERLY FLOW CONFINED ON 1 MAY TD SEND A PLUME OF
St'099 IATC CENTRAL FLCRIDA WHICH REDUCED VISIBILITIES TO 2 MI OR LESS IN APEAS SOUTH OF CAPE CANAVE
PAL. THE 1430 GMTNOAA3 SATELLTTE PHOTO RFVEALEO THE EXISTENCE OF THE PLUF.E TO THE CAPE CANAVERAL F
ODECA°_T FACILITY ICCFFI FORECASTERS. LA TER, SATELLITE IMAGERY TAKEN BETWEEN 1340 ANT, 211OGNT WAS R
ECEIVEO WHICH SNO WED MOVEMENT OF THE PLUME CFFSHOPE. THESE PHOTOGRAPHS GAVE EVIDENCE THAT TIMED U
SE OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA CAN GREATLY AID IN THE FORECASTING OF REDUCED TISIOILITIES DUE
TD SMOKE. IN AUOITIO M HIGH—RESOLUTION INFRARED ANO VISUAL IPAGESY FROM DEFENSE METEOROLOGICAL SAT
SLLITF i6CGP.AM AND NOAA SATELLITE'S GAVE STRONG EVIDENCE THAT THESE DATA CAN BE USED TO PINPOINT AND




ICE YW04 DSI	 EVE RGLAGESt FOREST FIRET ITS-31 NETEOPOLOGICAL SATELLITESt SATELLITE —BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
JOURNAL TITLEI	 M011THLY WEATHER. RCVIEW, VOL. 104, PAGES 1330-1312







fRATE GF DOCUMENT / TYPEt NOV 75	 I TECHNILAL REPORT	 i
TITLE OF DOCUMENTt	 DATA COLLECTICN OPERATIuNAL SUPPORT SYSTEM, PART 2
	 Iy„ ti
AUTHOR 	 FEDEPATION ENGINEERING STAFF
-err+
SPONSORING AGENCYt
	 NASA. GSFC, N.E. HARPER, CODE 951, GREENBELT, MARYLAND, 207:1
E
SLTELLITEs ATS-5




AESTRACTt	 CALIBRATED SIGNAL-STRENGTH DATA OBTAINED AT SO SITES IN THE FOCKIES AND NASA TELEMETRY DATA RE
GIRDING THE SIGNAL LEVELS IN THE ATS 6 SPACECRAFT ARE PRE:ENTED ALONG WITH METHODOLOGV TO USE THE 0
	 .s
ATA 70 COMPUTE THE CARRIEP. -70 —NOISE FATIONS AND SIGNAL-TO—NOISE RATIONS AT EACH OF THE CALIBRATED S
I7ES. THE DATA AND METHGDCLCGV ARE ALSO USED TO ESTIMATE THE MEDIAN VALUES OF THESE QUANTITIES FOR
SITES IN THE ROCKIES, ALASKA, AND APPALACHIA. RESULTS ARE DISCUSSED.
x
SU q J^CTt	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 METEOROLOGY
KEYAOPDSI
	 ATS-6; CALIBRATING; RECEIVERS; SATELLITE TRANS4ISSION
TECI1NICAL REPORT HUMBERt HNS5
— ?QE ss
	UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERt	 548	 w_^
hIL
PATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE$ MAY 75	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS DIGITAL TONL RANGING MODEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
AUTHOR$ MAUPO,	 P.	 G.
SFONSORING AGENCY# FEOEFAL AVIATIOfi ADMINISTFA71GH,	 SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT S%RVICF -^ , WASHINGTON, Q.C.,	 20591
SATELLITE$	 ATS-6
OBJECT OF EXPER:HEHT $ 70 IMPL I^HENT AND TEST THE DIGITAL TONE HANGING MODEM.
1	
ABSTR . CT$ THE REPORT DESCRIBES A 01GIIAL RANGING KODEM IKFLEMENTAON BASED ON SIDE -TONE RANGING CONCEPT^I
iV S.	 THE RANGI $1G TECHNIQUE IMPLEMENTED ANO TESTED IN THE 007/L AVIONICS LABORATORY HAS DIRECT APPL
00 ICATION TO THE AEROSAT SUFVLILLANCE SYSTEM. 	 THE PERFCR r4A $+r-F OF A BREAUBOARD UNIT WAS OBSERVEG IN T
00 HE LA9ORATORV AS WELL AS UGDLk ACTUAL AERONAUTICAL AND MARITIME EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED WITH THE NASA
ATS-E SATELLITE *	THE TLCHNIQUE DEMONSTRATED AS ACQUISITION PRO 03ABILIIV OF 0.96 FOR A SIGNAL -TC-NO	 +
ISE POWER DENSITY RATIO, W NO, OF 37 DA-HZ. 	 THE RANGING PRECISION OF THE IODEM [ FOR C / NOPSO0B-HZI
IS LkS3 THAN 66 METERS ,	 Cikt;UI7 SCHEMATICS, TEST DATA, TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSES ARE INCLUDED IN
THIS P.EFORF ALONG WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS GF THE DEMONSTRATED HARDWARE,
K.YWORDS $ RANGING NOOEMI POSITION DETERMINATION; SIDE TONE. RANGING; ATS-6







DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE: JAN 76	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 410D cSTIMATES FFOM CLOUD MOTIONS - PHASE 1 OF AN IN SITU AIRCRAFT VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT•
AUTHORS	 MASLtA, A, F.; SHENK, W,; SKILLHAN, N.
SATZLLITEI A7S-3
OBJLCT OF EXPERIYLNTi	 TO GESIVE CLOUD MOTION WINO ESTIMATES WITH IN SITU AIRCRAFT MIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS.
[r7	 APSTFACTi	 AN INITIAL EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN COHDUCTEO TO VERIFY GEOSTATIONAKY-SATELLITE- GLRIVED CLOUD MOTIO
l	 N WINO ESTIMATES WITH IN SITU AIRCRAFT WINO VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS. CASE HISTORIES OF 1/2TO 2 H HE
N	 RE ODTAINED FOR 3-10 ACM DIAMETER CUMULUS CLOUD SYSTEMS ON 6 DAYS. ALSO, ONE CIRRUS CLOUD CASE WAS
co	 OBTAINED. IN MOST CASES IHL CLOUDS WERE DISCRETE ENOUGH THAT BOTH THE CLOUD MOTION AND THE AMBIENT
WINK COULD Bt MEASURED WITH THE SAME AIRCRAFT INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM IINS1, THE MAGNITUDE OF
114E ViCTOP. LIFFERENGE Bm7WEEN THE CLOUD MOTION AND THE AMBIENT WIND AT THE CLOUD BASE AVERAGED 1*2
	
I	 M/SEC. THE WIND VECTOR AT HIGHER. LEVELS IN THE CLOUD LAYER DIFFEF%EO BY ABOUT 3 TO 5 M/SEC FROM TH
	
I




XEYWORDS1	 ATS-3; WINU VELOCITY MEASUREMENT; CIRRUS CLOUDS; CUMULUS CLOUDS
f
JOURNAL TITLEI	 jOUk NAL OF APPLIED HETEOFOLOGT, VOL. 15, PAGES 10-15
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 	 550
4
OATL Or DOCUMENT/TYPEI OCT 75
	 I JOURNAL 4RTICLE






OBJECT OF E%PERIMENTI 	 COMPARE MINUS OBTAINED FkON COLE 2ALLOON AND MINDS DETERMINED FROM CtOUG MOTIONS OBSERVED FROM THE
A7S-1 A}ID ATS-34
AsSTPACTI	 GOMPARISCHS ARE MAGESETWEEN MINUS 03TAINEO FRUH SOLE BALLOONS AND MINDS OETERMINED FROM CLOUD
En	 MOTIONS AS 0$SERVZO FROM THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES. ATS-1 ANO ATS-3. THE RESULTS SHO
I	 M THAT THE MEAN MINDS DETERMINED FROM 'COLE BALLOONS ARE GREATER IN SPEED THAN ME&N VINDS DERIVED FR
14D 	 OM 4L0DU NOTION OBSEPVAfiON5. INSPECTION OF THE TOTAL SET OF CGHPARISGNS LEADS ONE TO CONCLUDE THA
G T THE CLOUD NOTION MINUS IN THE ZO-SO S LATITUDE BANG APFLY TO A L7VEL LOVER THAN Z00 MB. THt MCA
N DIFFtR SNCLS BECOME SMALLSF. TOWARD THE EQUATOR AND THE RESULTS FURTHER SUGGEST THAT THE CLOUD MUTI
ON MINW APPLY TO ALTITUDES HIGHER, THAN 200 HO EOUATORMARD OF 20 1.
SUBJECT 	 METEOP.OLOGY
KEYWORDS$	 ATS-1; AT S-31 WIND VELOCITY MEASUR0ENT9 EOLE BALLOONS * CLOUDS
JOURNAL TITLE $ 	JOURI4AL OF APPLIED METEMOLOGY, VOL. 14r PAGES 1266-LEID








*^ ^ fir';	 a
DATE O F DOCUHE1iT/7YPE1 .1U11 75	 / PPOGFESS REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 U.S. AEP011AUTICAL L—BAND SATELLITE IECHNOLOGY TEST PROGRAM
AuJH0? I 	SCHROECER. L. H.; SUTTON, R. W.; THOMPSON. A. D.; PAULSON, Co V.; WILSON. S. G.
SFONSORING AGENCY1	 U . S. &-aARTMEI+T OF TRANSPORTATION. FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION. SYSTEMS RESEARCH AMU DEVELOPMEN
T S_PVIGE. NASHINGTON, D.C.. 20591
SATtELLITEI ATS-6	 t—XPEFIMENT PERIOD& SEP 74 - APR 75
OB.lcCT OF EXPERIMENTI	 TO I:OLLECT SATELLITE - AIRCRcAFT SIGNAL PROPAGATION DATA, EVALUATE L—BANO AVIONICS HARDWARE DESIGNS AN




THE U.C. AERONAUTICAL L — LAND SATELLITE TEST PROGRAM WAS PERFORMED EETWEEN SEPTEMBER 1974 AND A
PRIL 1975 AS PART OF AN INTERNATIONAL ATS-6 L-BANO SATELLITE TEST PROGRAM. THE TECHNOLOGY TESTS WE
1 RR COMPetISED OF MULTIFATH CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION TESTS; MODEM TESTS OF VOICE. DATA, AND RANGINGI
AND AIRCRAFT ANTENNA TESTS. MULTIPATH RESULTS INCLUDE DELAY —DOPPLER SCATTER FUNCTION CHARACTLRISTI
CS AND CALCULATIONS OF SPECTRA, SPREADS AND AUTOCORRELATIONS FOR EDTH OVER — OCEAN AND $ONUS MULTIPAT
H. COMPARISON OF SAMPLE RESULTS WITH HOOZL PREDICTION IS GIVEN. VOICE HOOk" INTELLIGIBILITY SCOFF
5, DIGITAL DATA BIT ERROR RATES A113 RANGING MODEM PERFORMANCE AFE PRESENTED PARAY.ETKICALLY AS FUNCT
II.NS OF C/N SUB 0 ANP S/I. EXPERIMENTALLY DERIYEG GAIN AND MULIIPATH F.EJECTIGN PERFONMANCE DATA FR




AIFCPAFT COMMUNICATIO NS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
K[ YWORDS 1	 SATELLITE CCHHUHICAT!OHS; ANTENNAS, AE.RCSAT, MODEM EVALUATION; VOICE INTELLIGIBILITYI L —BAND; ATS-6
SATELLITE
OF i=	 TECIINIOAL PEPORT NUMUtPI FAA—FD-75-11! 	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 552
_,	 --	









iDATE OF OOCUY.ENT/TYPEI APR 76	 / TECHNIC.AL MEMCFANOUM
TITLE OF DOCUMENit 20- AND 10- GHZ MILLIMETER WAVE EXPERIMENTS NITH THE ATS-6 SATELLITE
AUTHORI IPPOLITO,	 L.	 J.
SPONSORING AGENCY $ RASA, WASHINGTON, D.G.,	 20546
SATELLITE$	 ATS-6
DEJECT OF E XPERIMENTS TO FRUVIDE THE FIRST VImLCT MLA5UFEMEUTS OF 20- AND 30-GHI EARTH- _PACE LINKS FROM AN ORBITING SATLL
LITE.
AESIRACTI STUDIES AT	 11 LOCATIONS IN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES WERi OIRECTE9 AT AN EVALUATION GF RAI
Crl H ATTENUATION EFFECTS, SCINTILLATIONS • DEPOLARIZATION • SITE DIVERSITY, COHEPENCE 6ANDWIDTH, AND ANA
N
LOG A1ID DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES USING THE APPLICAIIONS IELNNOLOGY SATELLITE-6IATS-61, IN
AOCITICN TO DIRECT	 1'EASURkmEFlTS ON THE
	 t0- AND 30-GIIZ LINXS, METHODS OF ATTENUATION PREDIC71ON NITIQby H RADAFS,
	 RAIN GAGCS- AND RADIOMETERS WERE OEVELOPEO AND COMPARED WITH THE DIRECTLY NEASUREO ATTEND
ATION.	 INITIAL OAT% RESULTS OF	 THE ATS-6 MILLIMETER. WAVE EXPERIMLNT 	 WLFE PRESENTEE.	 THc FIRST SEC
TION DE SCRIBES THE EXPERIMENT G6.iECT1VES, FLIGHT HAROWARE, ANO HOLES OF OPERATION.	 THE REMAINING S
Ix SECTIONS PRESENT PAPERS PRLPARZO BY THE MAJOR PARTICIPATING ORGANIZA T IONS IN THE ExPERIIiENT. TN
E PAFLKS FRESENT A COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY OF THE SIGNIFICANT RESULTS OF THE INITIAL 11 MONTHS OF ATS
-6 LXPCFI KE141 MEASUREMENTS AND RLLATEL RADIOMETRIC, RADAR, ANC kADIO -METEOROLOGY STUDIES,
SURjECT$ MILLIMETER WAVE
i---
KEYWORDS$	 MILLIMETER NAVE; SPACE COMMUNICATIONS; RAIN ATTENUATION; SCINTILLATION; PROPAGATION % DEPOLARIZATION
I SITE OIVEFSIIY% RADIO METEOWOLOGTt ATS-6
IECNNICAL REPCP,T NUMBERt NASA TH 0-8197










DATA OF DOCUMENT/TYPE$ 74	 / TECHNICAL REPORT	 t ^
TITLE OF DOCUMENT $
	LIBRARY NETWORKS 1974-1575
AUT40R f	 HILLER, M. R.
SFONSORING AGENCY$	 K14OHLEDGE INDUSTRY PUELICATIOhS, INC.: P,O. BOX 4z9, TIFFANY TOWERS, WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK, 10602
OPJECT OF EXPERIME11T1	 70 USE COMPUTERS ONO TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS TO SHARE RESOURCES AND CEYTRALIZC PROCESSING TASKS
iO	 AUSTFACT $ 	LIBRARIES ARE USING COMPUTERS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS TO SNARE RESOURCES AND CENYRALII1	 E PROCESSING TASKS. NETWORKS ALLOW HANDLING OF INCREASING AMOUNTS OF MATERIAL WITH LIMITED FUNDS. 	 L`_
N
	
	 NEW DEV_LOFHEHTS IN COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY ENCOURAGE NETWORK GROWTH * THE OHIO COLLEGE LIBRARY
CENTER IS THE CURPENT LEADER IN NETWORKING. NETWORKING EFFORTS ARE ALSO IN PROGRESS iN NEW ENGLAND
	
NEW Y •3RK, PEN14SYLVANIA, AND THE FEGERAL LIBRARY SYSTE =Mi VARIOUS COHMcRCIAt NETWORKING VENTURES AR	 —.-^
E UNDERWAY. EVENTUALLY, THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES A140 INFORMATION SCIENCE HOPES TO ESTA
BLISH A NATIONAL LIBRA9Y NETWORK, A DIRcCTOfY OF SELECTED NETWORKS IS APPENDED.
SU9JEGT$	 ELUCATIOgAL APPLICATIGNS
t	 KEYWORDS $
	COMMUNICATION SATELLITES; LIURAFY AUTOMATION: LIBRARY NETWORKS; TELECOMMUNICATION
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TY PLI JUN 76
	 / TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
b
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI UNITED STATES SOCIETAL EXPERIMENTS VIA THE COMMUNICATIONS TECH11OLGGY SATELLITE
AUTHORI QONOUG4F9	 P. L.
fir±
SPONSORING AGFNCY $ LEWIS R_SEAPCH CENTER. CLEVELAND, OHIO, 44135
a
SATELLITE$	 CTS
OF. IEiT OF EXPERIMENT $ TO SUMMARIZE THE SATELLITE LGMMUHICA71OHS CAPABILITIES AND THE ANTENNA COV:RAGt FOR THC U.S.
[1]
I AISTRACTI THE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES ICTS?
	 IS A COOPSkATIVE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM OF THE UNITN
^D ED STATES AND CANADIAN GOVERNrENTS.	 CTS USES A HIGH-POWER TRAHSPONOER AT THE HITHERTO UNUSED FRFQU
+Za ENCIES OF IL/ 12 GHZ FOR TWO-MAY TELEVISION AND VOICE COMMUNICATION.	 THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA H
AVE AGREED TO SHAPE EQUALLY IN THE USE OF GTS.
	 THE.U.S. PROGRAr IN4.LUDES A VARIETY OF SOCIETAL EXP
EFIMENTS.	 THE GROUND STATIONS FOP TH _SE EXPERIMENTS ARE LOCATLC FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC.
]HIS PAPER SUMHARIZES THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES AND THE ANTENNA COVERAGE FOR THE U
.5.	 EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON 1HE U.S. 	 SOCIETAL EXPERIMENTS IN THE AREAS OF EOUCATION O HEALTH CARE, Ali
0 COMMUNITY AND SPECIAL SERVICES1 NINE SEPARATE EXPERIMENTS ARE OISCUSScD.
SUB.,ECTI EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
' TELEVISION
KEYWORDS $ CTS1 TWO-WAY TELEVISION; 	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS: EDUCATION;	 HEAL711 CARE
TECHNICAL REPCRT NUMBER$ NASA TH X-73403	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER,
	 555
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER1 	 556
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CITE OF OOCUHENT /TYPEI MAY iT	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUME11T1	 SATELLITE -AIRCRAFT HULtIFATH AND RANGING EXPERIMENT RESULTS AT L-BAND.
GUTHOP. 1 	SUTTON, R. N.: SCHROEDERi °_. H.: THOMPSOJJ, A. D•: WILSON, S. G.
1'ONSObRING AGENCYI	 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSFORTATION, FAA, WASHINGTON. D.C., 20531
SA li LLITZI ATS-!7
OAJt'T OF EXPAIMENTI	 TO ACQUIRE DATA WITHIN THE 1545-1655 MHZ FREQUENCY BAND ALLOCATED FOR FUTURE AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE
FERVICES,
APSTR CTI	 RESULTS OF A FLIGHT TEST PROG"h INVOLVING A KC-135 JET AIRPLANE, THE SYNCHRONOUS ATS-5 L-BAND
W	 SATELLITE, AND A GRCUNU STATION ARE PRESENTED • TESTS INCLUDEO OVEP. -OCEAN MULTIPATH MEASUREMENTS A
i	 NO ONE -WAY TONE RANGING WITHIN THE 1543 - 1655 MHZ FREQUENCY BAND. AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTICS& POLARI
1v	 7.ATIC1:, POWER SPECTPAL DENSITY, AND SELECTIVE FADING PROPERTIES WERE MEASURED FOR SEA
-REFLECTED AND
COMPOSITE SIGNAL CHANNELS. CH 70JIE
-RAkGING PERFORMANCE WAS DETERMINED IN BOTH THE THERMAL NOISE Acn	
NV PULTIPATH ENVIRONMENTS. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THEORTICAL EXPECTATION IS GIVEN




	 ATS-5: AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION; MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION: SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS ULTRAHIGH FREQUENC
IES
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4DATE OF UOCUNEHT /TYPE$ MAR 75	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE








OBJECT OF EXPFRIMENTt TO CCTERMINE WHAT IS FEASIBLE IN RE6i 7,0 TO BROADCASTING -SATELLITE BOTH TELEVISION AND AUDIOS
APSTRACT $ TYPICAL FARAHETzRS FOF. INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY _ARTH STATIONS CAPABLE OF RECEIVING TV TRANSHI
SSIGH FROM A COMMUtICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (CTS)	 (WHICH IS 10 USE A 200-H TRAVELING -HAVE TUBE
F ARE CONSIDERED IH ORDER TO OETERMINE WHAT IS NOW FEASIBLE ANO WHAT MAY BECOME SO OVER THE COMING
DECADE,	 THE STATE OF THE AF.T It, BROACCASTING -SATELLITE GROUND RECEIVERS IS REVIEWED IN REGARD TU A
NTENNAS. MICROWAVE INTEGRATE ^ CIRCUITS, SURFACE-ACOUSTIC -WAVE DEVICES. FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS AND
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFI E RS,
	 RECEIVER MODELS CONSIDERED ARE OF A TYFE SUITABLE FOR CANADIAN APPLICATION
I I.E. LNE OR TWO TELEVISION CHANNELS SELECTABLE BY TUNING, PLUS ONE OR TWO AUDIO CHANI&LS (SWITCHE
Di	 14 THE CASE OF INDIVIDUAL RECEIVERS, AND UP TO SIX SIHULTAN
€ CUS TELEVISION CHANNELS, EACH WITH T
to NO AUe10, IH THE CASE OF COMMUNITY RECEIVERS. 	 IT IS CONCLUDED THAT, FOR ECONOMIC, REASONS, CIF?CT-T
0-HOME 9FOACCASTING FROM SATELLITES WILL NOT EE A COMMERCIAL PROPOSITION BY THE EARLY i980S ALTHOUG
H SOME FORMS OF EATELLITE-TO-i.OMMUNITY BROADCASTING COULD BE OPERATING.
SU9JECT = BROADCASTING	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS	 T=LEVISION
KEYWnROS $ CTS: TELEVISION RECEIVERS: TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; SATELLITE RELAY! MICROWAVE
JOURNAL TITLE,
	
SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE AND TV ENGINEERING JOURNAL, VOL * 84, PAGES 143-147
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_!'E OF OUCU4ENT/TY aE1 JAN 71	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TI:L ► OF DOCUr,EN 1 1	 MYOkOLUGIC CATA COLLECTION VIA GEOSTATIONARY SATELLIT?•
AUTHCI ; t	 FLANOEF.St A. F.i SCHIESL * J. N.
SATELLITt1 ATS•1
001ErT OF EX PERIFENT1	 TO LOLLcCT tATA FOK FIVERS AhO FLOOD FORECAST OF NATIONRL WEATHER FOK4CAST VIA ATS-1
APSTFACTI
	
	 ThE RIVER AND FLCOD FORECAST AND WARNING SERVICE OF THE NA71ONAL WEATHER SERVICE DEPENDS OA HE
TLORCLOGICAL DATA AND A VAST HYOROLOGIC REPORTING NETWORK OF NEARLY S M RIVER AND RAINFALL STATION
[r]	 S. REPGRTS ARE COLLECTED DAILY OR ON A CRITERIA BASIS DURING PE RIOD$ OF HEAVY RAINFALL AND/OR HIGH
1 FLOW Itl THE RIVERS. DURING THE TIME FROM 1967 TO 1969. AN EXPtRINEfiT IN RIVER AND RAINFALL DATA C
OLLEC71311 VIA NASA 'S ATS-1 SATELLITE WAS CONDUCTED, THE TECHNICAL AND OPE4ATIONAL FEASIBILITY OF 0
ATA COLLECTION FROM REMOTE SITES VIA SATELLITE WAS PROVED IN THE TEST.
SUHj`C T I	 MUEGROLOGY
KEYWORDS1	 ATS-i; F LOOD PREOICTICHS1 HYOROLOGY
JOUR:UAL
 7ITLE1	 IEZE TRANSACTIONS ON CEOSCIENCE ELECTRONICS. VOL. GE - 109 PAGES 47-51
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DATE OF DOCUMFIIT/TYPEI 1977 	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
i-	 71ILS OF DOCUMENT#	 TOWkPO THL PUBLIC DIVIDENDI A REPORT ON SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AUTHORI	 MCGhAW n H.
AtiSTWACTI
	
	 THIS REPORT DISCUSSES THE PRESENT COMMUNICATIONS REVOLUTION CAUSED BY G£OSTATIONIRY SATELLITES
. COhC-RNS ARE VOICED RELATIVE TO THE CONTROL OF INFORMATION. THE QUESTION OF LEGISLATION OF SATE
}	 LLITE UCE IS RAISED. THE REPORT INCLUDES A HISTORY OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATTON. ALSO DESCRIBED I=
. L	 THE PUBLIC IN7EP. EST SATELLITE ASSOCIATION AND THEIR OBJECTIVES.
SU3JECT#	 BROADCASTING	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
HEOICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
E





OATS OF DOCUMENT/7YPE1 JAN 76
	 / INDEX OF USERS
TITLE OF OOCUMENTI	 COHHU?IICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
` k	 AUTNORI	 UHKNOWII
E	
SFONSORING AGENCY#	 NASA LEWIS PESEAFCH CENTER.. CLEVELAND, OHIOs 44135
SATELLITE, CTS
AFSIPACTI THIS 8009LET WAS PUT OUT BY NASA TO EXPLAIN THE CTS SATELLITE PROGRAM, THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THt CT S SAT;'_ZITS ARE OUTLINED AND A TAOLE OF SATELLITE USERS 1S GIVEN. A URIEF DESCRIPTION OF EA
EH EXPERIMENT IS INCLUDED.
'	 SUBJECTS	 HISTORY
KEYWORDS,	 CTS; SATELLITE: COMMUNICATION:: USER: CANADA; TELECOMMUIIICATION: EDUCATIONS HEALTH
0 i	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS
	
560











DATE OF OOCUMFNT /TYPE) 24 AUG 76	 I INDEX OF USERS
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 CTS U.S. USER EXPERIMENTS, ASSOCIATED ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONNEL.
AUTHORa	 CRAVE , NORMA
SFONSORING AGENCY:
	 NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTEk, CLEVELAND, OHIO. 44135
SAfELLITEa CTS
A@STRACTI	 THIS DOCUMENT CONSISTS OF THREE TABLES. TABLE 1 LISTS CTS E XPERIMENTS, TABLE Z LISTS PERSONNE
L INVLOVED AND TABLE 3 LISTS NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PERSONNEL, INCLUDING PRIACIPAL INVESTIGATORS•
THESi ARE U.S. EXPERIMENTS SLING CONDUCTED CN CTS.
S09JECTI	 HISTOKY
KEYaok osl	 CTSI USER EXPERIMENTS! PERSONNEL: ORGANIZATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 S61
fi. T E Of UOCUIENT /TYPE I JAN 75
	 I PROGFESS FEPORT
TITL= OF DOCUM01TI	 C75 UNITED STATES USERS METING 1I3
AUTHORt	 CONOUGHF, P. L.








Af,STP.ACT1 AIIS DOCUMENT IS A SUMMARY OF CTS U.S. USERS MEETING At, 'T NASA XsNNEOY SPACE CENTER. INCLUO
ED ARE HIGHLIGHTS FROM. T HL PERLAU1+CH PRESS CONFERENCE AND A YaT OF U.S. USER EXPERIMENTS TO BE PER
FCRHEO ON THE CfS. A BkIZF DESCkIPTIGN OF EACH EXPEP. IMENT IE GIVEN.
`xi





KffwoRnSi	 CTS; COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE:
	 USERS; EXPERIMENT; LAUNCH: EDUCATION; HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 $62
DOCUMENT / TYPEI	 APR 76	 / PROGRESS RE PORT
= DOCUMENTI	 CTS UNITED STATES USERS MEETING 914
AUTH OF. I	 00NOUGHc9 P. L.
SPONSORING AGENCYI	 NASA LEWIS NESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 44135
SATELLITES CTS
APSTRACTe THIS DOCUMENT SUMMARIZES THE FOURTEENTH MEETING OF THE UNITED STATES CfS USERS. THE REPOkl IN
CLUDES THE MINUTES OF THE HLERING, A LIST OF ATTENDEES, SCHEDULES, AND PROGRESS SUMMARIES FOR THE V
ARICUS USER EXPERIMENTS. THE MEETING HAS HELD AT NASA AMES, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFGRNIA.
SUgJECTI	 EROAOCASTING	 DATA TRANSMISSION
F	 MGRITINE TRAFFIC CGIITFOL	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
k	 8PCKGROUND
KEYWORDS , 	CTS; COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE:





DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPEI NOV 7E	 / PROGRESS REPORT
r`
7ITLF OF DCCUMENTI	 CTS UNITED STATES USERS MEETING 916.
AUTHOR,	 OGIIOUGH:, P. L.
SPONSORING AGENGYI	 NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTEk, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 44135
L





THIS REPORT SUMMARIZES THE SIXTEENTH MEETING OF THE UNITED STATES CTS USER3. THE REPORT IACLU
DLS THE HIIUITES OF THE MEETING, A LIST OF ATTENDEES, SCHEDULES, AI+O PROGRESS SUMMARIES OF THE USER
EXREPINEIITS, ALSO, INCLUDED IS A LIST OF PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS, WITH NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PRINCIPA 	 r ^--
L INVESTIGATORS, FOR THE THIRD YEAR OF ATS -6 OPERATION. A UNIQUE FEATURE OF THIS MEETING HAS THAT
IT WAS A TELEVISION CONFERENCE VIA CTS. TWO GROUPS WERE INVOLVED, ONE AT NASA LEWIS, CLEVELAND, ON
IG A140 THE OTHER AT HESTINGHGUSE, BALTIMORE, MOe
i
p 1	 SUBJECT:	 AkOADCASIING
	




KEYWOFOSI	 CTS: COMMUNICATIONS TCC HNOLOGV SATELLITE;
i
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L A TE	 OF OOCUMEIIT/lY PEI FE@ 77	 / PRCGRESS RF—PORT
F L^^
is
' T1T17 OF AO ;UM£NTr CTS ua1TE^ :TAT£E USERS KEETIr•G 027.
AUTHOR DONCUGHE,	 P. L.
` [ ^FON°pP iNG AGE Ntr: NASA LEWIS FESEAPLH C.ENTEP, CLEVELAND, 	 OHIO P	44135
_	 SATELLITE=	 C.TS
' - E;TPACTt THIS	 REPORT SUMMARIZES THE EVENTS OF THE SEVENTEENTH MEETING BETWEEN IIASA AND USERS ON THE CTS
k INELIIf==A AFE PkOGRESS REPWS ON EACH EX PERIMENT .tITM A MAP :MOWING CTS USER LOCATION,	 ALSO INC	 — r
f LUUEC 1S A Lief OF SANADIAN EXPERIPiENTS WITH THEIR PRESENT STATUS. 	 THIS WAS A TELECONFERENCE VIA L
t	 L EWI`_	 IC_EVELANOt,	 AMES	 ICALIFGRNZAI	 AND CARLETON UNIVERSITY	 tCTIAwAI.
SUCJ r CT3 ?POADCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 NEOICAL/MEALTH APPLICATIONS
E VOICE G ,MMUNICATIONS	 BACKGROUND
KEYwur-D",s CTS; COHKUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGV SATELLITEI	 USEkSl CANADA; TELECOMMUNICATION; TELECONFERENCIN6i HEA
LTH;	 EDUCATICH
^F




CATS	 CF	 D7CU ►tEHT/Tr PEr CIG ?C	 / "OPOSAL
OPLNATICN A L	 PLAN
TITL r
	O F	 DOCUrcr,Tr THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATIONAL SLI =_LLITE PROGRAKr OPERATIONAL PLAN
AtjIwiF l "OPSE,	 H.	 -
^ StTELLITEe	 ATS-E
'•E :TvR4T^ 7641S PLAN CONTAINS E4C+KGI-GUh3 INFGkKATION ON THE APPALACHIAN AREA AMC POPULATION AND THE AFPALAC
`	 — HIAt- ELUCATIOM SATELLIT_	 PP.OGFAK.	 AN OUTLINE OF NEEDS 411E OBJECTIVES,
	
AN ORGANIZATION CHART AND RE
EE=% : H —140 EEVALUATION PLANS AHE
	 INCLUDED.	 THE APPENDIX INCLUOES A SISLIOGRAPMT. A LIST OF RESUMES•
i A	 SITE LIST,	 AN, TECHNICAL REF-RT	 ( LITERATUR E REVIEwl.
i LLUCATIUNAL AP P LICATIONS
	 MEOILAL / HEALTH A PP LICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
gAGY iDfi^^^)
R— pct.+	 1 A1S-L:
	 L"LICATIGN TEC H NOLOGY SAT E LLITE;	 TEACHING;	 EDUCATION:	 AFPALACHIA
UNI VERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI	 566
DATE OF DOCUMENT/T Y DEI 	CEC 75	 / JOUF.SAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OOCUPENTS	 THE ATC—c,	 AMERICAN CASE	 5TUDIES
AUTHORS
	
CUMLAN,	 5.: FCOTE.	 0.
FATLLLITEI	 ATS-6
ABSTRACTS	 A PEVIEw OF THE FIFST YE ►.R CF OPERATION ON ATS-6 OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES PROJECT, THE APPALAC
H1AN FPOJLCT, AND THE N;•MI PROJECT AND THE ALASKA PROJECT.	 SOME INFORMATION IS GIVEN OH THE TYPE 0
F PFOGPSMrING USED AND THE AUGIENCc SERVO.	 THE AUTHORS' C3SERVATIONS ABOUT THE EXPERIMENTS Aki
ISICLUO_D,	 AS	 ARE	 THEIR	 FECCMMENOATIOils.
SUlJLCTS	 ECULATI;MAL APPLICATIGN 	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS 	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
1ACK6ROUND
KF'40PDS I 	 A13-6;	 ;P PLICATIOrIS TECHNOLDCr SATELLITE: 	 EDUCATION: HEALTH; TELECOMMUNIGATION; 	 WAMI: APPALACHIA:
POCKY MOUNTAIN;	 ALASKA.	 INDIAN
JOWNAL TITIES	 EDUCATIONAL EROACCASTING INTERNATIONAL,	 PAGES 149-154
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS HUNBERS 	 56r
Q	 }
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPSI	 FEB 75	 / JOUPHAL	 ARTICLE	 ;0-
TITLF OF DOCUMENTS	 MARh'FTS FOR A SOCIAL SERVICES SATELLITE 	 vJ	 I




A6STRACTI	 THIS Ar,TICLE GIVES FICURES FOR THE NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE MEDICAL ENGINEERING FIELDS ANL SFE
CULATES ON THE DEMAND FOR SATELLITE EDUCATION. 	 THE NEE D FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION IN TM ESE FIELDS M
AY MAKE A MAPKET FOR SATELLITL COMMUNICATION.	 THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS I
S	 DISCUSSED.	 y
SUOJECTS	 ErUGATIGNAL APPLICATICNS	 MEDICAL/HEALTHI APPLICATIONS
	
BACKGROUND	 —
KEYNrROSt	 ATS-6:	 TECHNOLOGY; SATELLITE: HEALTH; EOUCAT V" 41 SOCIAL SERVICE; USER:	 TELECOMMUNICATIONS: COMMUNIC
ATIONS
L~
JOURNAL TITLES	 A5TF7 ►.4UTICS l AEPON..UTICS
UNIVERSITY GF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBEFI 	 566
No
-..iky .!z.	 ..i^'_a-1N.^:	 sir	 -^^	
f ^ • ^^ -	





GATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPES T3	 / TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM




SATELLITES ATS-1; ATS-31 ATS-5
OPJGCT OF EXPERIMENTt	 III= CRIGCTIVE WAS TO USE TOME-CODE RAf7GING TECHNIQUE FOR FIXII+G POSI7IONS OF MOBILE STATIONS OVER L
ARGE ?EGIONE OF THE EARTH
APSTPACTS EXPERIMENTS HAVE SHCWN THAT IT IS REASONABLETO EXPECT 0.1 NMI. POSITION FIX ACCURACY OVER LAR
Gt RESIOHS CF THE EARTH AT L-6ANO OY RANGING FROM GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES. RANGE MEASUREMENTS CAN
EE MAD _ 3Y MERELY INSERTING A SHORT F.ANGING CODE INTO A DIGITAL COMMUNICATIOkS DATA STREAM. A SMA
t	 LL INCREMENTAL COST CAN ADD HANGING CAPABILITY TO A USERS SATELLITE COMMUHICATIGNS EQUIPMENT.
THE TONE-CODE RANGING TECHNIOU = HAS BEEN THOEOUGHLT TESTES WITH NASA •S ATS-1, ATS-3 AND ATS-5
w	
SATELLITES AT VHF AND AT L-bANO. SINCE THE START OF THc TESTS IN 1968, ALL SIGNIFICANT FACTORS INF
LUENCIHG FP.ECISION AND ACCURACY HAVE BLEW MEASURED AND MEANS TO RLCTIFY THEN HAVE FEE14 EVALUATED AN
0 TEETED.
TH= COMPATIBILITY OF TONE-CODS RANGING WITH COMMUNICATIONS HAS BEEN DcMONSTRATED WITH IHE EQUI







`	 KEYWORDS1	 ATS- 1 1 A:S-3: ATS-5! TECHNOLOGY; RANGING! POSITION FIXING! L-BAND; MARITIME	 k
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE% jAll 76
	
/ WORKING FAPER
TITLE OF DOCUMENT%	 WHO GAINS BY COMMUNICATIONS DEVELO PMENT? STUDIES OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTFI
ES
AUTHORZ	 CLIPPINGER, .l. H.
AESTR4CT3 THIS WCRKING PAPER DISCUSSES THE IMPACT OF TELLCOMMUNICATICNS ON THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES. THE I
I+ FACT OF T!LECOHMUNLCATION IS DISCUSSED RELATIVE TO ALGERIA AND EL SALVADOR. THEWORKING HYPOTHESI
S IS THAT CERTAI14 GROUPS, SUCH AS GOVERNMENT, STAND TO 8EIJEFIT MOST FROM IMPROVED TELECOMMUNICATION
S AND THAT THE POOR AND UNEDUCATED MAY ACTUALLY FIND IT TO BE A NEGATIVE FACTOR.
SU3jECTe	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS 	 BACKGFOUND
KEYWOROSI	 TILECOMMUNICATIOMS: COMMUNICATIENSI ALGERIA; EL SALVADOR; INFORMATION% EDUCATION; SATELLITE




DATE JF DOLUMEHT/TYPE% FEB 76 	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 RAINFALL _STIMATION FROM GEOSYNCHRONOUS SA MLITE IMAGERY DURING DAYLIGHT HOURS
AUTHORI	 GFIFFITH, Co G.: WOCDLEY,W.L.; BkOWNER.S.: TEIJEIRO,J.: MAIER,H.: HATTIN,D.N.; STOUT,J.i SIKOAR,D.
N.
SATELLITE1 ATS-3
THIS REPORT DISCUSSES FROGRE_= THAT HAS BEEN IN ESTIMATING RAINFALL FROM SATELLITEPICTURES.
EMPIF!CAL RELATIONSHIPS WERE TESTE.o USING TWO AREAS OVER SOUTH FLORIDA. ESTIMATES WERE MACE AND CO
HPAk[n WITH ACTUAL VOLUMES. cSTIMATES DIFFERED FROM ACTUAL VOLUMES BY AN ABSOLUTE FACTOR OF Z OR G
R8AT[r-. L014GER PERIODS TENDED TO IMPROVE ACCURACY. USc OF THIS Y.ETHOO FOR ESTIMATE RAINFALL IN HU
RPICANL3 IS ALSO DISCUSSED.
ATS-3; SATELLITE% RAINFALL; GEOSYNLHROMOUS; HURRICANE: CLOUDS
	
TECHNICAL REPORT NUMBER, NOAA TRL ERL-WMPO 7
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNBERI
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DATE OF DOCUHENT-*TYVEI DEC 74
	
/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TI TLK OF OOCUNENTE	 ATS-E Hz-&LTH EXPERIHEIITe INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE/ALASKA WAHI EXPERIMENT IN REGIONALIZED MEDICAL EDUCA




LISTER HILL NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITEI ATS-6
!	 OBJ_GT OF _XPERIMENTI	 THE OBJLCTIVE WAS TO PROVIDE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN WASHINGTON: ALASKA * MCNTANA * IDAHO VIA A73-6*
W
ABSTRACTI
	 THIS REPORT DESCRIBES THE kORK FERFORMED BY THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE IN ALAS1=. A AND THE HAMI Ito	
WASHINGTON -ALASKA-MONTANA-IGANOI EXPERIMENT IN REGIONALIZED MEDICAL EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON, TO OEVELOF THE PRCGRAHS * SYSTEMS9 AND INSTRUMENTATION REQUIRED TO IMPLENEN) SATELLITE-R





KEYNOROSI	 ATS-E: WAMI: ALASKA! HEALTH% MEDICINE: NETWORKST SATELLITE
TECHNICAL REPORT HU11BER1 NL M -LHC-76-Oi	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$ 	 572
1 1 'r ,Y .i -9 ^ ^ X',f	 ^	
^ ti . 1	 ^	 f r {•.a ^ a
^7 y	 .:	 H.	 1	 ^@^^S"'^_	 ^^.
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DATE OF DOCUMENT / TYPEt DEC 7S	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI ATS-6 HEALTH EXPERIMENT# INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE/ALASKA MANZ EXPERIMENT IN RE.GICHALIZED MEDICAL EDUCA
TION/SEATTLE, WASHINGTOW, PHASE 2
AUTHOR t UNKNOWN
SPOIISORING AGEN^Yt LISTER HILL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS, BETNESDA, MARYLAND. 20014
SATELLITEI	 ATS-6
09JECT OF EXPERIVENT t THE OSJ•^ CTIVE WAS TO FROVIDE MEDICAL EDUCATION IM WASHINGTON, ALASKA, HONTANAS IDAHO VIA ATS-6.
13STRACTt THE PHASE 2 REPORT IS A kEVIL• W CF THE OPERATIONAL PHASE OF THE ATS -6 HEALTH-EGUCATION TELECOM"
M UNICATICNS EXPERIMENTS, COHCUCT £D UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE IN ALASKA AND THE
IW  WAMI EXPERIMENT III PeGIONALIZEO MEDICAL EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF MEDICIO NE IN SEATTLE.
ON THZ INGIAN HEALTH SEF.VICk DEVELOPED A SYSTEM OF COORDINATED TELEMEDICIHE AND MLALTH IHFOFMATIO
►I EXPERIMENTS INVOLVIKG FIVE NATIVE HEALTH CARE FACILITIES. 	 THROUGH INTERACTIVE TELEVISION AND 8I0
MEDICAL TELLMETkr, HEALTH AIDES AT TWO VILLAGE CLINICS CONSULTED MIT" PHYSICIANS AT A SERVICE UNIT
HOSPITAL IN T ANAIIA, AND WITH SFECIALISTS AT THE ALASKA NATIVE MEDICAL CENTER IN ANCHORAGE,
	
A BACKU
P STATION WAS MAINTAINED IN FAIRBAIIKS.
SUBJECT; ECUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KETWOFDSt ATS-6: SATELLITE; WAMI; ALASKA; HEALTH; MEDICINE; NETWORKS
TECHNICAL REPORT NUMBER; NLM-LHC-75-2a	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMOERI 	 573






DATE OF OOCUHENT /TYPE $ OCT 74	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE





A83TP.ACT,	 THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES ON ATS -6 WHICH ARE SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONAL
	 -
INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. THE EXPERIMENTS ARE THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN FROaECT, THE APPALACHIAN PROJECT A
NO THE ALASKA PROJECT. ALSO INCLUDED IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE DELIVZRY SYSTEM AND A LIST OF SITES F 	 ---
OR EACH PROJECT.
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI AUG T5	 / TECH141CAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUMENTI	 A CASE STUDY OF THE ATS-6 HEALTH, EDUCATION AND TELEGOMHUNICATIONS PROJECTS
AUTHORI
	
COWLAN, 9.; FGOTEr D.
SATELLITEI ATS-6
ABSTRACTI SIX EXPEPIMEHTS IN HEALTH AND EDUCATION WERE CONDUCTED IN FURAL AkiAS OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITE
0 STATES AND ALASKA DURING 1974-1975• USING THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ANC SPACE AOMINISTRATIOWS APP
LISD TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-SIX. THS EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES IhCLUGED COURSES CESIGNED FOR ELEMENTAR
Y, JUIIIGfi HIGH, HIGH SCHOOL, AND COLLEGE: CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION; VZOICAL CONSULTATIONS
AND HEALTH LAKE SUPPORT; AOHINISIEATIVE INTEPACTION: AND ADULT ENRICHMENT. THE STUDY CONCLUDED THA
trJ	 TI tit SYSTEMS PLANNING AND PFOGRAM CONTENT SHOULD BE BASED ON USiR NEEDS; 121 EFFECTIVE FIELD PERS
1	 ONNEL REnUIRE STAFF SUPPORT, PROPEF. TRAINING, AIID MULTISOURCE FEEDBACK; 13) PROJECT OBJECTIVES, PER
wo	
SOMNEL KEOUIREMENTS, AND INTERDISCIPLINARY COOPERATION SHOULD BE INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS: (4) SUPPLE
co NENTARY ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE; I5) EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS, TARGET AUD
IENCE, AND SUBJECT MATTER ACE PRIMARY PROGRAM ELEMENTS: (6) TIME AND HONEY MAY BE LARGER CONSIDERAT
IONS THAN ANTICIPATED: ANG (7) INTERACTION BETWEEN THE STUDIO AND REMOTE SITES NEEDS TO BE CAREFULL
Y STF.UCTUPED AND ADOPTED TO THE SPECIFIC SITUATION.
SU9JECTI	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 NEOICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COKMUNICATIvnS
KEYNORDSt	 ALASKA; HEALTH; APPALACHIA; R0C4Y MOUNTAIN; WAMI; MEDICAL; TELECOMMUNICATION: ATS-61 EDUCATION; TEL
ECONSULTATION
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[$ATE OF DOCUHEHT/TYPES 16	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TI T LE OF DOCUHENTt THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION EXPERIMENTS IN HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS LN THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SAC
ELLITEIATS-61
AUTHORS CALOWELL.	 $C•	 S.
5 F f1NSORING AGENCY$ VETERANS ADMINISTRATION *
	WASHINGTON• D. C.
SATELLITES	 ATS-6
OEJLCT OF EXPERIMENT$ THt OF-j[CTIVE WAS TO USES-6 TO COMMUNICATE MEDICAL INFORMATION BETWEEN VARIOUS REMOTE LOCATIONS
j IN APPALACHIA *	l
w
ACSTRACT$ EECAUSE MANY OF THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITALS IN AFPALACHIA ARE LOCATED GREAT DISTANCE
S FROM MEDICAL TEACHING FACILITIES * HIGH POWERED COMMUNICATION SATELLITES HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED TO FAG
^p ILITATE QUALITY TWO — WAY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MEDICAL PERSONNEL SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE REGION. 	 T
b 0 ACHIEVE DIAGNOSTIC S THEFAPEUTIC * ANC EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES. THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION'S tnASA1 A PPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY-6 SATELLITE WAS FIELD TESTED IN FIVE DIFFERENT MODES$
[!t VIDEO U MINARS;
	 (21	 TELECONSULTATIONST 131 GRAND ROUNDS$
	
441 CUT —PATIENT CLINICSI AND IS) COMPU
TER—MEDIATED EVENTS.	 ALL FIVE MODES PROVIDED CLEAR COMMUNICATION AND SIGNIFICANTLY ALTERED THE CLI
MATE OF THE TEN HOSPITALS INVOLVED IN THc EXPERIMENT• 	 THE VIDEO SEMINARS WERE PARTICULARLY WELL TAE
CCIVED.	 DETAILS OF THE FROGRAM EVALUATION ARE PROVIOEG.
k skiailCTt DATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYWOROSS ATS-6; APPALACHIA; HEALTH; VETERANS ADMINISTRATION; TELECOMMUNICATIONT TELECONSULTATIONT TELEMEDICI
4 HE, HOSPITAL; MEDICINE
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES OCT 75
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT, PEACESAT TF„N PACIFIC EDUCATION AND COMHUHICATIOM EXPERIMENTS BY SATELLITEI PROJECT SOCIAL APPLICAT




OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTI	 TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC VIA SATELLITE
C21	 ADSTRACTI	 THE PEACESAT PROJECT [FAN-PACIFIC EDUCATION AND COMHUNICATION EXPERIMENTS BY SATELLITE) IS AN
I	 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATICN EXPERIMENT INVOLVING INSTITUTIONS IM 12 NATIONS OF THE PACIFIC BASIN. BEGU
N IN ISE9 AND IN FULL OPkFATIOH SINCE 1971 * THE PROJECT EXPERIMENTS WITH THE APPLICATION OF COMHUNI
~ CATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND NEW METHODS OF OPERATION ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND COMM
UNITY S°_RVICES, THIS REPORT OESCFISES THE SOCIAL APPLICATIONS OF PEACESAT. SOME OF THE APPLICATIO
US INCLUDE INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE * DISSEMINATION INFORMATION FOR AGRICULTURE$ TEACHING LAW BY SATEL
LITE, SOLVING COMMUNITY PROBLEMS, A140 ANTICIPATING POTENTIAL P 901CAL AND HEALTH PROBLEMS. GUIDELIN
ES FOk USING THE SYSTEM AkE INCLUDED ALONG WITH A CHRONOLOGY OF THE PROJECT.
SUDJECTI	 EDUCATIONAL AFPLICATICHS 	 LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIMINAL JUSTICE APPLICATIONS
MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWORDS,	 ATS-1; PEACESAT; EDUCATION; COMMUNICATION; SOUTH PACIFIC; HEALTH








DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPE I jUN 75	 / FROGRESS REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUMEhT $ STUDY OF EDUCATION SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS OEMONSTRATI 'ON IN ALASKA $ SOME TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS * FO 4^.
URTH 6I — MONTHLY REPORT,
e-
AUTPIOF.I POPPER$ Re; HAGE80ECKt M„ SAVAGE• He
SF011SORING AGENCY $ NATICNAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATICN, 1200 NINETEENTH STREET, N, W„ WASHINGTON $
 D• Cat 20108
SATELLITE $ 	 S-6.
OPJErT OF EXPERIHENTI 114E OBJ .cCTIVE HAS TO USE SATELLITE TO ESTABLISH CCMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN COMMUNITIES IN ALASKA*
ABSTRACTS EVALUATIVE DATA GATHERED IN VILLAGES THAT RECEIVED EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS DURING THE EDUCATION
AL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATIONS IESCO) IN RURAL ALASKA ARE SUMMARIIEDt AND POLICY CONCLU
SIONS ARE OFAWN.	 DATA SOURCES INCLUDED INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL RESIDENTS * LOGS AND TIME RECOROSt AMC
CONFERENCE TRANSCRIPTS,
	 CONCLUSIONS ARE PRESENTED WITH REGARD TO LEVELS OF POLICY$ TECHNOLOGICAL
CONSIOERATICkS, THE TYPES AND USE OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS* AND VILLAGE RESPONSES TO THE OEMOHSTRAI
IOM,	 COMMENTS ON VILLAGE USE OF TELEVISION IN GENERAL AND ON THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION IN RURAL ALA
SKA APE ALSO PRESENTED,
	 THE APPENDIXES INCLUDE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PARTICIPATING VILLAGES*
SAMPLES OF THE FORMS USED FOR DATA COLLECTION, AND OUTLINES OF CO )IFERENCES HELD TO EVALUATE THE PRO





KEYWORDS, ATS-6i ALASKA: EDUCATION; COMMUNICATIONS; TELECOMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$ 	 576
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0DATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPE $ FE3 76	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE nF DOCUMENT$	 TELEMEDICINE IN ALASKA, THE ATS-6 SATELLITE BIOMEDICAL DEMONSTRATION
Au most 	 FOOTE, 0.: PARKER, E.; HUDSON, H.
SPONSORING AGENCY$	 LISTER HILL NATICNAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATION, NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MECIGINE, BEYHESDA, M
ARYLAND
SATELLITE$ ATS-6
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT $ 	THE O6JECTIVE WAS TO DC 40NSTRATE THE USE OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS FOR HEALTH CARE IN THE HARSH E
NVIRCIIH IENT OF ALASKA,
ADSTPACT $
 A DEMONSTRATION FROJECT EXFLOREO THE POTENTIAL OF SATELLITE VIDEO CONSULTATION TO IMPfidVE THE
DUALITY OF RURAL HEALTH CARE IN ALASKA. SATELLITE GROUND STATICNS PERMITTING BOTH TRANSMISSION AND
F.ECEPTION OF BLACK AND WHITE TELEVISION WERE INSTALLED AT CLINICS IN FAIR3ANKS, FORT YUKON, GALENA
, AND TANANA, RECEIVE-ONLY TELEVISIOh CAPABILITY WAS INSTALLED AT THE ALASKA NATIVE MEDICAL CENTER
IN ANCAORAGE. AS PAFT CF THE PROJECT, A C;NTRALIZED, COMPUTER —BASED, FRO9LEM —ORIENTED MEDICAL kEC
ORD SYSTEM, CALLED THE HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS WAS INTRODUCEC, SATELLITE VIDEO CONSULTATION WAS
511OHN TO BE USEFUL FOR PRACTICALLY AlY HFOICAL PROBLEM, CRUCIAL TO SOME CASES, AND USABLE 13Y HEALT
H CARL PP.OVIDERS AT ALL LEVELS OF TRAINING *
 T4E HEALTH INFORPATICN SYSTEM WAS JUDGED VALUABLE BY A
LL PAkTICIPANTS IN THE DEMONSTRATION, AND IT WAS RECOMMENDED THAT IT BE ESTABLISHED PERMANENTLY AhD
EXPANDED TO THE ENTIRE STATE OF ALASKA. FORMS USED AND DATA ARE INCLUDED.
SUB.eECT$
	
DATA TRANS.: :CSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	
McGICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDS $ 	ATS-6; 4LASKA; SATELLITE; COMMUNICATION; TELECOMMUNICATION; T€LLMEDICINE; MECICINE; VIDEOI TELEVISI
ON
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DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE1 12 - 14 AUG 74
	
/ PAPER
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI SATELLITE COMMUNICATION APPLIED TO THE NEEDS OF DEVELOPING AREASI THE PEACESAT EXPERIMENT.
AUTHOR I BYSTROH,	 J.
SATELLIT51	 ATS-1
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTt THE OB j7CTIVE WAS To STUDY THE APPLICATION OF COMMUNICATION SATELLITES IN MEETING THE SOCIAL REQUIR
EMEHTS OF REMOTE AREAS WITH LIMITED INDUSTRIALIZATION.
i AaSTRACTI KNOWN AS THE PEACESAT PRCJECT cFAN PACIFIC EDUCATION AND CCHMU141CATION EXPERIMENTS BY SATELLIF
trJ Ea AN EXPERIMENTAL INTERNATIONAL EOUCATIONAI. SATELLITE NETWORK IN DAILY OPERATION FOR THREE YEARS N
OW INTE •tCUNNECTS INSTITUTIONS IM ELEVEN NATIONS AND JURISDICTIONS IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN AREA USING T
^	
W HE tIASA ATS-1 SATELLITE.
	
THL OBJECT IS TO STUDY THE APPLICATION OF COMMUNICATION SATELLITES IN "Et
	 —
w TING TflE SOCIAL REQUIREMENTS OF REMOTE AREAS WITH LIMITED INDUSTRIALIZATION . SPECIFICATIONS FOR THEi .
NETWORK INCLUDE LOW COST GROUND TERMINALS, TWO-NAY INTERACTIVE CAPABILITY AT ALL LOCATIONS, VOICE 6
FADE CIRCUIT, LOCAL CONTROL AND OPERATION OF TEPMINALS AND COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT *	VOICE AND FACSI
r MILE ARC MEDIUMS OF EXCHANGE,	 PREPARED SOFTWARE IS DE —EMPHASIZEO.	 EXPERIMENTS INCLUDE CLASSROOM I
NSTRUCTION, PROFESSIONAL SEMINARS, COMMUNITY INTEF .ACTIOtle LIBRARY NETWORKING, RESEARCa1 PROJECT NANA	 —
GEMENT, EPIDEMIC CONTROL, HEWS NETWORKING, AND ADMINISTRCA7IVE SEMINARS,
l SURiECT1 DATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
FACSIMILE
- XEYNUFDSS TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS; SATELLITE RELAY; EDUCATION; ATS-1: COMMUNICATION SATELLITE
	 T!TM
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1DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE' JULY 73	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TIrLC OF OOCUMENTi DRY AIR. INTRUSICH INTO A LOW —LEVEL MOIST TONGUE AS VIEWED BY ATS-3
AUTHRR $ MILLER.,	 J.	 A.
SATELLITE'	 ATS-3
AISTRACT' SATELLITE IMAGERY RECEIVED FROM ATS 39 	 ON JANUARY t6.	 1973, GAVE A VIVID PICTURE OF A DRY AIR
INTRUSION.	 IT IS POINTED OUT THAT ONE OF THE PRIME MECHANISMS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RELE4SE OF CONVE
CTIVE INSTABILITY IS THE 3NTRUSION OF DRY AIR AT 0W OR MIDDLE LEVELS IN THE TROPOSPHERE INTO OR OV
t7l EF. THE LOW —LEVEL MOIST TONGUE.	 IT HAD BEEN STATED BY MILLER 119721 THAT DRY AIR INTRUSIONS AFPAREN
w





AIR MASSES; ATS-3; CLOUD P110TCGRAPHS: TORNADOES; COIIVE,;TiUN CURKENTSI TROPOSPHERE1 VERTICAL AIR CUR
JOURNAL TITLE'
RE ITT S
MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW,	 VOLUME 101, PAGES 594, 595
7










DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES jAN 74	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 HEAT AND MOY? TUR .,BUDGET ANALYSES USING BOMEX DATA
^ s
AUTHORS	 NITTA, T.i ESBEUSENt S,
SATELLITES ATS-3
OBJECT OF EXPIRIMENTI	 THE OE4ECTIVE WAS TO EXAMINE LARGE-SCALE HEAT AND MOISTURE BUDGETS OVER THE TROPICAL ATLANTIC OCEAN
APSTRACTI LARGE-SCALE HEAT AND MOISTURE BUDGETS OVER THE TROPICAL ATLANTIC OCEAN ARE EXAMINED DURING PHA
SE 30UNE 22-30,!9691 OF THE BARBADOS OCEANOGRAPHIC ANO METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT. FROM THE SATELL
ITE CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHS OF ATS-3, THE ANALYZED PERIOD IS SUBDIVIDED INTO AN UNDISTURBED PART AND A CI
SIURSEO PART. DURING THE UNDISTURBED PERIOD, DOWNWARD MOTION PREDOMINATES FRCN THE SURFACE TO ABOU
T 500 MB AND A LARGE APPARENT HEAT SINK AND APPARENT MOISTURE SOURCE ARE FOUND NEAR THE TOP OF THE
TP.ADE INVERSICN LAYER, THE UPWARD HEAT FLUX DUE TO CUMULUS CLOUDS IS CONFINED BELOW THE 740-MB LEV
EL, ON THE OTHER HAND, DURING THE RELATIVELY DISTURBED PERIOC, UPWARD MOTION TAKES PLACE AT LOW LE
VELS AND THE HEAT FLUX DUE TO CUMULUS CONVECTION EXTEhOS T? AT LEAST 500 N8. VALUES OF THE TOTAL H
EAT FLUX ESTIMATED BY LARGE-SCALE BUDGETS AGREE WELL WITH THOSE DETAINED INDEPENDEMUT BY BULK AFRO
DYNAMIC COMPU7ATIONS,
SU'IJ`_CTI	 KiTEOROLOGY
XEYHORDSI	 ATLANTIC OCFANI ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET: ATMOSPr.ZRIC MOISTURE; ATS-31 OC£ANOGRAPHY1 CLOUD COVERT CL
OUD PHOTOGRAPHS
JOUR13AL TITLES	 MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, VOLUME 102, PAGES 17-28









VAT$ OF DOCUMENT /TYPEI 17-19 JUNE 74	 If PAPEF<	 Lam!
r	 ^i	 CAA
}	 7IFLE OF DOCUMENTI	 ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION PFEDIC1101A IN THE MILLIMETER HAVE FREQUENCY BAND
AUFHORI	 ANOR7EJEWSKI, S. J,
s	 SATELLITES ATS-5
OBJECT Of E WQ _RLRE14TI	 THE OBJECTIVE WAS TO CEVELOP PREDICTION TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING MEASURED GROUND RAIN RATt, SKY TEMPERA
TURE IT SUB S1 AND HEATHER RADAR •RETURN SIGNALS.
AF-STPACTI ONE OF THE OBJECTIVES OF THE MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT CONDUCTEG OVER A SPACECRAF
T L114X UTILIZING THE NASA APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ATE-E) AND A GROUND STATION WAS TO Dr y
ELOP PREDICTICN TEC & :NIQUES EMPLOYING MEASURED GROUND RAIN RATE, SKY TEMPERATURE IT SUB SI AND WEA111
1	 EF RADAR RETURN SIGNALS, PREDICTION EQUATIONS WERE DEVELOPED AND THE PREDICTED ATTENUATION VALUES
w COMPARED TO THE YEASUREO 15.3 AND 31 . 65 GMZ ATTENUATION VALUES IA). RAIN RATE WAS NOT WELL CORRELA
TED WITH tAl ON A DIRECT TIME COMPARISON ANALYSIS DUE TO THE MASKING EFFECTS OF WIND. HEIGHT, AND T
HE IIIACCURACIES IN GEOMETRICAL ASPECTS OF THE STORMS • IT WAS FOUND THAT AN EMPIRICAL PREDICTION YE
CHNIOUE UTILIZING TIME-SHIFTED RAIN RATE WAS THE BEST TO EMPLOY. GOOD CORRELATIONS IEQUAL TO OR BE
TTEP THAN 0.71 BETWEEN PREDICTED ATTENUATION AND (Al WERE OBTAINEC FOR CERTAIN ATTENUATION INTERVAL
4	 S BY EMPLOYING THE 16 GHZ AND 35 GHZ T SUB S VALUES. THE PREDICTION INTERVAL FOR IA) WAS FOUND TO
t`!
	 BE 1 TO t 10 TO 121 till.
h-	 SUn1ECT1	 MILLIMETER WAVE
E
KEYWOkOSI	 ATS-57 ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION; MILLIMETER WAVESt ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE; MICROWAVE ATTENUATION; R
AIN; WIND EFFECTS
JO I)RHAL FITLEI	 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON COMMUNICATIONS. TENTH, MINNEAPOLIS, HINNES07A
L._
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FDATL OF DOCUMENT/TY DEI SEPT 74	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 THE COMMUNITY SATELLITE R
AUT 640Rt	 STAFF; NASA% FAIPCHiLO INDUSTRIES
SATELLITE, ATS-6
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS 	 THE 00jLCTIVE WAS TO TEST A VARIETY OF NEW SPACE COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS.
ABSTRACTS HASAIS APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 IS BEING USED TO TEST A VARIETY OF HER SPACE COMMUN
ICATIONS CONCEPTS REQUIRING THE USE OF A GEOSYNCHRONOUS-ORBIT SPACECRAFT. 7IIESE INCLUDE BROADCAST
OF HEALTH AND EDUCATION TELEVISION PROGRAMS TO SMALL I LOW-COST GROUND RECEIVING UNITS IN REMOTE REG
I0145, OTHEP STUDIES TO BE CONDUCTED ARE RELATED TO AERONAUTICAL AND MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS, POS17
w	 ION-LOCATION, AND TRAFFIC-CONTROL TECHNIQUES. QUESTICNS CONCERNING SPACECRAFT TRACKING AND DATA RE
{-. 	 LAY AFE ALSO INVESTIGATED. THE 1.402 AG SPACECRAFT CONSISTS ESSENTIALLY OF AN EARTH VIEWING MODULE
v
	
	 CONIISCTED TO A DEPLOYABLE REFLECTOR ANTENNA. DETAILS REGARDING THE PLANNED EXPERIMENTS AND THE SP
ACECFAFT DESIGN ARE DISCUSSED AND A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ATS PROGRAM IS PRESENTED.




XEYWOPOSS	 ATS-6: ;OHMUNICATIOUS SATELLITES: SOCIAL FACTORS; EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION; STATIONARY ORBITS; SATELL
ITE ANT=NIIAS
JOUPISAL TITLE,	 SPACEFLIGHT, VOLUME 16, PAGES 340-350

















t	 rATE OF OOCUMENT/TYPE! OCT 74 	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUME1ITI	 THE COMMUNITY SATELLITE 2
AUT110P,I STAFF; 'IASA; FAIPCHILO INDUSTRIES
SATCLLITEI	 ATS-E
€ 03)1:fT OF E XPERIHENT, THE OBJECTIVE WAS TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH CARE OF NATIVE ALASKANS IN REMOTE VILLAGES.	 TO IMPROVE HEA
LTH EDUCATIGN FOR PHYSICIANS HHOSI UNDERGRADUATE EXPERU.NCES ARc F.00TEO IN RURAL AMERICA. 	 70 DEMON
STRATE THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF A DIRECT BROADCAST TV SYS:EM FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.
AQSTRACTI AN EXPERIMENT HAS CDNOUGIED TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH CARE OF NATIVE ALASi(AHS BY USING A SATELLITE
} FOR VOICE COMMUNICATION 6ETHLEt1 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE PHYSICIANS ANU HEALTH AIDES IN RCMOTE VILLAG
ES.	 IN AN EXTENSION CF THE EXPERIMENT THE AMOUNT AND KIND OF MEDICAL INFORMATION TRANSMITTED IS TO
1 H= BROA'DEHED,	 THE EXPERIMENTS ARE TO DEMONSTRATE WHETHER HEALTH CARE IN REMOTE AREAS CAN BE IMPFO
E w VED BY TELEMEOICINE.	 ANOTHER OBJECTIVE IS TO PF.OVIUE HEALTH EDUCATION FOR PHYSICIANS WHOSE UNDERGR
ADUATE EXFERIENCEE ARE RCOTED IN RURAL AMERICA.	 ANOTHER INVESTIGATION REPORTED INVOLVES AN EXPERIM
ENT IN WHICH ATS-6 WILL BE USED TO CONDUCT TRACKING AND DATA RELAY EXPERIMENTS WITH AT LEAST TWO OT
HER NASA SPACECRAFT.	 OTHCR EXPERIMENTS ARE CONCERNED WITH DEMONSTRATING THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF A 0
IFECT BROADCAST TV SYSTEM FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.
t; SU?JECTI SPOADLASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APFLICATIGNS
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS	 VIDEO
L KEYWOP.DSI STS-6 1 EIOMEDICAL DAIAI 	 VOICE COMMUNICATION; ALASKA; CLINICAL MEDICINE; TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
dOUnNAL TITLEI SPACEFLIGHT. VOLUME 16o PAGES 369.375
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iCATE OF 000UMENT/TYPE1 NOV 74	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OOCUMENTS THE COMMUNITY SATELLITE 3
r
AUTHORS STAFF: NASA; FAIRCHILD INDUSTRIES
SAT;.LLITER	 ATS-6
OPJECT OF EXPERIMENTS THE OnJ £CTIVE WAS TO DISCUSS VARIOUS TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS.
APSIPACTS A HUMBER OF TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS CONOUCTED WITH THE SATELLITE ARE DISCUSSED, GIVING ATIENTIO
N TO A VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER EXPERIMENT, A RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE EX PERIMENT• A MIL
LIMETER WAVL- PROFAGATION EXPERIMEUT, A COMSAT PROPAGATION EXPERIMINT, A CESIUM BOMBARDMENT ION ENGI
t2l NE EXPERIMENT. AN ACVANCEO THERMAL CONTROL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT, A SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE EXPERIMENT. A R
I ADIO BLACON EXPERIMENT, AND ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS EX PERIMENTS. SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS CONSIOE
w P.ED ARE RELATED TO THE USE OF A SPACECRAFT 	 VIQRATION ACCELEROMETER, A QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE C
W ONTAMI ►CATION MONITOR• AND A TELEVISION CAMERA.
SUNJ _CTS METLORJLOGY	 TELEVISION
KFYHOROSS ATS-6: EARTH ENVIRONMENT; MILLIMETER WAVES; RADIO BEACONS; SATELLITE TELEVISION; SPACECRAFT CONTAMI
NATIGN; THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
JOURNAL TITLES SPACE FLIGHT, VOLUME 16,	 PAGES 423 -426, 440
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dUATE OF DPCUM[NTJTYPEt AFR 7:	 /
 JOURNAL KRIIL'LE	 ^.
TITLE OF DOCUMENT[	 SATELLITE-TRACKED CUMULUS VELOCITIES
AUTHOR[
	 FUIJIIA. T o T,; PEARL, E, W,; SHENK, We c'.
SATELLITE[ ATS-3
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT $




	 dA:IC PROBLEMS IN THE INTERPRETATION OF SATELLITE-TRACKED LOW-CLOUD VELOCITIESAF= REVIEWED,
THE M0 AACOM. SYSTEM OF CLOUD VELOCITY COMPUTATION IS OUTLINED• ANL CAUTION IS URGED IN CONVERTING
:LOUC VELOCITIES INTO WIND VELOCITIES, 	 THE MOTION OF VARIOUS CUMULUS CELLS OVER SPRINGF
tr1	 IfLO, MO., BAGBAOOS, AND TAMPA. FLOkICtA. IS ANALYZED. IT IS SHCWN THAT MULTITUkRET CELLS DO NOT AL
$
	
	 MAYS MOVE WITH THE WIND, THAT ADOITIO11 AND DELETION OF TURRETS BELONGING TO A SPECIFIC CELL MAY CAU
SE ERFATIC MOTION IN A TEACER CELL. AND THAT CUMULUS TURRETS BETWEEN 0.3 AND I MILES IN SIZE ARE TH
O F 9 :-ST TARGETS FOR INFERRING THE MEAN WIND VELOCITY WITHIN THE SUCCLOUO LAYERS, IT IS CONCLUDED TH
AT THE ACCUFACY OF WIND VELOCITY ESTIMATES WILL BE NO BETTER THAN 2 HEETERSJSEC UNLESS THE PHYSICAL
At10 DYNAMIC CHAP.ACTERISTICS OF CUMULUS MOTION ARE FURTHER INVESTIGATED.
Su,TJ^CTt	 METLOPOLOGY
I
1 ,	 KEYWORDS$	 ATS-3; CLOUD PHOTOGPAPHS; CUMULUS CLOUDS; WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT; PHOTO INTERPRETATION
JOURNAt TITLEt	 JOUI:NAL OF AP FLIEG METEOROLOGY, VOLUME i4, PAGES 407-413
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CAT: OF pOCUMENt/TYPEI MAR 76	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
t
TITLE. OF DOCUMENTI TELEVISION fRCM INDIA
t






OBJECT OF EXPF_RIMENTt THE OB.,ECTIVE WAS TO FE— BROADCAST DOMESTIC TELEVISION TO RURAL PAFTS OF INDIA.
AESTRACTI THE ATS-5 SATELLITE, AT PRESENT IN GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT AT LONGITUDE 33 $DEGREES$ E OVER LAKE V
ICTORIA IN AFRICA, IS BEING USED TO F.E-BROAOCAST DOMESTIC TELEVISION TO RURAL PARTS OF INDIA. 	 THE
TP.ANSNISSICNS ARE OF AN EXPERIMENTAL NATURE AND ARE SCHEDULED TG LASS ONLY UNTILAUGUST 1976. 	 TH
EY AREON A FREQUENCY OF 86CM14Z WITH F.M. VISION ON 625 LINES, 50FIELDS/S.	 SOUND IS ALSO F,M., WITH
TWO CHANNELS, ONE AT 5.5NHZ AND TH, OTHER AT 6.OMHZ ABOVE BASEBAND. 	 ALTHOUGH THE 30fT
I PAGASOLIC ANTEANA ON THE SATELLITE IS POINTING AT INDIA AND GIVING A 2. 8 :DEGREE! BEAM. EUROPE IS
W AT WORST ABCUT 12 (DEGREES OeGREES OFF THE BEAM AXIS SO THAT SIGNALS OF APPROXIMATELY 3000 DOWN OR
N LESS UN THE ON —AXIS SIGNAL CAN BE EXPECTED, CORRESPONDING TO AN EXPECTED FIELD STRENGTH OF 393 SNU
~ f V/N,	 REPORTS ARE GIVEN FROM TWO EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS, ONE IN EIRE AND THE OTHER IN ENGLAND, WHE
RE THE INDIAN TELEVISION PICTURES HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY RECEIVED,
SU`IJCCTI BROADCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 VOICL COMMUNICATIONS
I TELEVISION
KEYWORDSI ATS-5i TELEVISION BROADCASTING;
	
INDIA;	 TELECOMMUNICATION LINKS
' jOUkHAL TITLEI WIRELESS WORLD,	 VOLUME 82, PAGES 66-70




E `r	 GATE Of DOCUMENT/TYPES OCT 75	 f JOURNAL AkTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS
	




OBJECT OF EXPERIMEHTS 	 THE 08jaCTIVE WAS TO REACH A FEN THOUSAND REMOTE INDIAN VILLAGES VIA SATELLITE BROADCAST TELEVISION
r	 ABSIFACTS	 A LARGc SCALE EXPERIMENT HILL BE CONDUCTED IN INDIA, BEGINNING MIDDLE OF 1975 s TO REACH A FEW
LT]	 THOUSAND REMOTE I110TAN VILLAGES VIA SATELLITE BROADCAST TELEVISION, THE PAPER DISCUSSES THE RESEAR
w	
CH &NO DEVELOPMENT ASPECTS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND SOFTHARE COMFONEHTS OF THE EXPERIMENT, THE OPER
P	 N	 ATIONAL PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS ADOPTED, AS ALSO THE HOPES AND FEATS CONCERNING ITS OUTCOME, SOME 0t	 N	 F THE ALREADY REALIZED MANAGERIAL, SOCIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL SPIN-OFFS OF THIS MULTIFAU TED EXPERIME
N1 ARE POINTED OUT.
SU3.iECTS	 OROADCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 TELEVISION
t	 9EYNOROSI	 ATS-6: EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION: INDIAN SPACE PROGRAM; SATELLITE TELEVISIONS INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIO
{	 Nt NASA PROGRAMSt OP£FsATIONAL PROBLEMSi TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
JOURNAL TITLES
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we Op GOCUHENf/TYPE# NOV 75	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TI T LE OF DOCUMENT# ATS-6 - RADIO REACOH cXPEFIMENT THE FIRST YEARS --- IONOSPHERIC AND SATELLITE -TO-GROUND ELECTRON CO
LATENT
AUfHaRt GAVIE-S.	 K.; FRITZ, R.
	 B.; GRUBBr	 R.	 H.;	 JONES, J•	 E.
00j4;T OF EXPERIMENT$ 1HE OBJECTIVE WAS TO MEASURL THc TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT AND THE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON CONTENT OETWEE
N THE SATELLITE AND GROUND,
A9STPACTI THE PADIO BEACON EXPERIMENT AGOAFD APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 IATS-61 IS DESIGNED TO
Mt4SURE THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT AND THE ICNOSPHERIC ELECTRON CONTENT BETWEEN THE SATELLITE AND 6
FOUIID.	 THE SPACESOPN£ DEACON TRANSMITS SIGNALS ON FREQUENCIES OF 44, 140. AND 360 "HZ KITH AMPLITU
OF MCDULATIONS OF 1 MHZ AND/OR Dal MNZ FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF MCOULATION PHASE. FARADAY ROTATION O A
NO AMPLITUOc.
	 THC HOGULATION PHASE DELAYS ARE CALIBRATED IN THE SATELLITE AND IN THE GROUND EOUIPM
ENT, AND THE POLARIZATION OF THE EMITTED SIGNALS APE PREDETERMINED BY STANDARD ANTENNA RANGE TECHNI
RUE;.	 THE DESIGN OF THe ATS-6 RECEIVER IN BOULOEF.. COLORADO: IS GISCUSSEO.
	 THE ANTEIINAE ARE OF T"
E SHOP.T BACKFIRE TYPE OESCP.IEEO BY EHRENSPECK 119671, HIT" NOMINAL GAINS OF 13,	 199 AND ZZ 08 AT 411
. 1+.0. AND 360 MHZ, RESPECTIVELY.
	 DATA RECORDING AND OVERALL SUPERVISION OF THE RECEIVER IS CARRIE
0 OUT BY A 16-BIT MINICOMPUTEF WITH 6 K OF MEMORY.
	 OVERALL PERFOFMANCE OF THE SYSTEM IS SATISFACTO
FY.	 SAMPLE DATA ON THE MONTHLY MEDIAN HOURLY VALUES OF THE TCTAL ELECTRON CONTENIs PLAS"OSPMERIC G
ONTENT, ANO SHAPE FACTOR SHOW GISTINCT SEASONAL AND DIURNAL VARIATIONS.
SUBJECT$ RADIO TRANS"ISSION
KEYWORDS$ ATS-6; IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY; RACIO BEACONS# CARRIER FREQUENCIES= RADIO RECEIVERS# RADIO TfA
NSHIS5ICN2 FAFAGAY EFFECT; POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
JOURNAL TITLES IFEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTIONIC SYSTEMS. VOLUME ASE-Ils PAGES 1103-1109








PAT':. OF DOCUMENT/TYPES NOV TG
	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 ATS-6 EXPERIMENT SUMMARY
	
Ga
AUT11OR S	 CORRIGAN, J. P.
SATELLITES ATS—E
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS	 A GENERAL OVEAVIEN IS GIVEN OF EXPERIMENT PLANNING ANO IHPLENENTAIION FCR THE ATS-6,
APSTP.ACT1
	
	 A GENERAL OVERVIEW IS GIVEN OF EXPERIMENT PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR THE AU-6, INCLUDED
IN THE REVIEW ARE DISCUSSIONS OF PROJECT OFFICE ACTIVITIES, EXPERIMENT SELECTION, SPACECRAFT IMPLE
f	 MENTATION, GROUND TEK"INAL IKFLEMENTATIONe THE OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER, AND THE INFGiMATIOh PROCE
w	 SSIHG DIVISION. A TAELE IS IIhCLUOEG SUMMARIZING THE VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS AMONG NHICH ARE COMHUNICAT





KEYWORDS1	 ATS-6, :OMHUNICATION SATELLITE; GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS$ HET EXPERIMENT; TERMINAL FACILITIES
JOURNAL TITLES	 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, VOLUME ASE-11, PAGES 1004-1014
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS 4UHBERI 	 S91
tOAT, OF DOCUMFNF/TYPES NOY 75
	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT,	 ATS-6 OFSCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE
RUT1iOR a	 CEDI aLH. H. N.
SATELLITES ATS—G
ABSTRACTS	 THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 'SATELLITE-6 EMBODIES A GEOSYNCHRONOUS TECHNOLOGY THAI IS SENSITIVE
LHOUGH TO RECEIVE SIGNALS FRO" SIMPLEE INEXPENSIVE EARTH —BASED TEFMINALS AND IS POWERFUL ENOUGH TO
PELAY COLOR TELEVISION AND OTHER HIGH —QUALITY SIGNALS TO THESE TEFMINALS. THIS WAS ACCONPLISHED BY
DEPLOYING A 9.1-M PARABOLIC REFLECTOk ANTENNA IN SPACE P BY PERFOF.HING PRECISION ATTITUDE MANEUVERS
	
m	 CN COMMANDS FROM THE EARTH TO FOLNT THE REFLECTOR TO SELECTED SPGTS ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE• AND BY
	
1	 FROVIDING COMMUNICATIONS LINKS AND NECESSARY PONER TO RECEIVE AND kEBROADCAST SIGNALS TRANSMITTIO
	
w	 FFOH THc GF.CUND. ALL MAJOR 06JECTIVES OF THE ATS PROGRAM HAVE BELN SATISFIE0 9 WITH-SPECIFICATIONS
	
N	 BEI116 MFT OR EXCEEDED.CJt
SU3JFCTS	 INFORMATION
K E YWOP.031	 ATS-63 PARABOLIC ANTENNAS; kADIO RELAY SYSTEY.; SATELLITE TELEVISION; GROUND STATIONS; PARABOLIC RE
FLECTORS; PROPULSION SYSTEM PiRFORMANCE
jOUP11RL TITLE S 	IEEL TRAIISACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, VOLUME ASS-11. PAGES 944-1003
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bCOTE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES HOV 75
	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OOCUMENTI	 ATS-6 RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFEbENCE MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT
AUTHORS	 HLNPY. V. F.
£ITcLLITEI ATS-6
OP.JECT OF EXPERIMENTI	 INVESTIGAT € C-9ANC TE R _STRIAL NOISE SOURCES [GEOGRAPHICAL NOISE POWER DISTRIBUTION)
ADSTPACTS THE FREQUENCY EANO FROM : . 925 TO 6.425 GHZ IS SERVED 9Y FIXED SATELLITES AND BY TERRESTRIAL NI
CRnWAVE LINKS. THERE IS A POSS16ILITY OF MICROWAVE LINKS POl%TL8 AT THE HORIZON CAUS . NG INTERFERE"
CE TO THE UPLINKS OF DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES SHARING 714E SAME FREOUENC
^, ► 	 Y SANE, A MATHEMATICAL MCDEL HAS BEEN DERIVED FOE FRE9ICTING THE FIELDS AT GEOSTATIONAAY ORBIT SAS
N
	
	 ED ON T14E KTIOWN CHARLCTERISTICS AND VHOWN DISTRIBUTION OF THE TERRESTRIAL MICROWAVE RELAY SYSTEM.
THE RFPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE -6 TATS-6) IS SENSITIVE 70 SIGNALS IN THE RANGE OF 10 DUN RADI
ATEO IN T:fE OIRECTION OF THE SATELLI7E. SIGNALS IN THE RANGE OF 10 - 30 DBW HAVE BEEN RECOROEO OVER




	 ELCCTROMAGNETIG MEASUREMENT; MICROWAVE TRANSMISSIONI RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCEI RADIO RELAY SYST
£MS
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER,
	 593
DAr-' OF OOCUHFNT/TYPEt 110V 15
	 t/ JOURNAL AF.TICLE
TI*LS OF DOCUMENTS	 A1S-b P R ELIMINA RY RFSULTS FROM THL 13/19-GHZ COMSAT PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT
AUTHOPt	 HYOE, G.
SRTEtLITEt ATS-5
05JECT OF EXPERINE411 	 COLLECT DATA ON ATTENUATION DUE TO PFcCIPITATION, DETERMINE FONEF MAP.GIIIS NEEDED IN SPACECRAFT CON
HUNICATIoNS SYSTEMS,
APSTQ ACTI	 THi: 13/18-GHZ COMSAT PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT tCPE) IS REVIEWEC, THE DATA ACQUISITION AND FROCES
SING ARF DISCUSSED, AND SAKPLc5 OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS ARE PRESENTED, THE NEED FOR MEASUREMENTS OF
60111 HYDHOMETEOh-INDUCED AiTcNUATION STATISTICS AND DIVERSITY LFFECTIVENESS IS BROUGHT OUT. THE F
ti	 ACILITRTION OF THE EXFERIMENT - CPE CUAL FREQUENCY AND DIVERSITY SITE LOCATION, THE CFE lROUND TRAM1	 SHIT TEFNINALS, THE CPE TFAhSPONCkk CN AFPLICATIOhS TCCHNOLOGV SATELLITE-6 tATS-6), AND THE CPE FEC
w	 EIVE kNu DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM - 15 aRIEFLY EXAMINcO. THE ON-LINE PFLPROCESSING OF THE RECEIVED
N	 SIGkttL IS DEVIEWEJ, FCLLONED BY A OISGUSSIOH OF THE OFF-LINE FFcCCESSING OF THIS DATABASE TO-R ^HOVE
SIf,NAL FLUCTUATIONS NOT DUE TO HYDROMETERS, FINALLY, SAMPLES OF THE RESULTS OF FIRST
-LEV -Z L AAALYSI
S OF IN= PFSULVANT DATA FOR THE 18-GHZ DIVERSITY SITE NEAR BOSTCN, MASSACHUSETTES, AND FOR THE DUAL
FRLUUcNCY 13/18-GHZ SITE N=Ak DEIRDIT, MICHIGAN, ARE PRESENTED AkD DISCUSSED,
SU3j=CTt	 METEOGOLOGY
KEYWnPDSt	 ATS-5; C014SA1 PROGRAit; MICROWAVE: TRANSMISSION; RECEPTION DIVERSITY[ HYDROMETEOROLOGYT SIGNAL STABIL
IZATIOr?
JV111 • NAL TITLEt
	 IEEE TRAHSACTIOIIS ON AEROSPFCc AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, VOLUME AES-11, PAGES 1984-1094
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 	 594
1
DFTG OF DDCU llENt/TY 9!et 110V 75	 / JOUkkAL ARTICL,
TITLE OF DOrUMENTI	 ATS-6 - MILLIMETER WAVE PAOPAGATXON A110 COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS AT 20 AND 30 GHZ
At fTliOR I
	
IF ('LIl U- L. J.
SATELLIIEt ATS-6
OPJfrT OF EXPEPIHfNTt
	 I1,VFaTI(•ATIGN OF ATMOSPHtkIL P&OFAGATION AT MHV FREQUENCIES. FLAEIBILiTV OF THE APPLICATION OF MMW
i,UHt1UN)CATIOKS SYSTEMS.
ABSTPACTt THL ATS-E MILLIMETER WAVE EXPERIMEkf HAS PROVIDEO THE FIRST DIRECT HEASUREMENTS OF 20- AND SO-
GHZ ExF7H-SPACE LINKS FROM AN OABI T IHG SATELLITE. SFUOIES AT ELZVEN LOCATIONS IN THE CONTINENTAL U
KITED STATES WERE UIRECTEO AT AN EVALUATION CF RAIN ATTENUATION EFFECTS, SCINTILLATIONSr OEPOLARIZA
TIOn, SIT. CIVERSITY, COHERLNCE BANDWIDTH, AND ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMHUNICATICHS TECHNIQUES. IN AD
0111011 to DIRECT MEASUREMENTS ON THE 20- AND 30-GHZ LINKS, METHODS OF ATTENUATION FRSOICTION WITH R
ACAkS, kAIN GUAGES, AhO RADICMETEFS MIRE DEVELOPED AND COMPARED WITH THc DIRECTLY MEASURED ATTENUAT
co	 ION. THIS PAPER PRESE14TS A REVIEW OF THE MAJCR RESULTS OF THE FIRST YEAR OF MEASUREMENTS WITH ATS-
6, WITH EMPHASIS on THE IMPACT OF THE MEASUREMENTS UN MILLIMETER WAVE SPACE SYSTEMS DESIGN.
SUIJECTO	 MILLIMFTER WAVE
KEYWOPLS(





 TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECIR014IC SYSTEtlS, VOLUME AES-11, PAGES 1067-1083
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DAT E CF OOCUHENT/TY P E , NOV TS	 / jOUFkAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OCCUPENT,	 ATS-C TELEVISION RELAY USING SMALL TERMINALS EXPERIMENT 	 -" d'
fuIiSGial	 MILLER, J. E.
SRTZI.LITES	 ATS-6
,.^rrr
OIJECT OF E xPERIMFNTt	 TD A!VAU;F c110 PRO„RTE THE TECHNOLOGY OF BROADCASTING SATELLITES.
10SI&ACT1
	
	 THE. TELEVISIfi 11 RELAY USING SHALL TERMINALS 17RUSTI EXPERIMENT MRS DESIGNED TO ADVANCE AND PF,G” 	 '—
OTE T»t TECHNOLOGY OF BFOADCASTING SATELLITES, A CONSTANT £NVELOFE TELEVISION FM SIGNAL WAS TRANS"
ITTiG AT C LAND TO THE ATS-6 EAAT„ COWERAGE MORN AND PETRANSMITTZC AT 869 MHZ THROUGH THE 9 —M ANTEN	 " y
NA 1U ^ LOW-COST DIFECT-FEAGOUT GROUND STATION. THE EXPERIMENT DE"ONS7AATED THAT HIGH-QUALITY TOLE
v15It'1 :ND GuDIo CAN BE RECEIVED BY LOW-COST DIRECT-RECEIVE GROUMt STATIONS. PAEUETECTION 8ANGWIDT
1	 H! ;,MIIIFICANTLY LESS THAN PI.EOICT_O BY CARSON'S RULE CAN BE UTILIZED WITH MIkIKAL DEGRADATION OF E
r3	 ITHER H011C0 1ROME 00 COLOR PICTURES. Two ScPARATE T£CHNIOU$S OF DUAL AUDIO CHARNEL TRANSMISSION HAV
E 7E' ►4 SE'1 C167RATEO TO BE SUITABLE FGR LOW -COST APPLICATIONS.
Eu y )! I T	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS	 ----
TfL{viS7r111 B ELLY	 VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS	
1
j(wc i DSt	 AT, -F: _POUND STATIONS: ELNGMIDTH: VIDEO COMMUNICATIONi: 	 B1HO; RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS! VOICE Commu"I
CtTIL1.5
i':1- IEEE 7ITL 7 1 	 1EE( FP4r+5AZ:TIOmf 01f AEROS PACE AND ELEi;TRONIC SYSTEMS, VOLUME ASE-119 PAGES ilia-let?
	
UNIVERSITY 4F VAYTOH A;,CESS NUMBER=	 S96
i
iAI
DATE OF DOCUNENTITY a E8 NOV 75	 / JOUF ►NAL ARTILLE
TITLE OF OOCUMENTS ATS -6 SAT E LLITE INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION EXPERIMENT
AUTHOR MILLER,	 J.	 L.
SAT'LLLITEi	 ATS-6
OKJECT OF Ek¢ErTIMENTI THE OIJECTIV£ wA5 TO CEMCNSTW E RELAY BY GEOSYNCHRONCUS SATELLITE OF CCIR DUALITY TELEVISION FROM
A HIGH- PONGkED PPC)RAP TRAUSMiTTING STATION TO SMALL MUDIFIED STANDARD TV RECEIVERS LOCA7E0 THROUGH
OUT PUrAL INDIA 010 TO OFSAN kEBRDADCAST STATIONS.
AFS7kACTI THE SATELLITE INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION EXPERIMENT	 ISITEI IS SCHEDULED FOR THE SELONO YEAR OF S
4T_LLITL OPLRA110%	 APPLICA7IONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 1ATS-61 WILL RSCEIVz C-BAND VIDEO SIGNALS fR
th CM A9rEDAPAD AND DELHI,
	
INDIA, AND MILL RETRANSMITT TH E VIDEO AND 740 AUDID SUDCARRIERS AT 660 MMZ
1 TO 6 CLUSTERS OF 400 DIAECT-kEGEIVE STATIONS FOR A TOTAL OF 2400 DIRECT-RECEIVE STATIONS. 	 MORNING
PHOGOAMZ OF 1.5 HOURS D ER DAY ARE DESIGNED FOR CLASSROOM USE, AND EVENING PROGRAMS OF 2.5 HOURS DUR
O ATION A;E DESIGNED FOR VILLAGE ADULT EDUCATION.	 INDIAN PRODUCTION ANTENNAS AND TELEVISION SETS HAV
L	 3ESN 7ESTLO GIRL FOU140 TO MEET SPECIFICATIONS. AND A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT IS ANTICIPATED.
SU3,► ECF4 lROAGCASTING	 EOUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
ViDEO GONNUNICAT?Otis
KE YWORDS1 ATS-61 EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION; GROU140 STATIONS: 	 INOIAk SPACE" PP,CGFAMt G BANO1 VIDEO GONNUNICATICNSI
VOICE. LOMMUNICATIONS; MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
IUUFKAI
	 TITLE1 IEEE TVANSACTIONS Oil AEkGSPACL AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, VOLUME ASE-111 9 PAGES 1033-1037
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 597
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEt MAR 76
	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUM,ENTs A TIME COMF„NISOM EXPERIMENT PERFORMED BY SSRA SYSTEM VIA ATS-1




OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT) THE OIiaECTIVE NOS TO COMPAFL TIME BETWEEN KASHIMA, JAPAN GROUND STATION AND THE ROSMAN U.S• GROUND
STATION USING ATS-1 SATELLITE.
ADSTPACTI A TIME COMPAF!ISCN EXPERIMENT BETWEEN THE KASHIMAo JA PAN GRCUND STATION AND THE ROSMAN U n S• GkO
0110 STATION WAS PERFORMED FROM AUGUST 19 TO 29.
	
1975 USING THE AT: — t SATELLITE.
	
THE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM cMFLOYEED HAS SSRA (SPREAD SPECTRUM RANDOM ACCESS), OPERATING IN THE SHF @AND• AND BDTM GROUN
011 n STATIONS USED COMMLRCFAL CESIUM CLOCKS WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE TUBES,
	
AN ERROR ANALYSIS WAS PERFOR
MEO, WITH ATTENTI011 DF.AWN TO INSTRUMENT ERRORS. ERRORS DUE TO SATELLITE DRIFT, ERRORS DUE TO SYSTEM
w DELAYS. AND ERRDPS DUE TO RACIO HAVE REFRACTION IN THE IONOSPHERE.
	
RESULTS SNOWED THAT THE SSRA S
L ^ YSTEH CAN P-_RFORM THE SATELLITE TIME COMPARISON WITH VERY HIGH RESOLUTION, BETTER THAN A FEN NAHOSE
CONDS.
SU9iF CTt DATA TRLNSMISSION
VEYWOP_OS) ATS-11 SYIICHRONISM:	 TIME LAGI
	
TIME SIGNALS(	 ATOMIC CLOCKSi ERROR ANALYSIS3 ERROR SIGNALS( 	 INSTRUMEN
T EF-PORS1	 TIME MEASUREMENT! SIGNAL RECEPTION
JOURNAL TITLEe RADIG k?SEAkCH LAOORATORIES,
	
VOLUME 23, PAGES 65-103







OAT-i OF DOCUMENT /TYPE$ JUNE 76	 JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITL` OF DOCUMENT $ 	A COMPARISON OF LOW -CLOUD SAIELLIT = WIND ESTIMATES WITH ANALYSES BASED ON AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS IN
A OISTURIED TROPICAL REGIME
AUTHORI	 SMITH. G. L.; HASLE p , A. F.
SATELLITE$ ATS-3
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTI	 LOW-LEVEL, ATS-3 SATELLITE WINO ESTIMATES ARE C OMFARED WI7H VALUES OF W1140 DIRECTION AND SPEEL INTE
P.FOLATED FROM ANALYSES BASED ON RESEARCH AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS OF A SYNOPTIC TROPICAL WAVE.
AESIRACT1 LGw-LEVEL, ATS - 3 SAIF .LLITE WIND ESTIMATES ARE COMPARED WITH VALUES OF MIND DIRECTION AND SPEED
INTERPOLATED FRCH ANALYSES BASED ON RESEARCH AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS OF A SYNOPTIC TROPICAL WAVE OF
MODERATE INTENSITY ON 26JULY 1969 DURING BOMEX• THE DATA WERE STRATIFIED ACCORDING TO WHETHER A SA
TELLITE ESTIMATE WAS POSITIONED IN ONE OF THREE REGIONS; NAMELY * EAST OR WEST OF THE WAVE TROUGH ORW	
NORTH OF THE DISTURBANCE CENTER. WHEN CLOUD AND ANALYSIS VECTCR MAGN17UOE DEVIATIONS WERE COMPUTEw
fV	 09 F,EGIOIIAL DIFFERENCES BECAME APPARENT. THESE DIFFERENCES ARE AITRIHUTED TO THE PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR
OF THE CLOUD TAPGETS TRACKED UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE SURROUNDING LAFGE -SCALE ENVIRONMENT.
4	 SU jFC T I	 METEOROLOGY
L	 KEYWOPOSI	 A15-3; CLOUD COVER; METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT; HIND DrRECTION; WIND VELOCITY; TROPICAL METED
L	 POLOGY
JOURNAL TITLE$	 MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, VOLUME 104, PAGES 7f2-708
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09TE OF OCCUMENT /TYPES MAR 76	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 ATTENUATION CIVERSITY MnASURLMENTS AT 20 AND 30 GHZ
AUTjlORI	 VOGELt He Jt i STP.AITON, A. N•; FANNIN, Os M•; WAGNERt No Ke
SATELLITES ATS-6
OFJECT OF EXPERIMENTI	 INV=STIGATION OF ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION AT MILLIMETER HAVE FREQUENCIES. FEASIBILITY OF THE APPLIC
ATION OF MILLIMETER HAVE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.
TH F RESULTS OF DATA OOTAINED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ATS-
6 MILLIMETER HAVE EXPERIMENT ARE PRESENTEO. ATTENUATION MEASURLMLNTS AT So GHZ AND SAY NOISE DATA
AT 2d GHZ WLRE ORTAIHfiD FOR 93 DAYS SIMULTANEOUSLY AT EACH OF TWO SITES SEPARATED OY It KM AND FOR
314 DAYS AT ONE SITE. A PLOT OF MAXIMUM OBSERVED CLOUD HEIGHT AGAINST PAXIMUM HOURLY ATTENUATION I
NDICATES THAT FUR A GIVEN ATTENUATION LEVEL A LOWER LIMIT IS SET FOR THE MAXIMUM CLOUD HEIGHT.
HILLIMETEk NAVE
ATS-611 ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION, MILLIMETER WAVES; RAIN; SATELLITE OBSERVATION; SIGNAL FADING
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.►ANISON. 0.1 PALL, 3.
BUREAU OF ECUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED, IDHEW /OEI, WASHINGTON, D.C.
T11E OBJ^CTIVE WAS TO CEMONSTRi-7E USE OF ATS-3 TO PROVIDE COMPUTER -ASSISTED INSTRUCTION TO STUDENTS
AT AN INOIAt PUEBLO IN NEW MEXICO
A DE_CWIPTION IS PROVIDED OF A DEMONSTRATION USE OF THE ATS-3 SATELLITE TO PROVIDE COMPUTER-AS
SISTED INSTRUCTION TO STUDENTS AT AN INDIAN PUEBLO IN NEW MEXICO FROM TFE COMPUTER CENTER AT STANFO
PO Ut1IV T-FSITY # S INSTITUTE FOR MATHEMATICAL STUDIES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES. THE HOLE OF THIS AND'OT
HER TECHNOLOGIES IN IMP ROVING PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY IN EDUCATION AR_ ALSO GISCUSSED.
BROAOCASTING	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
ATS-3t AMERICAN INDIANS; LOMPUTEP ASSISTED INSTRUCTION; EOUCA710HAL IMPROVEMENT; TELECOMMUNICATION
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DAT: OF DOCUMENT /TYPEt jUNF 74	 / FAFER
{
1
TITLE OF OOCUMEH71 9LYOND STS -61 SOCIAL USE:: OF COMMUNICATIONS
AUTHOR CATEks	 1).
cATLLLIIEI	 A7S-6
OEJ.ECT• OF EXPERIMENTt THE 09JFCTIVE WAS TO DISCUSS THE 50CIAL USES AND THE FUTURE OF THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE.
AFSTRACTI A PANEL DISCUSSION HAS HELD TO EXAMINE THE EFFICACY OF THE AFPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES,
POWERFUL CCMMUNICATION SATELLITES OESIGNEO TO SEND QUALITY SIGNALS TO LOW —COST GROUND TERMINALS.
til THE SATELLITES HAVE SEEN USED01.1 AN EXPERIMENTAL BASIS IN RURAL AMERU A 9 CANADA ♦ AND INDIA.	 WHILE
t
1
THE F,01=L GENERALLY AGREED ON THE GREAT POTENTIAL OF THE SATELLITES THEY ALSO IDENTIFIED UNRESOLVEDUj
w PQCBLEME IN DEVELOPING THE NONCOMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGY . THE DISCUSSION FOCUSED 0
Ln N THREE MAJOR TOFICSI 111 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENT AND ITS LATER CANCELLATION;
(2) THE ABILITY OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO DEVELOP COMMUNICATION SATELLITES FOR SOCIAL USESI AND 131
THE FUTURE OF THE COMMUNICATICN SATELLITE.
_U9JECTa EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
K^Y ►+t1Ri75t COMMUEIICATI011 SATELLITES EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY$ ATS$ ASPEN INSTITUTE $ TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERt	 602
aY
^•,	
^i	 T ^`•^ 	 .R:. 	 l•,.	
'yfa
-04





DATE OF DOCUMENT / TYPE = MARCH 75	 / PAPER
T1fLE OF DOCUMENT: ETHNIC, MINORITIES AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AUFHORI }IAYZS-HULL, H•
09-JECT OF EXPERIMEIITI DISCUSSION OF COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY WITH REGARD TO MINORITIES
ABSTRACTS UEVFLPPMENTS IN COMMUNICA T IONS TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BECOME A MAJOR CONCERN OF MINORITIES INATIVE
AMERICANS AND AMERICANS OF AFRICAN. ASIAN, AND HISPANIC RACIAL GR ETHNIC ORIGIN)•
	 ALTHOUGH MINORIT
AES AFE DISILLUSIONED WITH BROADCAST TELEVISION BECAUSE TELEVISION DECISION MAKERS HAVE NOT SEEN SE
I NSIIIVE TO MINORITY NEEDS, THEY HAVE SHOWN INTEREST RECENTLY IN CABLE TELEVISION AS WELL AS IN OTHE
La R COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES -- SATELLITES, COMPUTERS, FIBRE OPTILS, AND LASERS.
	 IN ORDER TO 8ECOM
I ' E INVOLVED IN COM MUNICATIONS ON THE RESEARCH AND POLICY MAKING LEVELS, STUDENTS MUST BE EDUCATED IN
COMM.U141CATION TECHNCLOGY, AND BLACK COLLEGES SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT TELECOMMUNICATIOHS CAI) LEAD TO
A NEW WAY OF GENERATING REVENUE WHILE LEADING TO ECONOMIC AND CCHMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
SU13JECTO VOICE CUMMU14ICATIONS	 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
	 VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWnROSI TELECOMMUNICATIONS; CABLE TELEVISION; COMPUTERS; HIGHER EDUCATION; MINORITY GROUPS
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DATE OF DOCUHENT /TYPES 3-5 JUNE 75
	
/ PAPER
TIYLF OF DOGUMENTI	 DEVEL OP14ENT AND TEST OF A CONFORMAL MICROSTRIP AIRBORNE PHASED ARRAY FOR USE WITH THE ATS-6 SATELLI
T£,
AUTIIQP,I	 STANFORDv G.: KLEIN, L.
SPJrJSORING AGENCYI	 U.S. VEFARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION t WASHINGTON. D•C.
a g o	 or_ 	 A15-0
OCJECT OF EXPERIMENTt
	
THE O6J_CTIVE WAS TO CEVFLOP AND TEST AN AIRFRAME-CONFORMABLE ALL-MICROSTRIP-EESIGH SIOE-MOUNTED fn
ASEO tRF.AY ANTENNA SYSTEM
APSTRACTI AM AIRFRAME
-
CONFORMABLE ALL —MICP.OSTRIP —DESIGN SID=—MOUNTED PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA SYSTEM WAS TES
TEA IN FLIGHT. TESTS OVER A RANGE OF RAPIDLY CHANGING TEMPERATURES REVEALED SATISFACTORY ELECTRICA
L AUD,
 HFCH4NICAL PE4F0RHANCE • MULTIPATH REJECTION AND GAIN ARE SRTISFkCTORY AT LOW ELEVATION ANGLE
S. THL MICROSTRIP DESIGN AND PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN ARt DISCUSSEL'. CRITICAL RF CORPONENTS III THE MI
CF.OSTRIP DESIGN ARc ALL ETCHED IN A SINGLE MANUFACTURING STEP. REAL —TIME MANUAL. MEASUREMENTS DATA






 AIRCRAFT AtIT£NNA; SPACECRAFT COHHUNICATIONT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNSI CIRCULAR POLARIZATIO
N% PRASZ SHIFT CIRCUITS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS MUMBERI 	 60%
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GATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEt NOV 75	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
	 W
TITLE OF DOCUHENTI	 ATS-6 HAPITIME SATELLITE EXPLAIMENTS
AUTHORI	 KAMINSKY, Y.
SATcLLITZt ATS-5S ATS-6
OBJECT OF E lIPERIM _NTt	 TH r 03jECTIVE HAS TO IHPkOVE THE CDHP :TITIVE POSITION OF ':HE U.S. FLAG FLEcT BY IHPkOVIKG THE PERfO
RHAHC_ OF SHIPPING PRCCESS FNO LOGISTiCS TO REDUCE COSTS.
ABSTRACTI
	
	 °_ INCE 19E9, THE MARITIME ADHTNISTRATION (MARAD) OF THE U.S. CEPARTMENT OF COMkERCE HAS BEEN EN
GAGLO IN THE EVALUATION OF TECHNOLOGICKL ADVANCES IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONIC DATA P
1	 KOCESEING IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE COMPETITIVE POSITION OF THE U.S. FLAG FLEET BY IMPROVING THE PERF
ORHANCE OF THE SHIPPING FF;OCESS ANU ASSOCIATED LOGISTICS TOGETHER WITH A REDUC7I0H IH COSTS OF NANO
^a	 AL OPERATIONS. THIS EFFORT IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH A FCUF -PHASE STUDY AND TEST PROGRAM USING
W	 THE CAFABILITI £S OF EXISTING SATELLITES. DURING THE TWELVE -MONTH PERIOD BETWEEN JUNE 1914 ANO MAY
1975, MAAAD HAS CONDUCTED THE THIRD PHASE OF THIS PPOGRAM USING hASA ' S ATS-6 AND ATS-5 SATELLITES.
THE RtPORT DESCRIES BRIEFLY THE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, SUHMARILES THE 'BEST ACTIVITIES, AND PRESEH
TS TH2 PRF,LIMINARY TEST RESULTS FOR THE HARAD PHASE 3 PROGRAM.
S0 11JECTt	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL 	 NAVIGATION
KfYW6POSs
	
ATS-6; kAOTO RELAY SYSTEM: NAVIGA7I0H SATELLITES MODEM% L BAH01 SHIP ANTENNA







DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI SEP 70
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUHENTI	 PRECIPITATION ANALYSIS FOR BOMEX PERIOD 3
AUTHORI	 HUDLOH, H. 0.1 SCHEPER, N. D•
SAfELLITEI ATS-3
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT: 	 RPOAK, SATELLITE, AND RAIN-GAGE DATA ARE USED QUALITATIVELY AND QUANTITATIVELY TO DESCRIBE THE PREC
IPITITION MCRFIIOLOGY FOR 10 DAYS
APSTRACTI RADAFc, SATELLITE, AND RAIN -GAGE DATA ARE USED QUALITATIVELY AND QUANTITATIVELY TO DESCRIBE THE
PRECIPITATION MORPHOLOGY FOR 10 DAYS (JUNE ZI-30. 19E91 OF PE KOO 3 OF THE BARBADOS OCEANOGRAPHIC
AND "ETZOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT iBOMEXI. TYPICAL SATELLITE AND RFD$R PHOTOGRAPHS ARE PRESENTED TO IL
LUSTRATE CLOUD PATTERNS AND PRECIPITATION ECHOES FOR EOTH 'UNDISTURBEO' AND • DISTURBED' HEATHER, U
NDISTURH_D CONDITIONS ARE SHOWN TO PREVAIL FOR 5 CONSECUTIVE CATS AND MODERATELY UISTURBEO CON0I1I0
N5 FOR 2 DAYS. PROCEDURES FDA CALIBRATING AND OPTIMIZING THE USE OF THE QUANTITATIVE RADAR DATA AR
E 01SCUSSED. SATELLITE CLOUD DATA AF USED TO EXTRAPOLATE THE RAINFALL ESTIMATES TO AREAS NOT COVE
RED BY RADAR. THE QUANTITATIVE RAINFALL COMPUTATIONS GAVE AVERAGE RAINFALL RATES OVER THE BOMEX SD
UIRE 1250,000 SO KMl OF 0.55 NN/DAY AND 3.7 MM/DAY FDR THE 5-DAY UNDISTURBED AND 2 -DAY DISTURBED FE
RIOUS, FESPcCTIVELY,
SUIJECTI	 MLTEQROLOGY
KEYWOR039	 ATS-3; FAINFALLC 11E'ATHER FORECASTING; CLOUDS; CLOUD COVERT OCEANOGRAPHIC SURVEYS1 RAIN GAGES
UNIVERSITY OF DAY701111 ACCESS NUMBEF t 	 606
MATE OF DOCUMENT /TYPE, SEP 75	 / TECHNICAL REFORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 HIOLATITUDE HEASURE?EKTS OF L-BAND IOttOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION WITH THE ATS-5 SPACECRAFT.
AUTHORI	 BROWN 3F.D, W. E.: HAROULES, G. G.: THOMPSON 3RDs W. I.
SFOHSOQING AGENCY,	 U.S. DEPARTMENT CF TRANSPUFTATION, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR S
YSTEMS DEVELOFMENT AND IECHt .OLOGY, GFFIG = OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING. WASHINGTON, D.L.. 20590
SUd -SECT S
KEYWOP.DSS
THE 1399 CTIVE WAS TO SHOW RESULTS OF L-BANO SIGNAL LEVEL MEASUREMENTS TAKEN FROM THE ATS -5 OPERATIN
G IN THE NAFROW-BAND FREQUENCY TRANSLATION MODE*
THIS REPCRT PRESENTS SOML RESULTS OF L-BANG SIGNAL LEVEL MEASUREMENTS TAKEN FF.OM THE ATS-5 SPA
CE;FAFT OPEKATING IN THE HAFROW -8AND FREQUENCY TRANSLATION ;IOCE. THE UPLINK SIGNAL WAS SENT FROM T
HE DOT / iSC/S,ESTFOk3 PROPAGATIO 4 FACILITY IN WESTFORD, MASSACHUSETTS, WHICH HAS GEOGRAPHIC COORDINA
TES OF LATI7UDE3 42.EO UEGREES NOkTN AND LONGITUDES 71.50 DEGREES WEST AND IS THUS A MIOLATITUOE SI
TE. THt UPLINK SIGNAL WAS TF.ANSPONDEO BY THE NASA ATS-5 SPACECRAFT AND RE -RADIATLO BACK TO EARTH.
THE SIGNAL WAS RECEIVED EY SLVERA^ L-SAND REGEIVING SYSTEMS LOCATED AT THE WESTFORD FACILITY.
THE DATA ARE PRESENTED WCEKLY, MONTHLY AND SEASONAL PLOTS OF THE ROOT - MEAN -SQUARE OF THE PROOA
RILITY DEtISITY FUNCTION AND THE 90TH PERCENTILE LEVEL OF THE FROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF T
HE F£S:EIIVED SIGNAL AMPLITUDE. SAMPLE ANALOG RECOPOINGS OF THE SIGNAL ARE ALSO PPESENTEa ALONG WITH
THc COFI:ESPONDING COMPUTER CALCULATES: STATISTICS.
BRIEF LOUIPMcNT DESCRIPTIONS ARE INCLUDED ALONG WITH A DESCRIPTION OF AN AU70HATIC DATA COLLEC
TION PLATFOFH WHICH WAS USED DURING SOME OF THE MEASUREMENTS.
DATA TRANSMISSION
AMPLITUDE SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS; L-BAND ( 1550 MHZI: ATS-5; AEROSAT; IONOSPHERE
d
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VAT= OF DOCtIMENT/TYPE I FEH 75
	 / TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIME NTERS' GUIDE







SU BIECT I OATS. TRANSMISSION	 NAVIGATION COMMUNICATIONS
I
I	 i
THE OEJkCTIVE WAS TO DESCRIBE THE TECHNICAL AND OPEN
IATEO GROUND TERMINALS, AND THE COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES OF THE CONSINEO SYSTEMS•
THE TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE CTS SATELLITE/ THE ASSOCIATED GROUND TERMINALS, A
NO THE iOMMUNICATIONS CAP+ABILITIES OF TH _
 COMBINED SYSTEM ARE DESCRIBED. THIS INFOPHATION IS PROVI
DED FOR USE IN THE DETAILED PLANNING OF INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS AND TO SPECIFY SOME OF THE OIVISICHS
OF RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND THE EXPERIMENT.
KEYWOROSI
	
CTS; EXPERIMENTERS' GUIDE; TiLECOMMUNICATIONSI NAVIGATION
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I STL OF 0000 tIENT /TYPE I	 ,iAtl 76	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TIIL^ O + - J0:Ur, Et1TI	 ATS - 6 HILLIMETEP WAVELENGTH PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT
A11THONt
	 D. E.; THEOBOLC, 0. M.: TAYLOR, P. G.
^1'; _OR 1116. .1GENGYI	 Tt+l OHIO STtTE U1410PSITY ELELTLtOSCiENCE LA BORATORY , DEPAJLTHENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, COLUMBUS,
OHIO, 43212
SAI^LLIIEI	 ATS-c
( I L Jr - I O F E XPEk I ftl 11T 2




THE A15-6 HILLIHLT-"h WAVELENGTH PROPAGATION EXPERIKE14T IS SUMHARIZEG. ATTEt4UATION HAS MEASURED SIM
LJ	 ULTANLONSLY AT 20 AND 30 GHZ ON EARTH SPACE PROPAGATION PATHS TO TWO GROUND TERMINALS LOCATED AT COa	 LUMBUS, OHIO. IN AUDITION, 2G AND 30 GHZ RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATUFES HERE MEASURED ALONG THE SAME PRONJ
PAGATIOU PAT{tSo AND THE ?0 GHZ FAL'IOKLTRIC TEMPERATURE WAS ALSO MEASURED AT A THIRD GROUND TEFNIIIAL
THL 13 ESULT5 OF THISE MEASUhEHENTS ARE PRESENTED, AND DIVERSITY GAINS FOR THE FOUR P0.)_RS OF I'ROPA
6ATI0t1 °ATH; ARE DI:CUSSED. THE SCINTILLATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THz RECEIVED SIGNALS ARE ALSO PF.E
SErI1LD.
	 k.




G41— Gr	 J4NuA^Y 1 973	 / TEC"HICAL REFORT
Tl% OF VOCU1"E lIT9	 FYALoATICN GF M&FTTIr.£ SATELLITE .(;MMUmICRTICNS FGi`i INLAND HATEk WAYS
S0JT >" GFi i	 AUOLF _Cll. P. E.




	 TO EYttUAIE E Y PE A 71"ENTAL VOILE. T ELETYPE 4mv fACSIHiLE COMMUNicATI0ti5 BETYEZU INLAND WATEAVAT5 vES
!^:.L ANO ITS HCHE CFFICE.
: r-SF 4ACTt lit: PEFOPT CESCFIB_E AN LvALUiTION OF EXPERIMENTAL VOICE. 7ELET7PE AND FACSiRILE COKIUNICATIGN
S i3E_TWEtN An THLtuC WA'EkMIt5 TBUING vE53EL ON THE MISSISSIPPI FIVER AND ITS NOME OFfICi T"RO siGtt NA
$t'S ATS-3 SAT:LUTE USING WHF Fict s3UEt;Ci:S. THE EXPERIMEKT CONCLUDED THAT SUCH COMMU01"TIONS ARE
TECrtttlCtLLt F EASIkL£
 EUT LACKr-Q) CONCLUSIVE DATA TO OEM7HSTi ATE :CCNOMIC B3NEFIT.
NARiF!+'i TRAFFIC GSUTPOL
off r.+'FJ^1	 875-5. WATU-41r TaPAUSPOPTATI0h, MAW—' MATERkAYS9 CARGO TFCANSFOFUTI01t MANAGEMENT





DATt or 9ocum _HT/TYPE = QC:T ?a	 1 PAPER	 i ts
TITLE OF DOCUY.EN31	 NAVIGATION 4110 C011MUt1ICATiON EXPERIMENT AT L -lAtau OH BOARD S. S. MANHATTAN USING ATS-5 SATELLITE
AUTNOF'I	 HANAS, 00 J.i WLGTJCN, R. M.
SATELLITEI ATS-5
APSTFACTI L-84,. SIGNALS RLLAYEO BY THE SYNCHRONOUS ATS-S SATELLITE WERE SUCCESSFULLY USED FOk NAVIGATION AND
DATo4 CUMMU111CATIONS. TWO F+ELE IVI NG STATIO14S WERE UScO, OttE STATIONAF,Y IN HOaRESTOWN, NEW jERSET,
A11E1 114L OTHER MARINE MOBILE 011 THE IC;. dR£AKING TANKER .S. S. MANHATTAN. IT EMPLOYED 9I -PHASE FSK NO
OU.:,TIGU OF THREE TONES FVF RANGING. WIT" SUPERIMPOSED DATA IAFCRHATION • THE RECEIVER IS A "MODULA
TION-LOLK -LOOP" TYPE WHICH GCES NOT kEOUIRE CARRIER L W K. DIGITAL TRACKING TECHNIQUES ARE USED FOR
SAME LE-AND-HOLD FUNCTIONS 7N THE P.ANGE REASURS14ENTS SSCAUSE THE ATS-S SATELLITE IS SPINNING, RESU
LIS AkE D=SCRIPEO IN TERMS OF CARRIER -TO-NOISE RATIOS, SYSTEM PSE:LISION, ACCURACY, MUM PATH EFFECT
S AND THE QUALITY OF DATA 71(ANSNISSIGN. TWO CONCLUSIONS ARE MACE $ 11 THE ATS-5 IS FULLY USABLE: FO
P 14AVIGATION AND DATA COMMUNICATION, AND 21 L -SAND IS WELL SUITED FOR PRECISE AND CONTINUOUS NAVCOM
FURCTIGHS UNAFFECTED BY SEVEF.E ENVIFONMENTAL CONDITIONS.
511*_+^^ Ci s	 DATA TF.ANSMISSIOH	 N4VIGATIOH
K YNOFl-s	 AIS-5: 14AVIGATION; kA`,'SE FINDING; ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES; iELEWINUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS C+NIMBERI 	 611
OATL (,F DOCUHFNT/tYPE1 1977 	 / TECHNICAL. REPORT
TITLE OF 00CUISEN-1	 ftDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOFMEMT FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
AUTHOPI	 CONHITT£E ON :, .ELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
I
SATELLITE, ATS-1: ATS-3; ATS-5; ATS-6
OPJECT of EXPERIMENT,	 SHOULD FLUE-PAL RESEARCH AND DLVELOPMEHT ON SATELLITE COMMUNiCATIUI.S Is
THE FtOPER FEDERAL COLE IN TIi4 FIELD?
ABSTPACTe	 DISCUSSES THE GOtSTION AS TO WHETHER NASA AND/OR FEDERAL GOVERNHEeeI
COMMUNICATIONS BUSINESS, SIX POSSIELE OPTIONS FOR THE FEDERAL ROLE IN SLIT;,
E OUTLINED AND DEFINED. AND FINALLY 711E CONCLUSIONS AND kEC014HENGATIO115 Of IId 4r,^.r .
D.
Su 96 1ECTI	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS	 COMMUNICATIONS
KEYUORIlie	 ATS-I; ATS-3; ATS-5: ATS-6; TEL -eGOMMUIIICATIOHS; NASA; PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS MUMBEk,	 1,1
i
I	 I A T E OF 1,0CUMENI /TYPES DEC 75
	 1 TECHI.IGAL REPORT
s	 TITLE Of DU F;UHENTe	 ATS-E TF.ILATERATION SUPPOF_T
&UT110F 1	 flkISKEN, A. F.: ANDER50N n R. E.
SFOrI50R1NG AGE14CYO	 NASA, GGEICARD SPACE FLIGHT CLUTEF., GF EMELT, MARYLAND
SAtttLITEI ATS-5
O+?JEI;T .IF EXPERIMi11T1	 TO PROVIDE AN L • -BAND TRILATEkATION NETWORK CAPABLE OF LOCATING THE ATS - 5 SATELLsTcs OETckr11ii1N6 Tiff
SATELLITE "S ORBITAL LLEMEN;S, AND PFEDICTING SATELLITE POSITIONS FOR THE NEXT TWO HOURS
AB!STPACTI THE ATS-E TP.ILATERATICH SUPPORT FFOGRAM HAS RESULTED IM THE OSVELOPHErIT OF A UNIQUE 11ETHORK FOR ALE;
UFATEtY AND PFEGISELY DETERHII.IHG SATELLITE FOSITIONS UIILIZIRG INEXPENSIVE, REHCTE, AUTOHATIL TRAM
SPONOEPS. THE TECHNIOUES DEMONSTRATED DURING THESE EXPERIMENTS "AVE BROAD APPLICATIONS IN POSIIIUrI
LOLATIGII OF SATELLIU S, AEFCI ,AUTICAL OR MARITIME POSITION SURVEILLANCE. AND SEARCH AND RESI.UE OPER-
ATION,,
sul1EC 7 r	 MARITIMF TRAFFIC CONTROL
	 NAVIGATION	 SEARCH ANO RESCUE
KEVWURDSI	 AT;-5; GEODLTIC COORCINAIES; NAVIGATION SATELLITE; RANGE FINDERS; SIGNAL PROCESSING; SIGNAL kLCEPII
Gil; L DAHD
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9CRATE OF DOCU"ENT/TYPEI OCT 75
	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF VOCUMEHTI	 ATS-6 ANC THE FUTURE
AUTHOk r	 VON BRAUN, We
SATELLITES ATS-6
OCf,CT OF E 19 PERIMLPITI	 LXPLAIUS THE USE OF A COMMUNICATION SATELLITES THE ATS-6, IN TELEMEDICINE AND INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRU
CTION
ACST-ACTI L"PHASIZES THE GENEFICIAL APPLICATION OF TOOLS DEVELOPED AS E RESULT OF THE SPACE PROGRAM IN C
OPMONICATIONS AND EOUCATION, EXPLAINS THE USE OF A COMMUNICATION SATELLITE, THE ATS-69 IN TELEMEGI
CIHL ANC INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION.
5U7Jr
_CTr	 EDUCAT1UtIAL APPLICATIONS	 HEOICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS 	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
K EY40Y,1151	 ATS-6: EDUCATIONAL TELEVIEIONI TELECOM"UNICATION; CONFUTER ASSISTED I14STRUGTICH
J61)014L TITLEi	 JOURNAL OF AEROSPACE EDUCATION, VOL, 2 9
 PAGES 4-5
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 611E
I
GATE OF LOCUM=LIT/TYPES MAR 76
	 / JOUPNAL AKTICLh
	 bA	 C a
7ITLF OF DOCUMENTS	 SLT_LLITE COHHUNTCATICHS AT THE GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
AUTPORl	 CLARK, J. F,; REDISCH, We N.
SAi_ILITES ATS-6
OPJLCT OF OFERIIIERTI	 EXPLAINS HOW ^;OCDARO SPACE FLIGHT CENTER BECAME ONE OF THE PIONEEFS IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
APSWPACTI STAkTIKG MIT" THE 1960 DELTA LAUNCH OF THE FIRST ECHO SATELLITE, NASA'S GODDARD SPACE F&I C
ENfE P IGSFCI °_ECAME ONE OF THL PIONEERS IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS. ATTENTICH IS GIVEN TO THE PRO
JECT SYIIGOHn THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE lATS1 PROGRAM, THE ATS-6 PRO.,ECT, AND CURRENT CS
FC LFFOPTS. AFTER THE DECISION ANNOUNCED IN JANUARY OF 1973 THAT NASA MOULD PHASE OUT OF COMHUNICA
TIONS 54TELLITE P R.OGPA"S, THE COMMUNICATIONS EFFORT AT GSFC CONCENTRAT=S ON THE OPERATION OF ATS SP
ACELhAFT IN ORBIT, EXPERIMENTS IN THE 12- TO 0.4 CHI FREQUENCY BAND, AND ADVANCED CONMUNICATIONS RES
EAPCIr.
SUI fEL T i
	COHHU111CAVIONS
KEYWOROSI	 ATS-61 COMMUNICATIO4 SATELLITES; SYNCON SATELLITES; DELTA L 4CH V=HICLE; MICROWA^ 	 ANSMISSION; S
PAC-CPAFT LAUNCHING
JOU01AL 711LEf	 SIGNAL, VOL, 30, PAGES 46-52
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 615
[q[q
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OATL OF DOCUMENT/TVPEI NOY 75
	 / PAPER
T T 'l_E OF OO;UMENTS	 MARITIM_ SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TEFMINAL IMPLEMENTAL
AUTHORI	 HCCLUFEq R. B.T NUSTEO. J. M.i GIORGIO V F.
5::i-LLITEI ATS-E -
OFJr:CT OF EIIPERIrL01Tl 	 TO IMFLEME.NT FRO COHMUNICATIOf.5 TSK"INAL UNITS
AeSTFACTI
	
	 TWO MARITIME SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL UNITS ARE DESCRIBED. THE FIRST. AH EXPERIMENT&
L TEkMINAL 0ASEBAN31IF UNIT, WAS DESIGNEO TO PROVIDE AM EARLY ASSESSMENT OF VARIOUS MODULATION AND
ACCESSING, TLCHNIOUES INCORPORATED INTO THE MARISAT SYSTEM, AND 01AS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IIITH T!!_;
E ATS-6 SATL•'LLITE. A TOM DIGITAL CHANNEL IS USED FOR TELEGRAPHY IN SHIP-TO-SHORE COMMUNICATION.
ri	 EIR'GLE-CHANNEL-PER-CARRIER FN MODEMS ARE PROVIDED FOR VOICE COMMUNICATIONS. AS AN ALTERNATIVE
W	 TO THE TDM/TD11A SUBSYSTLM. FSK MODEMS ARE INCLUDED. THE SECOK UNIT. THE MARISAT SHIPBOARD FERMIN
p	 AL SASEaAND CONTROL SUBSYSTEH, USES YEN 2-PHASE PSK MOCULATED CARRIERS AT A SIT HATE OF 1200 UPS AN
D 22 IELSGP.APH CHANNELS TRANShITTEU BY TONA 2-PHASE PSK MODULATLO BURST CARRIERS FCR SHIP-TO-SHORE
CUYHUNICATIONS• A MICROFKOCE,iSOR MIT" A 0.5 MICROSECOND CYCLE TIME PROVIDES REAL-TIME SERVICE FOR .
TIIE TWO NIGH-5PEEO DATA CHANNELS *
 INCLUDING THE FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION AND MULTIPLEXING FUNCTIONS.
SU9JECT1	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 NAVIGATION
	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KLYWOROSI	 ATS-61 CATA TRANSHISSIONT DIGITAL SYSTEMS; GROUND STATIDNST MODEMS; MIGAOPROCESSING9 PHASE SHIFT RE
YINGC MARITIME SATELLITES
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI	 616
A
T k '.^
OLTE aF DOCUMENT/TYPES OCT 76	 J JOURNAL ARTICLE	 10
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 DISSEMINATION OF TIME AND FREQUENCY BY SATELLITE
AUTHORS	 EASTON, R. L,i FISHER, L, C.; HANSON, D, M•i HELLNIG, H, N.; RUEGER. L. J.
SATELLITEI ATS - ;
OO.iLCT OF EXPERIMENTS	 THPEF DIFFERENT HODES OF SATELLITE TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER ARf DESCRIBED
A5STP.6CT3 A OLSCFIPTION IS GIVEN OF THE THREE DIFFEERENT HODES OF SATELLITE TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER * ONE
METHOD USES GEOSTATIOkARV SATELLIT ES TO DISTRI8UTE TIME SIGNALS OF THE U.S. NATIONAL BUREAU OF STAN
OFROS TO A LARGE NUMBER OF USERS. THIS METHOD COULD EVENTUALLY RLPLACE SOME OF THE EXISTING RADIO
TIM'_ AND FREOUENCY BROADCASTS. A SECOND METHOD USES NAVIGATION SATELLITES CAFRYIHG TIME STAHDAROS.
SUCH SATELLITES ARE IHFOP.TAN'T SOURCES OF ACCURATE TIME DISSEMINATION. THE THIRD METHOD EMPLOYS T
WO-WAY REPEATERS ON CGHKUNICATICNS SATELLITES. VHIS METHOD HAS BEEN USED EXTENSIVELY BY THE U.S. N
k	 AVAL OBSERVATORY. ITS MAIN U5E IS RESTRICTED TO _INKING DISTANT TIME STATIONS BECAUSE GROUND STATI
OHS ALE VERY EXPENSIVE AND IN FIXED LOCATIONS.
CC)	
WSJ J^CTI	 OfOADCASTING	 COMMUNICATIONS
KEYNORUSS	 PFOADCA57ING; FREQUENCY STANDARDS! TIME SIGNALS; ATS-3; FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT; GROUND STATIONS; REP
EAT0 5s TIME MEASUREMENTI TIMING DEVICES
JOURNAL TITLES	 PPOPEEDISIGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 64 9 PAGES 1462-1493
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 61T
mlklk
CATL OF OUGUMENTITYPEI SEPT 76	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
LE OF COCUMENTS LOW-LATITUDE WHISTLERS AND CLOUD DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE CONJUGATE AF.EA
AUTRORI YCSHIf10t	 T•
SATELLITEI	 ATS-1
06JECT OF EXPERIMENT$ TO COMPARE LOW-LATITUDE WHISTLER WITH CLOUD DISTRIBUTIJN IN THE CONJUGATE HEMISPHcRE 04SERVED BY WE
ATIIER-WATCHING SATELLITES
•3
h1ETPt-,TI LOW-LATITUDL WHISTLER OBSERVATIONS AT SUGAOAIRA IGEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE 2E DEG NI ARE COMPARED WITH T
HE CLOUD DISTRIBUTION IN THE L014JUGATL HEMISPHERE OasERVED BY WEATHER-WATCHING SATELLITES% 	 THE OCC
UF_RENCE FREQUENCY OF WHISTLERS IS FOUND TO BE HIGH WHEN THE CLOUD IS IN THE SOUTHWEST SECTOR OF THE
I CONJUGATE POINT AND LIES WITHIN A DISTANCE OF ABOUT 500 KM.
w
^' 1p 5U0JECT I METECAOLOGY
4
KEYNORDSI CLOUD COVERT COLD FRONTS; CONJUGATE PGINTS * TROPICAL REGIONST WHISTLERS; ATS•!
JCURf1AL TITL € I JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL FESEAK H 9 VOL• 81, PA5ES 4793-4796







DATE OF OCCUNENTITYPEI MAY 1976 	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 EDUCA71GRAL SATELLITES - A GOAL Oft GAOL --- SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONSEQUENCES




EDUCATIONAL SATELLITES ARE VISCUSSED REGARDING CULTURAL CHANGES, ORGANIZATION, FINANCING AND EQUIPS
ENT
AESrRACTI SLVLPAL ISSUES OF SIGNIFICANCE IN THE WIDESPREAD APPLICATION AND US! OF SATELLITES IN EDUCATION ARE
GISCUSEED, INCLUDING THE IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION AND CULTURAL CHANGE, THE ORGANIZATIONAL PRDBLE
AS IN OPEPAIING A MAJOR SATELLITE -BASER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM, FIRANGING THE ACTIVITIES, AND THE NEED
TO AGGREGATE THE MARKET IN ORCER TO AMORTIZE LARGE INVESTMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTION WHILE
MAINTAINING A DIVERSITY OF EDUCATIONAL OFFE9INGS TO SATISFY LOCAL NEEDS. THE BASIC DIFFICULTY IN A
PPLYING SATELLITES TO EDUCATION IS HOW TO DEVELOP ANO APPLY TECHNIQUES THAT CAN BE HIGHLY EFFEtiTIVE
, OUT WHICH ARE ECONOMICAL ONLY WHEN APPLIED CN A MASS BASIS, TC INSURE THAT THEPE IS ENOUGH FLEXI6
ILITY AND VARIETY SO THAT EDUCATION CAN BE RESPONSIVE TO LOCAL NEEDS AND UESIRES. THE TASK IS TO A
PFLY SATELLITES TO EDUCATION IN OROEK TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION, REDUCE ITS COST, INCREAS
E THE AVAILABILITY OF EDUCATIGNAL OPPORTUNITY, AND CkEATE POSSIBILITIES FOR ADDITIONAL CHOICE, YET
DO SO WITHOUT MATING NEW PROBLEMS THAT OUTWEIGH EXISTING ANES.




KE YWPRDS1	 ATS-61 EDUCATIONAL TELEVISIONI SOCIAL FACTORSI TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATIOM: CULTURE ISOCIAL SCIENCES!
J04JRNAL TITLEI	 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON EDUCATION, VOL. E-19, PAGES 36-45
	









DATE OF OOCUHENT /TYPES APR 76	 / P4pER
TITLE OF OOCUKENII	 THE NATIONAL INSTITUE OF EDUCRTION OS EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS OSMONSTRATIONI LESSONS L
EARNED AND THEIP FECERAL POLILY IMPLICATIONS
AUTHOF:% 	 PORTER• S.





DURING 1975 9 THE EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE" COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATION IESCCI USED ATS-6 FOR THRE
E UISTItICT OEMONSTaITIONS IN APPALACHIA • ALASKA• ANU THE ROCKY VOUNTAIN AREA• THL bOST COMMON USE
OF THL TECHNOLOGY WAS TO FROAOCAST AN UNINTERRUPTED PROGRAM FCLLOWED BY A SHORT INTERACTION PERIOD•
OTHEF AOAFTIOt1S IKCLUOEO THE OEV^LOPMENT OF A CENTRAL TAPE OIStklBUTION CENTER* ACCUMULATION OF R
ECORDED PPOGRANS FOR FEEROAOCAST IN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS OR FOR WHOLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS * AND THE GENER
ATION OF PROGRAMS ON A LOCAL BASIS. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS PROVED SUCCESSFUL WITH ADULT STUDENTS. W








ATS-6; APPLICATION; APPALACHIA; ROCKY MOUNTAIN; EDUCATION; NETWORK: LIBRARIES





DATt OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI 1975 	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TTTLE OF DOCUMENT,	 INE USE OF A SATELLITE HUMAN INTERACTION SYSTEM IN CONJUNCTION WITH A SATELLITE MEDIA DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
AUT110P I	 DILE, J. B,
SFG11SOkING AGENCY,	 UAFIONAL INSTITUTE OF EOUCATICH i0HtW1, WASHINGTON. D,V.
SITELLITEI A1S-3i ATS-6
LESTPACT1 SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION CSTDI WAS DESIGNED TO PC OVIDE DATA ON THE USE OF A SATELLIT
S TO DELIVER EDUCATIOAAL FRC&RAMS TO 56 MURAL- ISOLATED SCHOOLS IN EIGHT ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES, 114R
EE S=RIES WERE BROADCASTS 111 A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CAR'-'iR DEVELOPMENT, 121 CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR
PUBLIC SCHOOL ADHIIIISTRAIORS ANC TEACHERS, AND 131 TOPICAL PROGRAMS FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS, THE 510
&LSO USED THE ACVANCEO TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE CATS-31 AS AN INTERACTIVE VOICi-LINK WITH 24 PARTICIPA
TItMG SC4IOOLS AND P,ECOFOED THIS DATA, SCHOOLS WERE DEFINED AS "INTERACTIVE" AND -WONINTERACTIVE."
ACROSS ALL HEASURES, THE INTERACTIVE STUDENTS SHOWED A GREATER NUMBER OF LEARNING GAINS AND LARGER
GAI?jS ON THOSE TESTS WHICH .EFLECTED THE COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF THE STO PROGRAMING. THE RESULTS OF T
HIS P ESEARGH SUGGESTED THAT A SATELLITE AUDIO INTERACTION SYSTEM WOULD ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF EOUCA






ATS-6 : ATS-3; TELECOHMUNICATICNI ROCKY HOUNTAINt SATELLITES EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY







DATL OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI APR If 	 / PROGRESS REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT$











EDUCATION ON THE BEANO A MOGRESS REPORT ON THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT
SkArPLE• N• ds
NATIONAL .'NSTITUTE OF EDUCATION IOHEWIt WASHINGTONs D*C•
714E APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION IARCI SAN THE SIXTH APPLIED TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE IATS-61 A
S MEANS OF IMPROVING THE DUALITY OF IhSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION OV DISTRIaUTING.HIGH QUALITY COURSE
S FROM A CENTRAL SOURCE, THERE WERE 15 CLASSROOM SITES SCATTERED FROM NEW YORK.TO ALABAMA. THE BAS
IC TELEVISION RECEPTION EQUIPMENT COST APPROXIMATELY $4 9 000 PER SITE. FIVE OF.THE 15 SITES HERE GL
SO tOUIFPEO TO RECEIVE AND TRANSMIT 2-WAY RADIO VIA ATS-3• THERE WERE 4 NAjOR !EARNING ACTIVITIESS
i11 30-KINUTi9 PRETAPED IELEVISED PROGRAMS WHICH INCLUOLD LECTURES• INTERVIEWS # AND DEMONSTRATION
TEACHING; (21 AUDIO REVIEWS OF THE PRETAPEO TELEVISION PROGRAMS: 131 LIVE SEMINARS WHICH ALLOWED S
TUDLNTS TO ASK QUESTIONS OF THEIR TEACHERS AND OTHER EXPERTS: AND 14) RESOURCE L16RAKIES AT EACH SI
TE. TH ;_RZ IS A ONE-PAGE SUMMARY OF EACH OF THE FOLLOHIHGI EVALUATION STRATEGIES: HOW WELL 010 THE
EQUIP"LNT WOR%S HOW WELL CIO THE SYSTEM FOR RELAYING SEMINAR, QUESTIONS NUA91 WHAT HERE THE PARTICI
PANTS LICE; HOW WELL DID THE PARTICIPANTS LICE THE DIFFERENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES: HON HUGH DID THE
PARTICIPANTS LEARN, DID THE PARTICIPANTS BECOME CONVINCED OF THE VALUES OF COURSE CONCEPTS AND PROC
EDUkES; ARE THE TEACHERS USING THE SKILLS" LEARNED: AND CONCLUSIONS•
DATA TVANSMISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
AET-6S SATELLITES COMHUNICAXION9 APPALACHIA: TELECOMMUNICATION! EDUCATION: VIDEO
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$	 6Z2
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES SEP 75
	 / TELHNILAL REPORT
TITLE OF UODUHENT/	 ALASKA ATS-6 HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERaIMENT
AUTIIOf l	 UNKNOWN
SPIIISORING AGENCY9	 NLTICNAL INSITIUTE OF EDUCATION IMN)v WASHINGTON, O.C.
SATELLITES ATS-6
09JECT OF EXPERIIIENTI
	 TO GEHONSTRATE THE USE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR TRANSMITTING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN ALASKA
A F
-STRACTt CONHUNICATIONS SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY HAS FOR THE FIRST TIME GIVEN ALASKA THE CAPACITY TO RELIVE
F TEL=VISI04 SgOADCAST3 TO THE STATE'S ISOLATED REGIONS. THE A7S-6 HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICAT
I0tiS EXPERIMENT HAS GIVEN THE STATE AN OPPORTUNITY TO$ (1) ACQUIRE EXPERIENCE WITH NEW FORMS OF TE
I	 CHNOLOGYi 121 INVOLVE THE STATE'S CULTURALLY DIVERSE MINORITIES Ik THE SELECTION OF PROGRAMING, ANDw
to	 131 PROVIDE EDUCATOF.S WITH EXP£RIENCi IN DEVELOPING MATERIALS FOR USE IN RURAL COMMUNITIES. ALL-W
Jzh	 VATHZP GROUND TERMINALS HAVE EEEN INSTALLE09 AND NEARLY IAe HOUFS OF ORIGINAL PROGRAMS WERE CREATED
ANL BROADCAST, BECAUSE OF THE POTENTIALLY DRAMATIC IMPACT THE SkOADCASTS COULD HAVE ON VILLAGE LI
FE. CARS HAS BEEN TAKEN TO INVOLVE COMMUNITY COUNCILS IN ALL STA"S OF DECISION RARING. A FULL EXT
ERNAL EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE FORTHCOMING•
SOI)ECT1	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATICNS
KGr ►IOFOS#	 ATS-61 SATELLITE; ALASAA; EDUCR1IUNS H€ALTHI TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMMUNICATION




DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPES SEP 75
	 / EXLCUTIVL• SUMMAKY
TTTLE OF DOCUN_NTs
	 ALASK4 ATS —E HEALTH/ECUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT
Ai, 3 HOR I	 UNKNOW84
SPUPrORING ArENCYs
	 NATICIAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION IDHEW), WASHINGTON. O.C.
SATELLITES A13-6
OFJcCT OF EXPERIMENT:	 TO DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF TELECOHMUNICATIONS FOR TRANSMITIING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN ALASKA
A6SFRACFI tLASKA IS A STATE OF GEOGRAPHIC ANO CULTURAL EXTREMES *
 IN ORDER IC INPPOVE THE STANDARD OF HE
AL -.11 ANO TO PROVIDE EROADER EDUCATIONAL CPPORTUNITY. ESPECIALLY IN RURAL CONNUNITIES, THE ATS-6 CC"
HUNICATIONS SATELLITE HAS BEEN USED TO CCMPENSATE FOR REMOTENESS AND TRANSPORTATION ©IFFICULTIES-
I	 THE HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT HAS GIVEN ALASKA ITS FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH A PRO
w	 TOTYPE OPERATIONAL SATELLITE i.&MMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF TELEVISION ANO MULTIPLE
un	 VOICE CHANNELS TO LOW —COST EARTH TERMINALS. VOLUME I OF THE THhEE VOLUME FINAL REPOP.T PROVIDES TELErn	 IINICAL INFORMATION REGAFOIN6 HAROWARE 9 SITE SELECTION t
 INSTRUCTIONAL Pf%GGRAMING. AND COHMUNITY INVO




KLYNQRDSI	 ATS-6; .SATELLITE; ALASKA; EDUCATION; HEALTH; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMMUNICATION
U14IYERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUWFR1	 624
LATE. OF DOCUMENT /TYPES AFR 75	 / PAPER
r^	 TITLE OF OOCUMk NTI	 UEItl6
 ATS-6 FOR CONTINUING HELICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARS IN APPALACHIA
AU] HORI
	 BUTLEF.-PAISLEY, M.
S PONSORING AGENCYI	 VETERANS AOMIAISTRATICN, WASHINGTON, D.C.
SATLLLITEt ATS-6




TEN VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITALS IN APPALACHIA PARTICIPATED IN FIVE BIOMEDICAL COHMUNICAT
w	 ION EXP 'ERI ML14T S USING THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 1ATS-61. MATEkIAL WAS COLLECTED AND EYALUALn
TED 5Y 3OTH Q UESTIONNAIRES AND INT =ft VIEWS WITH THE MEOUAL STAFF CF THL 10 HOSPITALS, THE FIVE EXP
EP.IHFNTS HERE CONDUCTED IN THe AREAS OFt (1) VIDEO SEMINARS, f21 G&ANO ROUNDS, 131 TELECONSUL74TIO
E;	 N, 141 OUi-PATIFNT CLINICS, ( 5) COMPUTER -ASSISTED INSTRUCTION • THE PROGRAMS STUDI=O AND THE HOSPIT
ALS PI.P.TICIPATITiG IN THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENT ARE APPENDED. A T-ITE1f BIBLIOGRAPHY IS INCLUDED•
E
SUDJFCTI	 EDUCATIONA! APPLICATIONS
	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYUOP OSO	 ATS-6S SATELLITE! HEALTH; EDUCATION! APPALACHIAT VETERANS ADMINISTRATION; TELECOMMUNICATION; TkLEME
DICING; COMMUNICATION





3ifr	 0 r 	G f3: llM-_1JT / T1P_t APP 76	 / PIPEF
_9'	 ;Ir	 r	 fiu EnTr SOMA FOLICr ISSUES EM ERG ING FRGa THE EOUZATIONAL SATELLITE COMOIUNICATI094S OEMOMSTkATICM IN ALASKA
All TIfr;,Rc Fkfh;:R, ALSER7
° r 	•+'.t^^Ili:	 AGEPPSY r Ii4T:0ri1L IK5T11UT_ CF EOUCATION	 60MLW1,	 MA5HINGTOH,	 O.C.
r 1T-- oLTT v r	 ITS — ,
.i .'-eCTc THE	 97'--6 _CUCATIOt.tL 'ATELL_TE C011 11LR1ICATIot15 QE 110143TRA1IGU — ALASICA	 1 =_ SC61 9 WAS vrEr wEO AS A IdA
r TC 1VE ISOLR T EL F iIPULATICti GROU P S GREATER VOICE IN THEIR ECUCATIONAL FUTURE. ELY BYPASSiftG BUREAU
^rsTii	 LEVELS L"E ALLGWItIG THE t_GGAL PEOPLE TO HAVE A OIkECT SAY !I# THE SCHOOL CUPPICULUH AGO PROGR
=" tl%S THA T	W =FE -HGriii VIA SATELLITE.	 1"15 STUDY FOCUSEC tilt THE PTtCGFAt: -_ Ott fHE AT5-E SATELLITE AHO E
1 V:LULIF_P THE EFF=;TIV E NEG_	 LF	 :IiE FRL yPAP; IN TiRmS OF THc O p JLCTIY`cS STAT_7 0 FOR THE P{OJ CT.	 IH A




	 t'.1 	 TO	 GCT.L SEFV ; f-EC EXPEFI1*EHT A110 0010 5TkATIOu MIttAGER Z .	 THE I55UE OF LOCAL COhTR
fj^ fLP f. SCH VILLt a "-.-,	 Gn rcGICri r:	 =YFL OP_EP ALCNG WITH ItITEkN1CTI0HA;_ 	 F^OLI	 Y	 IIIFLICAII0fi5.	 IT	 HAS FO
tJ141 Tlit T T";
 ELUCST1rt f L
 GaJLLTs	 -- GF a7TH 7HE FEDERAL Ata3 STATE :GEh r_IES WERE COP414UALLY IN C014F
LILT 'WITH TPE PFACTILFL
	
CuJECTIVES OF E,TAELISM JfJG A 21515 FOR COPMULICAT13NS HETWOF.K FJP. ALASKA.
.°,'LtI Ef,3LATIFt.GL APPL1rATICf6
	 MEOI`AL<HEALTH 3~PFLICATIGNS	 BACfGA uU11C
+	 to= s	 ':.,c tT;-t :
	 SATELLITE, WiCZTI,11: iif tLTot:	 TELELOPIPUNICA110M. ALAS K A' CGHMUHiCATIONS









it %I;Tt uF DOCUMENTilYPEI SLP 75
	 / EXECUTIVE REPORT
TTTLE of ooCUMEHT1	 SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMOHSTR^TION 	 fd
AU1,ioRI
	 UNKNOWN	 10 b
SfOrj c opl ►1f, AGEIJ:,Y1	 NATICfIA! INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION IONEWI P WASHINGTON Y D.C•
	
iiSAILLLITE 1 	ATS-6
C. B.J.(T 1F EwPFRIVE101	 TO V~ MUNS T F.ATE TELECOMMUNICATION Tz.CHNIQUES IN TH£ ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA
trSTFa to	 TH E
 FELERATION OF kOCKY MOUNTAIN STATES AND THE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY OEMONSTP,ATION PROJECT 1ST
DI HAVE !' -LLABO G.ATEO IN A11 LFFORT TO FROVIOL LOW COST INFORMATICH DELIVERY TO RURAL AREAS OF T14E RO
LKILSo THCUGH THE GOALS AND THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THIS JOINT EFFORT WERE INITIALLY CONFUSEot St
.I. IfS HAV _ NOW PEi^N SELECTEDs THE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN REFINED, AND SERVICES HAVE BEEN
STAPILIZEO e NSW SATELLITE Tr_LHNOLOGY HAS MADE QUALITY RECEPTION POSSIBLE WITH LOW-COST GROUND RECE
IVEFS, 4140 THE TECHNICAL PE-FGr%HANCE OF THE SYSTEM IN ITS INITIAL YEARS HAS BEEN GOOD • "TIME OUT"-
-A CAfF•eR EDUCATION PROGRAM FOk JUNIOR HIGH SCHCOL STUDENTS- - 4NO -FOOTPRINT"- -A SERIES OF COMFIUNITY
-ORIEhTCO FFOGRAMS-
-HAVE ENJOYED HIGH AUDIENCE RESPONSE, #NO SUBSTANTIAL GAINS IN STUGZNT KNOWLEDGE
HAVE BEEN RECORCED. PROGRAHE ARE ENHANCED BY SUPPLEMENTARY PUBLICATIONS AND AUDIOVISUAL AIDS. AND
714L SYSTEM PROVIDES AN INTERACTIVE NODE WHEREBY STUDENTS CAN ASK QUESTIONS AMC MARE COMMENTS ABOUT
THE PROCRAHS. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE PROGRAH •S FINANCIAL SUPPORT IS INCLUOLO•
StMjFLTI	 ECUGATIONAL APPLICATIONS
	 MEalCAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KFrWntU51	 ATS-6: SATELLITE: HEALTH; EDUCATION; TELECOMMUNICATION: ROCKY HCUNTAIN; CONMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUHOERI 	 627
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI 1975
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
­ T LE OF OOt.UM=NTt	 TIeE VOICE /BATA COHHUNICmIIONS SYSTEM IN THE HEALTH, EDUCATION, TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPE RIMENTS
AUTHOP,I	 JANKY, J. M-; LAURENCE ► D- fol RITt:HEY, L. W.
SPONSORING AGENCYI	 NATIGGAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATICN IDNEWI l
 WASHINGTONt O.C.
:f.f*_LLITiv ATS-1; ATE-3; ATS-6
AC!'TFrCft	 ;NE USE OF Ti^U-NAY VOICt LINKS VIA SATELLITES SUBSTANTIALLY IMPROVES TILE QUALITY AND THE AVAIL
ABILITY OF HEALTH CARE ANG EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN REMOTE AREAS. THIS IMPRGV£MENT WAS OEMCNSTRATED
IN SEVERAL E XPERIMENTS THAT WERE SPONSORED BY THE DEFARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATIGN, AIID NELFAP.E AND
THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. FROM 1972 TO 19751 THESE EXFERINENTS USED THE
1	 ATS-1, ATS-3 9
 ATS-6 TC EXAMINE THE 3ENEFITS CF SEVERAL DIFFERENT SERVILE-DELIVERY CONFIGURATIORS9 I
itIn	 N WHI CH ONE-WAY VIOEO t TWO-WAY AUDIO/DATA. AND TWO-NAY LINKS TO 23 STATES WERE INVOLVED. THIS REPO
kD	 PI DESCRIBES THE FROCEOUF.LS FOLLOWED IN COMMUNICATING THROUGH THE VARIOUS SATELLITES.
SunJ K[fl	 FDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
KEYWGKOSI	 ATS-1; ATS-3; AT$-6; SATELLITE; COMMUNICATION; TERMINALS ,*
 INTENSIVE; BROADCASTING. HARDWARE; ROCKY
MGUNTAIN
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS
	 626
_	 '"^	
_'	 ^	 r.Y	 v.. 	 ^	 srs.	 '.s	 Z	 't ^ !	 i	 i,:i
	
vb^ NO,




n F r f_ Or DOCUMENT/TY°EI 1975	 / JOUF.I.AL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 FEUtATION VIA SAIELLITEs NON IT WAS DONE BY THE FEDERATION OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES
Al1Ttt(Ita I	 LFUF ERC= , D, R.: JANKY, J, M,




THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE GROUND EQUIPMENT USED 3Y THE FEDERATION OF RO^.KY MOUNTAIN STATES IN
TflLNSMITTING EDUCATICHAL PROGRAMS VIA SATELLITE. THE VARIOUS TYFES OF TERMINALS ARE DESCRIBED,
SU3JEC7I	 FOUCATIUNAL APPLICATICNS
KEYWOk ►J51	 ATS-11 ATS-31 ATS-6; SATELLITE: COMMUNICATION: TEF.HINALS: HARDWARE: INTENSIVE: BROADCASTING; ROCKY
HOUNTAIR
JOIlF.NAL TITLES	 1111K11ilWN
UNIVERSITY GF DAYTOII ACCESS NUMBERS
	 629 o
i
^	 ati-; OF DOCUMENT/TYPES Julr 74	 / RESLAkLH PAFER	 ^ b
TITLL OF DOCUMEUTI	 ANAtY515 OF ANVIL GROWTH FROM ATS PICTURES 	 w
AUTHOR I	 CHAUG, Y,
SATELLITE, A15 - 3	 W
49STPACTI THE GFOWTH OF TWO FAST -SFkEADING ANVIL CLOUDS IS STUDIED FROM A SEQUENCE OF ATS-3 FICTU RES OM .IULY
2E, 1`.6 .3, THE ANVIL eOUMDARIES AND CLOUD ELEMENTS ON THE ANVIL ECGCS ARE TRACED * ANVIL SOUhOARIES
ARE DRAWN AT QNE-HOUR INTEkVALS AND THE CLOUD MOTION FIELDS APSE 1HUS CALi.ULATED. THE RESULia ARE
RELATED TO F MOVIUG TROPICAL DEPRESSION WIT" A WARM CORE ANTICYCLCNE ALOFT. 11 IS SUGGESTED THAT T
Hz TFtCKING Or ANVIL BOUNDAFIES FROM SATELLITE PICTURES IS USEFUL IN OBTAINING A RELIABLE AND ACCUR
ATE UFPf_P.-DIVERGENCE FIELD OVkR DISTURBANCES IN THE TROPICS, AND, THUS, MAKE £ aT PO`SIBLE TO OBTAIN
A BETTEF. COHPREHE:NSION OF 111E MECHANISM IN TROPICAL CIRCULATIONS.
_U q^^CTI	 METEOVOLOGY
KEYUORD-c S	 4TS-3: SATELLITE: CLOUDS: STORMS: HEATHER! METEOROLOGY
UNIVEF TY OF DAYTON ACCESS Is	 .RS	 638
.^o:,-.
WE OF OOCUHEMf/TYPLI APR 77	 / PAPER
TITLE OF POCUMENTS CONTINENTAL LAND MOBILE COHMUNICATION3 AND AUTOMATIC POSITION FIXING VIA SATELLITE





i	 UeJECT OF E X PERIMENT1 TO DEMONSTRATE THE '+SE OF GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR POSITICM FIXING
ABSORACTS IN A RKENT SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS,
	
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC GGRPORATE RESEARCH AND DLVELOPMEfIT CE
fITEF OL40tISTRATED EFFECTIVE CONTINENTAL LAND MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS AND AUTOMATIC REAL-TIME VEHICLE
P031TION FIXING TO THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION AND THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SEAVI
CE OF THE U.S, DEPARTY.ENI OF JUSTICE.
L STATION WAGON WAS EQUIPPED WITH A SPECIALLY DESIGNED ANTENNA, A SLIGHTLY MODIFIED COMMERCIAL
VHF TRANSCEIVER, AND A DIGITAL TONE-CODE COMMUNICATIONS BANOWICTH RANGING RESPONDER, 	 THE GENERAL
' ELECTRIC RAOIC-OPTICAL OBSERVATORY NEAR SCHENECTADY# NEW YORK REPRESENTED THE MAJOR EARTH TERMINALf
A CCHW^RCIAL VHF BASE STATION WITH R SATELLITE ANTENNA DtPLOVED FIRST IN THE DE.A BUILDING IN WASMI
NGTOtir G,C. AND LATEk IN A BORDER PATROL OFFICE I14 TULSON• ARIZCNA REPRESENTED THE HEADQUARTERS OF
1 SECTCF OFFICE GROUND STATION,
	
COMMUNICATIONS MERE RELAYED BY NASA'S AIS-3 GEOSi: !CHRONOUS SATELLITE
w = 30TH ATS-1 AND ATS-3 WER E USED FOR POSITION FIXING THE VEHICLE.
VOICE, SLOW SCAN TELEVISION, AUDIO TEST TONES, INTRUSION SENSOR DATA AND TLLEPHO14E PATCHES MER
RELAYED BY THE SATELLITE TO AND FROM THE VEHICLE UNDER. A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS IN GREATER WASHING
TON, C.C. AND THE SOUTHkLETERN UNITED STATES *	THE EXPERINENT DEMONSTRATED CONTINENTAL COHMUNICATIO
NS OF A QUALITY EQUIVALENT TO OR SETTER THAN PRESENT LINE-OF-SIGHT VHF CAPABILITIES.
"	 SU3JECTI LAM ENF0RCEMENT/CRIMINAL JUSTICE APPLICATIONS
	 NAVIGATION
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS	 POSITION FIXING
KEYWORDS, ATS-It ATS-3, SATELLITE; POSITION FIXING: RANGING; COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 631
D
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TITLF OF DOCUMENT &
	COMMU"ICATICNS ANC POSITION FIXING EXPERIMENTS USING THE ATS SATELLITES 	
tv
AUTICOP a	 ANOERSON, R. E.	
Is
54TLLLITE& ATS-1: ATS-3; ATS-5
APSTPACT & UASAOS ATS-5, ATS-3 LND ATS-1 SATELLITES WERE USED IN A SERIES OF FLANGING, POSITION FIXIfIG AND
COMMU111CATIGNS EXPERIMENTS AT L-RAND AND VHF.	 COMMUNICATIONS 1NCLUDcD VOICE, DIGITAL, TELETYPE AN
0 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSIONS *	MANY TOANSPONDERS WERE USED IN THE TESTS, 	 THEY PROVIOZO COMHUNICATIONS
AND REEPC14CEC AUTOMATICALLY TO RANGING ItIT_RROGATIONS.
THE CEbTRAL GRCUND T'-P,MIf4AL DETERMINED THE RANGES FROM THE TWO SATELLITES TO THE TRANSPONDER A
NV COMPUTED ITS POSITIONt FIX.	 THREE TO TEN THOEPEi1DEN1 POSITION FIXES COULD BE MADE EACH SECOND IN
Otl= CHtiNNEL OF AN OPERATIONAL SYSTEM.
THE DICAP DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS AND P,ANGING TECHNIQUE THAT HAS DEVELOPED FROM THESE E•
	 ERIMLN
TS U l;t c, A SINGLE SIGNALLING WAVEFORM AND A SINGLE MODEM FOR COMMUNICATIONS ANO RANGING. 	 Ex .;IMENT
S WITF+ THE SIGNALLING PARAMETERS SUGGESTED FOR AN OPERATIONAL SYSTEH ACHIZVED A BANGING PRECISION D
=1TLF. THAN 56 FQET HIT" A MODULATION FRrQUENCY LESS THAN 10 XHZ, XN RF SANDWICTH LESS THAN 60 KHZ,
nf AND A RANGING 5IG14AL DURATION OF 30 MILLISECONDS •	AN AUTOMATIC TFANSPONDER T14AT RES PONDS AT L-BAND
THROUGH ATS-5 AND AT VHF THROUGH ATS-3 WAS LOCATED WITH A PRECISION APPROACHING 011 NMI., I SIGMA.
rn EVERY FACTOR THAT AFFECTS COMMUNICATIONS RELIABILITY AND POSITION FIXING ACCURACY WAS MEASURED
N AND EVALUATED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL PFOGRAM BETWEEN 19CS AND 1573•
JIUNORSUS OF HOURS OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MORE THAN A MILLION RANGE MEASUREMENTS HAVE PROVIDED 0
ATA ON ALL FACTORS THAT AFFECT COMMUNICATIONS RELIABILITY AND POSITION FIX ACCURACY. 	 THE EXPERIMEN
TS HAVE CONFIRMED THAT ALL THE FACTORS CAN BE CONTROLLED AND THAT HIGH QUALITY, AELIABL.E COMMUNICAT
IONS AN& USEFUL POSITION FACING ACCURACY CAN BE PROVIDED TO MARITIME AND AERONAUTICAL USERS BY PRAC
T1CAL H-TANS USING SATELLITES AT L-SAND.
;U©.fICT& MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL 	 NAVIGATION
	
POSITION FIXING
KEYWORDSM ATS- 1; ATS -3; ATS-ST SATLLLITFT L-BAND; VHF; RANGING. POSITION FIXING: COMMUNICATION
jOUCHAL TITLE$ NAVIGATION$	 THE JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION * VOL * 20, ISSUE 4, PAGES 32?-JwS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$	 63Z
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ti
RATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE= 1571
	
/ PAPER
TITLE OF DOCUMENT!	 RESULTS OF AN EXPERIMENT TO LGLATE AND READ DATA FROM UNMANNED TRANSPONDERS USING SATELLITES
Tl;Ok!	 ANDEPSO40 R, E.
SATELLITE! ATS-1; ATS-3
APSTRACT9	 THE VHF TRANSPONDEkS OF NASA $ S ATS-1 ANO ATS-3 SATELLITES HAVE BEEN USED TC LOCATE AND COHMUNI
CATE WITH SHIFS AND AIRCRAFT AN: TO LOCATE AND READ SENSOR DATA FROM A EUOY MOORED AT SEA. THE REM
07E PLATFORMS HAVE INCLUDED A BUOY MOORED IN DEEP WATER NEAR BERNUDA t
 COAST GUARD CUTTERSIN THE GU
LF OF MEXICO AND PACIFIC. OCLAN• AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT OVER THE CONTINENTAL UNITED ST&T[S AND THE NORTH
ATLANTIC• AND A NETWORK OF GF.OUND-BASSO TRANSPONDERS AT IRELA170. GREENLAND. ICELAND, NEWFOUNDLANO,
THE STATE OF MASHIRGTON t
 AND AFGENTINA.
POSITION FIX ACCURACIES WERE APPROXIMATELY i NMI,s 1 SIGHA t USING OPOINARY VHF BAND MOBILE CUM
HUHICATIONS EQUIPMENT WITH SIMPLES IHiXP?NSIVE TONE —CODE RESPCNDERS CONNECTED BET14EEN THE RECEIVERS
AND TPANSMITTERS. MUCH BETTER ACCUFACY WOULD BE OBTAINED USING WIDER BANDWIDTH AT HIGHER RADIO FR
EOUENCI tS.
THE TESTS CONFIRMED THAT A NETWORK OF k P MOTEv UNMANNED PLATFORMS CA" BE INTERROGATED AT ANY TI
"E t
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LATE OF GOCUHENT/TY PEt NOV. 1575	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
71FLE OF DOSUMf7NTi DATA COLLECTION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
AUTM tlF i WOUGHTERs	 N. R.
51111
	
I TE t	 4TS-1,
O"JccF CF E rPERIMENTi TO DEMONSTRAT E
 THE APPLICABILITY OF SATELLITES IN BROADCASTING HERLTM AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS
4 95STRACTt THE DATA COLLECTION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM HAS BEEN SHCWA TO BE A USEABLE MEANS OF TRANSMI
TTING NUMERICAL DATA OVER A 2-WAY VHF SATELLITE LINK.	 IT IS ALSO CAPABLE OFSUPPORTING EDUCATIONAL
i.PJJ LICATIOt.S.	 THIS REPOET RETAILS THE DESIGNS OPERATIONr USEv RESULTS, AND R£CCMMENDATIONS OF THE
SYSTEM*
SUGJFCTi EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 HEOICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
	 VOICL COMMUNICATIONS
KEYNORUSi ATS-6; SATELLITE; ROCKY MOUN7AIAi COHMUNICATICNi TELECOMMUNICATION: VHF
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 	 634
P	 th ^ ^.
a%
DAT_ OF DOCUMENT/TYPtt 1575	 / NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTi NASA FACTS W
I A117F19r1 i UNKNOWN
i
FAIL LL 1TE i
	
ATS-6
AB TFACTI THIS PU,LIC R LATIONS DOCUMENT DESCRIBES ATS-6 AND SUMMARIZES ITS ROLE,
	 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SON
E OF Tile MAjOP. ExPERIhENTS USING ATS-6 IS INCLUDED.
	 ALSO CONTAINS SEVERAL PICTURES OF ATS-6.
Y
slip] 1ECTa DATA .EANSHISSION	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
1Q UICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS 	 "ETEOROa.OGY	 NAVIGATION
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS	 3ACKGROUND
KZY11(1 =.OL8 A7S- 6;
 SATELLITE; EDUCATION; HEALTH; INDIA; SITE; PLACE; HEOICIAE; COMMUNICATIONS; WEATHER*
UNIVERSI T Y OF DAYTON ACCESS NU.	 635
COAT-' OF DOCUHcNT/TYPEI MAY 72	 / PROPOSAL
- TITLE OF OD;Ur	 -I POSITION LOCA	 t AND AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT (PLACE)
i AUTISORI ALLEN,	 W.	 K.S	 TAYLOR, it.	 E. I.	 FEINBERCG,	 E.	 .S.
i SATELLITES	 ATS -51 ATS-6 -
OQJECT OF ENPERIME11TS TO TEST A NUMBER OF CCMMUNICATIGNS AND POSITION-LOCATION TECHNIQUES USING ATS-5 AND 6 AS A RELAY BE
THEEN GROUND TEFrINALS AND SHIP! AND PLANES&
ABSTRACT I THE PROPOSAL DESCRIBES THE PLhFOR4ANCE OF THREE SPECIFIC SETS OF EXPERIMENTS
I 	(1) GROUND-BASED ENG
INEERINGEXP=ERIMENTS, 121 GROUND-BASED SIMULATION ZXPERIHENTS, 131 IN-FLIGHT PERFORMA110i EXPERIMENT
S.	 SOME SPECIAL EXPERIMENTS ARE ALSO PROPOSED.
SUBJECT$ MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL 	 NAVIGATION
KLYWORDSS ATS-F,; ATS-6; SATELLITES COMMUNICATION; POSITION FIXING! PLACES AIRCRAFT! LOCATION; SURVEILLANCE
Ik
r0
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBEFI	 636
tv
i	 i]Af•;	 0g DOCUMENT/TYPEt 1569	 / TEGHNIGAL REPORT
E La
F TITLE OF DOCUMENTS MARITIME MOTILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TESTS PERFORMED ON S. S.	 SANTA LUCIA
' AUTHOR, WESTIkGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
SATELLITE ? 	ATS-1, ATS-3
OBJ ECT OF EXP=RIMENTt THE OFMCHSTkATE SHORE-SHIP VHF COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH SATELLITE.
A9STPACTI THc VHF SATELLITE CCHMURICATION TEST PROJECT, UNDERTAKEN BY THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOP
MENT OF THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION, RESULTED IN TWO TEST VOYAGES OF THE S.S.
	
SANTA LUCIA BOTH CO"
MENCING FROM FORT NENARK, N.J. BOTH THE ATS-t AHD ATS-3 SYNCHRONCUS,EOUATIONAL SATELLITES WERE EMPL
OYED IN THE TESTS,	 THIS PEPCKT OLSCR16ES THE SYSTEMS EMPLOYED ANC THE ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
r FESULTS.	 THE FEASIBILITY OF USING SPACE TECHNIQUES FOR COMMUNICATION TO AN INEXPEUSIVE SHIPBOAFD
TERMINAL WAS DEMONSTRATED.	 IT IS SHOWN THAT SIMPLEX, DUPLEX OR SEMI-DUPLE]( VOICE CIRCUITS! DIGITAL -
COMPUTER DATA: TELETYPE; FACSMILE ANC TIME SYNCHRONIZATION 	 OF	 A DIGITAL CLOCK ARC FEASIBLE. 	 R
£SULTS OF THE PROPAGATION, VOICE CHANNEL, DIGITAL DATA, TIME SYNCHRONIZATION AND RANGING TESTS ARE
PREEENTF.U.	 THE RiEQUIREHLNTS FOR A SH1PaOARO ANTENNA ARE ANALYSED.	 RECOMM2NDATIOUS ASE MADE, BASED
ON OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING TH E TEST PROGRAM, FOR THE EFFORT REQUIRED TO PROVIDE AN OPERAIIONAL MA
RITIME MOBILE SATELLITE SYSTEM.
SU-IJECT1 DATA TRANSMISSION	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
	
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
KFYWORDSI ATS-1, AT$-39 SATELLITE, COMMUNICATION,	 VHF, SANTA LUCIA, FACSIMILE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUM8EKI 	 637
i,
J :.'.,.2	 d..:c.rT': s?s'r:.4$ ^i^ . ..^- #	 _	 L	 .. ^f	 4..	 !	 .	 #' .-	 'y!;ja w ^a wo
r,
OAIE OF DOCUMENT/TY cEt OECEMBEF. 1971	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:	 ATS-5 RANGING RECEIVER AND L-6ANO EXPERIMENT VOLUME 2 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
AUT140RO	 WLSTINGHOUSL ELECTRIC CORP.
SATELLITEI ATS-5
AHSTFACfl TOE RE:ULTS OF RANGING A110 POSITION LOCATION EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED AT THE NASA APPLICATION TEC
HNOLOGY SATELLITE GROUND STATION AT MOJAVE CALIFORNIA ARE PRESENTLD. THE EXPERIMENTS ARE SIY.ULTANEO
US C-6AND AND L-BAND RANGING TO ATS-5, SIMULTANEOUS C-SAND AND VHF RANGING, SIFULTANEOUS 24-HOUR RAN
GING AND POSITION LOCATION USING ATS-1 9 ATS-3 9
 ANG ATS-5. THE DATA HANCLING AND PROCESSING TECHNIQ
UE IS ALSO DESCRIBED.
SU94ECTO	 DATA TRANSMISSION
K?YWOFOSI	 ATS-5, SATELLITE RANGING, L-BAND, POSITION
UNIVERSITY CF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBEfat 	 636
DATE OF DOCUMEHT/TYPEI .TUNE 1974 	 / TEuHNICAL REPORT
ij
t`J TITLE OF DOCUMENTI	 MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH PROPAGATION STUDIES
rn
C1	 41JT14CP I	 HODGE, U. B.
SATELLITEI ATS-5
OBJECT OF EX PERIMENTI	 TO INVESTIGATE THE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC C011DITIONS ON MILLIMETE6 WAVE
AgSTRACTt THE IIIVESTIGATIOFS CON6UCTED FOP. THE MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH PROPAGATION STUDIES DURING THE PERI
OE GECtHRER, 1966, TO JUNE 1474 ARE RtPORTED. THESe EFFORTS INCLUDED THE PREPARATION FOR THE ATS-5
HILLIMETER WAVELENGTH PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT AND THE SUBSEQUENT DATA MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH PROPAGA
TION EXPERIMENT AND THE SUBSEQUENT DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA ANALYSIS. 7 11E EMPHASIS OF THE OSL AR
TICIPATI011 IN THIL EXPERIMENT WAS PLACED ON THE DETERMINATION OF F.ELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT RESULTING
FF.OH THE USE OF SPACE OIVERSITV ON A MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH EARTH-:PACE COMMUNICATION LINK. RELATED
MGCSUREHENTS INCLUDED THE OETEIZMIWATIO14 OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURE AND ATT
E110ATION ALONG THE EARTH-SPACE PROPAGATION PATH. ALONG WITH THIS LXPERIMENTAL EFFORT A THEORETICAL
MODEL WAS DEVELOPED FCR THE PREDICTION OF ATTENUATION STATISTICS ON SINGLE AND SPATIALLY SEPARATED
EARTH SPACE PROPAGATION FATHS. A NIGH RESOLUTION RADAR/RADIOMETEF SYSTEM AND LOW RESOLUTION RADAR
SYSTEM WERE OEV°_LOPED AND IM ►'LEMENTED FOR THE STUDY OF INTENSi RAIN CELLS IN FREPARATIOH FOR THE AT
S-5 MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT.
SUBJECTt	 OFOADCASTING	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 MILLIMETER NAVE
KEVWORDSI	 ATS-59 SATELLITE• MILLIMETER WAVES, ATTENUATION, PROPAGATION
	
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 	 634
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DATE Oc DOCUMENT/TYPE1	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMEIJ11	 ATS FAHGIYG ANO POSITION FIXING EXPERIMENT, PHASE 3
AUTHORI	 ANOLRSOtts R.
SATELLIIEt AIS-a. ATS-3
ABSIPACTI	 THE EXFEPIME14TS TO TEST THE CONCEPT OF POSITION LOCATION BY RANGE HEASUREMEWS FRO" PAIRS OF S
ATELLITES IN TH E L-BAND USING ATS-5 ARE REPORTED. RESULTS OF THE RANGING EXPERIMENTS CONFIRMED THA
T RANGING RLSOLUTION MEASURED IN TENS OR HUNDREDS OF FEET MAY BE ACHIEVED AT VHF AND L-dANO WITHIN
THE RADIO FRLOUENCY SANOWIOTHE USEV FOR COMMUNICATIONS WITH SIMPLE. INEXPEH SIVE• AUTOMATIC EOUIPNEN
T.
5U1.1 r!'Ti	 HARITIHE TRAFFIC CONTROL 	 NAVIGATION
xzv4oRDSl	 ATS-1, ATS-3, SATELLITE, F,ANGING. POSITION FIXING. L-BANOr VHF, FFEQUENCY
UNIVERSITY GF DAYTON ACCESS NUNBEkl	 640
GATZ OF DOCUMENT/TYPEI 1576 	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOrUMERTI	 AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES - PhOCRESS REPORT ON THE JOINT AEROSAT EVALUATIOH PROGRAMME.
I	 AUTIIORI	 RoBItJ50,1, J. J.w
v	 SAT:LLITER ATS-6






IN THE MEMOFANOUM OF UNDERSTANDING ["GUI FOR A JOINT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE EVALUATION PROGRAM
SIGNED ON AUGUST 4, 19749 THE MEMBER STATES IESkO, U.S., AND CANADAI AGREED TO UNDERTAKE Ah AERON
AUTICAL EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION PkOGRAH OVER THE ATLANTIC GCLAN IN THE LATE 1970 8S AND EARLY 19EY
•:.. THE AEPGNAU7ICAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM ARE TO INITIATE AN INTERNATIONAL FROGkAM TO PROVIDE
A SATELLITE SYSTEM FOR EXPLRIMENTATION AND SYSTEM EVALUATION. THE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEHENTS AND
THE S40PE AND TIME SCALE OF THE AEORSAT PROGRAM ARE DESCRIBED. SOME 40 TO SO AIRCFAFT ARE EXPECTED
70 BE EOUIPPEO EY THE PARTICIFATING STATES, MOST OF THESE WILL BE LONG-HAUL COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT.
A FEW RESEARCH AND EXPEkIMENTAL AIICRAFT WILL ALSO PARTICIPATE Ili TH_ EXPERIVENTS. THE EXPERIRENi
S WILL RE ACCOHMODATED BY TI+E NASA ATS-b SATELLITE WHICH HAS BELN LAUNCFED INTO A GEOSTATIONARY OFS
IT. T11C RESULTS OF A PRELIMINARY TRIAL ARE EXAHINEO.
AIRLRAFT COHMUNICATICt-S
	 NAVIGATION
ATS-6: AECOSAT SATELLITES: EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY; GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
jOUF.NAL OF THE BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY• VOL. 29, PAGES 32L-324
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 641
IIATT OF DOCUHENF/TY DEt OCTOBER 1972	 i TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUHENTi	 A 15.3 GHZ SATELLITE TO G&OUNO DIVERSITY EXPERIMENT UTILIZING THE ATS-5 SATELLITE
AUTHnP t	 flODGE, L. B.
SPONSORING AGENCY1	 GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER GREEN 3ELTs HARYLANO
EXPEF.IHENT PERIOD• 1970-197i
ASSTRACF! DURING 1970 AND 1971 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A DIVERSITY SATELLITE-TO-GROUND CCMHUNICATION LINK
WEkE MEASUkED USING THE ATS-5 15.3 GHZ DOWNLINK, THESE DATA WERE GATHERED AT TWO GROUND RECEIVING
TERMINALS SPACED 4 KM APART DURING 1470 AND t KH APART DURING 1971 IN THE VICINITY OF COLUMBUS, OHI
0. THESE DATA HAVE aEEN SUBSEQUENTLY ANALYZED TO DETERMINE THE IMMOVEMENT IN LINK PEP.FORNANCE RES
ULTING FROM THE USE OF SPACE GIVERSITY. THE RESULTS OF THIS ANALYSIS HAVE SHOWN 114AT SUBSTANTIAL I
MPROVEHENTS Ih LINK PERFORMANCE MAY BE GAINED THROUGH THE USE OF SPACE DIVERSITY ON SATELLITE-TO-GR
OUND PATHS. F3R EXAMPLE, THE OUPATIONS OF FADES HAVING DEPTHS EXCEEDING 10 09 WERE REDUCED BY MORE
W THAN TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE FOR BOTH THE 4 AND 8 KM SITE SEPARATION DISTANCES.
OD	 SU8 .1ECTr
	 DATA TRANSMISSION 	 MILLIMETER WAVE
KGYWOROSI	 ATS-5, SATELLITE • GROUND DIVERSITY, MILLIMETER WAVES t NADIONETERs HAVE I PROPAGATION, TEMPERATURE
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DATE OF GOCUNENT/IYPEL MAY L972	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
rTTLE OF DOGUMENTI NASA BALLON AIRCRAFT RANGING DATA AND VOICE EXPERIMENT
AUTHORI WISHNR, S. I. HANBY, Cot REED,D.
SPONSORING AGENGYe NASA-GSFG, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
OP-IECT	 OF EXPEP,IMENTI TO PROVIDE A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE PLACE CONCEPT PRIOR TO ATS-F LAUNCH. 	 TO DEMONSTRATE THE
CONCEPTS OF CONTINUOUS TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEX TWO-MAY TRACKING OF AIRCRAFT
ADET R ACT. A SERIES OF TESTS TO EVALUATE, AT L-BANG, THE RANGING, VOICE, AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS
PROPOSsO FOR THE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL EXPERIMENT OF THE APPLICATICHS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-F ARE DES
CRIetce	 THE GROUND STATION FACILITIES, BALLOON PLATFORMS AND THE AIRCRAFT WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EUR
to OPEAll S PACE RESEARCH CRGANIZATICN, 	 ONE GROUND SIMULATION ANL TWO AIRCRAFT FLIGHTS AT LOW ELEVATION
I ANGLES WSFL CONDUCTED.	 EVEN UNDEF HIGH INTERFERENCE CONOITI0N5 GOOD PERFORMANCE WAS OBTAINED FOR
w BOTH VOICE COMMUNICATIONS AND SIDE TONE RANGING•	 HIGH BIT ERRORS OCCURRED IN THE DATA CHANNELS RES
ULTING IN FALSE COMY.ANOS.	 AS A F%ESULT OF THE EXFETtIENC= GAINED IN OP ERATING THE 4OUIPMENT IN AN Al
(CRAFT -NVIPO#GHENT SEVERAL F.ECOMMEHOATIONS HERE !LADE FOR IMPRCVING THE EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE.
SUHJECTI AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL	 AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
KEYWORDS. ATS-6, SATELLITE, BALLOON• AIRC RAFT@ TRAFFIC CONTROL, COMMUNICATION, UHF, RANGING
UNIVERSITY GF DAYTON ACCESS NUMOERI	 643
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nATF OF GnCUMEMTITYPE T MAY 197E	 i TECHNICAL REPORT
TTTL ;' nF DOCUMENT t	 3FOADC457IHf SATELLITES AND INTERNATIONAL LAN% A NEW COMMUN ICATICMS TECHNOLOGY AND ITS WORLDNIOE L
=GAL CONSFnUENCES
AtJTt10 G t	 THIEMF. U.
A9STFArTS	 THE INTEPMA71ONAL LEGAL CUESTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMUNICATION AT A GLOBAL LEVEL VIA DIRECT B
l^
	
ROADCASTING SATELLITES AMC DISTRIBUTION SATELLITES WERE EXAMINED. A THOROUGH REV-SEW OF PAST EFFORT
i
	
S AMC) ACCCMbLIShM£YTS IN THIS REGARD • AS WELL AS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION@ IS PRESENTED. INCLUDING
W
	
A OETAILED ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. PAFTICULAR EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON DIFFICULTIES
WHICH PAY 9F. ENCOUNTERED WITH RESPECT TO THE ALLOCATION OF FREDUENCIES * THE RIGMT OF ACCESS OF THI
O
	
KD AATICNS TO SATELLITE: OF OTHER NATIONS. REGULATION OF PROGRAM CONTENT AND ' PIRATE • TRANSMITTERS9
AND CUESTIONS CONCERNED WITM COPYRIGHT AND LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE. BASED ON THE ABOVE ANALYSIS. A N
EW 'WORLD LAW • q WHICH TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE EMERGING WORLD COMMUNITY AND SUGGESTS 'MANKIND' AS A N
EW LEGAL ENTITY IC FROPOSEO. NUMEROUS REFERENCES ARE PROVID40.
SU+IJFCTS	 3F.OADCASTING	 AAbKGROUNO
KEYWOF$)Ss	 SATELLITE. BROADCASTING. CCMMUNICATION, LAWo LIABILITIES• INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 644
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SPACE ; PAVI	 P[ SIT ICN.
A Ne I r V:1I TlIIS PFP0A1 E o rLAIN T! 	 T HE (%STA FFT' 1 1!' T10N AND SPACECRAFT POSITION DEIEFMINATION t)SEO IN CONJUNCT
1"N WIT I- TW) AT; Cr Pt u lK ,TS - T C ILAIFRATIOT! ANC TURNAROUND RANGING - ANO nESCRIQES IN DETAIL A MUL
'ILATrr%TtON rR0r.RAm THAT 	 1 4 USFO FOR PART OF THE OAIA PEOUCTION PROCESS.	 *ME PRCCESS DESG C 1 31ED IS 4




TRILATE r ATION POCtFDUNE.	 A GEOMETRIC. DETERMINATION OF SATELLITE POSITION IS MA A
fir	 cc	 H ft Ac	 ' 11'IILfANFOUS OAkrit	 MtAS 1 J4£KF N1S MACE	 SI TNI;EE DIFF[" RENT TRACKING STATIONS. TURNAUDLtOD
FANrIAr	 Ihvt)tvFS TWO	 'TA T IC IIs t ONF.	 TsI V N ►S" O STATION* TRANSMITS THE SIGNAL TO THE SATELLITE AND T
++F	 'A T FLLEFL PET?AN'MITS T« E 	 SIGNAL TO THE SLAVE STATION WHICH TUFNS THt SIGNAL AROM TO THE SAIEC
LIT r WHICH IN TUQN RFiRAN'r11S THr SIGNAL 10 T HE MASTER STATION.	 THE RESULTS OF	 THE SATELLITE POSI
TION C09F-JU TIObS USING THE RUL T ILATEPATION PFOGkAM ARE COMPARED 10 RESULTS OF OTHER POSITION DETER
MINAT.t ON 490GXA14S USFD AT ;DLDAKO.	 ALL PROGRONS GIVE NEARLY THE SANE RESULTS WHICH INDICFTES THAT
n rCAU!'£ Cr	 ITS SIPPLICITT AND rnMPUTATICNAL S PEED THE TPItATFPATION TECHNiTIUE IS USEFUL IN 09TAININ ;,^	 {
'FA,firt r ' POSI T IONS fOR Ntif SrNCMPON0U 1t SATfLLITFS.
Sual r ' T! PAr ti C. r r.l1M(`
it r Two c "I'I A"; iA T fLLITE: PANTING; FCSITION FIrINGI TRILATEPATION
UN[UF9S[TY Or TJAYTON ACCFtS NUMOEPI	 6106
.y	 h	 F	 c . Ap
_..__.	 l^Lrr.. r_^1i...^2-te'-- - _ -- --`---
	






DatE +. r co	 '/Ttp^1 lur.Usl 1971	 i TELHHICAL REFORI
t
T ITLE jr -7n - UntaTt	 NrTEb9CLCn1CAL tEAsu vc i*t;m frCM 4AiFLLTIE PLATFOOMS
AUTPOC t	 S1001.1. Y. r . . ^IKOAD. O.
SATFLL tT- t	 ATS-1
I gSTFe ^T 1
	
	
Twl! q[ F QPI IS A CGMPCSITE OF REFORTS MPIIVF" ON G IMIL ME'E MOGIC11. OBSERVING SYSTEMS,
IVF OIFrFFFNT CAP{Rs AR! 1MELUOFO.
1irrTt	 MT7rOrOLOGY
rFTw pc l l e	 t9T 4!`LLITE: M#alNra; r:Leu0s. TFrrinr. ILLUMINANCE: /TMGSPHEFE, PNO TOGFAi'HY
UNiVERSiT• OF DATTOIf ACCESS NUMREPF 	 6167
,^n Tr	 r	 fK: 111 T T•t t	 A+ty P^	 1, 1 11 • . 4 	 / Tr'. 643It.AL PF1b1ZF
TI TLr ^` +T 7" • 1 .1 rT t	 4 M tL T I'L f 'r ALr 0 ' • AY+ . ;H nkrrr, PAM 101	 Prit'{CAL MF Tr 11'OLr'4v
A.1T++01-1
*AT r LLIT- I	 AT :-I
An-T^W,r1
' A PR li r T 1
w; Y:iriC 5l1
L.' •;rIIr, it 	 r.L	 j fl- GAt1. r.. L.
Pr, , it t; ( r ru p ima ou n r.rS'IF1r, AF1 ' I ANLLY ImT •, ) F OATA C.0itEGTFO OWM.r, THE 146 F HARPAWIS r-IFLO rP.O
r.PA •t, 41" •a; LtHI ►IA o Y Rt'ULTS DT ;rW t' 4L 114 r.PInSTIr' ANn F-104- 110STIC CALGLLATIONS O11 SEY%RAL 1 SALFS O
F rP'Irl-JL MFA111F ' R -, T r Ill  APF P O r:F t + T Fn. A tISCL/SSION (If PLANS AND f l PfrARAtIONS FOR THE L764 9Ap.0
Ar'n-: ruin VF nfPAM IN rr7NJI1t1FTtnli w[TH lttf rTAP+1Art0; OCFAH .IrRAP1 + 1C ANO PI FTFOROLOGICAL FiIP C II4FNT 1110
Kt T F 1r. Tt r, (.y
AT	 1. - ,AFF(L ITf,DAR414 gy p',	 p(+Nrv, Ttir tt v.. ivtT (14MQrT. TROPICS. RAINFALL
UNIVF2SITY OF DAYTON A[XrSS 4U"BF41 	 r1.a
^- -.—,6666.:..—•-.`.--
	 .,. ,....._.._..Y.....- ._. ^,.....-^ __^_ 66,_66_..
cIIATf	 1 }ANt!ADY	 147 1 	 /	 TFCH}:ICAI	 PE430r;1
° r1T1I ITII	 9 s'	 nOrnM •	 F nRECASTING SAFFLLITESVF'QV	 0PT	 QA+IGF	 LOGLi	 AREA WFATHFR
'r
All I It. . MI '1KITLA.	 f-.	 J.:	 VO41IFF	 HAAR.	 T.	 M.
r
r r0}1.,noly•,	 M1';t l'Y1 Afr;^l.	 ;AHq^lfif.F.	 MA,T,.K
-ATFl1 F1; I	 AT :-i
+• ;r^a;Tl Q-IAIITITLTIVf RADIANCE	 HFASURCMEN'S FROM NASA + i ATS-3 GEOSYTICHRONOUS SATELLITF HAVE 4 E = N USED T
I t} IFVFLtI P AUF	 1fr1	 A SIATISTICAL FOPF"451 METHOD lO PRFOICT AIR TFRMINAL WEATHER OVER THE VFRV SHOP,
F
I ReH r. F	 10-A HryURSI	 TI1+E Or PIOD. RESULTS FROM MORE THAM 600 HOURLY WEATHER SITUATIONS AT A WIDE RAN
L..I r.9	 9 q.	 ;. WfAT mFR STATIONS SHOW 'HAT?	 THE PA1tAM[TF;RS or CfILING AND TOTAL OPAQUE CLOUD C1 y FR EAM 9
a
--j f 1Pr ('I 1' I r 1 G° PPFOICTEO WItH SUILt. fIICFFOING PEPSISTF TICE FORECASTS FOR TIMF PERIODS GPFATFP THAN
A TWO	 IIINfar .
1 t IPJF 9T 1 MF 1 9 0 1' )LO :Y
KFYW{JP I;I ATS-3, SATFLtI1F.CLO1lO9	 WEATHFR,	 F9F:FrA5TIMG.	 MIND.
	
14EVE04OLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NU119FP.A	 -1169
^..Iz....,_..	
-.+.«:.:+Iy;r.`.e^rAr.:.,.. iv.^..^^..^.y,,.-..
	 -. 'A	 '--►r ^^a S" ^	
-
^f. ^i	
_^`-w.''^-.a r...a1^.fiL.:. ..A':tarr^sir^ -	..1^5.°$- -"...^t.^_,i^.^^^il,.i4rr:'!ti•3.^`a^.^..^„L^7L7^.'1, ^11:-".^.•-.".; ... t''^._.i`^
DDA T F nr ticuti±HtiTTFFr JULY I S	 f PAPER
II TL^ nr lCrUNFwTT	 •7uIL0IMG	 CQMMUNICATIDNS TEC14NOLOGY AS A CULTURAL TOOL EDUCATIONAL USES OF THE ATS-6 SATE
LLITF IN ALASKA.
AU*H7 F ^	 WCATHPIF. C. M.
^A T ELLIT£f ATS-6
OFJCCT O r
 E*P =a 1 NFN*f	 THt On l C T 1Vt OF THE ATS-6 SATCLLITE WAS TO DEMONSIPATE HON IT CAN BE USEC FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
WITH LOW-COST SATELL17f TERMINALS IN REROTS AREAS.
Aa5lrnrr.
	 "EACH TI ► E WE HAVE A :HCW IT SEEPS TO IMPROVE. I7 • S FUN FOR WE TO BE A PART OF AN EXPERIMENT T
I	 ifAT P ROVES F r OPLF CAN WORK TOGETHER." ALASKA'S ATS-6 EXPERIMENT IS WELL REFLECTED THROUGH THE WORDS
W	 nr rRjkCE 9r NDFft 7F ANIAK, ALASKA. GRACE, AND MANY OTHER RURAL CITIZENS FAFTICIPATEO IN THE PLANNI
v	 PIC. CFIFA T IOW. AND EVALUA TIflk OF THE PROJECT. THE UNIQUE VIEWER FARTICIPATING APPROACH TO THE PLAN
to	 14114r, ANC CFV f LCFMLNT (If THE MA T ERIALS. THE MANY OP,GANIZATIONAL ECGNO M IC. AND POLI7IC41t PPUBLEMS THA
T I#Atl
 TO nF OVEFCC9E. AND INSTALLING AND MAINTAINING LOW-COST SATELLITE TERMINALS IN REMOTE AND HOS
- TL r GNVIRON wffilS WTLt FF CTSCIJSSED.
SI1 .TJrrT 1
	PfO4Dr,I511Nr	 EDUCATIONAL AP GLICATIONS	 VOICC CGNPUNICATIONS
VTPEO CcP1+UNT[AfIOHS
Kfrwf)v '"I
	 ATS-FT ECUr,ATIO.:'L TELFVISION' REMOTE REfIONSS ALASKAT RADIO TRANSMISSION
JCIr ffEAL TITLft	 AIAA CCNFCPFWF




LATE	 C'	 n7"UM HT/TYPE 1 If1l T	 % 5	 /	 FAFCF
TI TLE	 of	 tl n" + IMF*1 T 1 T11F Ff'ASIPILITV CF DERNATOtOGIC CONSULTATION TO REMOTE AFEAS VIA 2-NAY COLOR SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
AUTHgt t nGLANn.	 T.	 f.!	 71USF0,	 E.	 A.
•	 SAIFLI 1T Ft 	ATI-6
ORJFCT	 Fr FVP-FIN:NTI THE O n JECTIVE WAS Tr' TEST DFFI'AtOLOGIC CONSULTATION FCF PHYSICIANS AND PA71FNTS IN FEMOTE AREAS BY
v5-F.
ARSTRfGTI A G ELATIVELV 14104 INCIOFNCF OF SKIN PROBLEMS AMD A SCARCITY OF DERMATOLOGISTS CCNFROkT PATIENT
S IN n ''MCTE AFEAS SUCH AS ALASKA COHMIINITIES, NECESSITATING EWPENSE AMC HARDSHIP OF SENDING PATIENT
C	 INTO DISTANT	 METROPOLITAN AREAS,
TT:I er AC T IVEtELECOMMUNICATTON VIA 114E ATS-6 SATELLITE AFFOPOED A UMICUE OPPORTUNITY TO TEST TH
F FFASI c tLITY (I F OERMATCLOGIC CONSULTATION FOP PHYSICIANS AND PATIENTS IN RE MOTE AREAS.I HFPEFORE,
1+IkE	 P t PrOCt;TS N_Ff CONCUCTFD M"EFIN IWO OEFMATOLOGISTF AN' ONE PATHOLOGIST CONSULTED WITH PHYSIC
II.NS ANC 1NFIF PATIENTS W&Tw SKIN PkOP?fMS.	 SUBSTANTIAL SUCCESS W4S ACHISVFD IN CAMERA PICTURES OF
LFSTONS AOF'IUA1E FOR CIAt'.hOSTIL PUR F .SES, AND EFFECTIVE CONSULTATION 4EVICENCED 9Y CUPATIVE PFOGRES
t7 I IN TH= FATIENIS • CONOITICI-S.	 PATHCLOGY REPORTS WERE GIVEN MY PNOJECTING SLIDES VIA SATELLI T E.	 T
f Mt 41% !;CATION Of MEDICAL STUDENTS, LOCAL P4T!'TCIAMS AND PATIENTS IN BASIC CCNCE QTS OF DERMATOLOGY NA
w i A'. tOOITTONAL BENEFIT.
v THE PO INCIPAL ELEMENTS IN 141S EYPFRIMENT WERE TO DETERMINE III THE TECHNICAL FEASIDILI T Y OF 0
1A1-hOTING. SKIN LESIONS VIA SATELLITE PICTURES,
	 121 THE FERS19ILITV OF COMMUNICATING SUCCESSFULLY VI
A 1ELFVISICN FOF P10 POSES C r GIVING DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC DIRECTION TO PHYSICIANS AND THEIR, PA
T Ir^TS. AM) 1,91 TN T
- ACCE P TANCE Of PARTICIPANTS TOWARD SATELLITE CCNSULTATION.
T ECIJUICAL fEASIBILIT V WAS DETERMINED BY TECNNICIA,NS O ASSESSMENT LOGS. STUDIO DIRECTOR QUESTION
TIAIfiL ANAtTSTS, PARTICI PANT ItPRESSICNS OF TECHNICAL DUALITY. ANC AU013VISUAL TAPES OF REPRESENTATI
VF CONh--.^IATIONS.	 CO"ttUNICAtION PROCESSES WERE DOCUMENTED USING A STANDARDIZEO OESERVATIONAL SCHEO
ULE.	 SYSIEMATIC 075SRVATICN Of TNTE CACTIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS ON SATELLITE SNAKED A DESCRIPTION
nr COMrU.ICATICN AND ITS FPESUMEO RELATIONSHIP TO DEGREE OF SUCCESS IN THE CONSULTATION (E.G.. CO"
PaFNENSTti< Of INFORMATION AND COPPR9 64ENSION OF INFORMATION AND COMPLIANCE MIT" THERAPEUTIC DIREC7I0
N21.
THESF ANALTSES ESTARLISH THE FEASTAILITT OF OERNATOLOGIC CONSULTATION BY THIS MEDIUM.
	 IT	 IS
M • 1CI rA TFG THAT THE E'YPFRIcNCE ANA FINDING.. OF T"E ATS-6 SATELLITE CONSULTATIONS IN CERI*ATOLOrY NIL




rfYU0xU5I Ale-Et CCLOF TELEVISION: OERMATOLOGYS MEDICAL SERVICES' REMOTE REGIONS' CONSULTING' PATHOLOGICAL EF1 FFCtS'	 PePLIC HEALT141 TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
JDURHAL	 IItLt t AIAA CONFFItFNCE
UNIVERS,
	







OATF (I F D9CUM'IIT/TYPEI JUL Y T!	 / PAPER
TITLS Qr 7or11"r NT1	 QGLE Of SATELLITE 9 4OADCAST IN WEGIO%*L MEDICAL EDUCATION ANO HEALTH CARE OELIVEPT
AUTHpz I	 itHWArl. I'. O .t JOHNSnN. M. M.
SATFLL TTr t A•S-f^
OfIJFC T nr F4CFPIMFRT1	 TE+E O?J:CTIVS WAS TO T:nMMUNICATS WITH UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA MEDICAL STUDENTS AND CLINICAL STUDENTS A





,rfq irr i s
THE 4CLE OF SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATION IN THE REGIONALIZED PROGRAM OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NASHI
krTCN SCMCOL CF 'OEOICIRE IS REPORTED, FXPERIMENTS IN ADMINISTRATION *
 CURRICULUM AND PATIL"T CAPE M
EPF COHCUrTFD UTILIZING THE FULL DUFLF I[ COLOR V11DEC CAPABILITY OF ATS •5 TO COMMUNICATE KITH MEDICAL
rTUr t wis AT THE UNIVEPSITY Of ALASKA AND HALF OUPLEY BLACK AND WHITE VIDEO TO COMMUNICATE KITH CLI
NICAL STUI°N15 AT A fAKILY MEDICINE CLINIC IN A REMOTE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY.
UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND ACMINISTRATORS REPORTED THAT SATELLITE CCNFERENCES FACILITATED THE OECI
%ION rRCCESS. ADMISSIONS INTERVIEWS CAN 4E SUCCESSFULLY CONDUCTED VIA SATELLITE IF AOEOUATE DISCUS
SJON T IYf 1^ FFCC•PAPMED. STUDENTS MASTERED EFLECTEO SEGMENTS OF THE BASIC SCIENCE CURRICULUM PRESE
"150 VIA !AT krttllE AS WELL AS T HOSE RECEIVING INSTRUCTION IN THE TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM.
CLIAICAt FACULTY PEACTEG POSITIVELY AND FEW DIFFERENCES WERE NOTED BETWEEN ON SITE AND SATELLI
Tt r0 46
"04TCATTON. THE SATELLITE WAS CLEARLY PREFERABLE TO THE TELEFNONE HUT FOR HOST PURPOSES THE
r ACF-TO-FACS COPMUNICATICp PAO DISTINCT ADVANTAGES OVER THE HALF DUPLEX BLACK AND WHITE TELECONMUNI
COTION •YSTEM. DERMATOLOGY CCNSULTATIONS CONDUCTED ON SATELLITE WERE SUCCESSFUL. AMPLIFICATION OF
1Hi IMAGE AND fWf gUCNCn OF FOLLOW-UP CONTACTS WERE VIEWED AS ADVANTAGES.
`F.GTCAL EDUCATORS INVCLVED IN WANT EXPERIMENTS AGREE THAT SATELLITE COHMUNICATICN CAN FLAN A V
ITAL POLF TK DFCFNTI:AtI7E0 NECICAL EDUCATION IWO HEALTH CARE DELIVERY.
MFOICAL/WEALTH APPLICATIONS












TlLTF 1:- CnQJMF PAT / T KPE1	 1 7 -19 "Cc ET	 1 PArfv
TITLE of 'fo;, U ►IFU T I	 lr-^CrAT fFGIJTIFI tNYIPCWM 9'IIT ANC TF;T PLAN
AI ► T41CrI
SAT°LL TT. 1 ATS -F
OF,JFCT rr °rat FIN- FIT1	 T ►iIc -AM; OI ° CUSilF THE TEST rLAN ANC GROUHC EflUIPNENT FOri AEROSAT.
AFIST ° CL',s THlc PAnrP OTSrUSSES THE TSST PLAN AND (MOUND EQUIPMENT FOR AEOCSAT. THE GATA CURRENTLY AVAIL
AVLE rr[F COFFL W O TESTS AND STUDIES IS PRESENTED *
 AS WELL AS THE RESULTS E)tP4CTEO FROM THE ATS-r
TESTS rcFFENTLV PLANNED. THE LIMITATTONS OF THESE TESTS ARE DESCRIBED AS WELL AS OTHER REQUIREMENT
S 4HIC- M ►IST Hf M:T TO FULLY SrECIFY AN OPEOM OVAL SYSTE"l THESE REQUIRLINENTS AND TEST LIMITATIONS
IP r UsEC TO OEFI%E THE TEST PLAN ACTIVITIES TO BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH THE AFROSAT FVALUATIO14 AND VEY
ELOFMENT PHASE. THE GOCUWO EQUIPMENT DESIGN IS PP.£SENTED.
SUA}F r -1	 AID T R AFFIC CCNTROL
	
RADIO C"MUNICATIONS
K'TwoP7''1	 ATS-6s AIR TRAFFIC CONTPOLt CPSO UND SUPrORT EOUIPMENT: RADIO CCHHUNICATIONI TEST EQUIPMENT
JrURprL TITLf1	 FFscOa 1973
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERF 653
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNBERt 654
I
DAT- C. rOCUHcN!/TVPiI
1 TITL= IF nOCU4FNtt
AUTHO M I
SA1 FLLiT^1	 ATS-R














:FTrLLIlt BROADCASTING - CAPA!ILITIES FOR PUPLIC SERVICE
"w w", F. R.
- ►+F ATS-t AND CTS SUPPORT SIPFLf. LOU COST TERMINALS IN THE DELIVERY OF TELEVISION BROAOCASTING OF
H{AL T *4-CS%E A" COUCATICHAL SERVICES.
SATELLTtF BROODCAST SE R VICES TO SUPPORT HEALTH-CAR IE AMC ECUCATICNAL TRAIiSHISSIONS MU5T WORK MI
TM 1"Att. LCW-COST TVININALS IN ALLOCATED RADIO-FREOUMT BANDS. THE ATS-6 SPACECRAFT 145 SUCCESSF
IJLLV C1PCNSTRAT O SUC W CAPABILITY IN 'HE HANDS OF NON-TECHNICAL USERS. IT SUPPORTS INTERtACTIVE TEL.
?VISIPW nPOADG11STiNG TO SIFIM , LOW-C;SY TERMINALS IN A NATIONWIDE SERIES CF EXPERIMENTS 100 THE ML
IV;_FV OF 14EA0$'_CARE AND ECUCA71ONAL SERVICES. ATS-6 ACHIEVES THIS CAPABILITY WITH A VERY LARGE AN
^tM%L ADD n7DERATE 1RANSMITTEP FOWEk- THE COVEPAGE LIMITATIONS IAHERENT IN THIS APIFOACH WILL BE 0
VFC'70NE Pr TH r JOINT U.S.-GAIIADIAN CCPHUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED IN DECEMBER I
4i5. Ter CTS WILL CErONSTFATE BROADCAST CAPABILITY WIT" NEW, HIGN-PCWER TECHNOLOGY IN A NEWLY-ALLO
rATCC PADIQ-Fm fCUENCY PANG. TH IS WILL MAKE IT POSSIPLE TO USE SMALLER ANTENWASs GREATLY ENLARGING
T HE A YES rOV=z i&E AVAILA I!Lf IC IHE MANY NON-TECHNICAL EXPERIMENTEFS USING CTS FOP THEIR OWN NEEDS.
A FRACTIM AFFLICATION Or 114ESE TECHIIOLOGIES IS NON IN DEVELOPMENT FOR OPERATIONAL BROADCASTING S
r FdICFS IN JAPAN.
nvj&OCASTING	 NEOICAL/MEALTH APPLICATIONS





OATF r r Diru gx wT:Tttr-t JuL • 75
	
/ PAFFR
fITLF IF D9r t]4E4' f
	TNF ATS-f HEALTH CAFE EXPERIMENT AND AN APPROACH AS TO HON TO PROCEED FROM HERE
FHTHC+ ^ a	 Ff I l,E ^. A.
`ATFLt I Tr t A T s -F
O A JFE' T nr	 I GENEFALI Tf ^ OPEFATILNAL P. COEL FOR FUTURE R t 0 ON SATELLITE-AIDED HEAtTY CAFE SYSTEMS
ARSTP! rt	 A CENEF. ALIIEO OPERATICNAL MODEL FOR FUTURE S tO 011 SATELLITE-AIDED HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS * AND SEV
F t-AL A IC ALTEFNATIVFS APE PRESENTED. EMPHASIS IS ON COST OPTIMIZATION OF THE SYSTEMS. THE BASIC Y
1	 I'w HtLV IS THAT THE 1 4EFIT CF PtO ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS LIES IN THEIR A2ILITY TO MOVE THE PROGFAM
t '	 TOMARO THE MOST COSY






KfrwOcDSi	 AIS-6s FtPLIC HEALTH; P.ESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTS COST ANALYSIS= EDUCATIONAL IELEVISIUNI SOCIAL FACTO
PC
JCtl a1l?L TITLFT	 AIAA CONFTPENCE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS	 655
. 3
}'	
.rte	 -+^► 	 i	 '•	 a^;.	 _T RIM
r^^_.	 ..^^-.^ :.._-^u^--
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n It OF 1N0;;,1HFIIflYaCt	 JUNE ',	 i 9'A,-C,(
T!TLt flF Itjt:UM - 1112	 TICHfilpl i1FS ANC APPLIC471UOS OF RF1401F SENSING IN INDIA
AOTiiukjt
	 HARIHPiAN. T. A.
'ATELLiI t	 AI;-•,
( 1 13JFCT u^ FY 3 It1MFITi1	 10F ll l )ELITVI WA5 TO A P PLY MULTI IiAND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND THERMAL INFRARED RADIOMETRIC FO METEORO
M	 LU6Y. l;FA1i0LaAPHY, AGRICULIURE, LANI USE AND GEOLOGY.
I
l.J	 AkT^iet4.11	 NUt- TI - 4FNti AFRIAi PHJTOGF, APHV ANO TOIER14AL INFRARED RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS NAVE BEE4 USED IN
CO	 INOT•i IN A ltlMdEF OF I•tHDIE SENSING FFASIAILITY STUDIES WITH POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS IN AGRICULTURE,
1-	 IANn U;t, MF1Ft1ROLDf,Y, OCEANOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. BASED ON THE SUCCESS OF THESE EXPERIMENTS, A MORE
ELAAul41L HA' OtEN INITIATE'] INVULVING DETAILED Et1PERINENTS, COMPUTERIZED DATA PROCESSING.
-^oPkil;TI:ATFU SEN5i-ll+„ ETC. WHILE THE PRESENT EMPHASIS HAS BEEN ON AIRBORNE REMOTE SENSING, AN EXP
FrT'lrul I'; AL,'FAiY UNDEk NAY TO COLLECT DATA FROM ATS-6 VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETRIC IN COLLABO
RATTAN WITH F$-SA. THIS DATA WILL 9E USED FOR METEOROLOGICAL PURPOSES.
SOO )E CT I	 11FTEOFOLO.Y
	 -
I(FYWUF') '3I	 ATS- L;
 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY; INFARFD RADIOMETERS. REMOTE SENSORS; METEOROLOGICAL FLIGHTT THERMAL MAPP
ING









OAT r LF VQCUNENf / TYPE $ ATFIL 197 0	/ PAPEc	 P1 d
TITLE OF 00004FtIT t	 AIP TPAFFIC CONTROL DEMONSTRATION ASPECTS OF THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6-
f	 LuTH-:a	 NILTOy. F. J.
`	 SATELLITr$ ATS-6
ORJcf.T OF ExpFRIM_NT$	 TO GAIN PFACTICAL KNOMLCOGE IN CONFIGUPING AND USING VOICE AND DATA LINKS IN SATELLITE COMHUNICATIO
NS $NO CU F VEILLNNCZ FCR AI & TRAFFIC CONTROL.
APSTPArT$ AiS TPAFFIC CONTROL $ATC} DEMONSTRATIONS WERE INCLUDSD IM THE APPLICATIONS TECHKOLOGY SATELLIT
E-6 IATC-El AEF'CHAUTICAL CYPERINENTS FOR THE PURPnSE OF GAINING FFACTICAL KNOWLEOCE IN CONFIGURINC
AND USING VOICE AND DATA LINKS IN SATELLI TE COMMUNICATIONS AND SURVEILLANCE FOR ATC. DEMONSTFATION
S W FPS <FfFCRHEO INVOLVING THE UNITED STATES FAA, THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION fESFi01t
AND CANACA. AN AIRBORNE SUBSYSTEM, A GPOUND SUBSYSTEM, AND THE INTERFACE NECESSARY TO ESIADLISH TH
E VOICE AND DATA LINKS THROUGH THE SATELLITE AND SATELLITE EARTH TERMINAL WERE DEVELOPED, OEMONSTPA
00	 TIOA SCENAQIOS WERT DEVELOPED 16 PROVIDE FOR VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATION THP.OUGH THE SATELLITE AND
fV	 GECOFDING OF ALL COMMUNICATICH AND SURVEILLANCF DATA WCS PROVIDEC FOR FUTUf:E PLAYAIACK AND ANALYSIS
FHIS F I VER WILL OESCFIBE TPE S°ECIFIC CONFIfsma TInw OF THE SUBSYSTEMS• THE DETAILS OF THF. TESTS
USFC FOF THE DEMONSTRATIONS• ANO THE TECHNIOUES USED TO RECORD VOICE AND DATA AS WELL AS SOME PPFLI
MINARY RESULTS OBTAIN;D DURING THE ATC OEMONSTRATIONS.
SI1RJEr,T$	 AIR TPAFFIC CCNTROL	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
r<FYM^i[IS$	 ATS -6. Al b TRAFFIC CONTROL• CCNTROL SIMULATION• DATA LINKSt TECHNCLOGY UTILIZATION. ULTRAHIGH FREOU
ENCIES. VOICE CCYNUNICATIONS. 	
R
JCUPRAL TITLE$	 AIAA CONFERENCE
	 r
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMOERN 657
N
. r
-	 -	 . C yr x , °	 +^^ 4 u , ^. 1i0ys t hs7'^'-	^^d. ^'	 R ^;
^?' ^'	 aa^ 	;	 •" 1	
witkAh -_
OATF PF C	 4FNT/TYPFI JUNE 1%73 	 f PAPEf:
TITL E OF	 ifTI	 1UpY TRACKTNG of 03EAN
AUIHOP:	 "OL INAR1. R. L.
SATFLLTT r I ATS-3
OffJECT OF ErP . P.IMENTt	 To OASEcYF. OCEAN CUF gENTS 5Y SHIF AND SATFLLITE TRACKING OF FREE-CRIFTING LAGRANGIAN PLATFORMS*
ARSTPACTt THE USE of FREE-ORTFTING PLATFORMS TO TRACK OCEAN CURRENTS IS DISCUSSED. THE EVOLUTION OF LAC
g ANGIAN MEASUREhEHT n ECMMICUES FROM SET T'-TRACKING TO SATELLITE-TRACKING OF PLATFORMS IS CONSIDEFED
rlY 4ESCRI MINf. SPECIFIC DRIFTER STUDIES. DISCUSSIONS OF THESE STUDIES INCLUDE THE UNIQUENESS OF THE
LAGRANGIAN RESULTS, AND OTHER POSSIBLE USES FOR THE DATA. FUTURE USES FOR BUOY TRACKING ARE ALSO
S1fGGr ST=_0.
Sti 4 JEtTI	 NAVIGATICK	 OCEAN CURRENTS
KF*NOpOSt	 ATS -39 FU9Y5. OCEAN CURRENTS, GROUND STATIONS, OCEANOGRAPHY. OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM, TOkEO BODIES
NAT e R POLLUTION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMSERT 658
GATE PF CU094-rRT/Trcfl AUGUST 7977	 / PAPFF
TITL E OF UOCU.fFNTf	 'WNDS TK NASA COMMUNICATICfr ISATELLITES.
AUTPnrI	 rIVC. J. V.: ROBBINS, W. H.: STPETCHPEPRY, D. M.
SATELII T FI A'S-l' ATS-3: ATS-5: ATS-F.
O R JEr r OF FKP -RIMENTI	 TV CISCUL S THE FUTURE OF PASA COMMUNICATION SA T ELLITE TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS IN HEALTH CARE * CULTU
F" AND CITA TFAKSFEF NFFDS.
A uSTPAr,Tt VISCUSSION OF THE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TEC"NOLOGY IN MEETING THE
NATIr"AL NEECS IN EDUCATICN, HEALTf+ CAPE, CULTURE, AND DATA TRANSFER TEC HNIQUES. EXPERINFNTS NIT"
THE NASA ATS 1, 3 AND 5 SPACECRAFT, WHICH AFE CONDUCTED IN AN ATTEMPT TO SATISFY SUCH NE?OS, AFE R
EVIe101F0. Tf+c FUTURE. NEEDS Apt ALSO CONSIOE OEO, COVERING THE P.EOUIREMEHTS OF MULTIPLE REGION COVER.A
rl'., COPPUf-ICATI--NS prTWF£N PEGIONS, LAPCE NUMBERS OF GROUND TERMINALS, MULTICHANNEL CAPABILITY AND
Ff;GH UUALIT v TV FICTURES. TI6 F ATS F AND CTS SPACECRAFT ARE EXPEC1ED TO SE AVAILABLE IN THE HEAR FUT APE T O E"ANC EXPaPllE;rTS T1. 1 14IS FIELD.
SUp 3r CTt	 RATA TRAKSMISSICN	 MEDICAL /HEALTH APPLICATIONS
kEYwOFhEt




UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNBERI sso
G:
i
DATE to OL)CU40lT/TY rFI	 I TECHNICAL "S"OFANDOM
Tiftf or nRru4FN T I	 CLOUG FHCTOC-.PAPHS FPCI' SATELLITE AS A HYDROLOGICAL TOOL IN REMOTE TROPICAL PEGIONS
AUTHO>= I 	 GFOSN. C . C.
CATELLI T ET ATS-T
O°IECT 13F FrP r RIMrHte	 TU rf' FFLATIONSHI R BETWEEN BI;TGIITNESS MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED FROM HIGH RESOLUTION CAMERA OF AN ATE
SATELLITE 4WD QAINFALL ANn RUNOFF MEASUfED ON THE GPOUND.
ARST C A;Te	 A PLATICNSHIP WAS SCUCPl 9ETMEEN BRIGHTNESS MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED FPO" TN G HIGH RESOLUTION CA
nFSA OF AN AorLIEO TECHNOLCGV SATELLITE AND RAINFALL AND RUNOFF PEASUREO CM THE: GROUND. SURINAV WA
S CHOfEN AS A SITE FOP THIS EVrERIMENT FOR IMPEE PERSONS T11 RAIN IS A9UNOANT OLRING JUNE AND JULY:
ill IT WAS IN THE CENTER CF THE AT5 3 PICTURE AND T14EREFOP.E NAVIGATION WAS SIMPLIFIEOZ AND [3) IT
IS A COUNTRY WITH 4C LATIVELY INACGESSI9LE AREAS AND IT WOULD EE AOLE TO BENEFIT FROM THE PRACTICAL
RESULTS CF SUCH RESEARCH. THE DATA WERE TO 9E COLLECTED DURING JUNE AND JULY, THE ENO OF THE MAJOR
SU4iHAM FAINT SEASON, 9F'CAUSE THE SATELLITE DATA HAD TO BE RECCOVED ON MAGNETIC TAFE, ONLY A SHCR
T P-RIOC TF DATA GATHERING WA! AVAILAPLF,
SIIPJFCT0	 MFTEOROLCGV
tFrWC r 7c e 	 ABTA, CLOUDS. ORAINAGF, RAIN• ATS- 3 9 FRIGHTNESS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 661









A T [- I OPSFRVCO LLOUO ORI411THES5 fTELO RELATED
g IKGAP. C. N.
A'S-3 T1 Yr LAVSE rLOUC 91P1GHT1 9FES DATA WERE A
OF CIRFUF SHIELD AREA TO FAINFALL k.`TF.
THE GEUSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE ATS 3 T
fvW TO CLIFR'LATING THE TIME VARIATIONS OF CIR
S CHOSEN AS A SITE FO P THIS EYPERIMENT FOR fH
rFELIMINARY PESULTS APE PRESENTED ON CORRESF
HALY PATTERNS AND THE P FECIPITATION PATTERNS
MfTEOPOLCCT






o4fF OF =10CUNEYTITYPEZ AUGUST 1979 	 / Tr­w!fCAL RZf OF7 !
TITLL OF (JOCUH _ r1Tt	 1:011VFCTIVF. MEAT TRANSPOR T O %JEZ Tt}E T:,OPT+`AL MiO-PACIFIC AS ESTIMATED FROM A CEOSYNCHRONOU; SATELLIT
F ALTITUCE.
AUTHOPf	 SIKOAR, 0. N.
SATELLIFct AT;-1s ATS-3
ORJFI;T OF EtPEtTHFNTI 	 CONVECTIVE HEAT AND MASS TRANSPORT OVER TROPICAL PLO-PACIFIC ESTIMATED FROM SATELLITE CLOUO PHDTOGR
APHS.
R,ISTkACfr III THE FIRST PART, AN OBJECTIVE TECHNIQUE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO ESTIMATE THE MASS AND ENERGY E
VCH4NGE IN 4 CONVECTION SYSTEM CORRESPONDING TO CONGESTUS AND CUMULONIMBUS ImTENSITI£S. THE TECNNIQ
OF TNVOLVES rEASURING THE AREA CHANGE OF THE CIRRUS OUTFLOW ON A SEQUENCE OF SATELLITE CLOUO PHOTOG
PAPO45 f)37AIriFD AT GEOSTATIONARY ALTITUDE. THE DATA SHOW (I$ THAT THE TECHNIQUE IS "FLE TO ISOLATE
VIGORCUi AND NOUFAATE CONVECTION REGIMES ON THE ATS-1 AND ATS-1 SATELLITE PHOTOGP1PM3r 121 THAT OUR
VALUES OF MASS AND ENERGY FLUX ARE CONSISTENT WITH GROUND BASED MEASUREMENTS SUCH AS THOSE OF SRAM
AM 119.p 3) AIID BROWN I19671. THUS. THE GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE USED TO E3IINATE
CotIVECTIVE MASS AND "FAT TRANSPORT.
SUUJLCF$	 METEOROLOGY
KEYWOR319	 ATS-3, CLOUD FHOTOGRAPHY, CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFERP ATS-19 PACIFIC OCEAN




DATE f1F COCUHENT/TYPES HAT 1 470	 1 DATA CATALOG
TITLE OF OnnUNEHTt	 THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOtCGV SATELLITE METEOROLOGICAL DATA CATALOG,







HtTEOROLCGICAL DATA CATALOG FOP ATS-3 AND ATS-1.
DATA CATALOG FOR ATS-1 AND ATS-3 NIT" CNA9TS. TA'sLES AND PUBLICATIONS.
HET=—OWOLCGY
ATS -19
 ATS-3• CLOUD PMOTOGROP14Y P METOPOLOGICAL C"ARTS9 TABLES $DATA), CATALOGS 1PUILICATIONSI9 COLO
R PPOTOGFAPHT. DATA RECCROING







DATE (IF OOCU"ENT/TYPEI MAY 1969	 / TECHNIGAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUHENT$ ATS SATELLITE CCMNUNICATIONS TESTS.
AUTHOR WARE. J. N.= JOHNSON, M. R.
SATELLITI-I t	 ATT-1
00JEC T OF EXPERIMENT$ TO SUHMAFIZE THE RESULTS DETAINED FROM THE ATS-1 VHF TESTS CONDUCTED ON BOAFO THE USCG STATEN ISLAM
0.
A@sTRA;Tt THIS REPORT IS A SUNNARY OF RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE ATS-1 VHF TESTS CONDUCTED ON BOARD
THE USCtC STATEN ISLAND CURIMG THE PERIOD FROM 19 JULY 1967 - 23 OCTODER 1967.	 THE STATEN ISLAND
AS OPERATING IN THE REGION FROM SEATTLE•MASHINGTON 	 TO THE CHUKCHI SEA IMORTH OF ALASKAI.
SU9JECT$ :ARITIME TRAFFIC CONTOOL
KETPOo 7Se ATS-19 CLEAN S TATION BRAVOy OCEAN STATION DELTA. HAGS • VESSEL., MASS 276 VESSEL * 6ADID TRARSMISSION
UNIVERSITY nF DAYTON ACCESS HUMBER$	 q
f'
METE er tCCU11=NT/TYPE 1 NOVEMP.E • 1473	 / TECHNICAL REPORT




1Y^ 09JECT OF EX aSPIM-NTt TO FPCVIOF A DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL FEATURES OF THE ExPERIrEMIAL MARITIME SATELL
ITE CCM0't1KICATICN AND NAVIGATION 1MARSCANI SYSTEM.r
{! ARSTVACTI VOLOME I PROVIDES IN SUMMARY FOPIt. A DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN AMC CPEFATIOMAL FEATURES Of THE
EVVERIPENTAL MARITIME SATELLITE C011 11UNICATION AMC NAVIGATION 1HAFSCANI SYSTEM.	 THE MARSCAN SYSTEM
CONSISTS 0' 111 A NAPITIME CCORDIMAIIOM CENTER iMCCI LOCATED AT THE NATIONAL MARITIME FESEAPCN CE11
TEF 1NMRC1 9 KIRGS POINT, MEN TORK.
	 121 EARTH STATIONS FOR COMMUNICATING NITH THE Tile SATELLITES US, O
`i ED IN THE SYSTEMi 131 THE NASA ATS-5 AND ATS-3 SYNCHRONOUS E4UATCRIAL SATELLITES PROVIDING C-RAND T
W PANSFONCEPS FOP PcLAYING RF SIGNALS, 	 141 THE SNIP TERMINALS LOCATED ON U.S. MERCHANT SNIPS PLYING I a`	 ;
co HE ATLANTIC AAO PACIFIC OCEANS AND 151 USER TERMINALS LINKED VITH THE MCC THROUGH DATA PHONE LANDL
v t"ES-	 THIS SYSTEM PFOrIOEG THE MEANS FOR CONDUCTING COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION EXPERININTS IM AN
R
OPORATICRAL ENVIRONMENT.	 THIS VOLUME ALSO SUMMARIZES THE RESULTS OF ENGINEERING AND USER-ORIENTED
ET FERIPFKTS PERFORPEC DUPING THE PROGRAM.
SUMJr[TI MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
	 NAVIGATION
KETYOFOSt ATS-S- ATT-39 MARITIME COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS* MARITIME NAVIGATION STSTE113r fADIO RELAT SYSTEMS• C p






DATE o r t,7F,UMFHT /T yped HOV:MBE = 1473	 I TECH WAL REPORT
TITLF 3F DOCUMENTS	 4ARITIPS SATELLITE NAVIGATION /COMMUHICATION PROGRAM. VOLUME 3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS.
RUT+'DF S	 All SirSTEMS
SATELLITFI ATS-3 9 ATC-c
On JECT OF ;XPr 0 1tFNTT	 TO EESCc tEE THE RESULTS ACHIEVED DURING TESTING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MARITIME SATELLITE CO"MUNICATIO
H 91.0 NAVIGATION IMARTCAN1• SYSTEM.
ABSS^AC^S VOLUME * PFOVIDES a VESCRIPTION CF THE £xPERIMENTAL RESULTS ACHIEVED CUPING TESTING OF THE ENP
EFIPE!+TAL MARITIPS SATELLITE COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGA TION IMAPSCANI SYSTEP. THE EXPERIMENT PERIOD
'EST=NDEC FROM MARCH 1973 10 AUGUST 19730 DURING WHICH BOTH ENGINEERING AND USER-OFIENTEO TESTS WEPE
PEnFORPE[. THE PARSCAN SVSTEre CONSISTS OF til A MARITIME COORDINATION CENTER INCCI LOCATED AT THE
UATIONAL MARITIME RESEARCH CENTER INPRCI, KINGS POINT, MEN YORK, 121 SARTN STATIONS FOR COMMUNICAT
I14 W ITv THE TWO SATELLITES USED IN THE SYSTEM, 131 THE NASA ATS-5 AND ATS-7 SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL
SATELLITES PROVIDING C-EAMO IRANSPONLERS FOR RELATING RF SIGIALSS 141 THE SHIP TERMINALS LOCATED 0
N U.S. MERCHANT SHIPS PLYING THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC OCEANS AND IS1 USER TERMINALS LINKED WITH THE
MCC TH;CUGVDATA PHONE LAND LINES. THIS SYSTEM PROVIDED THE MEANS FOR CONDUCTING COMMUNICATION AN
D NAVIGATION EXPEP.IMEIcT S IN AN OPERATIONAL ENVTRONMEMT.
SUp Jcf Tt	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL	 NAVIGATION
KETWOFDSI
	
ATS-3. PARITIME CCMMUNIC4110h SYSTEMS. MARITIME NAVIGATION SYSTEMS. ATS - S, RADIO RELAY SVSTENSw C S
AUD, TPaNCPO110ER5
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$ 666
OATF OF DOCUMENTITYBEt SUGUST 1471	 1 TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OnCUNENTt 	 USE of ATS °tCTU*E3 IS HURRICANE MODIFICATION
AUTHOrs	 FUJTTRt T. T.
SATFLLITrt 4#T$-1
c"JECT or EXPERIMENT. ATS PICTLFRS TAKE4 AT FFECUENT INTEFVALS HERE ANALYZED IN AN ATTEPPY TO OETERNINE POSSINLE CHANCES
OF 4.UfFIrAN*_
ARSTPt^T1	 ATS FICTU* ES TAKEN : T FAEOUENT INTERVALS DURING A 4-GAT PERICO t SEPTE"K* 23-20. WERE ANALYZE
0 Ili I N ATTE"FT TO DETEPHIkE FOSSIILE CHANGES OF HURRICANE GINGER SEEDED ON SEPTENSEP 26 ANO 19. O
07H NESS WEC•ATZVES AND WASA O S 4#x ENLARGEMENTS FROM DIGITAL TAPES WERE INVESTICATEQ. ALL FUTURES T
00	 AKEik 4M E1CP DAY WERE TIRE-IMTE rvRATED TO OETEVOINE THE OAY-TO-DAY VARIATIONS. ONE-OAT SEQUENCE OF
U, ITS PICTUtTS WERE ALSO OIVIDEO INTO THREE PERIODS TO PRODUCE 3 TIDE-INTEGFATED SPACES EACH DAY. SER
IFS OF S-FICTURE TIME INTEGRATION$ WERE ALSO "ACE. FVOR WHICH A TIME-INTEGRATED MOVIE Of SINGER WAS
FPODUCEO. MEANNNILEt THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EYE HERE OETERNINEO EASED ON ATS PICTURES TO CEFI
NE A MUPgER OF LY£ PARAMETERS WHICH APE EYE TYPE. WALL-CLOUD OIAPETER, EQUIVALSHT EYE OI;METER. EYE
INOEVe 11+0 ESTIMATED CENTRAL PRESSURE.
SUAJECT!	 NETEROLO[r
rEYWO-ost	 ATS-J, PUPRICANE CINGEP, STOANFURY PROJECT, CLOUD SEEOINGt AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
UNIVERSITY OF OATTOM ACCESS NOPIERt 667
Iit
OAVC CF COCUMFNTITYPEs S_PTEF9'r 19 Tv	 I PARER	 lavo
TITLE OF DOCU`4EH T e	 Tl.DO-UNITFU S1A:ES COOPERATIGI, IN SPACE COMMUNICATION 	
M
AUTHO C I	 HIN 00 ANI. a. C.
SATFLLITFI ATS-6
OBJECT OF FXPrVIM?MT1 	 QIS[USSES ';ONE Cc THE CHIEF ]FEATURES CF IN00-U.S. AGREEMFNT OF I gE9 CH COCPERATION IN SPACE RESFAFC
H AND CCMMUNICATION.
A9ST OAC11 ' Hl^ FAREs' GISSUSSES SCME CF THE CHIEF FEATURES OF THE INDO-UNITED STATES AGREEMENT OF 1969 ON
COOPE;ATION 1% SPACE PESEA grm ANO COMMUNICATION. THE Af,REENENT STATES THE GENERAL QaJECT1VES OF It
1 TO CEVELOR• TEST AMC MANAGE A DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL TV SYSTEM IN RURAL FREAS IN NOW 120 OEMOVST
w	 vttlr THE P07ENIIAL OF SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY FOP LASS COMMUNICATION IN DEVELCFING COUNIRIESt AND131 T
0 STIMULATE NATIONAL OEVF.LC PMENT IN INDIA. SPECIFIC INDIA OBJECTIVES ARE TO CONTRIBUTE TO FAMILY P
O LANNI6G AND NATIOAAL INTEGRATION AND TO I11PROVE Ar-RICULTURAL PRODUCTION. INDIAN RESFONSIBILITIES I
NWCLVEO CSIFLCPHEMT AND MAINTENANCE OF THE GROUND SEGMEM'T. DEVELOFING PROGRAM MAIERIAL. AND IMPLEME
NT IAG AN ENPEFIK NT EVALUATION REPORT. NASA'S RES OONSIBILITY INVOLVED PLACING ITS-F IN ORBIT AND P
OSITIVNING IT RITHIN VIEW Cv INDIA FOR ONE TEARS WHICH WILL RUM FROM JULY *
 
197S TO JOLT, 1916. AFT
ER THIS INDIA MAY USE RALLCON FEPEATEP STATIONS TO CONTINUE THE PADGRAMs PUT WILL TRY TO HEGOCIAIE
FOR USE OF A NEI% COMMUN ICATIOF SATELLITE.
SUOJECTI	 £CUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS 	 VIOFO COMMUNICATIONS
KE YrnFDS=	 ATS-6. INDIAN SFAC-c PROGPANv DOMESTIC SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTENSs EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION. RUR
AL AREAS * SPACE COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMPER% 666
F
HATE OF uOCU4t"T/TYPE1 JUNE I4T1	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITtf OF 0000MENT 1 ATS-5 SIGNAL CHARACTEFISTICS AT 15.3 G"? AND RELATED EAPENIMENTS AT 1R ANO 39 GHZ.
n UT%OF1 TEXAS. UNIVERSITY
SFON54?ING AGFN4Y1 GCOSARD S F ACE FLIGHT CENTER, GvEENBELT, MARTLAMP
SATELLITEI	 ATS-3
O B JECT Or EAP_eIM'NT1 ATS-5 MILLIMETER NAVE SIGNAL CMARACTEFISTICS AMC PERFORMANCE PREOICTICH BASED ON METEOROLOGICAL PAP.
A"ETEFS AND PCIkT-TO -POINT TRANSMIS5I01S OVER EARTH SURFACE.
ARSTFASTi THIS IMPOKI PRESENTS THE F,SULIS OF OBSERVATIONS BY THE UNIVEFSIT ► OF TEXAS CF THE 15.3 GH7 EX
PERI"ENT ASSOCIATES UITN THE ATS-5 SATELLITE AMC OF RELATED EXPFFIPENTS DESIGNED TO PROVIOE INFOFMA
to TI016 [N EAR- N-SATfiLLIT£ COMMUNICATION LINKS AT 15.3 AND $1.65 GH;.
I THE 15.3 GHI TAA*SMISSIONS WERE OBSERVED AT AUSTIN• Tf xAS OVER AN EIENTEEN MONTH INIERVAI PFINI
AFILT flURING FEAI005 OF RPIN.	 MEASUREMENTS WERE ALSO MADE At MOUP-T LOCKE. NEAR FCRT CAVIS. TEXAS A
UT CNLV FCR A PERIOD OF TUC MONTHS,
ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE AT AUSTIN• TEXAS OF THE SKV TEMPERATURE AT 35 GN
7 LCOKTPG IW THE DIRECTION OF THE ATS-5 SATELLITE OVER AN INTERVAL OF FOUR MONTHS.
FC11cT-TC-PCINT TRAKSMISSIOMS OVER TMF EARTHS SURFACE AT IS ANO 35 GMt AMC VARIOUS MCTEOROLOGI
CAL FAIWETERS WERE STUDIED AS POSSIlLE MEANS OF PREDICTING FERFOFPANCE OVER A SATELLITE-EARTH PATH
THE FASIC FEATURES OF THE EXPERIMENTS AMU THE PRIMARY RESULTS ARE PA£SENTEO IN PART 1 WHICH IS
INTENOEC TO EE AN INOEPENOENT UNIT. 	 MCRE DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS ARE GIVEN IN THIS REPORT S PART ?,
MIT% SUPSTAPTIATING DATA FOR CONCLUSIONS STATE IN PART 1.
SudJe'ris MILLIMETER WAVE
tEYWOs OSo 4TS-5! PILLIPMF WAVES! SIGNAL NEASUPEMENT: METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS! PERFORMANCE FREOTCTION3 SPA
CFCRAFT TRAJECTORIES







OATI OF n1rUI0711T/TYPED FARrO 1975 	 / fPOGRESS REPORT
TTTLr of 90!:umEHT I	 THTErsATEO L-aAND EYP EPIIIE AT
AIJTHO^I	 WESTINGHCUSE ELECTPIC CORFORATION
FrONSORT14i: AGE"i"vl	 REDOAve SPACE FLIGHT CFNTEii. GRESHOELT. MAPTLANO
SATFLLIT' 1 OTT -6
OF.IECT O r { Xa-- PIPlFHTt	 TO INVESTIGATE TEC4140LOCV AND CONCEPTS APPLICANLE TO AERONAUTICAL AND Mnrtlfl"E SATELLITE APPLICATI6
M.
a nST P t,TT	 THE EFFOPTS OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONDUCT OF THE ATS-6 INTEGRATED L-SAND EXPERIMENT OUP-10
G TrE FFFIC V SEPTERfER TO CECEMSER 1974 ARE SUMMARIZED• THIS EFFORT WAS 10 INVESTIGATE TECHNOLOGY
AN) CONCE P TS APFLICAILE TO AERONAUTICAL AND MARITIME SATELLITE APPLICATION.
;ua.IFrTe	 AIRC.FAF1 COMMUMICATIO*S	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL
HAVIGATICN	 SEARCH AND RESCUE
K c YVOcOce	 ATS-6: tLIRAHIGH FREGUEHCIEST DATA ACOUISTTIONi TECHNOLOGY ASSESSFENT
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS WWER) 6711
UA TE or r pEUH,7NT/TYPED HOVEM4EF 1966
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF Oi3Ctj4EHT %	YASA/ ESSA WFFAX EXPERIMENT. PARTICIPANT'S GUIDE
AUT§40rI	 D?RpY. L.: HALL. A. R.
SI'oN;r,oINo AG =NCY I	 NASA• GECOArO SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. GRfEMNELT• MARYLAND
SATELLITF* ATS-1
09Jf4^' OF rwP;:.PIM"TF	 TO INVESTIGATE INS FEAS19ILITY OF TRA*SHITTING PREPARED WEATHER MAP ANALTSE W AND PROGNOSES FROM A 6
ENTVAL SCUP,CE, VIA OF SATELLITE TO GROUND STATIONS*
AnSTaAC-t THE WErAX FARTICIPAMTS GUID-s IS AN OPERATING REFESEMCE FOR USE WITH THE ATS-0 WEATHER FACSIMI
L; IWEFAX) FTCENIF=MT. IT L+ESCRTRES IN DETAIL THE PAPTICULARS OF THE EXPERIMENT, IIICLUOING THE AIM
S OF THE PROJECT AND THE K TNODS OF OWEPALL OPERATION, INSTRUCTICNS ARE GIVEN ENANLING USERS TO PL
AN 'HEIR `CTIVITIES FOR SUCCESSFUL PAFTICIPATION IN THE EXPERIMENT. THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVESTIGA
TE THE FEASIRILITY of TRAHSNiTTING PREPARED WEATHER MAP ANALYSES AND PROGNOSES FROM A CENTRAL SOIIFC
E. VIA AN EARTH SYNC"SONOUS SATELLITE RELAY SYSTEM •
 TO AFT GROUMO STATIONS WHIM THE ACOUISITION A
ILEA OF THE SATELLITE SIGNAL.
IN EVALUATING THIS COPMUNICATIONS MEDIUM AS A MEANS OF WEATHER DATA DISSEMINATION* IT IS DESIR
A PL* THAT Ar "ANY AS POSS ME OF THE EXIS TING APf GROUND STATIONS WITHIN RECEIVING RANGE COOPERATE
I I+ THIS EXPERIMENT OVER AN EXTENDEO PERIOD IAPPRORINA TELY ONE TEAR).
tr ug lFrIe	 00TA TRANSNI3STCW	 METEOROLOGY
KFYWOFOS I
	ATS-1 = AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSKISSIONT METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS) N: IHER FORECASTINGI NORTHERN AEMISPM
ERE) SOUTHERN MENISPHEPET SUPEPHIGH FPECUENCIES S VERY NIGH FREQUENCIES






GA TE CF ceGUREMT/TT PEt OCT09EA 1471	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE 13F AOrUME1/ T t	 THE ATS-F MILLIMETER WAVE FWAGATION EXPERIMENT
AUTHOR	 IFP[LITO, L ^.
SAT_LLIT	 TS-6
OPJ£CT rr Cmps:01!ENT1 PFOFA r.ATICN CHARACTEFISTICS OF SPACE-TO-EARTH LINKS CENTERED AT 20 AND 30 ON? AS DETERMINED gY ATS-
5
I!5Tt%F,Tt	 THE ATS -F ME IS OESIM C TO EVALUATE TNf_ PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE-TO-EARTH LINKS
CENTE RED At 20 GMI AND 30 9HI DURING MEASURED METEOROLOGICAL CDNDITICNS • TH	 NEIS OOCUNT PRESENTS A
CCMFL £TS PEVIEW Of THE A TS-F POE AS PRESENTLY tPPLEIIENTED • INCLUDING SPACECRAFT AN 
GROUND 
STATION
SYSTEMS. DATA ACQUISITION AMC DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES.
SURJ_f.Tt	 MILLIMETEP. WAVE
KEYNOFnSt	 473-6 1 MILLIMETER UAVES2 SFACE COMMUNICATIONS! WAVE PROPAGATIONS 940I0 ATTENUATI00i1 ELECTROMAGNETIC
PROPFRTIES
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 672
OATS ^r COZUMvNT / TTFFt PAT 1471
	
/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TITL r O r n gCUMENT2	 VHF NAVTrATIG1 EYPEPIPENT M
Al3TI ROFI	 OUSGST_, J. F.: 4NELLOON, F. A.$ COATES. J. L.' WASOWs C. 9.7 CLAPW, R. L•T BATTLE• J. 041 LOWE * w.
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S pnNSnKINS A5ENCY1	 NA[ A. fOCCARD SFAC _
 FLIGHT ClNTEF. f•PEENSELT. MARYLAND 20171
5ATFLtlIF1 ATS-t: ATC-3
p efEr.- CF c yb_GIHEHT$	 TO CETE PPINE THE ACCURACY THAT COULD °E OBTAINED IN LOCATING THE FOSITION OF AN AIFCFAFT WIIEW USTI%
SI4E'ONf RANGING SIGRALS RELAYED BY ATS- 1 AND ATS - 3
AISTFAr, T t	 THIS P.EPOfT COrUHE+1TS THE RESULTS OF AN FXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE THE ACCURACY THAT COULD BE Oel
OINED 1^ LOCATING THE POSITIO # Of AN AIRCOAFT WHEN USING SIOETONE RANGING SIGNALS RELAYED BY TWO ST
RrH6oNO11S SATELLITES, ATS-1 A ND ATS-3. A REAL- TIME DISPLAY SYSTEM WAS VIVELMO BY TEXAS INSTRUMENT
V THAT ALLCWED THE AI FCRAFT F ^SITION, AS DERIVED SY THE SATELLITE SYSTEM. TO PE COMPARED WITH THAT
P[RIVv 0 FFOF AN AIRFORT SURVEILLANCE PADAR. THE EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATED THAT THE USE OF DIFFERENTI
AL fCSITICN LOCATION TECHNICUEtt
 COULD PROVIDE LOCATION ACCURACY OF APPRONIPATELY 3 NAUTICAL WILfST
r0a1M = R FROCEStiNG REDUCED THE ERROR TO 2 NAUTICAL MILES. RECOPPENDATIONS ARE MADE THAT WOULD It"FR
RYE THE SYSTEM ACCURACY TO AFFROXIMATELY 1 NAUTICAL MILE.
SU93FC ri 	NAVIGATICR	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
K$YwoR rlcl	 ATS
-t: ATS- 3 $ SATELLITE AIR TFAFFIC CONTROLS SATELLITE NAVIGATION $
 SIOETOMF. RANGINGt DIFFERENTIAL P
OSI TION LOCATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS MUMSER1 03
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DATE of ^OCUMENT/TYPES OG7c8ER 1915	 / F71PFP.
TITLE OF UOGUM ENTS THE COMSAT 13 AND 18 GHZ F40PA647I001 EXPERIMENT
AUTHO C r KING•	 J. L.' HYOEI G.
SATELLTTF1	 ATS-5
QMJFCT OF EXPERIMENT! TO COLLECT SUFFICIENT LONG-TEPM DATA ON ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION FOR A LARGE NUMBER OF LOCATIONS 70
PERMIT CETERNINATION CF SYSTEM POWER FARGTNS
APSTPAC T S THE ATS-6 C04SAT PPnPAGATION EXPERIMENT tCCEI WAS DESIGNED TO GATHER STATISTICAL DATA ON ATTEN
UATION CAUSER 8Y RAIN AND SNOW AT 13 AND 16 GHZ,
	
THESE DATA WILL BE USED TO DETERMUE SYSTEM OESIG
H PARAMETERS FOR FUTURE CCkMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEMS OPERATING AT FRECUENCIES ABOVE If GHZ.	 TO
E EXPERIMENT USiD 259 16 GHZP AND 15. 13 GHZ UMAT ?ENOEO GROUND TRAWSMITFENS AT TWENTY-FIVE LOCATION
S 1% THE EASTERk US TO TRANSMIT TO THE ATS-6.
	 THE ATS-6 TRANSPONCER CONVERTS THESE CARRIERS TO FRE
OUEHCIE3 AROUND 4156 MHZ AND TPANSHITS THESE SIGNALS TO THE COMSAT LARGE HORN ANTENNA/DATA ACOUISIT
ION AND RECEIVI K FACILITY AT ANDOVER, NATME.	 THIS FACILITY CALIBPATES ANO oIG :TALLY REZOADS EACH
CAR41SO CRCE PEI+ SECOND.
THESE DATA HAVE lEEM PROCESSED AND ANALYZED FOR THE PERIOD FROM JULY Tti NOVEMBER 2, 1972.	 PLA
NS MRS NOW BEING MADE TO CONDUCT THE EXPERIMENT IM EUROPE AND INDIA DURING THE 35 OEGCEE EAST LONGI
TUDE SITE PHASE OF ATS-6 OPERATIONS.
SUBjECTe METcOVOLOFY
KEYWOF4ST AINCSFNEFIC ATTENUATICHI ATS -62 COMSAT FROGRAMI MICROWAVE FREQUENCIESt PRECIPITATION IMETEOROLOSYIt ItGP(UNO STAtIONSS HORN ANTENNASt SIGNAL TVANSMISSIONt TRAMSPOMDEPS




NT/Tr a ct I g7 r.	 / T ECHNICAL r+EPOI--T
T TTLF	 7r	 70ro)Hr UT1 AFSP BATA 9AiE	 1NFORMATTON
TUTHE' C I "I A PO LE.
	 W.	 ).:	 AUSNESS.	 C.
"PONSciIN r. 	 p t r NCTt NITIONAt
	
INSTITUiq OF EGUCATICtl	 413HEWI , WASHINGTON,	 0. C.
oni t7 rT	 nF	 rx a = FIM^NTt TO GEVELCF COUFoES IN READING AND CLREEP - EDUCATION INSTRUCTION FOF TEACHEFS W TO CETEFMINE THE fE
A!I°ILI T Y OF CONOU;TING SU;H rGUiSES OVFP. A LARGE GEOI:RAPHICAL A4EA VIA CCPPUNICATICKS SATELLITES
RPST C G ; T I THE	 AP P ALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE FPOJI CT IAESPI WAS CONCEFTUALIZED IN 1973 411 TO OEVELOF C
n1 i;; SE"-	 IN ?FACING AND CAREEV-EDUCATION INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS IN THE AP P ALACHIAN FEGIONT AND fZ1
If rE1E + 1o IN 7 THE F:ASISILITY CF GONliUCTINr- SUCH COURSES OVER A LARGE GEOG oAPHICAI A R EA VIA CD11MUNIC
A'ICNS cl TELLITES.	 TO ASSIST IN THE INITIAL °LANNING FOR THE P DCJ5C7 n GATA WE1E GATMEREO 414 THE VA
PIOUS LGCRLIfIES THAT WOULG BE INVOLVED IN THE 	 FROJECT,	 INCLUDED IN THE CAT& W = P.=4	 Iii DEMOGRAP111
r, C 14 A PACTERISTICS.	 121 ECONOMIC CONDI-IONS, 	 431 EDUCATIONAL CHAFACIERISTICS, 	 131	 THE NATURE AND SCO
P t	 CF ENI _T°TINT CA Q :.EP. -EOUCATI!'H PPOGPAMS IN Tt +E REGION,	 f31 A LISTING OF STANDASOIZEG TESTS USED IN
TH = FEGICN. ANO f61 UNIVFRSITIES IN THE REGION THAT COULD OFFER GRADUAIE CREDIT FOR AESP COURSES.
RFi ANALYSIS Of THS DATA StGGESTS THAT THERE IS NOT A HOMOGENOUS APPALACHIAN POPULATION TO WHICH A
DVOGUCT rAN EAFILY /'E 5144P;O.
-u-jrr..T: FCOCA710 AL APPLICATIONS
KFr4Or ) -,I COMFUTEF ASSISTcD IRSTF.UCTION* DATA F IASESt EDUCATIONAL 9ACKGROUNDt EDUC4110NAL TELEVISIONS INFOOP.IT
ION SYSTE MS! READINGS ST3NCARDIZE0 TESTS: APPALACHIA! COMMUNICATICN SATELLITES














SU^.IE r * f
rFY4nv7'f
21-2' JULY t915	 / PAPER
VETERANS A9AINISINATICR SATELLITE TRANSrITTED FNPSRIMENTS IN BIO MEDICAL CCMYUNICATIOKs
f, C'ro, q . *.:	 , agLSKIA. 4. 9.
YCLO 'F &NO CEY,LOP N IEW METHOCS OF CMCHINGIIJG MEDICAL INFORMATION FOR 40TH EDUCATIONAL AND CLINICAL
FtPuFnSCS
T HE FNCHAhGE OF FFOICAL 114FORMATION PROGRAM OF THE VETERANS AOkiNISTFATION AUTHCRIZES THE AGFN
CY TG SLFFCRT INRGYI T IVF FROJECTS IM PIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS• CNE OF THESE PROJECTS INVOLVED 714E
CONDUCT CF A SE1i I8S CF 'ic"IE GAL COrMUNICATIONS EYPERI KENTS VII-&PPLICATI'WS TFCHkOLOGY SATELLITE
-E fl TS-E1, SOME 98 14PURS OF BROADCASTING INVOLVING ABOUT 75 SUBJECTS WERE 0SV--iOFFv AND PRESENTED
VIA F IVE MODES. THESE INCLUCEO MEDICAL GRAND FaOUNDS, VIDEO SEMINARST COr PUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTIO
No CLINIEF FOR CUTPATIENTS ANC FAMILIES AND TELECONSULTATION. OPELINIMAkY DATA INDICATES A HIGH CE
GFFF OF ACCFPTA @ILITY BY THE TEN VA HOSPITALS WHICH PARTICI PATED INTERACTIVELY IN TNiS PROJECT.
?r%OACCASTIYG
	 EDUCATIONAL AFFLICATIOUS	 rEOICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
I1010E CC*rUNICATI011t	 VIGFO COMMUNICATIONS
ATS-6 1 ° ICMEDIG AL DATA: CDNMUNICATICS SATELLITES: MFOICAL SERVICESt PU9LIC HEALTH * CLINICAL t1EDICIN
_* TFLECIPMUNICATION: VIDEC CCHMUNICATION








DATE OF f'fl;UH=NT/:YPE1 JUL O 1975	 / FhPFP
TITLE
	
OF COGUYFNTI Ca"ADIAA Fvv tQZ rENTS IN THE SOCIAL APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE TELECONMUNICATICNS
/uT++CFt S.:	 BLEVI50 B.	 C.
;AT r LLIT€+	 CTS
OPJECT 0	 "-prRIMrNT1 S1JI0PA-0I7ES EMfFWIPS pTS IN THE APFAS OF HEALTH.	 EDUCATION. COMMUNITY ©EVELOPMEMT, AND AONINISTFiATICN
AFSTFA : T1 THIS WA F ER CISLUSSES TPE CANADIPt COMMUNICATIONS EIIFEPIMENTS PRCJEtif WHICH IS BEING CGNOUCTFO
IN rONJF.1601OE WITH THE (? Z Y :f LCPrENT AND TESTING OF THE COMMUNICA TIONS TECHHGLOGY SATELLITE.	 IT SUN
P-AFT7 F S fr rv gFTHENTS IN 714E AP.EAS OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, COMMUNITY CEVELOPMENT. AND ADMINISTRATION.
0 07 V ctrFI14- TFF140S IN SOCIAL DEV°_LOPMENT SEFVICES AND THEIR PRESSMT PRIORITIES ARE POINTED OUT AMC A
F r PILAT ° C TO FCT=.HTIAL AFFLIrATIONS CF TSLFCOSIMUNICA TIONS.	 THE PAPER FOCUSES ON PE1 '61E MREAS. Mr.E
;Jr	 1CCE`S TO 70u14L DEVELCrVENT SERVICES IS LIMITED AND DIFFICULT 70 OBTAIN. 	 T14E Cn •OR9INATIU10 Cf
ACIIVITIE't ANC RFS POHIE IRILITICS OF THE INI1I	 DUAL E wPFRIMENTERS AND THE FE9FPAL DEPAP.TNENT OF COP"U
"ICATICNS IS €DISCUSSED•
	
THE POTENTIAL INFLUENCE Of THE COMMUNICATIO *S LXPEFIM °_MTS PFOIECT Ok FUIUR
E CCHMUKICATICNS DEVELOP OFN TS IS OUILINSO.	 A F!UMBER CF TASKS A'•E FNUMERAT EI' MN!CH WILL ASSIST FOLI
:Y ANALY713 AND DEVELCPMENY FCP. FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF TELECCMMUNICATIONS TO THE CELIVEFT OF SOCIAL
rF VELCF+~ENT SERVICES.
SIIRJFCT+ 4FOADGAST :NG	 °_DUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 PEOIrALJMEALTH APPLICATIONS
VrICE CC ► MUNICAIIONS	 VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
wr YHOr7EI rTS! =DCCATICLAL TRLEVISIoK * FEMOTE F £GIONS: T£LECGMPUIICATIOI,S
JOURNAL
	
71T; 17 1 AIAA COAFERFNCE
UUIVE4SITT OF DAYTON ACCESS MUM9ER$ 	 077
{ATs r r	 II CEC 75	 / JOURNAL AfTICLE
sII T LF Ur '+nrylH-',* 1	 A15.6 SATELLITE 27 15,147 PROPAGATION MEASUr•ENENTS AT LOW ELEVATION ANGLES
Ar1TNOR+	 STUT7MAW * U. L.* 59STIAN. S. W. I
. MANUS. E. A.1 PAIRSHALL, R. E.* WIL'cV• P. H.
SATFtt IT -1 A'S-6
QO.IFCT nF =xF 'r.IHf11 T 1	 T9 MCNITCF LOW ELEVATION ANGLES FROM THE ATS-6 24GHI 0OWNLINK
A a11 r A ^'+ 	 ' Hr 20 GH7 DOWNLINK FROM THE ATS
-6 SATELLITE WAS MONITORED ALPOST CONTINUOUSLY FOR LOW ELEVATI
'M ANGLFS 13£LON 9 DE 0 . THE AUTHOFS MEASURED TNkCOPOLARISEO ANG CPOSSFCLAPI7E0 SIGNALS F.;CEIVEC
AS WELL AS TPE LOCAL RAIN LATE. DA TA ARF PRFSrN 0 FOR CLEAR-WEATHSR SCINTILLATIONS. RAIN ATTENUA
TI0". DEPOLARISATION AND OTHER EFFECTS.
'_ U'1.1F r' T 1	 PET EOFOLCf-V
rFYW0a rr;s	 ATS•6: FACI9 TRAMSMISSICN- ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION: A TMOSPHERIC rtFTICS: OFOOLARIIATION:	 SCIMT
ILLATION * WEATHER
1nUrNAI TITLFI	 ELECTRONICS tETTERS, VOLUME il, PAGES 635, 636
1	 UNIVEPSITV OF DAYTON t XESS NUMBER$ 6Tb
ORTr Pi !'O,t1H r NT/ T YPF 1 n(.f
TiTLF Or . ,, rtJME^1s1	 ATc»F Drerp^• •tuff
Atir"(fF f	 FFf)ISCH. M.
<AT rLLTTFf ATS-6
OHJFC' 7 r tVv . RIvF411	 T1+9 MAJDF DESIGN FE&PURES OF THE ATS-S AkE DISCUSSED.
RPST r A,;Tt	 ATS-6, THE WORLD VS MOST VOMEPFUL A%O VERSATILE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITT, IS FRIEFLT T+ESfatleEC.
ic:v OF!IG$c F#ATURES OF TNr SPACECRAFT Aff 141COLICHICO AND THE LARGE VARIETY 9F EVV EFYMrNIS IDENTI
FI6 fl. S M Y VESULTS FROM THE RECENT GEOS TRACKING AND DATA RELAY ENPERIMENT AR£ PREEENTEG.
Sli n jEF T I	 gFOADCASTTNG	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS 	 VI08O CONMUNICA •TI0115
KCVUOc l t $	 AT5-6 • PAFAPOLIC ANTENNAS- TELE'VISICN TRANSMISSIONI ORPADCASTING= COLOR IELEVISICNS fAOU&D STATiGN
S: 9119IC RELAY SYSTEMS
JOUR NAL TITLI f	 FASCON t575
UNIVERSITY OF OATTOR ACCESS NUNOEVI 679
PATT Pc InCIJ14- 041/TYPE f SAT 77
	 / INFOFMAL NOTES
TITLF 'IF 90 r..tl"ENTi	 ON GL` EFVINf, A SATELLITE T4ANSMISSI016 IN APPALACHIA
L11TI 4 0P1	 '- 1.,LEJ, %ICK
a3TF!LTT t f ATS -F
APSTFR l:Tf	 A GESCP IP T IOk CF THE AUTHOF. / S TRIP TO MCi+ENRY, MARVLAND, 10 O@SS p VE A SATELLITE 76ANSHISSICN 0
r THE AFFALACPS0 EVUCATICNAL SATELLITE PROGRAM. THE PAPER OESCRIIES THE FSOPLE AND FACILITIES IT;V
CLVEA I* THE OEWiSTPATIOI'.
FOg JFCTa	 TntJCATICRAI AFFLICiTICNS
r lwrc7$i	 ATS-6 =
 StIELLTTE7 EOOCATICk7 APPALACHIA: PEADINLS AESP
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LATE CF C3CUifSNTfTYP=1 MARCH/AFFIL 1974
	 / JOURNAL AFTICLE
TITLE OF 90CU'+ ENT1	 EVALUATION INDICATES GOOD RESULTS FOR PROJECT -S&CI -
AUTHORS	 SriA7ES, ► . C.
SPONSORING AGF""l	 NATIOKAL AE RONAUTICS AND S PALE ATi„INISTFATION, WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20546
SRTFLLIT'2 ATS-6
OPJrfT OF -XPEPIMEN T S	 TO CE-IOMSTRATE THE FEASI9TLITY OF USTEG SA TELLITES IN EDUCATION
A9STrA^.79 AN EVALUATION IS GIVEN OF THE kESULTS OF PFOJECT SACI, PEOCHMED 9V TEAMS OF PECAGOGUES ANO ED
UCATIONAL PPOGRAM PRODUCERS. THE RESULTS APE DESCRIBED, AND IT I5 CCN 17LUCED THAT SATISFACTORY FESU
LTS WERE 09TAIHEO.
SUBIEr T T 	 SrOADCASTINr.	 DATA TFANSMISSIOH
	 EOUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS
KErw ge 7Ss	 ATS-6: EDUCATION: TELEVISICN SYSTEMS: TELEVISION TRANSMISSION! TRAINING CEVICES1 PRAZILS SCHOOLS: T
EL£':0MmURIGATIO%
JOURNAL TITLES	 StACE CESEARCH INSTITUTE NEWS, VOLUME 3, ISSUE 15. PAGES 4-7





DAY- 07 Or)CU 4l NT/?T rEe nrT 7F	 f PAPER
TITLE OF afXlJ"iFNT1	 M^FSO rAFITIrF EI VEPIMFMTS U11116 THE NASA ATS-6 SATELLITE
AUT ►!O c a	 AFAILD"L. r- L.I KA"INCKY, Y, 	 4+
SATELLITES 9 -6
05JFCT Cr EXP EFLI PENT1	 Tr EV.LLATE CGMMU%.ICATION =EFVIC I^ S1rILAR TO THAT WHICH WILL FE AVAILA3LE NITN T HE MAFITIME COM1!EFf;
IAL SATTLLIT E SYST=_M
AftSTPA;TS THE CRJELTiVES OF T«E MARAD MAFI T I ►'= EIFERIMMS ISONDUCTED IN THE L-RAND FAN 9EAM MOGE1 USIN.
T14E ATS-E SATELLITE APE CETAILED. THEY IUrLUDE THE FOLLOWING tit TO EVALUAT E_ THE ECONOMIC RENEFI
T°_ OF FLEET OVERATOiS T14-J CUGH THE USE OF SATELLITE COMl1UNICATi qNS. 421 TO EVALUATE P fRFOPMAME CFIT
f°If FOG fHIaPOARO TEGFINLL ErUIPME0- 17EEOE0 *0 ESTA9LISH VARIOUS GRADES CF FLEET OPEf.ATIUN3 SEF IC
FS US'NC COrhERLI%L SATELLITE SYSTEMS. 131 TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF SIGNAL FROFILGATION9 SHIN RAD
1r rPFIIUENCY NOISE, AND SHI P ANTENNA POINTING ON TWE MARI TIME COMMUNICATICNS AND MAVIGAIIE,H CHANMEL
. AND 141 TO EVALU7'E VA°ICUS MODEMS Fo g! T14E TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF VOICE• DATA ANO POSITION
LOCATION SIGNALS VIA St TFLLITF SYSTEMS.
SU33frTt	 HAPITIM T;AFFIC CONTROL
	
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
K=YwOr: OSS	 ATS-6= EPIF TcR K NALSI CIGITAL DATA; MODEMS: AOSITIONILOCATI0I6 1	 ADAR ANTENNASI SATELLITt	 ACKII:G
e VCI *. E COMMUNICATION
F^ii`
	JOUPNOL TITL31	 CASCON 1575
	





DATE qF DOCUHrUTITYPEr OCT 7E	 / PAPER
TITLE OF OOCU"FMTt WARITIrg SAFETY COMPUkiCATION EYAERIPE"SS MIT" THE ATS-6 SATELLITE
AUTHOR GUTKrIN. J. P.: KOLFSCN. J. A.S SUM% P. 0.
SATELLITE:	 ATS-6
ORJEC - OF EXPERIMENTt TO FPO W E DATA US T—FUL FOR PREPARING SPECIFICATIONS OF SHIP TEPHINALS FOR FUTURE OPETrATIONAL SATELI
IT£ SYSTEMS.
APST R ACTR MAFiTIr_ AND AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE COrMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS NE ?E CONDUCTED USING THE NASA A
PFLICATIEUS TrC1+N0L0GY SATELLITE — NUMIER TATS —ft FFON SEfTEMBEG 1976 THRGUrr APRIL 19'5.
	
THE ATE—E
SATELLITE MA°ITIT'E EXPERTMENTS "AVE PFOOIICEO DATA USE=UI FOR PREPARING SPECIFICATIONS OF SHIP TERMI
NALS P OF FOSSIF+ E FUTURE OPERATIONAL SA T ELLITE SYSTEMS.	 EVALUATIONS WrAE PFFFORMEO OF A S"IPFIOAFC
ANTENNA OESIGA, VARIOUS TYPES OF VOICE, DATA * AND RANGING MOOULAIXONS, AND THE EFFECTS OF MULTIFATH
F EFLECTIONS OFF T+fE SEA AWDTHS SNIP SUPER ST RUCTURE.
	
SAFETY GEMOMSTRATION EXPERIMENTS MEFE COIIOU	 x:
.7EC AkC ARE EXPECTED TO AID IN EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SATELLITE CONNUNICATIONS IN MARITIM
S SAFETT — OF-LIFE
—
AT —SEA AFFLICATIONS•	 IN THESE TESTS• T"_ SATELLITE TO SHIP LINK WAS USED IN A TVP
ICAL SEAPCM AND RESCUE INCIDENT ALONG WITH AN ET'ERGENCT POSITION INDICATING PAOIO DEACON IEPI POI EU
OY WHICN INITIATED THE DISIPESS ALERT.
SUBJECTI DATA TFA#SMISSIC%	 MARITIME TRAFFIC CONTROL	 VOICE_ COMMUNICATIONS
RAnto TRANSMISSION
Kk+NO Dce ATS
-61 GFCUNO — AI4-GFOU4D CCMhLMICATICNS7 SAFETY FACTORSt RADIO TPANSMISSIONS ANTENNA OF—SIGN: MODES
' RESCUE OPERATIONS
JO'UPNAL TITLE$ EASCOM 1975







GATE OF ODCUKZMT /TYPES JULY 1 4)7 7 	J JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF a0.0,4ENT1	 SAIL8091 ^EACK P AN] RESCUE fxFEgIMENT
AUTMOFI
SLTFLLITFI ATS-3
OAJtC7 OF ZIP UMENTI	 TO EVALUXIE SATELLITE SEAfC14 LNO RE SCU°_ CONCEPT
AESTPtC'• 1 AN FSPERIPENT TO EVALLA U ONE StICUTTE SEARCH AND RESCUE CONCEPT WAS CONDUCTED FOR GNE M001 14
AFOLNG THE ISLANDS CF 9AHCh&. 496ARG A 33-FT SAILBOAT. THE SAILBCAT WAS EOUIFPED WITH SATELLITE OA
TA COLLECTION E CUIPAEMT WHICH PROVILED VESSEL CCMMUNICATION WITH AN EARTH STATION By MEANS Lf A SIN
Ptf FUSH-BUTTON DISTRESS At ARP. KEVER. THIS LOW -*OW-uR ECUIPHEMT TRANSMITTED SORT IDENTIFICATION• WE
AIH_R OAIA. LOC.TION* AMD SIMULATED OTHER VITAL DISTRESS INFORMATION AND REOUIREO ENFRGENCY ASSISTA
NCE BY PERMS OF THE NASA NIrEUS 6 DATA COLLECTICH SATELLITE AT UNF. IN &COITION* THE EXPERI11£NT 99
ALUATED 114E NIMBUS DOPPLER PGSITIONIAG TECMWIOUE FOR DISTRESS APFLICATION SY PROVIDING 134 POSITICN
S DEAIvrt FROP INE SATELLITE • &NO 75 FERCENT OF THESE WERE WITHIN 2 NMI OF ACTUAL LOCATIONS. EXPET<
IMEkl CCOPOINATION WAS ACCCFFLISHED BY VOICE LINK TMRWG14 ATS—So
THE EXPERirfNT DEMONSTRATED THE POTENTIAL ABILITT OF SATELLITE SYSTEMS TO PRCVICE RELIABLE CIS
TFESS ALERT Ar0 POSITIC&d
SUIJFC'I	 5[AyCM AND PESCUE
KETWORI+s	 ATS-31 SEAMC 16 AkG RESCUES SAILBOAT; UMF
J4Ur-NAL TITLES	 IEEE IOUS"L OF OCEANIC Fk;tNEERING @ VOLUME 3* PAGES 295-91
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERs here
DATE OF COCUM ?NI/TYPE q MAY 1977	 t INFORMATION FROP FINAL REPOPT
TITLE OF GO:UNEMT•
	
MARITIPS {OMPUNICATIO& Ewd ERIPENTS AND SEARCH-AND-RESCUE EVALUATIONS WITH TPE NASA ATS
-6 SATELLITE.
11CLUPE 1 — SUFWARV
AUTNO& I	 UkX&OMN
SATFLLITE* ATS-6
OPJfCT OF EAPIRI *ENTI TrCHNICAL DATA W)VISITICN, SYSTEM ZEMONSTRATION• AND THE EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL OPEPA TIOMAL Mff
T'S
AOSTPA3T7	 TH: ACCOMPLISNM:SkTS OF TPE ATS-6 EXPERIMENTS ARE STATED AS FCLLOMS1 (il ACOUNE0 TECHMICAL OAT
A ESSENTIAL TO THE DESIGN CF SATELLITE CO MMUMICATTONS SYSTEMS FOR MARINE AFrLICATIONSi 121 TESTEDA
NO RATED COMPONENTS OF POTENTIAL NEW USER ELECTPOYICS OPEP
.ATIKG AT L-SAND 11691 "Hirt SUITABLE FOR N
ARIITPE SFRVICESS 131 THE E YFERIIIENTS VALIDATED THE APPLICAOILITY OF LA90CAVORT SIMULATION OF FROPA
CATION FHENOMEN0 1961 THE F g11ANTAGES OF A COODI14TED USCG AND FAA EFFORT USING SATELLITES TO INTE_RcC
ONMEC •
 NICELY OISPEFSED AIRCRAFT AN4 SHIPS IN A SEARCH $NO RESCUE OPERAIIOM NEI= CLEARLY OEIIONSTRAT
C[.
SUI JEC'I	 SEARCH &kr PFSCUE
WEYWOPOS1	 ATS-61 00917 TPE TF.AFFIC: SEARCH AND RESCU E S L-9AND






OATF OF DOCU ENT/TTPEt AnRIL IS75	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMEN18 AIR• TRAFFIC CONTROL EXPEPITENTAFION APO EVALUATION WITH rME NASA ATS-6 SATELLITf - VOLUME .2
AUTHOPI JEFFERSCI'• f. 	 W.
sropsoRT +ra a6lWTt U.S. PlErAPTNENF OF TikANiFOiFATION, FECFFAL AVIATION AMNISTRMOk, SYSUPS R£S£ARCH AND OEIIELOPMEN




OnJECT CF EXPEPINENTI TO CEHCNSTRt*E AND EVALUATE BASIC CAPABILITIES AND CONCEPTUAL Hc` TNCDS OF CFEFATIONAL PEOMAINING TC
t THE IVTFOCUC710h OF SATELLITE IN THE CCEAMIC AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 1ATC1 ENVIFONII£NT.
AASTPACTt UEMC#4STPATIONS Of SATELLITE-SUfFORTEP COMMUNICATIONS FOP..  APPLICATION TO OCEANIC AIF TRAFFIC CO
MTFCL 14T0 WERE CONDUCTED AS PART OF AN THTERNATIONAL A'S-6 L-9AN0 SATELLITE TEST PROG ►JiN.	 THE AT
C O-PONETFATIONS y?P.E COPF4ISED OF TWO oHASSSt DEMONS*RATIONS CONDUCTED SOLELY FOR U01 M STATES TU
[rI .S.I CE CORIF^NT OF TRANSPORTATION ftOERAL AVIATION AOHINISTR M ON FURPnSES AND DEPONSTRATIGNS CONDU
I CTED AS A JOI1 .T EFFCPT BETNSEN U.S., fOROPEAN SPACE AGENCY tESAI • AND C/►NA!)A.
` 4b VOICE, DATA, AND DEPEACEW SURVEILLANCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN 4I 0 TRAFFIC CMFOLLMS AT A OR
O OUM11 TEArIMAL AND PSEUOQFILOTS IM TWO AIRSORME AIRCRAFT, FAA KC13R APO ESA COMET N, 	 WERE PEIl1.OFMEO
Fr VIA THE ATS-6 SATELLITE APO PCSMAN Gf0UM0 STATION.	 A SIMULATED AIRCRAFT TERMINAL LOCATED AT POSPA
N MRS ALSO 5"r- LUT^O.	 EACH TEFMINAL PFOVIOEO UP TO SIX SIMULA TED DATA LINK ATOCRAFT, THROUGH COMFUT
E'T SOFTNAFE. FOR TRAFFIC LOADING PURPOSES. 	 CANADA PROVIDED A VOICE-ONLY SII'ULATE0 AIRCFAFT TERHIMA
L LCCITcO 11% OTTAWA.
	 VOICE AKO DATA SCENARIOS WERE USED TO CREATE SIMULATED AIR TRAFFIC,	 RESULTS
HER,! CEPEMCENT ATC SURVEILLANCE WAS CEHONSTPATED THROUGH DATA LO K AUTOMATIC AIRCRAFT POSITION FE1•
O s fS: POSITION DATA WERE O ITAIIIED FkCP AN iNSF. T IAt NAvIGAiioN SYSTEM IN THE KC335 ANC AN OA-ifiA NAVI
GATI0'1 STSTE
-
1 I& THE COMET: AND TO A LIMITED EXTENT. INCEPENOENT SURVEILLANCE WAS KI YONSUATEO USIN
G TPE NASA PLACE SYSTEM INC TK ATS-6 AND ATS-5 SATELLITES.
SIMPECT1 AIR TRAFFIC CCNffOL
	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
i	 - KEYWORD51 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL! AEFCSAT; ATS-6: L- 6ANO1 PLAC£ t VOICE CONMUNI CATIONS I DATA COMNUKItATIONST SURV
EILLAPNoE







OA'F O F COSO4E NT/TYPE8 S-cPTfMaF i; 076	 / TECHNICAL REPMT
TITLE OF 90MOV ISTS AIR TFAFFTC CONT60L ErPE.ZINENTATIDN AND EVALUATION WITH THE NASA ATS-6 SATELLITE - IFMUME A.
AUTyOF1 SCHrOFGEA. F. H.S SIMON, S. U.S THOFFSOM, A. 0.2 WILSON. S. f-S woos C. J.
SPONS r RINr. Af5%ey s U.S. VEFAIrTY=PT of TsAOS PONT All Ots. FEOFFAL AVIATION ACMINTSTQATIOb. STSTENS RESEARCH AND OLVELOTPEN
T SECVICF. MA.Olftr TCN. O.C. 2B5a1
SATEtLITEP	 ATS-6
OSIECT OF Erg =_RINS"Tr T[ COLLECI SATELLITE • AIFCPAFT SIGKAL fAMPAGATION 01kiA. EVALUATE L-PANO AVIONICS HAROHLRE i45IGNS. A
NV FEPFC F P' FPEL1PIH/P. ► SA TELLITE VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS GEPMST pAIION TESTS.
APSr^ACT P THE U.S. 4EFADTMENT OF M USPOKTATION (tots PRCGPAM FOR AIR TRAFFIC CCNTKOL 1410 EXFLPIHENTAT
ION ANO V VALUATIGA HIT14 T HE ATS-6 SATELLIT€ HAS PART OF THE I04EMTED ATS-6 L-0400 EXFEPimF1lT.	 TO
IC CVERAtt SYFEPIF:NT HAS CGGS%CINATEO 9r THE NASA /GOGDARb SPACE FLIGHT CEkTER AND WAS INTLwNATIVNAL
IN SrOcF. INVOLVING SEW FAL FAFTICIPARTS.	 ALL TESTS NSrE PERFOihEC 9STHFEN sE pTEOPErt 1974 awe Am
It 19' S.	 THE U.S. COT AEFC%AUTIrAL P`OGPAN CONSISTED Of BOTH ATC C011HU061CATIONS CEMCMSTFAITON AND
TFCHNOLCf r TE;T.	 TE2 1S WFFE I1r SUFCORT OF THH AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE ImEACSATP PAOGFAPI T1, COLLFCT
SAT FLLI ►F-AlFr O AFT St'HAt FtOFAGATIe.N DATA. EVALUATE L-901HO AVIONICS HAft(INAFE Of SIGNS. AND PEPFORM
VVELIHIAAFT SATLLLITE VOICE AW DATA COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATICN TESTS. 	 ALL TESTS 1PEA;E Gi1NOUCTEC
METUEFM TrE FAA KC-13S AIFCFAFT AM TkE NASA -T OSMAN GROUND STATIC' VIA THt CEOSTATI0I+ART ATS-6 SATL
LLITE.	 TYIS	 ,EFG p7 '. OFFSel:TS CATA ON THE U.S.. AERONAUTICAL TECHP .CLOGY TESTS.
THE TECHMOLOrr TESTS MERE COMPOSEO OF PULTIPATH CHAN1i_ L CHAPACTERI M IGN TESTSS MODEM TESTS OF
VOICE. DATA AND RANGINGS AND AIRCRAFT ANTENNA TESTS. 	 11ULTIPATM FESULTS INCLUDE DELAT-DOFPLEE SCAT
TF• FUNCTT IN CO&AAG' EF+IS T ICS AND CALCULATIONS OF SPECTRA. SPREADS. ANO AUTOCOMELATIOMS FOk 90TH Of
E t, -CCEA% AND PONUS FULTIFATk. 	 COMPARISONS OF SAMPLE *ESULTS WITH MODEL FRECICTION APE GIVEN. 	 VOIC
E MCDEP INTFtLIGI i3ILITT SCCP ES. DIGITAL DATA BIT-tRROF RATES Are RANGING 11COEM VESFO&MANCE AjE rrS
oENT°_D PAFIKETFICALLT AS FUACTIONS OF C/NSURO AND S/1.	 frPE2I7EWTAtLY DERIVED LAIN A60 PAFLTIPATH FE
FA1CH ANTENKAS rOk VARIOUS
b
JFCTION FLrPVOP" MC f
 DATA A9E GIVEN FOR THE SLOT-DIPOLE. PHASED -ASSAY AND
AIRCRAFT/SATELLI*E GrOHETJFM.
THE FjeOPT C USISTS OF SEVEN VOLUMESS I - EXECUTIVE SUNMARV: 2 - DEMONSTRATION OF SATELLITE -
SUPFO4TSD SONrUNICATIon's Ake SUP.VEILLANCE FOP OCEANIC AIR TRA FFIC CONTROLS S - SUPMART OF Y.S. AEFO
NAUTICAL TECMNCLOGY TEST FAOGNAMI r - DATA REDUCTIONS AND ANALYSIS SOFTNAFES S - MULTIPAM C"ANWL
CHASALTEAIIA?ION r.Sl l 6 - POCEM EVALUATION TESTS T - AIRCRAFT AAT'EbNA EVALUATION WEST,
SUBJECTS AIR T#JkFFIC CCNTSOL	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
SE►rOP^151 ATS-6' ACROSATS MULTIPATHS DELAY-COPPLER SCATTER. rUNCTjONS NODE" EVALUATION S VOICE INTELL16I21LITTS
L-RAND: SLOT GIPOLEST FHASED ARRAYS AN TENNAS% SITS-FAROR PATISS 00064IN6
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SFONFORII^S 4GENCTS	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION EOHS10, WASHINGTON. O.C.
SATELLITES ATS-6
E'gJFCT OF 5VP rFIMrNTt	 COLLFCTICN CF DOCUMENTS WHICH FURTHER ELUCIDATE THE PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMMUNICATIONS
FACILITY.
ARSTPAC T t THIS IS THE SiCONO VOLUNE OF THE THREE VOLUME FIIIAL REPORT FCR THE HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECONNUN
ICATICNS FYP_FIMENT. THIS APPENDIX IS A COLLECTION OF OOCU9ENTS WHICH FUFTHER ELUCICATE THE PLANNI
NG ANn CONS TRUCTION OF THE COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY. IT INCLUDES A CWRO#OLOGY OF FUNDING $-NO CONTRA
CTING EkENTS, AND GOPIFS CF TP^E ACTUAL GRANTS AND CONTRACTS THAT PAOS THE ExPEiIMENT POSSIYLE•
SURJEC't	 ?LOADCASTIIIG	 DATA TRANSMISSION	 EOUCAIICNAL APPLICATIONS
MEDICCL/HEALTH AP rLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS	 TELEVISION
KEYWOP 051	 ATS-6T TELECOI+MUNICATIONSt ALASKA; CCMMUNITY FOLET CULTURAL DIFFEFENCES1 EDUCATIONAL TELEViSIOMt PU
RAL FOUCATIONt EDUCATIONAL FACIO' HEALTH EDUCATION.' STATE PROGRAMS





CATF ^F C f3.lPHFNT/ • TPFt 10 SEPTEFPER 1975 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TTTLt Or TOrUffcNTt
	 ALASKA ECUCATICh EXPEPIP.ENT. VOLUME J. APPENDICES F THRCUGN J.
AUTHnv i	 UNKNOWN
SPONcog 1ti. A6^NCrS	 NATIONAL INSTITUT= OF ECUCATICM EONkNI. WACHINGTON, O.C.
SATELLITEt 4TF-4
09J5CT OF E1fPcFIY = NT9	 I1•CLUCES COM.NUNICATTONS 9ETWEEN CONTFlCTOR, T HE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNDP. OF ALASKA * AMID THE OEPARTMEN
' 0 c
 HEALTH, FOUCATION, AN, WELFARE IN WASHINGTON. O.C.
AASTRA;TS THIS IS THE THIRD VOLUME OF A THREE VOLUME FINAL REPORT FOR THE HEALTH/EDUCATION TFLECOMMUNI{A
TIONS EVP rQIMFNi. THIS VCLUHE IS A CONTIkUATION OF THE APPENDIX, AND IT INCLUDES COMMUNICATIONS TN
AT TOOK PLACE BETWEEN THE CONTFACT0. 9
 THE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR OF ALASKA. ANO THE CEPAP,TN£MT OF H
EALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE IN WASHINGTON, O.C. TH= COMMUNICATIONS OGCLMFNT THE O PJECTIVES Of TH
E PROGPIN ANO THE COMFLETICN GATES FCR 00TH THE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION ONO THE DEVELOPMENT 4F THE IN
STKUCTIONAL °ROGRAMS TO PE BROAnCASI.
SUi!JErTt
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TITLE Or OOCUIENTS A SVNTNSsIS O F THE FINAL iwEPOFTS AN& EVALUATIONS OF THE ATS-i SATELLITE EXPERIN_hTS IM HEALTH* LOW
AT.'CN, A" TELELOMAUNICATICIiS.
AUTMO rl S FILCP. i. T.. JLHAMSER. F. A.
SPONSOZIYL AGENCY$ ACE&CY FCk IhiEwNA T IOAAL GEVELOPHENT OF T4: UNITED STATES OEPARTNENT OF STATE
SAr:LLITE1	 ATS-A
ONJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TC OUTLINE THE GPJECTIVES, FmOCEDURLS, INSTRUCTIONAL OR MEDICAL CCNTENT, $00 THE OVEPALL TCLSULTS CE
THE A75-E HEALTH+ EDUCATICN AND TELECOMMUNICATION EXPERIMENTS.
ABSTRACTS THIS DOCUMENT FPOVIOCS A SYNTHESIS OF THE FINAL PROJECT REPORTS AND PROJECT ErALUATIuNS OF A S
EwIES OF HEALTH AND EDUCATIOk SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS.	 THESE ACTIVITIES METE DESIGNED TO EXPLORE THE
USE OF SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY It. THE DELIVERY OF SOCIAL SERVICES,
EACP SUMPA&Y IN THIS PAPEP OUTLINES THE ONJECTIVES, PROCEDURES. INSTRUCTIONAL OF MEDICAL CONTE
NT, ANC THE OVEwALL RESULTS 4F THE FBOJECT, 	 THE REVIEW OF THE EXTERNAL EVALUATION PROVINsS INFORPA
TIOR AlGtFOING .REAS ASSESSED * SUCM AS ACNEIVEMENT. AND ATTITUDE TerARo THE APPROACH 3T THE YSERS.
COPMENTAPT IS ALSO PROVIM) 6£GAROI1it ASPECTS CF THE EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS.
AN CVEOVIEN SiGTION ANALYZES THE VALUE CF THE EXPERIMENTS AS A GROUP, MITH SPECIAL ATTENTION T
0 THEIR ROLE AS PR_CUPSOFE OF A HUMBER OF ACTIVITIES STARTED IN OfeUR TO ERFLOIT SATELLITES IN THE
DcLTVERY CF SOCIAL SERVICES.
GECC FAPHIC AREAS COVEw C INCLULE THE EASTERN EXPERIMENTS 1N THE APPALACHIA aGION OF THE CCUNT
RY THAT IkVOLVES EOUCATION AN@ VETEfANS ADMINISTRATION APPLICATIONS.	 Ink EXPERIMENT IN INE ROCKY M
OUNTAIN FIGION FOCUSED ON ELLoCATION. THE NORTHWESTERN REGION ON MEDICAL ENDEAVORS, At< THE ALASKA P
F'OJrCTS Lti 90TH VZOICINE AND EOUCATICP.
STTESTICN TO TECKNICAL ECUI PPEbT OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE, AND TO CCST FACTORS, IS 0101 THE to
I.CtAM CF THIS REPORT.
	
THES E_ CATA ARE REVIEWED IN OTHER AID OCCUMEXTS.	 A 910LIOGRAPNT OF THE MAJOR
FINAL REPORTS ;.ND EVALUA T ION STUDIES IS PROVIDED.
su01Ef 'S johoADCASTING	 CATA TRANSMISSION	 EDUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS
MEDICALIKALT N APPLICATIONS	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS 	 VIDEO GOPMUNICATIOwS
KEYWO cOS$ ATS-5$ rEALTHVEWCATICN TELECCNMUNICATIONS9 APPALACHIA REGIOMT VETERANS AOPINISTRATICUS ROCKY MCUNT
AIN REGICkI ALASKAt VOICE CCPWUMICATIONS1 VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NU409168	 6%
tv
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OATS O v VICUIFNT/TYFEI J11Lf !9 7 0	 I RESEARCH PAPER
TITLL 79 4oCUMENTI	 LUgECCK TCpNI•nOES OF It PAY 1977
AUTHORS	 FUJITA. T.
SATELLITES rrs-3
OPJECT OF ExP=p IM?NT1	 TO CESCFIPE fFEGUENCV OF TCPNAGO OCCUS P.ENCES AROUND LUBBOCK @ AMARILLO ANO THE AREA ITIMEfM THE TWO
EI'IE'
ARSTfeACT1 AFTEF 70 YEARS OF IMPUNITY. LUBBCCKT TEVAS P A CITY OF 170.010. WAS HIT BY TWO TORNADOES ON 11
PAY 19711 A SHILL ONE AT A9OUT $1 165 FM COT A116 A GIANT ONF AROUND 9165 PM COT. THE LATTER ONH LEFT
A PATH OF DEVASTATING DAMAGE BETWEEN THE DOWNTCWM AREA AND LUBBtCW MUNICIPAL AIRPORT. ALCOROING T
0 THE LATEST STATISTICS OF SEVERE LOCAL STOP" OCCURRENCES BY ESSA 1196919 THEPR "AVE BEEN 49 VERIVI
SO TORKSOO OCCURFENCES IN THE I OEGAEE SQUARE AFOUNO LUBBOCK IN THE 13-YEAR PERIOD 1955-1967 AMC 36
IN THE I O'?GFEE S9UARE APCUND AMARILLO. THE AFEA 1SETNEEN THESE TWO CITIES REPORTED A MUCH GPEATER
FIFECUENCY OF TORNA00 OCCURPENC15s.
SU9JEf1 TI	 PSTEO9OLCCT
KEYMOF751	 075-3: SPACEPOPNE PHOTOGRAFuYI LUBBOCK tTEXAS11 TORNADOESI VORTtCEST HZIECOOLOGICAL PADSRi ATNDSFHE
PIC TEMPERATUFF1 OEM POINT
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI 691
CATE OF DOrIJHFN T ITVPFS A rFIL tc??	 I PROGRESS FEPORT
T ITLE OF (10 rU4E" T 1	 ;ICI cSCJEC' PFOGRISS REVIEW PEETIHG
AUT1I0F 1	 UNKNOWN
SATEL±IT=1 ATS-3: AI D-R
OP.J-c CT OF c'xP-RI ►'=Nt1	 TO 9POACCAST EOUCATIU#L FtiOGSANS
Af3STPA 7'* 1 t FESULTS ACE PRESENTED OF A CONFEPFNCE CONDUCTED ON THE PROGFANS• GOALS. AND PLANS FOii THE SA4I
r-PCJFCT. TPE THREE PHASES OF THE PRtJECT OTSCU5SE0 WERS I %I) S7ANFORD UNIVERSITY LINK VIA ATS-S F
OP SEnI W APS& LECTURESt CLASSES, ETC.% t21 OROAOCASTING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS THROUGH AUDIOVISUAL "EA
HF TO t30 SCHOOLS IN RIC GRANGE 00 040"E STATE UTILIZING ATS-F SATELLITE TO pE LAUNCHED Ih 19731 AN
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LATE rir COCOWNT/TTPEt 1975	 J TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF 0OCtWO11 THE FORr.ATIVE PROCESS USED BY THE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION IN TIE DEVELOPMENT OF TELEVISI
ON FROGRAPPIMC FCR JUNIOS FIGH SCHOOL STUDEN tf. SA T ELLITE TECNMCLOGY 9ENONSTPATION, TECHNICAL REPO
C r k0, 1220.
AUTPOt e	 Cf%HPOtLV, A. J.: DALE, J. !.( POWILLIA"S Jt.. A. E.
SPONSO$ING AG'MCTt	 #ITIOPAL IMSTYIUTE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE* 1211 19TH STREE T , N.Y
.. rAFHIPS*ON, O.Cm 26260
SAMLITEI ATS-6
clljeCT or ETP;PIM°_NTt TO CREATE A PLANNING CR F04NA T IVE PRCCSSS IN THE CREATION OF AN ECUCATIOMAL TELEVISION SERIES
ADSTPACTt THE SATELLITE TECHROLCCY VENONSTFITION (STD) CREATED A PLANNING OR FCRMATIVE PROCESS IN THE CR
EXTI0% CF AN EOUCATIOPAL TELEVISION SERIES. THE STD P.ECOHMEMOATIONS WERE: (1) DEFINE THE PROCESS.
IN-CEPT", OEFCRE DEVELOPING TMF. PROCESS: (21 PARE CERTAIN THE PROCESS C" ADAPT To UNFORSEEN OEVELO
PPOENTS: 411 TEST THE PROCESS EY CONVEPTING EARLY SCRIPTS INTO VIDEO PR004CTS FOR SCRIPT REVIEW; C61
ANALVIE THE PROC£DUPES! AND (S1 VEPIFY THE RESULTS, THIS DOCUMENT CE TAILS THE USE Of THIS FOUPATl
WE FFOCESS ON THE DEVELCFPENT OF "T1PF OUT" -- A CAFEER EDUCATION SERIES CEEICNED FOR JUNIOR NIGH S
CHOCL STUGENTS AND TRANSNITTEC IT COMPUNICATION SATELLITE.
SU9JECT 0	 EEUCATICPAL A0FLICITIDMS
NEVWOV9St	 CAREER EDUCATIONS ITS-61 ECUCATIONAL TELEVISIONS TELECONNUNICATIOPT ESUCATIONAL PLAMMINGT PROGRAM E
VALUATIC&t SATELLITE TECNNCLSGT DEMONSTRATION (STOT
UNIVERSITT OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 693
ee
ORTE OF 00CU"FUTITIFF S lUNK 1975	 / vAP£fi
TITLE 0
	
'lCU4r14T I AFiLICATIC	 of EAATN RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY TD HUNAN NEEDS
A UTHOks WEI NLS"GETk. C.
SPONSCRI *G AGENCY& OEPAfivw-%7 Of MCALTM, EDUCATION. AND K LFARE, WASNINGTON, C.G.
SATELLITF.1	 ATS-3
OBJECT Of =MP3RIMENT S TO EXANIAE THE 0PLICATICNS OF REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH AND EDUCATION
A95itA.Tt THE ACFLIFATIDN CF fiENOIE SENSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIELDS OF NEALTN AND EDUCATION IS Ex ANINED
THE TECHNOLOGY ANO ACCCNFLISMMEMTS OF ATS-b AND THE KVELOPMEI .T DF A MATIDIIWIOE TELECDMMUgt6ATIO
KS SYSIEP TO MEt.T THE VARIED HEEDS OF THE NfALTH AND ECUCATI01. CCNPUNITIES ARE &HONG TW- TOPICS DIS
CUSSED.	 THE EG4NO09IC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF UTILIZING AND DENEFITIMG FRCN REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY
110E STFE55ED.
SUBIs'CAs ECUCATICN&L AFPLICATIONS 	 NEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEY NO, ]5I EORTH RESOURCES PROGRAM$ MET EXPERIMENTS REMOTE SENSORS$ TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION$ ATS di$ ECGWMSC FA
CTO4SS ECULATIOS.: HEALTH: SOCIAL FACTaFS




 COCUM ' NT/-YPS l AUGUST $574	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TI TLE Of OOCUM " R'l *ELEM1FOlCTME1 TWE
 ASSESSMENT OF AN EVOLVING, HEALTH CARE TECHNOLOGY
C	 ; M1TN[+^f PFIr,M,	 J.	 J.
59TELLITEC	 AT-S-6
} OBJECT OF CVVrPIM?MTI TC CESCFI?E TELEHEOICINE, ASSENSLE AND ANALTIE INFORMATION ON ITS CURP.EKT AND FUTURE USE. Ave TO AS
k SFSS WHAT ITS POTENTIAL EFFECTS, IOTM POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE, MAY EE.
APSIROCTe
'ELEMSOICINE. THE USE OF RI-OlkEGTIONAL TELECOMMIMIICATIONS SYSTEMS FCN THE OELIVER V
 OF HEALTH
CAF- AT A OTSTAKS, IS CONSIDERED FROF rEOICAt. TECHNICAL. LEGAL, SOCIOLOGICAL, AND r-SYCHGLOGICAL P
Ef.SPECTIVES.
	 THE CURRENT STATUS OF TELEMEOICINE ALONG WITH TRENDS AND !SSU S_S ARE ANALYZED.	 POTENT
Ift FUTURE IMPACTS OF TELE14FOICINE ARE IOENTIFIiO ALONG WITH RECOtFENOAIIONS FOR fUTUKE RESEARCH SC
TIY*.TT ANC REGULATION IN THIS FIELD.
SUpljtc v l MEDICAL/HFALTN APPLICATIONS
	 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
	 VIDEO 60MMUNICATICK
NEYNOPOFY ATS-5= ' C LcH'!DIGINE- VOICE COMMUNICATIONS: VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS: TfLEDIAGNCSIS SYSTEM& TE^fGONNC•..0
ATICNS: YEALTN CAPE
r UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUHeERA 	 6"
I"
DATE Of COCUMcMTI TYPE1 KfiBGH 1 4SF5	 I PAPER
TITLE IF OCOUMEVVI A MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT FROM THE AFS-E SPACECRAFT
AUTN00 1 GETS. J.x.t RING. J. L.t RILFSE, J. C.
SPONSO4146 AC'NCTe NASA, GCCOANO SPACE FLIGHT CE&TEF, 6/EENSEL79 MARYLAND
SRTELLIT=t	 ATS
' OP/£CT OF EXPSRIMENT1 TO COTAIN PROPAGATION DATA AT VARIED GRCUHD LOCATION FOR A RIDE VARIETY OF NEATHER CONQITIONS
A1^Si;ACTT INSTFUPENTATION IS OESCAISSO WHICH WILL BE USED FOR PERFORMING A MILLIMETE2 WAVE PROPAGATION £
N PEFIMENT F/OM THE FIFTH A PPLICATIONS TECHMOLCGY SATELLITE CATS-E/.
	
RIGE•AND SIGNALS NEAR 15.3 AVO
31.64 r,Pi RILL BE TRANSNITTEC SETWEEN THE SPACECRAFT AIM SEVERAL GROUND STATIONS * ANO ATTENUATION
AhC PHASE OISTOATION EFFECTS CAUSED OJY THE ATMOSPHERE AND METEOROLOGICAL FPSMONENA LINCLUDING RAINF
Lq
ALLI WILL 9E MEASUAED At THE PE4.EIVINC, TERMINALS.
	 THE "EPALL OBJECTIVE IS TO 01*AIN k PROPAGATION 0
ATA AT VARIED GUDUNO LOCATIONS FOR A RIDE VARIETY OF MEA TMER CONDITIONS, INCLUDING SEASONAL VARIATI
,ob ONT.	 THE 1593 GNt SPACECRAFT SIGNAL IS TO SE PAOVIQED BY A VERY STABLE SCLIO STATE SOURCE WMICM 	 W
4 ILL PPOCOCE	 A TOTAL OUTPUT POWER Of APPRONIPATELY AGE MILLiRATTS AND +NMICN CAN 5E PHASE 4009LATEC
co AT A ?Alf OF tole 1. It. 04 59 NHTa PRODUCING A CARRIER AM TWO €IGNIFIGANT SIOEIAMDS NEARLY EQUAL
III LEVEL TO THE CARRIER.	 THE 31 965 &ME GROUND TRANSMITTERS 
WILL 
PROVIDE SEC TO 284 WATTS OUTPUT Off
0 WILL Vt CAPABLE OF REING MOCULATEO AT to It s
 OR S/ MML TO PROVIDE TWO SIGNIFICANT SIOEVAMOS IN AO
OITION TC THE CARRIER.
SU4JEf Tt METEOROLCGY	 HILLIPETER RAVE
	 RAOIO TRANSMISSION
KEYROFOSI ATSS MILLIMETER RAWEST ATNOS"ERIC ATTENUATIONS WEATHERS ROOMTRANSMITTERS
' J"URNAL TITLEI IEEE COXFER:WCE
P
UNIVERSITY OF CATTON ACCESt NURIERI 	 6%
DATF OF P.00,UNENTI TYPE1 MAY 115F	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLF	 OF OOrUr4_µT1 MINTEF CLCUO DISTRIPUTICN CVEF THE PACIFIC OCFAN ON THE IASIS OF AN AN4LVSI5 OF ATS PHOTOGRAPHS
AUT}+0 = 1 T5UCHITA. X.' WATANABE
SATELLITS1	 ATS
OPJr C t Uc FxPEPI"ENTI TC Cf'?FMIHF THE DISTRI BUTION OF WIN7EP CLOUDS OVER. THE PACIFIC OCEAN
Ar-STA:CT9 ON THE BASIS OF AN ANIL V SIS OF ATS PHOTOGRAPHS rOVERING THE ENTIP E FACI FIC OCEAN• THE FOLLOWIN
G El-A G ACT_RISTICS APE FVIC£NI IN THE MICE SCALE DISTRI IIUTION OF PACIFIC OCEAN CLOUD COVER DURING TH
"CNTHS (,F OECr_pgEP AMC JANUAPYT	 111 THERE APE FEW CLOUDS ALONG THE EQUATOR 'c AST OF 152 DEGP.CF. 	 E
AST.	 ON POTH SIDES OF THE EQUATOR THEE ROE LAFGE CLOUD BANDS OR CLOUD REGIONS WHICM EXTEND TO THE
FAST ANC REST.
	
THOSE TO THE NORTH OF THE EQUATOfi ARE THICK AND BIDE• WHILF THOSE TO THE SOUTH OF
THE ECUATCR ARE DIVIDED OV A LAaGE NUNFER OF INTERNALS.
	
TO THE WEST OF 150 CESIEES EAST, THE NOF'H
-Fro ctouC 9J1N0 GRADUALLY U R CP TONARDS THE SOUTN AND FUSES WITH THE CLOUDS IN THE SOUTHERN HENISPHER
A 424 'HERE ARE A LARGE AUNPF? OF CLOUDS IN T HE HIGHS WHICH CENTER IH THE VICINITT OF SS OFIWEES
p NORTH,	 140 DECREES VEST. VEST OF IYEPTCA. 	 131	 114FRE ARE FEW CLOUDS BELOW THE AYIS Or THE HIGH FPES
^D SOVE BELT	 IN '.HE '1ELIU N LATITUDES IN A 500 NF WEATHEF MAP. 	 441 TPE AYIS tF THE JET STREAM ON THE 2
OP r4! SCF FACE IS ALONG THE NORTHERN EDGE OF THE CLOUD 89N0 ALONG THE POLAR FRONT. 	 Tr+E CLOUD 9AMP N
":Cr' F APALLELS THE JET STREAM IS NORROW WHERE THE CLOUDS ARE CLOSE-KNIT AID WIDE NK FE THEY ARE DIS
r1 0 ?E ^. 	(5) THc LIKE ALONG aFICH THE RrLATIVE VORTICITY ST 500 HE IS 0 NEARLY SOINLIDET WITH THE L
IUE ALONG THE FGLAA FRONT. 	 1E) THERE IS A CLOUD RAND EXTENDING EAST ANG REST TO THE EAST O F 17C DE
G= ErS N« 7 wITHIN THE SOUTHERN HEPISFrERE. 	 THE INTERVALS BETWEEN THE 9ANOS ARE GENERALLY NARF,OW Wl
T HII THE I^I f',HEP LATITUDES EEIIG FOR THE HOST DAFT ?00460 KM SOUTH OF 70 DEGREES SOUTH, ANG 900 KM
NORTH OF THAT LINE.
SUR.JE f;T ^ '1^T?O^OLCGr
rFYMOFl51 ATS: CLCI.OS: NFATHEfiS PACIFIC OCEAN, FETEOPOLOGICAL CHARTS
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DATE OF GOCUMENT4fTV 0EI DEC=MBEA 1972	 / F60G RESS REPORT
TITLE OF DOCU"ENTI STUDY OF EQUATONIAL SCINTILLATION
i
AUTHOR$ POMALAIA. J.1 WCOOMAN. R.S TISNADO. G.t NAKASONE. E.
SATFLLITSO	 4TS-12 ATS-33 ATS-5
OBJECT OF EMPERIMEIIT I TO CO +TFELATE BETWE-EN SATELLITE AND INCOHERENT itAOAR OBSERVATIONS CF SCINTILLATIONS
AB:TRA,TI OBSEFVATIOIkS OF THE AMPLITUDE SCINTILLATIONS PRODUCED BT THE F-REGION IN EQUATORIAL A$EAS ARE
P&ESENTEC.
	
THE EQUIPMENT USEC FOR COAOUCIING THE OBSERVATIONS I2 DESCRIBEC.	 THE 115E OF T9ANSMISSI
r OHS FROM THE ATS-t9 nTS -3 9 AAC ATS-S FOR OBTAINING CATA IS DESCRIBED.	 THE TWO PRINCIPAL SUBJECTS O
TSCt,SSED ARE$ 	 111 CORRELATION BETWEEN SATELLITE AND INCOHERENT RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF SCINTILLATION
S AMC 121 SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS OF SCINTILLATIONS AT 136 MHT AND Me 11H2.
4 SUVJECTI MCTEGIOLCGV
r, KEVWOF9S1 ATS-31 ATS-11 AT5-54 UPPER ATNOSPIIEFEI TROPICAL REGIONS$ EQUATORS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER: 	 696
Lv
OATF OF 0 •J+IIIMiNT/ TYF E I 1472	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE Or nOCUHENTI ATS-!- MELLIMETEK WAVE EXPFRIMEHTS
7 ^
C? AUT14OFI STRAITON. A.
SPONSOR+wv AGE1Hl1I HASA9 GCCOAPO FLIGHT SPACE CENTER9 GPEENBELT9 MARYLAND
`^
SATFLLI7?I	 ATS-5
• APSTROC'I TILE 19.1 GHi TRANSMISSIONS WERE E'9SEFVEO AT AUSTIN * TEXAS OVER AN EIGHTEEN MONTH INTERVAL PRIM
y ARILT OUSINC PE%IOOS OF RAIN • 	MEASUREMENTS WERE ALSO MADE AT MCUNT LOCKS, NEAR FOPT DAVIS. TEXAS B
UT CNLY FCk A PCRIOO CF TWC MONTHS•
ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS NEAE MADE AT AUSTIN. TEXAS OF THE SKY TEPPEFATURE AT 33 GN
7 LCOKI1 ,r: Ik THE DIRECTION CF THE ATS-S SATELLITE OVER AN INTERVAL OF FCUR KNTHS.
POINT-TO-POINT TRAkSNISSICNS OVEN THE EAPTM • S SURFACE AT 1S AND 31 GI-2 AND WARMS OLTEOROLOGI
CAL PARAMETERS MERE STUDIED Ao POSSIBLE MEANS OF PREDICTING PSRFOFMANC E_ OVER A SATELLITE-EARTH PATH
THE PASIC FEATURES OF THE EXPERIPENTS AND THE PRINAtY RESULTS ARE FRESENTEO IN IN C FIRST SECTI
ON WHICH IS INT@HOER TO BE AN INDEPENDENT UNIT. 	 MORE DETAILED MCRIPTIO16S ARE GIVEN IN THE SECOND
•.i
SECTION WITH 54XSTANTIATING DATA FOR CONCLUSIONS STATED IN THE FIRST SECTION.
SUBJECTI HILLINETES WAVE
KEYWO*OEt ATS-51 PILLIMET R WAIIESS PAVE PROPAGATIONS METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
( UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER$ 	 699
DATE C: r "UKFNT/TYPE= OCT 7F	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF	 1EN7 r	 PEACESAT FRO... CTI EARLY EXPERIENCE
AUT000 0	 4rSTROM0J.
SAIFLLIT41 ATS-1
t+ PJFCT Or =KP = RIrr Nrr	 Two WAY CCMMUNILATIONS VIA SATELLITE USING LOW COST TERMINALS
APSTFLSTI	 THIS RFPCRT SUMMARIZES FEACESAT 12PEP,ATIONS FROM ITS REGINNING ZN 1971 TO THE PRESENT. EMPHASI
5 IS PLACEO OR LONCRETE EX PERIENCE aNO ON THE BEHAVIOR OF THOSE NHD PARTICI PATES IN THE 1!PERATION 0
r THE SYSTEM.
5119JEC'r	 CATS TRONSMISSICN	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 REDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYWP,1 358	 PEACESAT: SATELLITE: HAwAll! STS-11 ECUCATION' FACSIPILE I NETWORICI ALOHA: MEDICALI LIBRtRt
TECHNICAL 0CPOF'T NUMPE411 1	 UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERr 	 700
GATE nF (OCUHTNT/ T YPFt NOV 75
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
T u LE OF OOCUHEN'1 	 DEACESA? FROJfCIr NETMOPKS
AUTHOF9	 gYSTOOM, J. w.
SATELLIT51 AT-,I
Op IrCT OF EYP'PIHENrl 	 Two-WAY COPPUNICATIONS VIA SATELLITE USING LOW COST TERMINALS.
APFTF•A•;TI THIS R£PORI IS A CONTINUATION OF THE SUMNAkY OF THE PEACESAT FRCJECT. INCLUDED ARE EXrFPPTS F
PnH FAP_FS THAT SUGGEST FUTURE NETWORK APPLICATIONS. EXCHANGES FFOM EDUCATION, MEDICAL 4NO LIBRASY
NF_TROPKC ARE IKLUCEC.
17un)7rrt	
_PUCATIC06AL A PFLIC4TICISS	 HSOICAL/HFALTH APPLICATIONS
K ETWOF'1Sr	 PrACESATt SATELLITE= : HAWAII: At;-ti EDUCATION! NETWORK: HFOICALt LIRRAnY
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LATE OF wGkh =MT/•tFEs S ro 75	 / %EHSFAFLP AkTICLE
TITLE OF 3UCUX'%Tf	 P_lACESXT h_wS FILE 19761-1975
AuTHOfs	 Rysloom, J. W.
SsTELLTTSs ATS-1




THIS REPOSI :a A CCLI.ECTIOM OF NE MSPAPEP Al.TICCES AiOuT THE FEACESAT PROJF=. THE AkTICLES HE
4f SLIPFED FPCH VARIOUS ►APEFS. 1 CHOOMOLOGI OF THE PEACESAT P3OJECT FUS 1578-11 75 IS IMLLUDEO.
°_U9.F_iTa	 ErMCATICblL APFLICITIOAsS 	 1EOICAL/HEALTH AFPLICAT*_01sS
Kivv6-acs	 PcAC«AT: SATELLITE: ITS-1; HlrAII 'r EVOCATION-. MEOICALI HEALTH: %ETUCRR




GATE Nc "C •l@FMT/TTDEt 5477	 / IHFOR 14AL 69TES
TITLE OF OOCU"Fo re	 FFA,;ESAT FACT SHEET
AUT MO' A	 Uki[HOMN
5lTFtLITE1 ATS-1
AsjSTPlwTS	 FACTS sECUT THE PEACESAT FROJECT AEC SO"ARIiE4. 9EGINNIMt CATE. COSTS•	 STSTS"S FE
ATUSES• AID TEFPIHIL LOCATION an I81CLUVE0.
SgPJECTH	 EPUCATICSAL APPLICATIONS	 HEOICALIMEALTH APPLICATIONS
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A SATELLITf	 4r9jNICATICN SYSTEM$ GLCPAL REVELOPKENT AND CULTURAL IMPERIALISM
gTsTFOr, J.
TMC-WAY COMMUNICATION VIA SATELLITE USING LOW—COST GPOUNO TERMINALS
THIS PAPErt ARGUES THE URGENT NECESSITY FOR TESTING NEW ME7HOCS OF INTFFMATICWAL COMMUNICATIONS
USING LCU—COS T SATELLITE SYSTEMS AND SMALL FLEXIBLE GROUND TERMINALS. INADEQUATE TELECOMMUNTCATIO
N SSRVICES ARE CRIPPLING VCRLC DEVELCFN FNT EFFORTS. LARGE INVESTPENTS ARE BEING MADE In INTERNATIO
HAL OEVELCPMENT PROGRAMS NOOSE OPERATIONS ARE INFLEXIBLE. EFFORTS OF POOR NATIONS TO COMPETE IM TH
IS AREA IS IHAMSTFUNG !Y THE LACK OF LCM-COST EQUIPMENT.
ECUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
PfACESATt ATS= TEU'MNOLOGY: SATELLITET IMPERIALISM , CULTUPEI COMMUNICATIOKS2 TEL°_CCMMUNICATION





CAiF CF ^r7 r u"EHf/ 7 Yac ! 1 1.7 5
	f JOURNAL AFTICLE
TITL r f)F gw7lIMEH T !	 SEM°_ r AFLY RESULTS FPCM THE ATS—E kFDIO 9EACCN EX0ER ! IMStjT
At1Ti+C 2 s	 C ,VI«, If .: FkITF. F. 9.: GAU¢T, R. N.: JONES. J. E.
SAT'r LLIT g I ATS-5
CP#FCT PF r r rrRIMFHTI	 MfsYl7!Fe THE I14TtGRATED ELECTRCN CONTENT NETWEEN ATS-6 AIIO THE GPCUND
AaSTPA;T! THE PULTIFPEOUENCV SATELLITE RADIO 8_ACON ENABLES THE NEASUPEVCHT OF THE COLUMNAR ELECTrIGN CON
TI NT OF TH_
 IOhOSPHEPE AND PLASMWNERE ALONG THE RAY PATH AND ITS SPATIAL LUD TEHPO FAL STRUCTURE.i fl^ ASs1FEPENTS INCLUDE MODULATION PHASE, FARADAY ROTATION, AND AMFLITUDE •
 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THc 1 TACON TRANSNITTEF AND ITS CESIGN AF£ P PESENTEO TOGETHER HIT" THE DESIGN OF THE BOULDER RECEIVER
A019 ANTENNAS AHD THE CALIE9ATION PROOECURES, A SHAPE FACTOR F IS C'EFINEO WHICH DEPENDS ON THE ELEC
TPON CENSITT AND GEO"AGNETI; FIELD OTSTRI9UTIOM€. IT IS FOUND THAT F VAP,ISS B Y
 ABOUT aox FROM DAY
TG NIGHT. IT IS SHOWN THAT 11 4F PATIO OF THE PLASMASPHETtIC CONTENT VC TOTAL CONTENT VARIES FROM A!O
UT O.OP CURING THE DAY TO A nQUT 0,35 A T
 NIGHT. OTHEF EYAMPLES WHICH ARE FRESENTED TO ILLUSTFATE IN
E USES OF THE FADIO B°_ACON INCLUDE SUNRISE EFFECTS. SOLAR FLARE ENNANC°_MENTS OF TOTAL CONTENT, AND
'HE IOkCSGMERIC ST7FMS CF E/RLY JULY 1974.
Slin if C T t	 ENVOCNVENT
tFYw0c7s I
	ATS-E: GADIO: 13EAGUNI SHAPE FACTOR; FARADAY POTATION
JCUF NAL TITt_s	 rACIO SCIENCE, vOLUHE t4, ISSUE Of PATES 785-799
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NU149FRI M
QATE OF JOCUA?NT/T Ys-rs DE[.MSFF 1176	 I P6CCEEDIbGS
TTTLs OF JOCUye -sT s	 PFOCEEOIYGS Of IK MOFKSNCF CX MACON SATELLITE STUDIES
AtfrMoAr	 KrNS• F.. Its
SATEtaIr^• RTS-f
ReSTFa^Ts	 PAFfKS A&G PrOCEEOINGS Of THE WC&xSHDP ARE PRESENTE D * THE MOSKSHOP YAS FIELD AFTER ATS-6 MAO D
EEM OVER INO71. IRONS CUALS MIIO PAC COLLECTED UTA AT VARIOUS LCCATIONS WERE SNOU6MT TOLETHER TO C
OHPai' THEIR FINDINGS AAO DISCUSS TECHMTOUES. THE WORKSHOP OENOMSTRATES THE NEED TO STAMGAMDIIE FR
Of:Cu4ES.
Su^1Et h	 DATA CCLLECTION
+efrrOrDSs
	
4TE-62 2*alAS PADlot 9EACOM SATELLITES TONOSPHERET ELECTRONSS SCINTILLATIONS
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GP OC T Or 1 yvproTHfKTs EVALUATIOS• OF THE OCC-PEE Cf FCOTA131LITY ASSOCIATED WITH A RENOTE 1-M£Tffi ANTENNA G!Otob SSATION.
A*STFAvT S 	 TMI! :EPCPT DESC--!PES A TFANSPOPTABLE TELECOIMtUNICA T tOWS O£PONSTRoATIOM T IM WAS A JOINT VrKT0
17 CF IML CANADA AND TELESAT CANADA, THIS DEMONSTRATION WAS CAMEO OUT AS A FIELD EVALUATION EYE
aEiSE. FESULAR PLANT OPERA MIG PRA&TICE VAS FOLLOWED AS MUCH AS FOSSI1Lc 4110 PLANT 0"-OATIW- PEPSO
MI•_L IN GOTH COHFAMIES CAFRIED OUT THE PPOCEMMES IN ADDITION TO IMEI4 Mus"AL M IES. TOE 1-METES
ll.FQtNO TFFMIKAL OPOVEC TO Nr PFASOMMY TRANSPOFTA6LF IN THE FAR WORTH. P er"PVTNDATIONS FOR IRFM
FPENT AR= MA@M.
SURJEfi Tt	 VOICE COPt41NiCA7IOWS
•TYMO° O*:s	 CT £ S SATELLITE! TECHNOLCUTT CAWADAS TRANSPCRTAOLEs COMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCFSS NUNMFRI 717
DATE OF	 -q"EHT/: YPEs HRV4PA E	 / P*OG*ESS REPORT
Tilts d-	 +1M7471	 F'CJECT Ir.TFFCHAWG? s PHASE I AND 2






TO C£ rELC O A rCGEL FOP A tiYf IN *ERC"AWX NETNEEM NIOELT SEPARATEC CLASSROOM TEACHERS
;FO,jfCT INTERCH41ktE SET CUT TO MCLO INTEPACTIVE TELECONFERENCES BETWEEN TEAC NEOS XN THE YRCMOI
OCESE Of saw FiANCISCO AND TOAPENC£ UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT. THE OENCNSTFATIOR is !lESCRifts AUG [11
TrOK S APE VVESENTc`0. A DISCUSSION OF FUTURE DIRECTIONS IS INCLUEED.
s]ULATIaAL A&PLICATICHS
C T S' SATELLITES fONHUHICATIONSi INTERCHANGES •EPCMERSS CLASSROOM




FrrsRAH rACKA f't59 rr 1971
jolt Ooh, r. F.
F604PAr PACKAGES ARE FLANS FOIE AGOVESSING UNMET HEAL 7 i' N'cfOS. THEIS PURPOSE IS TO JUSTIFT FUN
4IN , TO SUyFOiT A;,TIVITI-S IN SPECIFIC PRO?LFM AREAS *
 'HE LIST OF PRO6r!ArS ARE $ANISED IM OROER r1F
Pc:Its,ITY AS SET BY THE NATIVE MFALTH EOAROS.
TrUCATIc%tL APFLICATICNS
	 MEUIMIHEALTH AMICATIONS











UNIVEPSITY Of DATTON ACKSS MUMREPi 799
DRTE OF VOCUMINI/TYPFI AUGUST :577	 I JOURNAt ARTICLE
TITLS OF 00WOENTe	 TELcNECICINE AT MENCAIAL UkIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND
AUTHOi.I	 Rftf!RTS ► J. Pot HOUSE * A. Mot MCNAIIARA ► N. Co
SATELLITEI C'S
OSJCCT OF Z XPE PIPENT S THE DELIVERY CF 1001CAL AkC COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION AND CONSULTATION APO TAANStISSION bf KEIIICAL
DATA
AOSTRtCTS THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE ANTICIPATED MEDICAL PAOGRAN TO BE DELIVERED BY SATELLITi TO Fom WE
NFOLHOLAWO LOCATIONS.
	
AT THIS TINE NO SATELLITE INANSMISSION HAS TAKEN PLACE,
	 P.Fi06RANS TO BE IFOA
OAST ARE	 111 CONTINUING PEOICAL EDUCATION 121 NURSING EOUCATION 131 COMPUNITY WEALTH EDUCATION 14*
I CONSULTATION 4ND TRANSHISSICM OF MEDICAL DATA.
SUeJEr T S BATA YRRlSMISSICN EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS NEDIC&L/EEALTH APPLICATIONS
KETWO 49SI CTSI TELEMEDICI03 HEALTHt TELEVISIukt INYERACTIVEI CONSULTATIONS NENF0U16CtANDI CANADA
JOUkNAL TITLES rEDIKFO
UNIMERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 	 III
IA!
1
F+ 	DATE OF 070UK5NT/TY 9Ee i1M;UST 1177	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OnCWEMTe	 TCLENEDICINE IN CA4AOA
AUTROSI	 HOUSE• A. M.1 RCBERTS ► J. No
SATELLITES CTS
OPJFC T OF EVPE&IMEMTS	 TO CELIVE S' VECICAL AND MERLIN FOUCATICH AND TP.ANSMIT MEDICAL F14TA
ABSToe ^.Ie OYES 12 WE0(S IN MAPGH ► APRIL, MAY AND JUNE 19779 'IENORIAL U*IVEPSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND EXPEPINE
14TEO ul" THE CCflMUNICATIONS SATELLITE. "ERNES ► A JOINT PROJECT OF CANADA 'S DEPARTMENT OF CONMUNICA
TIOILS MCI AND IN S NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION INASAI.
011166 TKF SPECIALLY BE SIGNED TERP.INALS PROVIDED BY DOC ► KEMORIAL WAS ABLE TO BROADCAST A TELEV
ISICH FFCGRAM FMC" ST. JOHN ►S TO HOSPITALS IN STEPHENVILLE ► ST. ANTHCMM► LAOMAOOR CITY AND GOOSE BA
r. PRCCPAMS INVOLVED COVER A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS IN CONTINUING PEOICAL EDUCATION AND CONSULTATION
^fHVICF5 9 INCLUDING TRANSMISSION OF MEDICAL DATA.
C016SULTATI0w ACTIM IES WERE LIMITED BECAUSE, ALTHOUGH ST. JOHN'S CAN BROADCAST AUDIO AND VIDE
O SIG 'ALS. THE OTHER FOUR COflVUMITIES CAN BROADCAST ONLY AN AUDIO SIGNAL !ACK TO Ste, JOHN'S.
THE PROJECT IS BEING INOEPENOENTLY EVALUATED BY MEMORIAL ' S INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN HUMAN A91
LITIES ► WIlICH HAS A SEPARATE CONTRACT AND FUMOING FROM DOC.
SUBJECTS
	
DATA TPANSMISSI&M	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
wfYWO00Se
	
CTS S TELEPEOICINEt NEALTHt TELEVISIONS INTIrRACTIVET CONSULTATION S PEWFOUNGLAHOS CANADA
J"WAL TITLES	 CHA JOUN16AL ► VOLUME 117
UPIVERSITY Of DAYTON ACrESs 1 1 l ie1P. f-s	 711
eDATE C c
 
v'JCUN=NT/*Tac / Al$GUST 2469	 I PAFFEF
TITLE Or	 " '1MEhl l	 HF ALTH FIAT	 ;F THE ALASKA hBTIYE fEQPL£
A IdTHOF r	 HILSO"t 1'. R.
A^sTCA:'I	 THE HEALTH STATUS OF THE ALASKA IK41IYE P?OFLE IS DISCUSSED PEL4IING THIS STATUS TO TMEIR NISTO
AND TC THE AlivERSs FAC*Sa5 of THE EMVIRO11MELIT IN NNICM THEY LIVE. THE SYSTEM OF WALTO OFLIVEAV
HROOGH 11401811 "F-ALTH SEFVICE FACILITIES I:. OESCRI4ED 8RIEFLY AND SCME OF THE POINTS OF LINKAGE:L'F
THAT STSTEP k1TH T*OWE OF OTNEP PROGFAPS AVE ME101TORE4 9 SOME Of THE IMFCPTANE i0O<FSE E1.YIRONt.ENT
AL FACTOR! A!fE LISTED WITH THEIR HAJOF ENSUING OISEASE COMPLEXES tEING BRIE FLY OESCRIOEO. THE Exte
11 T [F TYESE DISEASES AND THEIR TRENDS APE ILLUSTRATED tT GRAP"s CCRPARING INCIDENCE AND OE4TN RATES
NIT" OTTER POPULATiO♦ 5ROUPS. SEViNAL SUGGESTIONS ARE MADE FOR CORSECTION OF ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTA
L FAC'ORS AND FCF $TIFNGTPSNIMv HEALTH FROGPAMS.
s,If g JECTI	 HTOICAL /MEALTP 'AMICATIONS	 PACKGRCUNd
KSTWOV D51	 ALASKA % HATIVE: HEALT141 ENYIGCkHSNTt DISEASE
UNIVERSITT OF DAYTON ACCESS ""SRI 712
M
1
l:ATE ri g	 JULY 1912
	 / FROCPg55 FEFORT
TITLE 0 r DOfUmt l'l	 GONT=*'POPAET HEALTH OF ALASKA NATIVLS
AUTHOP I	 "TL SON. 1 0 . 4.
A?STFAC's	 THE NEALTH STATUS OF THL ALASKA KRTIVE PEOPLE IS DISCUSSED RELATTOG THIS STATUS 10 THEIR 1LISTV
cT AhC TC THE AcivuE fACTC P S AR THE ENVIRONMENT IN 11HICM THEY LIVE. THt SISTER OF HEALTH DELIYEn
'"ROUGH I40001 HEALTH SERVICE FACILITIES IS OESCRIDEO 9RTE FLT AND SCME OF THE POINTS Of LINKAGE OF
THAT STSPSM WITH TKGSE OF OjWt PROGOAPS A9f KEN TIONEO. SOME OF THE IHFORTANT ADYEFSE ENYIROHME#t
AL FSCTOFS AGE ►ISTED WITH THEIR MAJOR E NSILING DISEASE COMPLEXES BEING 9fiIEFLY DESGIIDED.
54j'+ JECTI	 MEC ICAL/HEALTH APOLICAT IC16S	 3)ACKr.9QUN0
KETNCF 9il	 ALASKA! NATIVEt HEAtTYS EkVIRONMENTS 4ISEASE
UNIVERSITY OF GATTON ACCESS NUMPER0 M
	 ,
DATE OF DOCUM=.NT/TY rEI 1?7-	 / WIPEPIME&T PLAN
TITLE Of 06-•U.4E4T/	 UAPI EvFEFT PENT FLAP
AUTNOFI	 SOH%A47, r o N.
SATILLITFI ATS-6
OPJECT OF ElPFRIMENT I	 TO FROVICE C ART OF TINE EDUCATION Of F IRST YEAP MEDICAL STUOEMTS VIA TWO -NAT INTERACTIVE SATELLITE C
ONMUNICATION
AISTSACTe	 INCLUCEC IN THIS PAPFR ARE PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR FIVE WANT EXPERIMENTS TO BE PERFORMEDOWING
1977-7 P.. THE EKPEATIPENTS APE T11 REGIONAL FACULTY SHARING 121 INDEFENDiNT LEARNING PROGRAM 131 AO
MISSIONS $NO MINORITY RECRUITPENT 141 CONSULTATION AS AN EOUCATIC&AL PROCESS 151 SATELLITE COMMUNIC
ATION 116 THE tEGISLAT!VE PROCESS.
SUOJEfT$	 ELNUCATIC06 AL APPLICATIONS	 MEOICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
RETWOPDSI	 LIST SATELLITEt MEDICINES EDUCATION: FACULTVT WANII ATS-61 ALASKA





DATE OF 03CUNFNTITYPEI 1975	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
S	 TITLS Of DOCUMENT S	 DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING A CONTENT SIRUCTUF.E FOR EDUCATIONAL TELFVISION FROOPANMING IN THE AREAA
W	 Or CA F EF. >i EDUCATION. SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY OEMONSTRATION, TECHNICAL REPORT N0. •S416,
00
AIITNOP I	 LCNSOYLE, H. Cot N;,NILLIAMS JF. • A. t.
SATELLITEI ATS-6
OPJECT OF g 1fPERINENTI TO CEVELGf THE fPOGRAPMING FCR A TELEVISION SERIES ON CAREER PLAP4IMG FOk JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUICEN
TS
iRST^A;TI	 THE FRCGFAM CDHPCNENT OF THE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION ISTOS DEVELOPED THE PROGRAMING
FOR A TELEVISICN SERIES ON CAREER FLANNING FOR JUNIOR MIEN SCHOOL STUDENTS. A PPOGFAN CALLED -71"
e	 i OUT" US! DESIGNED, OEVFLOPZD, AND I MPLEMENTED TO SE BROADCAST TPROUGHUUT THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES, A STAFF Of ECUCATOP,S AND COMMUNICATORS DEVELOPED A CAREER EDUCATION STRUCTURE TWAT INCORPORATED
ALL RELEV4NT FIELD DATA CN USER NEEDS. THE COURSEWARE
-TEAM APFRCACH WAS USED IN WHICH EOUCATOPS•
SCRIPTWRI TERS n AND TELEVISION DIRECTORS WORK TOMTNER TO CFEATE THE BEST POSSIBLE END PRODUCT. 0!J
ECTIVES STRESSEO DECISION-rAWING, SELF-ASSESSHEMT. AND CAREER EMORATION. APPENDIXES CONTAIN THE
103 09JECTIVES CEVEtOFEO FOP THE ORIGINAL PROGRAMING STRUCTURE, THE REVISED PROGRAMING STRUCTURE. A
NO THE "J-SERIES" 9ROAOCAST SCHEOULE.
9U%JECTI	 ECUCATIC06AL APPLICATIONS
9EYH0e05t	 CAPSEF ECUCATIONT ATS-5' ECUCATIONAL TELEVISIONS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENTS RURAL EDUCATIONS TELFCOWPU
HICATIONI SATELLITE TECHNOLCCV DEMONSTRATION ISTOS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNIEAt 715
DATE OF OJCUM=kTf v TP =f AI+GUST 1S:5	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITIF	 riF	 +1NFIf-f, DtVIFH OF D	 ANALYSIS RFOCECURES FCR IMF_ ATS-6 MILLIMETER WAVE EKPENIMEAT
AUTHOR M^NE6NI^Is R.
"AT I:LLITE!	 ATS-F
oeJEC* OF ecEOICATE SATELLI TE DOUNLINK ATTENUATION THFOUGH THE USE OF GROUNC BASED MEISUREMENTS
Ae5Tt 4.'re FPEOICTICNS GF DOWNLINK SATELLITE ATTENUATION THROUGH THE USE OF GROUNJ EASED MEASUPEMENTS FOR" A
SUFSTANTIAL PART OF THE ATS-6 NILLIMETEP. WAVE ExPERI FTNT.	 AT THE DOWNLINK FREWENCIES f26 AND ZG
6N71. T ►'E 44JO R CAUSES QF ATTENUATION ARE THE DENSITY AND THE SIZE DISTRIIUTION OF RAIN DROPS ALONG
THE P4[FAGATION PATH.	 GFCUNC STATION DATA. WHICH INCLUDE RADAR AND RAIN GUAGE RECORDS, MEASURE 01)
A%TITV PELATSP TO THE METEOROLOGICAL FAF,AMETERS OF INTEREST AND 714EREBY PROVI@E A PREDICTION OF Do*
WANK ATTENUATI6N WITH WHICH THE MEASVPEO ATTENUATION CAN BE CONFAREC.	 THE CALIBPATIOW AND DATA AN
ALYSIS FRCCEDUCES USED IN THE MWE ARE REVIEWED MIT" THE- OPJECT OF IMPROVING THE ACCURACT di SUCH GR
OUNC OASEI PRECICTIONS.
SU9JEC's FILLIPETEP. WAVE
KFVVOF 7ST ATS-E! ATTENUATION: MILLIMETEP WAVEI METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETER
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS WUPRERA	 7i6
DATE OF C3CUHFHT/ TVP 17 f NOVEy -1E; 19FR	 if TECHNICAL PEPORT
TITLE IF JOCUMT: NTe	 Erf•eoTPFNTAL L-nAND SST SATELLI TE COPFUNICAT TONS/ SURVEILLANCE T EMNAL STUDY
AlITHC 0 1	 KISrAVDCP. W.1 CXR*AN. D.
SrON C O c *.ft; Rr.?H.Yr	 NASA. ELEC T FONIC PS5EARC"H CEN*ER
SlIFLLIT_1 ATS
A Q STPACTI	 *HE L-PAND ANTENNA SYSTEM CONSIOER_D FOR THE SST FOR SATELLITE CONMUNICATION S MUST SATISFY GAI
N FfQUTFFVENTS IMPOSED BY FOWEP -LIMITED VOICE LINKS BETWEEN THE SATELLITE AND AIRCPAfT AND ALSO NEE
T THr FLUSH
- HOU P.TEA CONSTRAINT IMPOSED EY THE AERODYNAMICS OF THE SST. THE RESULTS ARE PftLSENTED 0
F AN AXPLYTIC AND ExPERIMENTA I EVALUATICH CAPPIEO OUT AS PART OF NASA /EEC CCHTRACT WAS 12 - 621 TO CE
YFLCF ANTENNA REQUIF.EtEHTS FOR THE SST AIRCPAFT TERMINAL.
SUPJ^CTI	 VOICE COPFUNICATIUNS
KEYwrlti OS[	 ANTEHNA51 ATS! ^UVEFSCMIC TRAAEPDRTSS ULTPAHIGH FREQUENCY





r CATE OF COCUM =NT/TYPEI DeCE"BER 1950	 I TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUNLMTI C(io"W111COTIONS AND TRACKING AELAV EKPERIMENT
AUTHOFs POSHEF, O.
SPONSORi IJG AGENCYs NASA* NSC HOUSTON. TE%AS
I u
SATELL IJEO	 ATS
OEJa'CT OF TO FkDVIOE AN OFERATICMAL DUPLEX COMMUNICATIGN AMC TRACKING DATA RELAY BETWEEN AN OREITINF APOLLO A
: PY-LICATIC165 SPACECRAFT AND ESTABLISHED GROUND STATIONS VIA A GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE PEPEATER.
ASSTPACTZ THIS FINAL REPORT DETAILS THE SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS * LAIORATORV TESTING * AND THL RECOSSREN
BED BASIC CAT RCLAY SYSTEM DESIGN NHICH WAS PERFORMED BY MOTOROLA P,—aT"G THE CAT PELAT EXPiRIMENT S
TUOV PRCERAr,	 THE REPORT BEGINS NIT" A SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIRENT FUNDAKV.NTALS [SECTION 21 WHICH WE
" RE ASSUStED. CALCULATED ANO NASA DEFII,EO. 	 BASED UPON THESE FUNDAMENTALS 9 THE SVSTEN DESIGN ANALYSIS
Af14 LABORATORY SIMULATIOU TEST RESULTS ARE PRESENTED.	 THE BASIC CAT ReLAY SVSTEN PECOMMENOATIONS
!SECTION E1 ARE THEN DETEPPINEO AND DETAILED FRCN THE ANALVSISs TEST RESULTS AND EQUIPMENT TRADEOFF
STUDIES.	 THF— %WAILABLE ALTERNATIVES TO THE BASIC SYSTEM DESIGN ARE DEFI/.EDe THE METRIC TkACKIRG A
x CCUSACT ANALYSIS PRESENTEE AMC THE LASOAATORT DEMONSTRATIONS SUMMARIZED IO COMPLETE THE REPORT AND
THE IGEILTIFICA110k OF THE TASKS PERFOPHEO ON THIS STUDY CONTRACT.
LUSJECTS VOICE CCPHUNICATIOMS 	 TELEVISION TP,ANSHISSION
KEVWOFOSs ATST TELEVISION TRANSMISSICN.• TRACKING NETWORKS1 TELEMETRY
to
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUM$ERs	 719
.A
DATE O F
 DOCUME4T/*VPE1 JUNE 9477
	 / JOURNAL AP.TICLE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS
	 INT=LSAT S - TRANSITION TO THE SHUTTLE
AUTHOFI	 RE!?CK• K. Got DWYR£. D. G.
AR!tTkrPf.T1
	
	 THIS EXPFRIEWf:E CF DEVELOPING THIS SPACECFAFT FOR LAUNCH FROP EI THER ATLAS-CENTAUR OR THE SHUTTLE WILL MELP GLIDE THE FIELD I!1 THE TRANSITION PERI')0 JUST ANcAO.
SUOJECTI	 SPACE SHUTTLE
	 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
KEYWOPOst	 SPACE SNL'TTLEt TELECOPMUNICATTONS2 SPACE TPANSPORTATION SYSTEM
JOURNAL T±TLEs	 ASTRONAUTICS AND AEiOMUTICS, FACES J!-166






COTE OF PICUMF.NT/TYPES NOVEM9E Q 1 1 75	 if TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF ` 7NENTI	 THPLICATION.	 THE ALASKA EDUCATIOM SATELLITE COM}1UNICATI0115 DE110STRATICN FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
4110 E OUCATIONAL POLICYMAKEAS — VOLUME zI SUPPORTING MATERIALS
AUTHOO I	 UNKNOWN
SFONSCRING ACEN;71	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EOUCATAOR9 CEPAPIPENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION AND WELFARE, 1116 19TH STREET. NOR
Ts+WEST, WASHINGTON. D. C. Z1,Dsb
SATELLITFI ATS-R
AOSTRACT I	 THIS VOLUME CONTAINS I14V DATA AND OESCRI OTIYE MATERIALS. IT FOPFS THE PASIS FOP VOLUME L. ANA
LUS TS OF THE DEMONSTRATION, THE FOLLOWING INFOPMATION IS CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME * 111 DESCRIPTION
nF THE CVERALL STUDY ALAN. 121 CCMFENOIUM OF UfEP REACTION TO ESCC/ALASKA, 151 CHRONOLOGY OF ESCO/
ALASKA CFITICAL EVENTS AND THEIR 00CUHENTARY BASIS.
SUBJECT/	 SLUCA11BAAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/NEALTM APPLICATIONS
REYWOF riSI	 ATS-1;: !EDUCATIONAL YCLEVISIONt RURAL ALASKAt TELECOMMUNICATIOAS
UNIVERSITY Of DAYTON ACCESS NUNBERI 721
UITE OF ulGUM'PIF/ TYTEt SUrUST 197 95	 of TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE IF 9"11HENTs	 A HEVIEN CF ODGi.NIZATIONS INFLUENCING RADIO FF,EQUEPICY ALLOCATIONS TO DEiF S PACE RESEARCH
4UTUpr a	 UNKNOWN
SFONSO?ING ArrN';v1	 JFT PRGF1JL510N LA90RATOFYs 44CO OAK G LOVE Or IVEs PASACENA. CALIFORNIA 91133
ARSTRACTt	 THESE 00GANIIATICN=
_ ICEkTIFIEO AS HAVING THE ABILITY TO INFLUENCE FhEOUENCY ALLOCATIONS ARE DE
SFT.IEFP IN T HIS RE PORT. A BRIEF DESCFIPTION OF EACH ORGANIZATIO% IS PROVICE09
 AND T 14E MEMBERS WHO
Orr INFLUENTIAL SPECIFICALLY IN FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS ARE LISTED. THE INTERRELATIONS 4ETNiEN THE 0
76ANIZA7ICHS A1s0 HOW THEY INFLUENCE ALLOCATIONS APE ENPLAINEO.
TIfEcr APE THREE MAJOR NAYS IN N041CH AN DFGA%IZATION NAY AFFECT RADIO FFEQUENCY ALLOCATION$. T
I+KY APES 1A1 AS A REGULATORY f00Yt I9 AS AN ADVISCR TO REGULATORY BOGIES. OR 10 AS A USER OF FFEY
UrNCIES.
THIS REPORT HAS PEEN ASSEMBLED UNDER TH ESE THREE CATEGORIES* AND THE EXISTING AND FUNCTIONING
93FGSN17ATIONS WHICH INFLUENCE P40I0 FFEQUENCY ALLOCATIONS ARE DESCRIlED ACCORDINGLY.
5























DATE OF CJCUMEtiT/'VPEI	 / TECHNICAL W FORT
TITLE OF SO:UMeMTt	 TW--- AFFALACMIAN ECULATIOt: SATELLITE PFOJECT — EXECUT_vE REPORT
AUTHOR	 MGXSE. H. Z,
SFONSOiI#u AGEMCTt	 NATIO M L INSTITUTE OF EOUCATTCN, WASHINGTON * O.C.
SITELLI T Zt ATS-E
02J--C T OF •'XP.?IM°_NTt	 TO CEtlO%STRATE THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AS A MEANS OF sTRENGTNc1MIMG EXISTING LOCAL EDUCATI
ON FROGRAMS IM APPALACHIA
AESTFA:Tt THE @AOAD OSJECTIVE OF TPE AESP WAS TO DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL TEC 0CLOGY AS A "EAM
a OF STRENGTHENING EXISIIWG LOCAL Eo CATION PROGRAMS IN APPALACHIA. FOCUSING ON IM- SERVICE EOUCATI
ON FOR TOE IHPFCVEMEMT OF CLASSROOM TEACHING SKILLS, TEACHERS AT 15 REMOTE SITES IN APPALACHIA RECE
TYES GRACUATE CAEOIT FOR THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSES BROADCAST VIA A SATELLIT= COMMUMICATI
ON AETWCFW. IM UTILIZING THIS NETWORK, TEACHERS WERE ALSO GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP tMSTRUC
TIO&AL UNITS FRL► MATERIAL AVAILABLE FROM WIDELY DIVERSE SOURCES, AS WELL AS, TO PARTICIPATE IN CON
PUTER-RASED PGOwIAltS.
IN SUff"ATILM, THe EXPERIMENT GENERATED INFORMATION FOR THE DESIGN OF FUTURE LARGE-SCALE RESOUR
CE SHAPING ARRANGEMENTS THAT CUT ACkOSS LOCAL AND STATE SOUNOARIES ANO WHICH UTILIZE SOPHISTICATED
CCROUNICATION MEDIA FCR THE GELIVERV OF VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN REMOTE LOCATIONS.
SUNJECTt	 EDUCATICNAL APPiICATICNS
XETWOPOSS	 ATS -6i CO EER EDUCATIONT ECUCATIONAU TELEVISIOM4 TELECOMIUNICATIOkST APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLIT
E FAGJECT IAESP)




DATE O r vncUMENT/Trec t "#PCH 1976	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF 7UCU4E4'1 APPALACHIAN ECUCATICN SATELLITE PROJECT I4ESPI - OVERVIEW
AUTHf+^.I ^PAI•BLF, We J.: AUSNESS. C.
SPONSCIING AG"NCYI NATICNAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
SATELLT Trt	 ATS
Cg JECT OF e*P= PTM= NT1 r0 IM FkCVE THE EFFECTIVENESS CF THE CLASSROOM TEACHERS • THEREBY UPGRADING THE QUALITY OF READING AN +
1) CAREER -EDUCATION INSTVUCTIO # AVAILAELE TO APPALACHIA STUDENTS
APSTP.ACTt THG APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT WAS CONCEPTUALIZED IN 1973 911 TO DEVELOP COURSES
IN ?EAOIkf. ANG CAcTEP.-EDUCATION INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS IN THE AFPALACHIAN PEGIONs AND 621 TO OETE
RKSE THE FEA C ISILITV OF CCNOUCTING SUCH COMES OVER A LARGE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA VIA COMMUNICATION S
ATFLLIT^5.	 THE COURSES CONSIST OF PP.ETAPEO VIDEO INSTRUCTIONAL UGITS. LIVE VIDEO SEVINAItS• FOUR-CN.
ANNEL AUDIO II,STFUCTION. A110 AkCILLAPY LA WRATORY MATERIALS. 	 EACH CCUkSE I5 EXPECTED TO UPGRAOE.IN
E SxItLS CF PAr.TICIFATIAG TEAr_HErS ANO CONSFOUENTLY TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION THE STUCE
N7S I N TAE RECICN RECKIVE.	 HCWSVEtq A DROAOEP GOAL OF THE PROJECT IS TO &USHER OUESTIONS OF AN EPP
E = IPEHTAI NATURE Rc-GAPOING THE USE OF ADVANCE TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR LARGE-SCALE DI5SEKNRTION 0
F KNONLErr..F.	 THE PfOJECT INCLUDES THE OEVELOFNENT OF COUKSENARE TAILOREO TO. THS NEEDS OF A SEOGEAP
HICALLY CIFFUSE FOPULATT01k , AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ORGAN:2ATICNAL FRAMEHDPK FOR CONOUGII`tG GRADU
A TE-LEVEL COURSES WITHOUT CN-SITE TEACHERS. 	 FOP EACH COURSE• THE AESP IS PPEPARING A SERIES OF FF0
G ARS.	 THE VIDEO AND THE FOUF-CHANNEL AUDIO FORTIONS Of THE INSTRUCTION ARE TO BE TPANSMITTED TO L
5 SITES IN THE APPALACHIAN REGION VIA CGNNUNICATION SATELLITES IN THE APPLIED TfCHNOLOGV SATELLITE
tArsl	 SEFIE-S.
SUi3JfC ' t SPUCATICFAL APPLICATIONS
KEYMOF7rt AFPALACtIAO AESPI CAREEF ECUCATION: ATSI ECUCATIONAt 7ELEYISION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMPEPI 	 723
1a
N
OAff ^F OOZUMCNT/TYPE$ VEORUAPV 1975	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOMIENTt	 SENEFTTS AND PRCOLECS OF SCVEN EYFLDRATORY TELEP—SOICINE PROJECTS
AUTHOR 	 O'HISILL. J. J.T NOCERINO * J. T.: MALCOFFv P•
SPOKSORING AGENC► S	 OHEM * HRi* NATIONAL CENTER FOR WEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH. SCIEATIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION, 5590
FISNSGS LANE $&{ION 15-30 aARKLANN 6UILDINGI * ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20132
OBJECT OF EXPERINENTI T@ PRESENT THE LEGAL. TECHNICAL. FINANCIAL• APO OPERATIONS OF EACH PROJECT IN REGARD TO.PkOPLEMS AN
0 BENEFITS
AtISTRACTS THIS REPORT PROVIDES INSIGHT INTO THE 'ENEFITS AND ►RORLEMS OF UTILIZING VISUAL COMMUMICATIONS
IN THE PPOVISION OF HEALTH CAPE AS DERIVED FROM THE EXPERIENCES CF SEVEN TELEPEOICINE PROJECTS SPO
NSOREO +!Y THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR WEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH FROM 1472 - ISM* EACH OF THE MtOJECTS
COVERED BT THE REPORT HAS A SPECIFIC CHAPTER. EACH PROJECT CHAPTER HAS AN IDENTICAL FORMAT WHICH I
MCLUOES A SUMNAAY OF EACH P ROJECT * A TECNNOLOSIM DESCRIPTION * A OISCUSSICN OF THE TRAINING AND OR
IENTATICA PROGRAMS. AND A DELINEATION OF OPERATING APO ORGAMIZATICNAL PROCEDURES. THE BENEFITS APO
PROBLEMS OF EACH PROJECT AGE PRESEMTFO UNDER THE CATEGORIES OF LEGAL• TECNNICAL • FINANCIAL * AND OFE
RATIONS.
SUBJECT I	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDS$	 HEALTH SERVICES RESEAPCNS HEALTH CAGE DELIVERTS TELENEOICINE





DRTF rF ODGUM_NT/TYPrf OC T CRER 1 c7K	/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE_ OF OOCUNENTI	 SATELLITE 7ECHNCLOGY OEMOAS ►RATION - FINAL PFPORT
AUTHf3= r	 UHKILOWN
SPOUSn OINS 'JGFNCTS	 NfTIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIONI, MRS"IMGTON, O.C.
°A7ELLT' =1 ATT-6
OCJECT OF EKPEFI4001 TG CEKONSTRATE THE FEASIBILITY OF A SATELLITE BASED MEDIA DISTRI BUTION SYSTEM FOR ISOLA7EU9 RURAL P
OFULATICFS ANC TO TEST AND EVALUATE USEP ACCEPTANCE ANO *.K COST OF VARIOUS DELI"RT NODES USING A
VARIETY OF HATEKIALS
A aSTfA I^r I	 THE FEOSRATION'OF POCKY tOUNTAIN -,TATES AND THE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT (SF
CrJ	 01 HAVE CCLEAPORATED IN AN EFFORT TO PcOVIDE LOW COST INFORMATION DELIVERY TO RURAL AFKAS OF THE FO
1	 SKIES. TVOUGk THE GOALS AND THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THIS JOINT EFFORT WERE INITIALLY CONFUSED, St
da.	 TES HAVE NOM PEEN SELECTED. THE CCMHUNICATIONS TMINOLOGY HAS BEEN REFINED @ AND SERVICES HAVE SEEN
N STABILIZf.D. NEW SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY HAS HAOF QUALITY RECEPTION FOSSIBLE NIT" LOW -CCST GROUND RECE
IUERS, A*.0 THE TECHNICAL F`ERFCRMANCE OF THE SYSTEM IN ITS INI T IAL YEARS HAS BEEN 4,000. "TIME OUT-
-- A CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS -- AND " FOOTPR.INT" -- A SEPIES OF C011
MUNITY—CRI_NTFD PROGRAMS -- HAVE ENJOYED HIGH AL'OIENC £ RESPONSE, AND SUBSTANTIAL GAINS IN STUDENT K
FIGWLEDGE KAVE BEEN F.ECORDED. PROGRAMS ARE ENHANCEO 8Y SUPPLEMENTARY PUELICATIONS ANO AUDIOVISUAL A
IOS, ANC THE SYSTEA FOOVIOES AN INTERACTIVE HOOF WHEREBY STUDENTS CAN ASK CUESTIONS AND MAKE COMKEN
TS APOUT THE PRGGRAIPS. A ?RIFF REVIEW OF THE PROGRAM 'S FINANCIAL SUPPORT IS INCLUDED.
SU7JECTI	 ECUCA71CCAL APPLICATIONS
KETWCR ,7S=	 ATS
-67 FUiAL EDUCATIONS TFLEI.CMMUNICATION , CAREER EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER1 	 775
DATE OF GOCuos°_ MT/TYPfs MOVE"'?E S 1973	 / TECHNICAL kfFOFLT
TITLE OF 34£UME01	 IPPLICATICkS CF T ItE ALASKA C.LLCATIOm SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS DENCMSTRATICM FOUR TELECOOMMbICAT1ONS
AND ffuCSTICN FCLIGTMA 1(vF.5 — ErECUTIVE SUPWARY
nUTPOF s	 UMKkOVM
_FONSV !VIXG AG:1tCYs	 141TIOAAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIOM. DEFAETIEMT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND MELFAI MP 1281 tt^ ls STREET, N.N
.9 iA:OI%GTGM, 6.1. X-209
SATELL M-13 ►TS—E
OE.IEtT OF EKy=1SIM MT1 TC zVALUATF TOE PROG95SS OF THE EMMATION SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS DEMGASINATION IESCOI
A85T9tCTs THIS RE PCFT StorMAR17ES IPE EVALUATION OF THE EYPERIMENTAL SATELLITE COMMUMICATIONS D LROMSTRATI
(114 IESCGI IN ALASKA. IT CCNTAIMS THE IPPACT Of ESCO IN ALASKAN AFFAIRS A" INSTITUTIONS. EDUCATION
AL ALTEQ%ATIVE° AkO MEN 9—YFEKIVENTS. LOCAL CONTROL, SUCH AS IPPLErEMTATUk AND INFLICATIOArS AND OUE
STICm5 met PkSMER3 TO KEY AUC^IENCFS.
UNIVERSITY GF CAYTON ACCESS AMMS8ER& 726 	 O
CrJ	 ^ 74
VATC Or rACU*t'kT/TTPr t KCY'1f mEr 1075	 / TECHK'(CXL tEPOZLT
T ITLE IF COI;tWc- 1iTs	 1"PLIrATICNE OF TVr ALASKA	 CATION SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS OEi1CMSTRATICA FCR TELECOtiMUMICATION!
Lta FrUC
	 EDU
ATIGN FCLICYt+AKFre= — VOLI E 1 — ANALYSIS OF THE Oi=MONSTPI*;OX
AUTkEF s	 UNKMO^i!
SPONSOR: "& A,Ei±rt	 "ATIORAL INS T ITUTE OF EDUCATICN, DEFAPTMENT OF WALT". EDUCATION AND WELFARE. 1281 1STR STREET. M.11
.. wA*klTr'10w. D.C. 202[4
!ATM I TE, ATS-6
OF.IfCT OF _VV RIW MTt TO EVALLATE TOE PROCRESS CF TOE EDUCATION SATELLIT£ COMMUNICATIONS OEHONSTRATION IESCOI
A NST o1CTs	 Toil$ PE PCRT ANSLY7ES T44E ALASKAN ELUCATION SATELLITE LOr.P.UNICATIONS CEPONSIRATIOM IESC01. IT
S^%TA
-s NS S ?RIsF V-SCKIFTICk Cr ESCu/ALASKA. OESC PIPTION Ox THE DE PONS TAAT1001 ENWIRONMENT IN ALASKA
. USE S cFACT:CN OF ESCD/ALASxX ANO IPFLICATIONS FOR T14E FUTURE ANC SOCIAL .KAN riE IN RURAL ALASKA.
SUBJECTS	 F-UCATICKAL A PPLICATIONS 	 PEOICAL/NEALTk
 APPLICATIONS
KE yver-051	 STS-E• ECUCATIONAL TELEVISION: MURAL ALASKA: TELECOMMuMICATI0I6S
UNIVERSITY OF OA*TOM ACCESS MUI1NERS r27
F -	 ,'^^	 tf"{	 _ soh
	_ 	
•.-may'. p
DATE Or COCG"ENT/TYrEs I PAPER
TITLE OF OOCUMENT R THE 114PACI OF THE COMMUNICATIiHS TE6MNOLOGY SATELLITE ON A GOVEFMPENT ORGANIZATION
AU1140= R OVA06	 P.	 97,	
"Ar,	 G.
SPDNSQ"."Ii.:	 t'*YI p:ESENT_O TOR INTEARiLTICNAt LOYMUNICATIOII ASSOCIATION. WEST BERLIN, GERMANY
StTELLIT c 1	 CTS
0EJECT OF ExP'RIr=HTt Tr Ei AkIf-E INTERACTIVE SILM LITE MEDIATED TPAINIhG AND MANAGEMENT SIOCkSCRED QT THE CANADIAN FEOEFAL
rOVEWNPENT
APST?A;Tt 114I5 R_PCPT LOOKS AT T14E FEASIBILITY OF SOUCATIONAL DELIVER Y AND DISTANCE MANAGEMENT SY T£LECO
MHUNICATIONS,	 ALTHCUGH COACRET? KNOWLEDGE OF THE OP.GANIZATIONAI. I"PACT OF COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
It LIr.ITED, 7"f- PROJECTS CONDUCTED RY THE PU4LIC SERVICE COMMISSION PPOVIOE SOME INDICATIONS. 	 APO
N1: THE FIFST IS THE INCREASED 'ErVICIEKV OF GOVERWNENT SERVICES DELIVE VY TO REMOTELY LOCATED ORCANI
7ATIONAL E MFLCYEES ANC CLIENTS.	 T11i 5£COND IMPACT, THE INCREASED AWARENESS OF THLE PCTENTIAL AND UT
It1 TATICA OF PEMOT £ TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYFT£r S.	 •HE THIRD, IS THE INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF HUNAN CON
PUNICATI011 6ENAVI04 A oPP.O°FIAT£ FOR THESE. COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA. 	 A REED EXISTS FDA EXTEN51VE FOLLOW
-NP wrPK USING GOSH TENFFSTTAL AND SPATIAL COMMUNIGATION CHANNELS.
SUBJE r T i E^UCA110,0L AFPLTC41111MS
KErw(}P7rt CTS' TELECCMMUNICATIO AST FMIC SERVICE C0.4HISSIOW
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUM gER2	 726
.A^
J04TE 0°	 OJ;UAFeiTrTYrct It JUL Y 1975	 / PAPER
T[Tt: OF 70',U.4F yTR 1•1T ?kGCTICH - A CANAD IAN
 TPEME IN EDUCATION HY SATELLITE





AG=NCv1 P:ESENTEP TOR	 WCRLG EDUCATION CONFERFNC£, HONOLULU, HAWAII
SATr LLTTEI	 CTS
OhJECT OF Evr-RIrF.NTR TO ALLOW LEARNF kS IN 9E1407E LCCAT1ON5 TP SNARE THE LEAPHTNG 'EWPEFIENCE IN AH ACTIVE PANMEfc
A L ST QA:Tt 'ME PrSULTS OF THESE STUCI:S WILL TELL ;EDUCATIONAL DECISION FAKERS 14MET14E V T PET SNQULD D£NAND
I IIATEPAC-1VE POTENT I AL Ik T CHLFFOW'S ECUCATIONAL OFLIVERY SYSTEMS.
	
MOR COVERt THE P£SULTS WILL PF.DQA
SLY IEEE f=CISICk MAKERS WHAT STATECF 114E ART TECI.NOLOGY MIGHT EE $£S1 US .D IN 70MDFROW5 DELIVERY
SYSTEM.	 s INALIY THE EY^ERtHFNI S WILL PRODUCE A WEALTH OF DATA CN HUMAN 8
-ERAW113R OVER TMESE INTEGA
'TIVE SYSTEMS WHICH SHOULD KEEP SOCIAL SCIENT ISTS EUSY FOR THE NEVI FEW YEAFS.
SUp JE''Ts EDUCATICkAt APPLICATICNS
KHYIAO^752 rTS' TELf-EOUCATIONT rOFILIC SERVICE CC14XIK4I011' TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBE01
	 729
!.i
CA T S OF wcuM=hT/TYPES











t :IMULATICN CF STAFF T g AINI1.G BY SATELLITE
1
JAFrEk• C.: MCC(+Ys T.
TO OSSESYE A FIaCT STUOt INTO AN INNOVATIVE USE OF TELECONFERENCING AS A TRAINING TECHNIOut
THE AF.TICL[ DISCUSSES OdSERVATIC#S MACE OF A PILOT STUDY TO TRAIN 9Y TELE CONFER E&Lc-i ip VIA OF
SATELLITE, TO PaRSOhNEL IN REMOTE LOCATIONS.
cCUC/TICFAL AFPLICATICMS






UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 734
WE CF A9CUr.FIRT/TY0Ee JUNE 197E	 / PArEF
TITLE OF OOCUNEMTS	 SATELLITE AND STAFF TRAINING
AUTHOkS	 FFl:AETTEs C.
SFONS O)4lhG AGENCrf	 PCESEkTEC TOR A14 T£C 9 ST. JCHN ff S, NEUFOUNMONO
FATELLITES CTS
O a JEFT OF FrarrTMENTR	 TO EXAMICE T RAIAIN6 POESI?ItITIES SATELLI TES CAN OFFER
ASST VACTS THE FIRST FART OF THIS FAPER IS AIMED AT EYAMIMING WHAT TRAINING POSSIBILITIES SATELLITES CAN
OFFER. CONSIGSAAIION WILL PE GIVEN TO THOSE ASPECTS OF A LIFE-LOtiG LEARNING SYSTEM THAT TELECOMMUN
ICATIONS CAN SEAVS IN THE FUTURE.
3Y A LIFE — LONG LEAFNING SYSTEN, IN AN ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT, WE MEAN AN INTEGRATED ENSEMBLE 0
F TAAINIkR ACTIVITIES OELATEU TO THE ORGANTZA*ION'S MANPOWER POLICY.
OUR FI=LO of STUDY IS THE FEDEkAL FUIlLIC SERVICE AS AN ORGANIZATION R=SFONSIBLE FOR TRAINING I
15 FECSCOPEL.
SUNJEC ` S	 SPUCATIEWAL APPLICATICNS
rFYWOR94S
	
C*Si TRAINING: TELECOMMUNTCATIOMST PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION







Oars OF	 <M'NT/TYPFI ?5 DECEPPE * ,7S / PIMP
TITLE Or	 C000T A* SATELLITE EWEPIVENTS - IMPLICATIONS FCR HUNAN COMMUNICAT ION
AUT k ing i	 Qwsh. N. G,: NEXOFMHALL, M•
SFOMl-G4i ollr Ar,-NGYt	 PRE SENTEr TOt smr," C eMruNI rATION ASSOCIATION, HOUSTON, TEXAS
SxTELEIT4t Cis
a	 C9JFCT 4F E IV RIMEHT1
	
TO EXAMINE TELE-EDUCATICN ilffEFI?lFNiS
,.+r	 Ap?TeACT t 	 T HIS PAPER WILL BRIEFLY CESCAIS£ THE TELE-EDUCATION EXPERIMEMfS ANO ELABORATE IN PARTICULAR ON
THE r Xr-Ec t"ENT PLANNED OV THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION. THE TELE-EDUCATION EXPEOIPENTS "AVE A FO
Cu5 ON INTEPACTIVE HUMAK CCrNUNICATICF, ESP CCIALLV THE PUPILIC SERVICE COMMISSION EXPIRIMENT.
SUn dFC 71	 *LU.A T ICNAL AcPLISATIOMS	 MSOIWL/t ALTH APPLICATIONS
KETMOF05t
	
'! TS ! TELECON"UNICATICI LST PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS TTcLE-EDUCATICN
UNIVFRSITT OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMeERt 732
CAFF OF (M f;UMrNT/TVrEI 5-9 SFPTE K91FP 19?t / PAPEF
TITLE O F TO[UMFNTS	 EVALUITICAS OF 1 10TEFACTtlE TELE-EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
AUTHnrt	 MTNIEHHALL, N.: LOTTIft R.
SFONSO ° IHG AGEHCYt	 PCrcENTEC 10t 04TO ETMOOSIUM. 9EFGAFC* ITALY
SATELLITES CTS
OBJECT OF EYP`PINENTt TL SUMHAR17S COPHUNIWIDF NEECS REQUIREMENTS IR THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMNISSION
ASSTPACTt
	
	 THIS FAFEF SUMMARIZES THE COMMUNICATION NEEDS REQUIREMENTS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
IT TP
€ SEI^T5 RESULTS OF LABCRATOAY AND FIELD STUDIES UNOERTAKEN TO INVESTIGATE THE APFLICATION OF TE
LECCNrEREFCING TO €CUCATIONAL AMC ADRINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS. IT OESCRISES THE LEARNING NOVEL OEVELO
9 10 FOR THE ACULT LEAsHER IN AN INTERACTIVE EDUCATIONAL SITUATION, I.E. T E PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING T
He KODELr THE FDLE OF THE RESOURCE fEPSON, AND LEARNER, AND SOME INFORMATION E=CNANGE STRATEGIES.
RESULTS CQTAINEO FROM THE SIMULATION OF THE MODEL ARE ALSO PRESENTED AS WELL AS ITS FUTURE APPLICAT
ION IN A SATELLITE-MEDIA M LEARNING SITUATION.
SUS,JECTt	 £rUCATIC1.At APPLICATIONS
uEYWO9 359	 CTS =
 TELE-EDUCATIONS TELECCNNUNICATICNSI PUBLIC SERVICE CONMISSIO#






DATF OF DOCUNF.NT/TYPEf AU6UST 1971	 1 TECHNICAL PEPORT
TITLE Of DOCUMENTS SIP TRAFFIC CONTROL EXPERIF'EATSTION AND EVALUSTIOPH WIT" T1g NASA STS-6 SATELLITE - VOLUME to EXECUT
IVE 5+:0,MaRr
AUTPOF I F901130APS, S.
SOONSOPIMG 4GswCYf U.S. OEFACTP.ENT OF TRANSPOSTATION. FEDERAL AVIATION A DRIP tSTRATIOI. SYSTEM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
SERV:Gf• WASwIAGTON, O.G. 21591
SATELLITES	 ATS-6
OEJaCT Or RIIP:PIPENTI TESTS WERE DESIG"ED TC COLLECT SATELLITE-AIPCRAFT SIGNAL PROP464TION DATA, EVALUATE L-SAND AVIONICS
HASOWAFS Or-SIGNS. AND PERFOHsF PFELININIRY SATELLITE VOICE AND DATA COMNUkICATiONS OERONSTRATTON It
STS
SiSTtiA :T! THE U.S. DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION I0011. FEDERAL AVIATIC ► AONINISTPATION IFAAI PROGRAM FOR
PIN: TFSFFIC CONTRat 1ATC1 FYFERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION WITH THE ATS-6 SATELLITE WAS PI'' OF THE
IPTEGFATEO ATS-6 L-BANO EYFERIMENT• 	 ALL TESTS WERE PERFORMEO BETWEEN SEPTEP ER 1974	 rRIt ISM
THE C.S. COT AERONAUTICAL FROGMAN CONSISTED OF BOTH R TC COMMUNICATIONS DENONSTRAT 	 AND TECHNOL
OGT TESTS.	 IR SUPPORT Cf THE AEPONAUTICAL SATELLITE IAEROSATI PRCGRAM, TESTS WERE H 	 iGNED TO CCLI
ECT SATELLITE-AiPPgAFT SIGNAL PROPAGATION OATP. EVALUATE L-BAND AVIONICS "PONARE L_.lGNS. AND FEF.F .^
OPP VFELININAFY SATELLITE VOICE AND CATS COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATION TESTS.
THE TECHNOLOGY TESTS WERE COPPOSEG OF MULTIPATW CHANNEL CHAIEACTERIZATION TESTES P015ER TESTS OF
VOICC, OATS AND AAHaGINf' AND AIRCPAF* ANTENNA TESTS. 	 RULTIPATH RESULTS INCLUDE OW ELAND 0414. 	 Cb
PvARISONS Of PULTIPATH SAME FESULTS WITH YODEL PREDICTION AVE 61VEW.VOICE ROVER INTELLIGIBILITY
SCORES. DIGITAL DATA !IT-$BECK RATES AND P.ANGING MODEM PERFORMANCE ARE PRESENTED PARAMETRICALLY AS in
FUNCTIONS CF C/N SUS 0 AND S/I. 	 EXFERIMENTALLY DERIVED GAIN AND PULTIPATH REJECTION PERFORMANCE 0
ATA *OF CIYEN FCR THE SLCT-CIFOLE, FNASED-ARF.AY AMC PATCH ANTENNAS FOR VARICUS AIONAFT/SATELLITE 0
FOMETPIES.
TNT CEMONST041I0N IF--"S OF SATELLITE SUPPORTED COMMUNICATIONS FOP APPLICATION TO OCEANIC ATC C
OMPOISED TUC FMASESf OEVONSTRSTIONS PELATING TO U.S. CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES. AMMO OENCKSTRATIONS CON
OUGTED AS A JOINT EFFCRT BETWEEN THE U.S.. THE EUROPEAN S PACE AGENCY MAO AND CANADA.
714C FEPOFT CONSISTS OF SEVEN VOLUnES1 I - EXECUTIV E SUMMARY: 2 - DENCIHSTROTION OF SATELLITE-SO
arORTED CONI!UMIGATIONS ANO SUFVEILLANCS FOR OCEANIC AIR TRAFFIC CCRTROLT 7 - SUPPORT OF U.S. AERONA
UTICAL TfCMHRLOGT TEST PRCGRAP! 4 - DATA 'EDUCTION AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE$ S - FULTIPATH CHANNEL CPA
FACTERIYATTON TESTS 6 - RODEP EVALUATION TESTS 7 - SIRCP.A FT ANTENNA EVALUATION TEST.
SU9JEC Y f AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
RETWOPDSI ACIiCSAT*. PULTIPATN*. STS-61 DELAY-DOPPLER SCATTEP FUNCTIONS ROVER EVALUATIONS L-9AN01 VOICE INTELLIG
ISILITY2 P IT-ERROR RATES: RANGING*. ANTENNAS! PHASED ARRAY
UNIVERSITY OF "lire" AcCFss NUINBER0 	 736
F a.
OATS OF DOCUgENTITYPE! JUN: 1477 	 / NEWSPAPEN ARTICLE




	 THE ARTICLE OESCRIOE_S SEVERAL SATELLITE ENCOUNTERS lETWEEN GROUPS WITHIN THE LUTHEUN CHURCH*
!'OME CISCUSSION IS GIVEN TO THE COST OF A SATELLITE TERMINAL.
i SUBJECT 	 YCICE CCNKUHICATIONS
KEYWOVoSr	 SATELLITES CGHHUNICATIONSS *ACIDS LUTHEFAN
kk
	




OATF OF 0000MENT/TY PE1 SFFTEMBEP 1977	 / NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
TITLE IF OOCUREMTR	 RASA ACTIVITIES
AUTMOrl	 UNKNOWN
_	 DATELLTTES CTS	 r
APSTPICII	 THIS ARTICLE RELATES THE USE OF CTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS DURING THE JULY 1177 FLOOD OF JOHNSTON"
F • FSNNSTLWAWIA. A CESCRIPTIGN OF THE EMERGENCY SYSTEM IS GIVEN.
SU9JECTt	 VOICE ccriouNICATIONS
KETMOFOSI	 SATELLITES CTS! JOHHSTOWNT FLOODS COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNaEAT 736
DATE OF C%UMS-NT/TTPEr NOVERIE F 1976	 / TECHNICAL PEFORT
TITLE. OF DOCUMENT$	 LOWERING BARRIERS TO T£LECC%MUb !ICATIONS GPOWTH
r	 .
AUTHOPS	 CFOFBIE. D. 0.
ABSTRACTI	 THIS REPORT CONTAINS THE FINDINGS ANDRECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TELECOMMUN
TCATICNS TASK FORCE OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMHE°Cc. THE TASK FORCE WAS rO4MEO TC EXPLORE NOW B
f	 RPRIFPS TC THE APPLICATOCK OF TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY KENT Ee LDviEPES 30 THAT NEW DOMESTIC PR
OLWCTS ANC SEPVICES WCULO BECOME MORE WIDELY AND MORE RAPIDLY AVAILABLE.
TASK FORCE MENDERS VISITED 39 CONPANIESP WHICH WERE SELECTED TO PROVIDE A SLEW OF A NUMBER OF
VARIED ELEMENTS# LARGE AND SMALL COMFAHIESI EQUIPMENT P41OUFACTOPERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERSS AND EXP
DRIERS AND CCPPANISS SERVING THE DOMESTIC MARRET. TAKEN AS A WHOLES THE INTERVIEWS AM VISITS COVE
RFD THE PAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE U.S. TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY.
F-	 SURJECTI	 VOICE CCrPUNICATIONS
KEYWORDS'	 SATELLITE: COMMUNICATIONT T= LECOMMUNICATIONT DEVELOPMENTS iNOUSTRYS GOVERNMENT






DATE OF L'OCUNSNT /Tv PEv JANUARY 1977	 / NEWSPAPER ARTICLE





ASSTRACTS THIS ARTICLE OESCRIlES THE OPERATION OF THF. CTS SATELLITE ONE YEAR AFTER LAMM,	 COMMENTS RES
AFOING SATELLITE P_FFORHANCE INDICATE IT IS FUNCTIONING AS PLANNED.
r
SUBJEf TS DATA TFANSMISSICN	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/NEALTM APPLICATIONS
VOICE COPMUNICATIONS
KFTYORDSS CTT: CONMUMICATIONSI SATELLITE. CANAOAI EARTH TERMINALS LEWIS SPACE CENTER
JOUI►NAL TITLES SPACE SYSTEMS Ai.O TECHNOLOGY






CIATE C r V-CUM'NT/TYPE# MARrm 1577	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF	 TENT!	 TESTI NG A 67 8 /S FFSK «002" CH HEMS SATELLITE
AUTPOO T	 TAVL {TF, C. P.1 HORVAI, G-S HAVKIN, S. S.
SATFLLTTER STS
ARSTPf^TI FESULTS OF TESTING A 66 "EIS FAST
-FREQUENCY SHIFT-KEYING IFFSKI MODE M USING THE HEF"ES SATELLI
I S SYSTEM APE PRESENTED. THESE TESTS WERE CONDUCTED OURING THE PERIOD 29 JUNE *
 1176 TO I JULY, 1sy
E USING THE 4 METRE ARD 3 NETiE TERMINALS OF THE HERNE$ SYSTEM. APO REPRESENT PHASE to OF A CONTINUI
MS !TUOY OF DIGITA L "COEES FOP HIGH RATE OATA TRANSMISSION ON SATELLITE SYSTEMS. THE FIELD TESTING
FE.'ORTEI' HEREIN CONSISTS PRIPARILT CF CURVES OF BIT ERROR-RATE AS A FUNCTION OF Olt ENERGY TO NOIS
E ` Q SCTRAt DENSITY PATIO UNDEF. VARIOUS CHANNEL CONDITIONS. ALSO INCLUDED ARE MEASUREMENTS OF TRANS
Id TIEO AND PECEIVEO SPEC T 90
 ANO MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE-LOCKED LOOP ACQUISITION TWO
SU4JFCTS	 DATA TPAt:SMISSIcN
MEYUOF ^..	 "St DIGITAL VOCEMSt CO"MUNICATIONSI CAMAOA 2
 COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH LASOFATORY
	
. y' .




w	 DATE fr OJCUMr f1T/ rycF g JULY 107S	 / PAFFP,
T ITLE 7F 41I U 4FNTf	 At)VANCEC °ICItEDICAL APPLICATIONS TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
AuTairc I
	 SHAVATKI! 1 R. 9.: CALCWELL, 11. E.
SATFLLITEl ATS-E
DyJsr.T DF EYC[RI4FHT1
	 TC E•F. NCKSTRATF THE USE OF SATELLITE C04MUNICATIONS TO EXCHANGE BIOPEDIC4L INFORMATION
A5STPACTt	 THE V_TEFANS ACMINIST K ATION•S SVAI HEALTH CARE SYSTEM IS THE LARGEST IN THE UNITED STATES• IN
"CER TO QECVIUE TPE REST FOSSIBLE CARE TO EVERY PATIENT T HAT COMES TO A VA FACIUMP PECARDLESS 0
F ITS LCCATIOK, THE
 VA MUST CONSTANTLY LOOK TO THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
TO DETE £ r'IKF NMAT INFACT EACH MAY HAVE ON THE DELIVERY OF QUALITY MEDICAL CAFE. THE VA MADE A SIG
NIFICANT COMMITIMEMT TO THE CONDUCT CF BIOMEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ON ATS-6. FURTHERMORE, THE NEEDS OF
TPE V4• 3 NATIONW10= HEAIYH DELIVERY SYSTEM CALL FOR ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS ANO OPERATIONAL UTILIFAT
If'N OF SATELLITE TRANSMITTED COMMUNICATIONS.
SuAiF f: TI	 MFOICALIHEA, TI+ APPLICATIONS
KFYWOPDSC	 SATELLITE' ATS-61
 VFTERANS ADMINISTRATIONS 6104EDTCALT CQMlUNICATIONSI TELECONSULTAT IONS VIOfOt HOS
FITAL
UNIVERSITY Of DAYTON ACCESS NU"BENU ?4t
DATE OF OOCUMENTITYPf$ JULY 1974	 f JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF OOCUMENT $ 	 SATELLITE EXCHANGES OF MECICAL INFOAMATION
AUTNOPI	 SHAMASKIN* Re Sot CALCUELL ► K• S.
SAfELLITEt ATS-f
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TO EXCHANGE BICHEOICAL INFORMATION
ARSTRACTS	 THIS ARTICLE BRIEFLY SUPRAVIZES WORK DONE CURING THE VA EXPERIMENT• INCLUDED IS A LIST OF TOP
ICS PRESENTED VIA SATELLITEs
S09JECTI	 MEOICWVEALTN APPLICATIONS
VEYNOPOS$	 ATS-6$ SATELLITc$ VETERANS ADMINISTRATION$ BIOMEDICAL' TELECONSULTATION$ COMMUNICATIONS
JOURNAL TITLE$	 BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERI iii
DATE eF COCU"ENT /TYOF$ 1975	 / JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE_ 9F OOCUAEN*$	 TYr APPLICATION CF SATELLITES TO IMTEPHATIONAL INTERACTIVE SERVICE SUPPORT Cal"UNICATION
AUTHOPS	 9TSTPOM, J. W.
SATELLITE1 ATS-1
ARSTRAC-1 PEACESAT IS A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT INITIATED IN 1971. ITS OBJECTIVE IS TO STUDY THE BENEFITS
ARISIAC FPO" DIRECT CONFERENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN GROUPS WITH CCMMCN INTERESTS IM NIOELT SEPARA TED COLbTRIES CF THE PACIFIC. COOPEPATING INSTITUTIONS ARE LINKED BY LOU COST SELF-CONTAINED RAOI
0 TERNIEALS AND A COMMUNICAT ION SATELLITE RELAY. EACH STATION IS ABLE TC COMMUNICATE SI!".PL7 AND EA
SILT NIVV ALL OTHERS AND SEND AND RECEIVE VOICE ANO FACSIMILE St"ALSs TELETY PE AND SLOW SCAN TELE




-1$ SATELLITE$ COMMUNICATION! PEACESAT$ RAWAfI$ TELECOMMUNICATIONS EDUCATION$ VOICE





DATE OF DOCUMENT/TT*EI 1 676	 I JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE 0	 "UMEMTt	 A FCLLON-UF	 FORT ON THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT
AUTHOFI	 80009LE. H. -I.i HENSLEY, C. E-s GOLOSTEINt 0.
SATELLI7E1 AT5-5
ARSTPACTI IN PAY 1974, NASA LAUNCNEO THE ATS-6 SATELLITE. AMONG THE JC93 PLANNED FOR ATS-6 WS THE LAP$
E-SCALE DELIVEFT OF EDUCATIONAL AND HEALTH SERVICESt A CONCEPT PREVIOUSLY UNTRIED WITH COMMUNICATIC
NS SATELLITES. SFONSOREO 9V THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIONr EDUCATION PROJECTS WERE DEVELOPED
FOR ALASPA, APPALACHIA AND THE ROCKV MOUNTAIN REGION, THIS PAPER OESCFiIOES THE ACTIVITIES 4110 OUT
CONES OF THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT tAESP1-
SUBJECT$	 EOUCATIQICAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEOICAL/NEALTH APPLICATIONS
KETwOFOSS	 ATS-61 SATELLITES CONNUNICATION = APPALACHIAT AESPi TELECOMMUNICATION
JOURNAL TITLES	 EDUCATIONAL TECFNOLOGV SYSTEMS, VOLUPE S. ISSUE 2





DAT E Or ROCUH7-NT/TYPf. 1 21 - 23 JULY 1975	 / °AFEF
TITLE OF SUCUMENTI COLLEGE CURPICULUM - SHARING VIA CTS
AUTHOPI HUDSON. H. E.t GUILt. P. 0.1 COLL* D• C.: LUMBt D• R.
SATELLITEI	 CTS
p PJEi T o r EXFE- RIMENTI TO DEVELCF. DEMONSTRATE. !NO EVALUATE COLLEGE COUP.SE SHARING TECHNIQUES V14 SATELLITE USING VIDEO C
OMPGESSICN
ABSTRAi.Tt DOMESTIC COMMUNIC0TIOK SATELLITES AND VIDEO COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES WILL INCREASE COMNUNICATIGN
CHANNEL CAPACITY AND kEOUCE COST OF VIDEO TRANSMISSION.	 NASA APES RESEARCH CENTER S STANFORD UNIVE
Q RSITY An CARLETCN UNIVERSITY ARE PAPTICIPANTS IN AN EXPERIMENT TC DEVELOf. DEMONSTRATE. AND EVAtUA
TF COLLEGE COUPSE SHARING TECHNIQUES VIA SATELLITE_ USING VIDEO COMPRESSION,	 THE UNIVERSITIES MILL
EXCHANGE TELEVI5ED SEPINAT. ANC LECTUPE COURSES VIA CTS.
	
THE EXPEFIMENT FEATURES REAL-TIME VIDEO CO
t'FRESSICIL NITH CHANNEL COOING AND OUACRA •PHASE MODULATION FOR REDUCING TRANSMISSION 9ANDMIDTN AND P
OWER RECUIREMfNTS.	 EVALUATION PLANS AND PRELIMINARY FTSULTS OF CARLETON SURVEYS ON STUDENT ATTITUO
eb
ES TO TELEVISED TEACHING AAE PRESENTED. 	 POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE U-S. AND CANADA ARE OUTLINED.
StOIJEC Tt EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KEYwOFDSt CTSI VIDEO TRANSMISSION' ECUCATIONI TELECONFEP,ENCINGI VIDEO COMPRESSION





DATE Or DOCUMENT/TYPE% SFPTEHBEf 1916	 if JOURNAL ARTICLE
TITLE OF DOCUNENT O Pf.ACE=AT EXPERIMENT - GENERAL DESCRIPTION 1971-1976
AUTHC°$ RYSTROM, J.
SATELLITE$	 ATS-1
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT$ TO LINK TWELVE NATIONS BY COMMUNICATION SATELLITE FOR MEDICAL/HEALTH AND EOUCATIO!$
AOSTPACT$ THE FAN FACIFIf EDUCATIOA AND CCM$IUNICATION EXPERIMENTS BY SATELLITE (PEACESAT) IS AN INTERMIT
IGNAL EDUCATIONAL EIPERIPEkT INVOLVING INSTITUTIONS IN TWELVE NATIONS OF THE PACIFIC BASIN.	 ALL AR
E LINXS C RY COMMUNICATION SATELLITE AND ENGAGED IN DAILY INFORMATION SNARING.
	 STARTED IN 1969 AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, THE FIRST TFAKSHISSION NAS IN APRIL l971.
	 INTERNATIONAL NETWORKING BEGAT
WITH WELLIILGTOR, NEW 7EALAND IH DECEPOER 19719
	 A DAILY COMMUNICATION SCFEDULE HAS AVEPAGED 14 HOU
RS PER WEEK F s OM 1971-1976,
THE PEACESAT PROJECT HAS FRODUGEO ill THE FIRST AND ONLY INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE M
ETWGRK, 121 THE FIRST INTRASTATE SATELLITE NETWORK IN THE U.S.,	 131 TH£ FIRST COURSE FOR CREDIT BY
SATELLITE IN THE WOPLO,
	
141 TK FIRST SATELLITE LIBRARY NETWORK.
COP.PUNICATIONS ARE USED FOR EPIDEMIC CONTROL, MEDICAL NETWORKING, HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES• EL
EW NTARY AND SECONDARY INSTRUCTION• AGRICULTUPAL IMPROVEMENT, ECOAOMIC DEVELOPMENT, DISASTER CONTRO
L, FROFES;IONAL OEVELCPBENT, SUBPROFESSIONAt TRAINING.
SUBJECTS EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
NETWOGDS$ ATS-11 TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMST MEDICAL EDUCATIONI PEACESAT
JOURNAL TITLEt EOUCATICAAL BROADCASTING INTERNATIONAL, VOLUME 9, ISSUE 3 9 PAGES 153-11T





DATE 0c POCUMENTI T YPE2 JUNE 1915	 I JOURNAL AfTICLE
TITLE or ' 1HEWS	 FVALUATIwG STItDENT PERFORMANCE IN A DECEHTRALIIED BASIC SCIENCE PROGRAM
AUTHO V I	 C4LtEN. T. J.= LOHMER. C. W.T STFIKEG. G. E.S SCHWA$?, M. P.
D@J°CT OF EIPFFINCUT I	 TO EVALUATE A BASIC SCIENCE COURSE STUDENTS AT DIFFERENT UNIVERSITIES
ABSTFAC,TF EVALUATION CF THE BASIC SCIENCE CUPRICULUM IN THE REGIONALIIEO PROGRAM OFTHE UNIVERSITY Of NA
SNINGTOA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE /UWS"1 * NMEFE FIRST-SEMESTER COURSES ARE TAUGHT AT UNIVERSITIES IN NASN
INGTON. ALASKA, MONTANA. AND IDAHO IMAMII. REVEALED THAT STUDENTS 4T PARTICIPATING SITES AGHIEVEO A
S WELL AS THOSE AT UWMS.
SUIJEC f T	 FOUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
KETWOROSI	 HIUHEP ECUCATION: MEDICAL SOUCATIONI MEDICAL STUDENTS1 11AMI
JGURNAL 7ITLE 1	J^URNAL OF MEOICAL EOUCATIONv VOLUME S1. ISSUE 6. PAGES 413-9-IT
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNRERI TGO
DATF Or PICUM^NTlTYFEI 075
	
1 TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE IF OOf4j$f'2NT1	 All HIS TO&ICAL OVERVTEW OF THE P40OUCTION RnEAUIREMENT FOR THE.SA"ELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTfiATION• T
ECHNICAL 6EPORT NO. SC4.
AUT4OP9	 SHITH. 1'. P.: SUSEY, V.
SFONSGZIT:G AGENCY9	 NATIONAL INSTITU E OF EDUCATICN, DEPAFTNENT OF HEALTH. EDW ATION AND WELFARE. 1200 19TH STREET. H.W
.. 1445HINCT0N. D.C. 20206
SA T FLLII ; s ATS-6
OBJECT OF	 TO E"FLCY THE LATEST TELECOM MUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY TO DELIVER COMMUNIT Y ORIENTED PROGRAMMING TO RUN
AL TPEAS
A9Sl chc ff THE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY OEMONSTRATIOH EMPLOYS THE LATEST TELECOMHUNICATIONS TECNNMOGV TO C'FL
IVER CCrrUNITY CRIENTEO PCCGRAMMING TO RURAL AREAS. TO HEET THE GEPANG FOR CONTEMPORAALV B60ADCASTS
PCSFONSIVE TO CCMMUIIZTY NEEDS. A STUDIO WAS CONSTRUCTED IN THE DEAVE9 AREA TO PROCUCE AND COORDINAT
S FUTURE PROGRAMS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA. PROBLEMS WERE ENCLUNTEREO IN THE SITE SELECTION * CE
SIGF. EUUI°MENT PROCU KHENT, INSTALLATION, PERSONNEL SELECTION. AkD IMAUECURTE LEAD TINE. THiS REP
OFT REVIEWS DETAILS OF THE PROJECT O S BEGINNINGS AND MAKES RECOMMENOATIONS FOR THE FUTURE.
SU9JEf Tt	 9P.OADCASTING
KFYwOP75t	 ATS-6: TELECOMMUNICATION: VICEO £OUIPPENT: ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA; SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY OENONSTRATION
1ST 01
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBER= 1M1
DATE OF DOCUM'NT/TYPE+ OCTCBEP 1976	 / TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TITLE Of OOCUMENT•	 CTS UNITED STATES EXPERIMENTS — A PACGRESS REPORT
AUTHOFS	 00NOUFH=. P. t.: ROBBINS. W. M.
SPONSO°.TNG AGENCY$ 	 27TH IHTEANA T IONAL ASTRONAUTICAL CONGFESS SPONSORED BY INTERNATI06AL ASTRONAUTICAL FEOERATION9 ARAN
EIMt CALIFORNIA.
SATELLIT51 CTS
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENT S THIS PAPER PRESENTS THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS TO DATE
ABSTP.ACTI THE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE ICTSI IS A HIGH FOWE.R 4ROACCAST SATELLITE LAUNCHED BY
"., SA ON JANUARY 179 19760 CTS IS THE FIRST SATELLITE TO OPERATE AT A FREQUENCY OF 12 GIGANERTI AND
INCOPPCRATES NEW TECHNOLOGY MAKING POSSIBLE HEN SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES. CTS IS A C
OOPSRATIVE FROGFAK OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. THIS PAPER PRESENTS THE RESULTS OF THE UNITED
STATES FwPF.FIFENTS ACTIVITY TO DATE. WIDE SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION ARE INVOLVES IN THE EXPERINEN
TF PROGRAM INCLUDING THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY. OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES• INDUSTRY• AND THE EDUCATI
ON AND HEALTH ENTITIES. THE EXPERIMENTS AVE ASSOCIATED WITH BOTH TECHMOLCGICAL OBJECTIVES AND THE
DEMONSTRATION OF NEW COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES VIA SATELLITE.
SUIJECTI	 EOUCATICWAL APPLICATIONS 	 MEOICAL/NEALTH APPLICATIONS
XETWOROSI	 CTS: SOCIAL SERVICES: TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS 744
W
m
DATE OF DOCUMENT/ TTPES OCTOBER 1977	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUMEHTS	 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION PFCJECT
AUTHOFe	 BENSTEAC. G.
S4T1ELtI7El 4IS-1
OBJTCT OF EXFSPIMENTS TO TEACP COURSE$ BY A SNALL SCHOOL TO ELEVEN TINY COUNTRIES BY SATELLITE
APSTRACTS THE MAJOR EMPHASIS OF THE UNIVERSITY'S EXPERIMENTATION WITH A7S-1 HAS BEEN CONCERNED WITH OPTIMI
SING THE F.ESOUPCES OF A SMALL SCHOOL WITHIN A WIDELY SCATTERED ISLAND E&VIRCHMENT. ELEVEN TINY COU
HTRIES CCNTRISUTE TOTHE UNIVERSITY, AND THE COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENTS MADE AVAILABLE ST THE NASA F
ACILITY HAVE ALLOWED THE UNIVERSITY THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A UNIQUE SYSTEM OF EHUCATIOMAL OELIV
ERY AMO ADMINISTRATION.
SUIJECTs	 EI'UCATIC#AL APPLICATIONS
KEYWORDS&	 ATS-1: TELECOMNUNICATIONSS U. OF SOUTH PACIFIC: SATELLITE COURSES





DATE OF 'J0CUMF'1T/TY}Ft MAY 1917
	
/ PAPER
TITLE DF: U'}i-UM 'ITt	 fF.HOTE PSYC.IIAI:?IC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES VIA COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE [CTS)
AUTHUP y 	COVVEY, H. 0.
SPON:,0RT 4AG AGr7CY1	 CANaOIAN rOttFERF.t.CE UU INI . OPMATION SCIENCE; QUE9£G CITY, QUEBEC, CANADA
SATELLITE$ CTi
ORJFGI OF FXPEtIMF.NTt 	 TO PROVIDE REMOTE PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES TO A POPULATION IN MOOSE FACTOPY, ONTARIO, VIA OF SATELLITE
ARSTkACT •
 Tu PROVIDE FEMOTE PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES TO A POPULATION IN MOOSE FACTORY, ONTARIO, VIA SATELLIT
E, DIGITAL OITA LINKS WILL BE USED TO PROVIDE 24-HOUR ACCESS TO THE PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL FILE SYSTEM
AND 'HE PSYCHIATRIC, PATIENT kEGISTER AT UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, LONDON, ONTARIO, AND TO PERIIT SCORIN
G ANO INTERPFETATIOrt OF STANDARD PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS. THE EXPERIMENTS ALSO WILL PROVIDE EMERGENCY
AND ROUTINE FSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATInu, SUPERVISION OF PROCEDURES, AND BACK-UP EXPERTISE. HEDICAL AN
0 PA?A-MEDICAL STAFF MILL BE EDUCATED THROUGH A TV-AUDIO INTERACTIVE LINK. THE TV TRANSMISSION OFT
HFAD Ali-1 THE DIGITAL DATA LINK ARE EXPLAIttED, AND THE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE ARE DESCRIBED. 	 METHOD
S TO BE USED FOR IMPLEHENTING.THE AUTOMATED PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST BATTERY ALSO ARE DESCRIBED.
EDUCATIONAL EPPLICATIONS
	 MEDICAL/HEALTH APPLICATIONS
CTS: MErITAL HEALTH PROGRAMS, TELECOM I.'INICATIONI PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES1 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTI'1G1 RURAL
AREAS' EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
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DATE OF ;OrUMEMTITV011 AUGUST 1975	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF 09CUMCNTS 	 USING SATELLITE T£C"MOLCGY TO 1NCREASE PFcOFESSIOMAL COMNURICATIC US !HONG TEACHEPS A REPORT OF EXPER
IMENTS CONOUCYEJ BY THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
AUTHCRt	 UOKNOWN
SATELLITES ATS-1 1 OTS-5
Is]	 ONIGCT OF fwP_RIMEMTS 74 IMFRCVE PROFESSIONAL COP"UNICATIVIN AMONG TFACHSVS
Ja	 APSTRACT S
	
THC WATIONAL EDUCATION A5SOCIATIOM IMEA1 IN CONJUNCTION MIT" THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AMO SFAGA	 E ACHINISTAATICN, THE HATICNAL LISRAPY OF MEDICINE • THE ALASKA BRCADCASTIMG COMMISSION, Aka THE FAG
O
	
IF1C PEACESAT METWOPK, COM3UC7ED FOUR SATELLITE EXPEPIMENTS DESIGNED TO IP PROVE PROFESSIONAL CONNUM
IfATION APONG TEACHERS. THESE PROGRAMS WERE THE SATELLITE SEMINARi, THE REA —ALASKA "OUR, MEASA T v AM
0 THE PAN—PACIFIC SATELLITE PILOT SEFIES. THE FEPORT CONCLUDED T"ATI 111 TEACHERTO T 	 r1EACHER EStAN
GE IS THE PROGRcAN 'S MOST IPPOPTANT ASPECTS 121 WHEN THE COURSE IS OFFEVED FOR CREDIT TNEfi6 IS LESS
T EACHER PARTICIPATION! 931 SUFFICIENT TIME MUST BE ALLOMEO TO RAIL MATERIALS IX ADVANCE OF THE FROG
RAMS% Iil A SITE COOROINATCR 15 ESSENTIAL AT EMERY LOCATION, AND 151 PRIOrE LOCAL COORDINATION SHOUL
0 BE ESTABLISHED WITH ALL POTENTIAL USEPS OF A SATELLITE RAOIO STATICR TO SELECT AN OPTIMUM SITE.
TOE ADYAIITAGES CF US11,G SATELLITES AS DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR PEA FRCGRAPS WERE SUMMARIZEQ. THE APPEN
IY CONTAINS SAMFLE PRESS RELEASES * EVALUATION FORMS, AND DIS.;USSIOM OUESTIONS.
EDUCATIONAL APPLICATICMS
CO"RUMICATION SATELLITESS EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION; IMSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATIONS RURAL EDUCATION











DATE OF OOCUMENT/*YPEl CGTOPER 1975	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS 	 FERCESAT F70JECT SOCIAL APPLICATIONS2 EARLY USES OF INTERNATIONAL THO -NAY CDMMUNICATIONS BY SATELLI
TE FOR SOCIAL DLVELOPPENT. AEFOPT 2.
AUTHOR r	 UNKNOWN
SATELLITES ATS-1
OBJECT OF EXP -TRIMiNTI	 TO DESCRIBE THE SOCIAL APPLICATIONS CF PEACESAT
0BSYRACT1 THE PEACESAT PROJECT [PAN-PACIFIC EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION EXPERIPENTS SY SATELLITE) IS AN
INTERNA T IONAL EDUCATICN EXPERIMENT INVOLVING INSTITUTIONS IN 12 NATIONS OF THE PACIFIC BASIN. 9EGU
M IN 19F9 AMC IN FULL OPEr%ATICN SINCE 1971. THE PROJECT EXPERIMENTS NITN THE APPLICATION OF COMMUNI
CATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND NEW METHODS OF OPERATION ESPECIALLY 9ESIGNED FOR HEALTH, EOUCATION• AND.COMM
UNITY SERVICES. THIS REPORT DESCRIBES THE SOCIAL APPLICATIONS OF PEACESAT. SOME OF THE APPLICATIO
NS INCLUDE INTEkCULTUFAL EXCHANGE t DISSEMINATION INFORMATION FOR AGRICULTURE• TEACHIlKG LAN BY SATEL
LITE. SOLVIN(A COMMUNITYPROBLEMS+ AND ANTICIPATING. POTENTIAL MEDICAL A40 0 0CAL.TH PROBLEMS. GUIDELIN
ES FOP. USING THE SYSTEM APE INCLUDED ALONG WITH A CHRONOLOGY OF TIRE PROJECT.
SU9 isc i t
KEYMOP O IS l
EOUCATICKAL APPLICATIONS
CUMMUNICATION SATELLITES: INFORMATION SYSTEMS+ SOCIAL SERVICESI TELECOMMUNICATIONS PEACESAT




OATS OF OOCUNEN*/TYPEI NOVEMBER 1973	 / PAPER
TITLE Of OOCUMENTI	 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY IN THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
AUTHORS	 "ORGAN. F. P.
SPOMSOPING AGENCY@	SYMPOSIUM ON COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA AND THE FUTURE OF HIGNEP. EOUCA710N 9 STUTTGART, GERMANY
OBJECT OF EWFWRI"ENTI TO SWAMINE TH° FOTENTIAL ROLE Of COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EOUCAt
IOM IN THE UNITED STATES
ARSTRA.`: AN EXAMINATION IS MADE OF THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF COMMNICATIONS MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE fUl
UPE OF FIGHER EDUCATICN IN THE UNITED STATES IU.S.1. THE STATUS OF U.S. FIGNER EDUCATION IS REVIEW
°_0, IPPCFTAMT TRENDS ARE IDENTIFIED, AND THE RATIONALE FOR INCREASED TECNROLOGICAL UTILIIATION IS 0
ISCUSSEO. THIS IS FOLLOWED BY A OCSCRIFTION OF SELECTED EXAMPLES ANO USES OF LARGE-SCALE ELECTROMI
C TECHMCLCGV IN AMERICAN HIGhER EOUGATIOM AND BY A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS INVOLVI
MG TELEVISION AND CONFUTER AND INFORMATION NETWORKS. PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS ALSO DEVOTED TO FE XFER
IeE NTS AhO FUTURE; OEVELOPM ?NTF INVOLVING COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES, PROJECTS IN THE PACIFIC AREA A
NC ALASKA, AS WELL AS FORTHCOMING EXPERIMENTS IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES AND IN APPALACHIA. APE 0
E_CPIEEO, WITH EMPHASIS UPON DEVELOPMENTS WHICH NIGHT AID IM RESOURCE SNARING AND IM EXPANDING ACCE
SS TO HICPr.R EDUCATION. THE PAPER CCNCLUDES WITH SOME BRIEF COMMENTS CONCERNING FOREGASTS OF THE F
UTURE UTILIZATICN OF TECHNOLOGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION AND SOME SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE ROLE OF Co"
MUNICATIM MEDIA IN THE PROPOSED WORLD UNIVERSITY,
SUBJEC* t	EDUCATIONAL AFPLICATICNS
KEYWOR9St	 COMMUNICATION SATELLITE: HIGHER EDUCATION1 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGYt TELECOMMUNICATION






DATE OF OJCUPENTITYRES t176	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF nOCUYFNTS	 THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATFLLITE PROJECT - FINAL REPORT
AUTHOFI	 UNKNOWN
SPONSORING AG=N;YM	 NATIOM,At INSTITUTE OF EDUCATICH, WASNINGTON, C.C.
SATELLITFI AFF-6
OPJEC' OF EVP=RINENTS TO OEMONSTRATE THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AS A MEANS OF INTENSIFYING LOCAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
S Ik APPALACHIA.
ABSTRACTS	 TWE FIRST SECTION OF THIS REPORT DESCRIBES THE 09JECTIVES 9
 fFOJECT OPGANIZATION, AND PROGRAM 0
F THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT, THE SECOND SECTION OESCAIEES THE RESOURCE GOORDINAT
ING CENTERS AND TH IIR SEVEIM HISSIONSI READING COURSE DEVELOPMENT, CAREEN EDUCATION COURSE OETELOPME
NT FOP x
-6 ANO 7-129 FOUR-CHANNEL AUDIO PROGPAH DEVELOPMENT, TELEVISION PRODUCTION A160 BROADCASTING
, INFOPMAATION SYSTEMS, AND FVALUATIOM. TWO DOCUMENTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIX TO THE SECOND SE
CTICNI ONCE OESCFI OJES THE FOUR-CHLNNEL AUDIO COMPONENT OF THE PROJECT, AND THE OTHER PROVIDES SANFLE
S OF INPUT AND COGUPEHTS FRON THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PP.OJECT. THE THIRD SECTION DESCRIBES THE OFE
RATICN AMO FUNCTION OF THE FIVE PEGIONAL EDUCATION SERVICE AGENCIES WHICH COOPERATED IN THE PROJECT
FFOJECT ACCOMPLISHREMTS ARE SUHMARI7ED IN THE FOURTH SECTION, AND POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS C
ONCLUDE THE REPOF.T.
SUSTEcT1	 FOUCATICNAL APPLICATIONS
xEYWOp OSM	 APPALACHIAN EDUCATIONS CAFEER fCUCATIONt ATS-ES EDUCATIONAL TECHNCLOGYS INSEFVICE. TEACHER EDUCATION
S RURAL EDUCATIONS TELECOMKUNICATIONt SATELLITE PROJECTS MESPI
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMBERS iSH
ti ^,a






TITLS OF DOCUMENT S
	STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS OIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE READING INSTRUCTION# SUMMER• 1914. TECHNICAL PEPO
RT NO. 8
AUT140f.1	 BRAMBLE# W. J.$ NARIOW# P.1 AUENESS, C.
SPONSORING AGENCTI	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATICN# OEPAOTHENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, 1206 19TH STREET. N.W
.. WASHINGTON# 0.6. 20268
SATELLITES ATS-6
OBJECT OF EXPfRIMENT1 TO CEMONSTRATE GAINS IN FERFORMANCE CN TEST KEYED TO COURSE OBJECTIVES# AND THEIR ATTITUDES TOWARD
CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES PRESENTED IN THE COURSE
ABSTRACT$ A COURSE IN OIAGWOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE READING INSTRUCTION WAS OELIVEREO sY SATELLITE TO A GR
OUP OF EDUCATORS# AND COGNITIVE #
 AFFECTIVE# AND CLASSROOM PRACTICE CHANGES NEPE OBSERVED. PARTICIP
ANTS MERE KINDERGARTEN THROUGH THIRD GRADE TEACHERS IN THE APPALACHIAN REGION. THE COURSE CONSISTE
D OF 12 HALF-HOUR COLOR VIOEOTAPEO LESSONS• 12 PRETAPEO AUDIO REVIEW SESMENTS# LABORATORY ACTIVITIE
S• UNIT TESTS# RELATED HEAVING MATERIALS# AND THREE 4s-MINUTE# LIME• TELEVISED SEMINAR PROGRAMS. P
RE AND POST TESTS WERE DEVELOFED FOR EACH Of THE 12 UNITS OF THE COURSE. THE PARTICIPANTS OEMONSTR
ATEO GAINS IN PERFORMANCE ON TESTS KEYED TO COUPSE OBJECTIVES # AND THEIR ATTITUDES TOWARD CONCEPTS
AND PRIACIPLES PRESENTED IM THE COURSE CHANGED SLIGHTLY IN A POSITIVE OIAECTION. STATISTICAL TABLE
S SHOO THE RESULTS OF PRE AND POST TESTING. A QUESTIONNAIRE• A TEACHING PRACTICE INVENTORY• AND TM
E COURSE OUTLINE ARE APPENDED.
SUBJECTS	 CONATICI6AL APPLICATIONS
WEVWO•DS1	 4TS-61 APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT IAESPII EDUCATIONAL TELEVISIONS READING INSTRUCTIONS
RURAL ECUCATIOWT TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE HEADING INSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUNBERI 75s
DATE OF dOSUMFYT/TYPEe OCTORF3 1974 	 / TECHNICAL RE09RT
TITLE OF OOCI1H$ iiTt 	 FORM4TIVE F.VPLUATIOH STUDY FOR &ES P OIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE READING COURSE. TECHNICAL ZEPORT N
0. 1
RUTNOty 	 RPANALE, W. J.: AUSNE'S, C.
SpONSnRI Pir, 46F. •ICYe	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION n OEPA*TMENT OF HEALTHY EDUCATION AND WELFARE• 1249 1:9114 STREEV9 N.W
., WASNINGTONY D.C. 20204
SATF'LLIfFt 4T:-6
TO EVALUATE THE nIAGPIDSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE READING INSTRUCTION COURSEI FOR K -3 TEACHERS
THE APPALACHIAN FOUG4110H SATELLITE PROJECT 1AESP1 WAS CONCEPTUALIZED IN IIY3 111 TO DEVELOP C
OURSES fi t READING AND CAREER—EDUCATION INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS IN THE APPALACHIAN REGION• 4ND Its
TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF CONDUCTING SUCH COURSES OVER A LARGE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA VIA COMMUNIC
ATIO45 SA TELLITES. THIS REPOPT DFSCRISFS THE FORMATIVE EVALUATION DESIGN USED FOR ONE CO MtSEY 1HE
DIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE READING INSTPUCTION_COURSE FOR K-3 TEACHERS. TWELVE OIFFERfNf INSTRUME
NTS WERE USED TO EVALUATE THE TELEVISED LECTURE TAPE, AUDIO REVIEW TAPE *
 
LABORATORY ESERCISESY AND
SCP,IP13 FOR THE COURSE MODULE. FORTY GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS FROM READING CLASSES AT T'
HE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION PROVIDED FOR FORMATIVE EVALUATION BATA FOR THE PROJE
CT. EXAMPLES OF THE INSTRUMENTS TOGETHER WITH THE SPECIFIC PROCEDURES FOR THEIR USE ARE IRCLUOED.
EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
ATS-6f DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING% EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION% FORMATIVE EVALUATION% INS£RVICE TEACHER EOUCATI
ONS TELECONNUNICATION! APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT fAESPIS REAOINii
UNIVERSITY OF OATTGH ACCESS XURGIR1 436









DATE OF DOCURENT/TYPEt OFCFMBER 1474	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCU4ENT1	 THE EVALUATION unrcNt SUMP.ER COURSES, Sm. TECHNICAL REPORT NO.'#.
AUTHOPI	 4FArBLE, W. J.: AUSNESS, C.
SPONSORING AGFUCYt	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE CF EDUCATION, OEPARTPENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATIO'f AND WELFARE, 1280 19TH STREET, N.W
.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 2021)
SIHIJEC r t
KEYVOp05t
TO EVALUATE GRAOUA TF EDUCATION COURSES GIVEN BY SATELLITE
THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT FAESPI WAS CONCEPTUALIZED IN 1475 ICI TO DEVELOP C
CURSES IN REACING AND CAPE =R-EDUCATI " INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS IK THE AP PALAC14TAN REGION, AND ill
TO CETERt 'INE THE FEASIBILITY CF CONDUCTING SUCH COURSES OVER A LARGE GEOGRA-WICAL AREA VIA COMMUNIC
STICH SATELLITES. OURIAG THE SUMMER OF 137x• NEARLY 611 TEACHERS AT 16 SITES RSC£IVEC GRADUATE EDuC
ATICH CCUFSES. THE EVALUATIOk OF THOSE CCUP.SES IS DESCRIBED IN THIS DOCUMENT. INCLUDED IN.THE,EVA
LUATION STRATEGIES USED AtEt iii PRE -POST COURSE TESTING OF THE CCGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE BEHAVIORS 0
F PARTICIPANTSS42l ACHIEVEMENT TESTING AFTEP EACH UNIT OF INSTRUCTIONt 151 USER RATING OF THE DIFFE
RENT PFESENTATILN 110CESI (4) DESCRIPTIVE DOCUMENTATION OF EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES• PERSONNEL, AND PAR
TICEPANTS: AND 151 A FIELD STUDY OF THE ADDITIVE IMPACT OF THREE ACTIVITIES IN THE COURSE LEARNING
SEQUENCE. THE IMPLEMENTATION AMC DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR THE EVALUATION ARE ALSO DESCRIBED.
EDUCATIChAL APPLICATIONS
ATS-6 1
 CAREER EDUCATION: TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPALACHIAH EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT IAES PIT EVALUAT
ION HETHCOs! RURAL EDUCATION
SATELLITER ATS-6








UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS WM IERS 737
I
DATE OF OOCIMIFNT/TTPE8 AUGUST 1175	 f TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENT,	 STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT• CAREER EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS SUMMER, 1174r TECHNICAL REPORT we
9.
AUTHOPI	 NARIO04 Rel SRANDLE• Us Jol AVSNESS9 to
SPONSORIW AGENCTI	 NATIONAL IMSTITUTB OF EDUCATION• DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND NELFAREt 1249 1 4"l1 STIlEETt No"
.. MASHINGTON IP
 COC• 28280
TO OEHONSTRATE THE FEASIDILITT OF CONDUCTING GRADUATE LEVEL COURSES FOR 194CMERS IN ISOLATE/ "Gi011
S USING CCNNUHICATION SATELLITE
THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATIOM SATELLITE PROJECT IAESPI OAS CREATED TO 09MONS1241E THE FEASIDILtu
OF CONDUCTING CRADJATE LEVEL COURSES FOR TEACHERS IN ISOLATED REGIONS USING COMMUNICATION SATELLITE
S. ONE OF THE AESP"S FOUR PRCJECIS WAS AN EIGHT SESSION CAREER EDUCATION SERIES FOR. 214 ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS GIVEN AT 18 SITES THROUGHOOT THE APPALACHIAN REGION. THE CONCLUSIONS REACHED oft
s Oil TEACHERS OEMONSTRATEO A SIGNIFICANT CAIN IN THE COGNITIVE AREAS 421 TEACHERS INDICATtU.A-51011
IFICANT CHANGE IN ATTITUDE TOWARD CAREER EDUCATIONS ISI TEACHERS FELT THE COMMIE TMfI4lEJl THEN *ITN
MORE USEFUL INFORMATION THAN A CAMPUS EDUCATION COURSE! APO 161 TEACHERS ARE CONTINUING TO USE TIE
CAREER EDUCATION TECHIIIOUES THEY LEARNED IN THEIR OWN CLASSROONS• THE APIEN9109S GOVER GOORSA OW
LINE• LAO NATERIALS 9 AND VARIOUS OUESTICNNAIRES USED IN THE FORMATIfE EVALUATION.NNILlSSr
EOUCATICPAL APPLICATIONS
ATS-61 CAREER EDUCATIONS EOUCATIONAL TELEVISIONS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERSS RURAL EOUCATIO'NS TELIS
ONMUNICATIOMT APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT IAESPI













DATE OF OOCt ENT/TYPES SEPTEMBER 1975	 I TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLF Of DOCUMENTS 	 COST ESTIMATION MODEL FOR ALTERNATIVE FORMATS AND DELIVERY NODES. TECHNICAL WORT NO, 10,
AUTHOPe	 8PAVI LE, We Jet AUSNESS, Col MERTENS, 00
SPONSORING AGENCTe 	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, DEPAPTHENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATIOG AND WELFARE, 1200 19TH STREET, N.W




TO JUSTIFY THE COST OF USING THE SATELLITE METH009 A COST MODEL WAS DEVELOPED
THE APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT (AESP) WAS DESIGNED TO APFLY COMMUNICATIONS SATELL
ITE TECHNOLOGY TO THE TASK OF IMPROVING THE OUALITT Of EDUCATION IN APPALACHIA, THIS REPORT IS THE
10TH IN A 12 VOLUME SERIES, TO JUSTIFY THE COST OF USING THE SATELLITE NETHOO, A COST NOOEL WAS 0..
EVfLOPEOe THIS COST MODEL PROVIDED INFORMATION OWN (1) THE COST TO DEVELOPS PRODUCE, TRANSMITs A16
HAPDLE EACH OF INS LE4VMING ACTIVITIES IN THE COURSES PRODUCED BY THE AESP$ (21 THE EFFECT ON COUR
SE COSTS OF ADDING OR DELETING LEARNING ACTIVITIES$ 431 THE PER-STUDENT COST VARIANCE. AS A FUNCTION
OF THE VARIOUS FACTOPS1 AND f4l THE POINT WHERE EDUCATION BY SATELLITE IS EFFICIENT IN RELATION TO
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF INSTRUCTION, TWELVE FIGURES ILLUSTRATE THE FORMULAS FOR CALCULATING ONST I
T COSTS TO DEVELOP, PRODUCE, AND EVALUATE THE DIFFERENT AESP LEARNING ACTIVITIES. ELEVEN TABLES OF
COST ESTIMATES ARE ALSO INCLUDED. DETAILED INFORMATION THAT BREAKS DONN THE COST OF EACH ELEMENT
IS APPENOEO,
EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS













PATE OF (OCUNENT/TYPE@ SEPTEPIER 1979
	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUMENTS	 SURNATIVE EVALUATION OF CAREER EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL Cwj1mE1 FALL* 177*9 TE MIM NP
ORT N09 11.
AUTHOR@	 MAYNARD. Do
SPONSORING AGENCY$	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EOUCATION9 DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE. IND !*TN SIREET: ILH
.. WASH;kGTON^ D.C. ti2ii
SATELLITES ATS-6
ON JECT OF EXPERIMENT@ TO UTILIZE A COMMUNICATION SATELLITE AS PART OF A 16 SESSION CAREER EDUCATION COURSE FOR SECONDARY
SCHOOL TEACKERS
ABSTRACT@ A CCMMUNICATION SATELLITE WAS UTILIZED AS FART; OF A 16 SESSION CAREER EOU¢ATIOM CONRSE FOR $a
ONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS GIVEN AT 19 SITES THROUGHOUT TNK APPALACHIAN REGION. THE CONCLIISIOMS Rum
D WERE$ 111 TEACHERS PREFERRED THE SESSIONS WHICH PRESENTED EXAMPLES OF CAREER.EOIATATIOIM
NOW TO 00 IT" 26 FORMATE 421 TEACHERS PREFERRED LAO ACTIVITIES IM MUCH STUDENT I11 MACTtlM'PREOOIII
NATEOI 431 TEACHERS WOULD USE THE CORU (COMPUTER BASED RESOURCE UMITSI AM AIM/ARM ISISTRACTS OF IM
STFUCTIONAL NEOIA AND RESEARCH MATERIALS IN VOCATIONIL EDUCATION) INFORMATION SVSTENS IF.TNET WERE
INSTALLED IN THEIR SCHOOL SYSTEMS BUT WANTED HONE CLARIFICATION OF THEM YSAGEt IF0 TEACHM Kom
TRATEO SIGNIFICANT GAINS IN THE COGNITIVE AREAL 131 TEACHERS INDICATED SIGNIFICANT COMM IM ATTIHI
OE TOWAFCS CAREER EDUCATIONI AND 161 TEACHERS. INDICATED THEY ARE USING MORE CAREEM EDUCATION "TINS
TIES IN THEIR OWN GLASSROONS, THE APPENDIXES INCLUDE THE MANES OF THE 39 PARTICIPANTSi THE LAO ACT
IVITIES9 AND VANIOUS OVESTIOMNAIRES USED OWING THE FORMATIVE EVALUATION PROCESS.
SUIJECTS	 EDUCATICNAL AFPLICATIONS
KEVVOPOSS	 ATS-61 CAREER ECUCATION2 EDUCATIONAL TELEVISIONS INSERVICE TEACHER EOUCATIOMI RURAL EDUCATION@. SM
NOARY SCHOOL TEACHEPSS APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT IAESPI






DATE of DOCUMENTITTPER SEPTEMBER 19TS	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF OOCUMENTl
	
SUMRATIVE EVALUATION Of DIAGNOSTIC AN4 PRESCRIPTIVE READING INSTRUCTION 9-6 COUP.SEo SPRING *
 1979. T
£CHNICAL REPORT N0.12.
AUTHORR	 9FAMBLE♦ M. J.1 MAYNARO, On 1 *2 MARION• R•
SPONSORING. AGENCY1	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION• DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH *
 EDUCATION AND WELFARC9 12118 19114 STREET * N.W
.. WASHINGTON9 D.C. 20200
SATELLITES ATS-6
OBJECT OF EKPERIMENTI TO OF FER INOIVIDUALIZED EXPERIENCE IN DIAGNOSING SPECIFIC READING PROBLEMS AND IN LOCATING REMEDIAL
MATERIALS VIA OF SATELLITE
iMSTRA;Te AN INSSAVICE EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION COURSE, WHICH OFFERED INDIVIDUALIZED MxPERIENCE TH.DIAGNOS
ING SPECIFIC READING PROBLEMS AND IN LOCATING REMEDIAL MATERIALS* WAS SEAMED BY COMMUNICATION SATEL
LITE TO 2!6 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IM THE APPALACHIAN REGION. COURSE EVALUATION CONCLUDED THAT
1 ill PARTICIPANTS DEMONSTRATED A SIGNIFICANT CAIN IN THE COGNITIVE AREAS f21 OARTICIPANTS PREFERRE
0 PROGRAMS WHICH BALANCED THEORY AND PRACTICES 131 PARTICIPANTS SCOREO A NONSIGNIFICANT CHANCE IN A
TTIIUDES 141 SITE COORDINATORS NEEDED MORE TRAINING AS FACILITATORSS t9! A NOW EFFICIENT SYSTEM CF
OUESTICN RELAY AN9 QUESTIOK SCREENING SHOULD BE UTILIZED$ 161 TEACHER-TO-TEACHER EXCHANGE AND FIEL
O WORK WERE HIGHLY PATEDS t?) INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS WOULD BE UTILIZED MORE FNEgArNTLY IF IN
E SITE COORDINATOR POSSESSED MORE TAAININC9 THE VIDEO PROGRAM WAS IMPROVE0 9 AND THE PECONMENDED HAT
ERIALS WERE MORE ACCESSIBLEt (81 EDUIPN'ENT PERFORMANCE WAS EKCELLEMTI 191 PARTICIPANTS CONSIDERED T
HE COJIM 'EXPERIENCE VALUABLE. APPENDIXES CONTAIN 25 TABLES AND 4 ILLUSTBATIONS9 OUESTIONNAIRESP A
NO EVALUATION FORMS. THIS WAS ONE OF FOUR APPALACHIAN EDUCATION SATELLITE PROJECTS.
SUBJECTI	 EOUCA TICNAL APPLICATIONS
KEYWOROSS	 ATS-St EDUCATIONAL TELEVISIONS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACIERSS INSERVICE TEAGMER EDUCATIONS READING OIA
GNOSIS! RURAL EDUCATIONS APPALACHIAN EOUCATION SATELLITE PROJECT 1AESP1
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS HUMERI r61
}
DATE OF DOCUMENT/TYPE# MAY 1976	 / TECHNICAL REPORT
TITL°_ OF OOCUMENTI 	 HISTORY AND RECOMMENDATIONS RESULTING FROM EVALUATION PLANNINC FOR THE FEDERATION OF JIOCKY NOr ulm
STATES $ EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY OEMONSTRATION. FINAL REPORT.
AUTHORS	 NARKLEP M. N.1 MARKLE9 0. C.$ CARL8fNGs Co 6.1 FORTE * 0. R.
SPONSORING ACENCYS	 DFPARTNENT OF NEALTH• EOUCATIONip AND WELFARE• OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY * NASHINGTON9.met•
SATELLITES ATS-6
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS 
0 
SUMMARY OF THE FIRST 19 MONTHS OF OPEPATION OF THE SATELLITE TECNNIOLOSY &ENONSTRATIOM Is  PR[IRM
1
ABSTRACT#	 A SUMMARY OF THE FIRST 16 MONTHS OF OPERATION OF THE FEDERATION OF ROCKY NOUKTAIN STATES* E94OLn
F+	 ATIOMAL TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION (RENAMED SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION AFTER MAY "PSI DETAILS THE HISTORY OF THE DEMONSTRATION AND EXPLAINS THE RATIONALE FOR THE DENONSTRATI01 #5 EVALWATI" PIP
ARMING AMC HISTORICAL ANALYSIS• THE REPORT CONCLUDES WITH RECOMHEHOATIM FOR FUTURE SOCIAL.OENONO
TRATION FROJECTS9 NOTING THAT IT IS IWERENTLY DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE A NORKASLE DALANCE AVOW MITI
CAL CONSTRAIGITS, OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS• SOCIAL CONSTRAINTS, AND At THE SAME TINA: REACH THE PROJEC 	 4.
T eS GOALS.
SUBJECTS	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
KEYNONtOSS	 COMNUNICATION SATELLITES$ DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS/ EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOM TELECONMUNICATIONI SAT>ELL
ITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION 1STDI
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ACCESS NUMER• POE
I
0
DATE OF COCUMENT/TTPEs 1975
	
/ TECHNICAL REPORT
TITLE OF DOCUNEHT1	 PROGRAMMING AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVENENTI DESIGNING TOPICAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR R
URAL ADULT AUL+ IcNCES. SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. SOS.
AUTHOR!	 DARRT, k.
SPONSORING AGENCYt 	 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION ANO WELFARE. 12#0 i9TH STREET, N.W
., WASHIRGTCR, O.C. 241208
SATELLITfs ATS-6
OBJECT OF c`XP5RINSNT1	 TO )EST THE FEASIIILITY OF OELIV£-1aNG TELEVISION PROGRAMMING VIA SATELLITE TO ISOLATED. RURAL LOCAT
IONS
ABSTRACTS	 THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF TIP+ SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION $SIC) WAS TO TEST TRL FEASIBIL
ITT OF DELIVERING TELEVIS*_CH FROGRAMING VIA SATELLITE TO ISOLATED RURAL LOCATIONS. COMMUNITY HEREEK
S AT VARIOUS STU SITES WERE SUQVEYED TO OETERNIbE NOW THEY FELT A2OUT A VARIETY OF TOPICS WHICH NER
N	 E PLANNED FOR AN ADULT EVENING SERIES. TOPICS IN EDUCATION, CONSUVEA AFFAIRS* HEARTH* AND ENVIRCN"
ENT PROVED TO BE OF INTEREST. AND A SERIES OF It PROGRAMS• 42 MINUTES EACH WITH A It MINUTE LOCAL 0	 t b
UESTION-AMO-ANSWER SEGMENT, WAS DESIGNED AND 9ROAOCAST TO STD RECEIVERS LOCATED IN LOCAL JUNIOR HIG	 C:
H SCHOOLS. AUDIEW E REACTIONS WERE PCSITIVE. RUT IT WAS CONCLUDED THAT NONE INTEREST COULD BE GENE
RATED IF PROGRAMS WERE OF MORE SPECIFIC LOCAL INTEREST. tv
SUBJECT$	 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS	 410
KEYWDROSf	 ATS-6$ SATELLITL TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION WOls ADULT EDUCATION! CONMUNITY COUCATIOWt EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISIC&Z RURAL EDUCATION$ TELECOMMUNICATION
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